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PREFACE

There are two reasons why the stndy of Physics should

be included in every college course : one is, because it

teaches certain intellectual methods, certain modes of ex-

act thought which are not required by other sciences in

their elementary stages ;
the second is, because it teaches

methods of accurate observation and measurement. Phys-

ics, as well as any science, may be studied entirely in the

class-room; and profit may be derived from seeing per-

formed by the instructor demonstrations of the funda-

mental experiments, and from following out the logical

processes and methods based upon these; but it should

not be thought that this is the entire aim of Physics.

Every student should be taught in the laboratory how to

measure those quantities which are involved in the state-

ments of the laws of nature, and should be given an op-

portunity of verifying as many of these laws as possible.

One can divide into three classes those students who

undertake laboratory work in Physics ;
and the require-

ments of these classes are by no means the same. At the

present time the largest proportion of elementary students

of Physics are taking the courses as part of their prepara-

tion for other sciences, in particular medicine and engineer-

ing ;
an increasing number are taking them simply in the

course of their liberal education; while a comparatively

small number look forward to continuing their work either

as investigators or as teachers. It is obvious that there

are certain laboratory exercises and methods which, while
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absolutely necessary to a future physiologist or chemist,

might he omitted in a system of general education, and

might not be so important from purely physical consider-

ations as some experiment of a similar but more funda-

mental character.

In preparing this text-book for use in Physical Labora-

tories, the needs of all three of these classes of students

have been borne in mind, how successfully it is not possi-

ble to say. The only experiments described are quantita-

tive, because it is assumed that purely qualitative ones

are demonstrated in the lecture-room. Those experiments

which are suited to a definite student or to a definite class

must be selected by the instructor ; and it is impossible to

give any precise statement as to which are best adapted for

any particular purpose. It has been impossible, of course,

to include all the experiments which might be desired ;
but

it is hoped that no important principle or piece of appara-

tus has been slighted.

The object of an experiment in Physics is not simply to

teach a student to measure quantities and to verify the

laws of nature; it should also lead him to look closely into

the methods made use of, the theory of the instruments,

the various sources of error, the possible deductions and

applications of the principles involved. The importance,

too, cannot be overstated of insisting upon the student

learning neat and systematic methods of making, record-

ing, and reporting observations. With these ends in view,

each experiment, as described in this book, is divided into

seven parts :

1. Object of Experiment.
—This is simply a single para-

graj)h stating the chief object of the exercise.

3. General Theory.
—In this section is given a brief state-

ment of the general theory of the physical laws involved in

the experiment, and the general principles made use of in

the methods of measurement. No particular forms of ap-

paratus are described, but the essential details of the neces-

sary processes are given.
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3. Sources of Error.—Under this head are given the most

important difficulties in the experiment, the most frequent

causes of error, and the essential precautions.

4. Apparatus.
—This is a list of the instruments and ap-

pliances required for the exercise, together with, in certain

cases, a brief description of the instruments themselves.

5. 3fa)npulation.
—This is a full statement of the details

of the experiment, with explicit directions as to quantities

and methods.

6. Illustration.—There is given in nearly every case the

result of an actual experiment performed in the manner de-

scribed in the body of the exercise. These illustrations are

meant to serve as guides to students in making their re-

ports, as well as to show practically how accurate the ex-

perimental methods are.

7. Questions and Problems.—These are questions suggest-

ed by the experiment, and problems serving to illustrate the

principles involved in it.

The object of this particular division and arrangement of

each experiment has been twofold. The main one was the

hope that the student might be induced to prepare himself

for performing the experiment by a preliminary reading of

the principles and methods involved. The second object

was to avoid the danger, so far as possible, of making the

descriptions apply to one particular set of apparatus.

In the use of this book an experiment should be assign-

ed a student some days before he is to perform it
;
and he

ought not to be allowed to take time from the regular labo-

ratory hours for the preliminary study, which should be

done elsewhere. He should get the necessary apparatus

from the stock-room, which should be in charge of a cus-

todian of apparatus, and should set up the apparatus him-

self. Records should be made in a systematic, permanent

form
;
and the results should be deduced, not in the labo-

ratory, but at other times, and should be reported to an

instructor regularly (once a week or fortnight) in a suit-

able book. Those of the questions and problems which
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an instructor desires answered slionld also receive atten-

tion in this report -book. It is often advisable for two

students to work together while performing an experi-

ment, and in some cases it is absolutely necessary; if this

is done, each student should take an independent set of

records and should hand in a separate report.

There is great difficulty in assigning the credit for any

particular experiment or form of apparatus; but in every

case where it is possible suitable acknowledgment has been

made in a foot-note. Special thanks are, however, due to

four former assistants in the Physical Laboratory of the

Johns Hopkins University: Dr. W. S. Day and Mr. H. S.

Uhler, who have taken great pains at various times in

working out the details of many of the experiments ;
Mr.

C. W. Waidner, for the substance of Appendix III. on gal-

vanometers
;
and Dr. N. E. Dorsey, for a description of the

clock-circuit contact devised by him, which is given in Ap-

pendix II. The drawings have all been made by one of our

students, Mr. W. S. Gorsuch, Jr., to whom we are greatly

indebted for his skill and promptness.
J. S. Ames.

W. J. A. Bliss.

Johns Hopkins UNiVERSixy, January, 1S98.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

To understand properly any phenomenon implies two

things : a study of the sequence of events, the cause and

effect
;
and a determination of exactly how much is in-

volved of each quantity which is concerned in the phe-

nomenon. We cannot understand any phenomenon unless

we can measure it.

In order to measure quantities certain standards or

units must be chosen, in terms of which to express the

numerical values. It is shown in any treatise on Physics

that every quantity which enters into the phenomena of

matter in motion can be reduced to a certain amount of

matter, a certain space, and a certain interval of time (see
"
Physics,"

* Art. 7). Consequently it is necessary to adopt

standards of quantity of matter, of space, of time, which

will serve as mechanical units. Similarly it is necessary to

select units in terms of which to measure electrical and

magnetic quantities.

*
Here, as elsewhere in this book, this reference is to

"
Theory of Phys-

ics," by J. S. Ames, and published by Harper & Brothers: 1897.

I
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C. G. S. System. The units of length, of matter, and of

time which have been adopted by the scientific world (see
"
Physics," Art. 8) are the following :

Unit of Length. The centimetre, the one -hundredth

portion of the length of a metal rod which is kept in Paris

when it is at the temperature of melting ice. On this unit

are based the square and cubic centimetres, as units of

area and volume.

Unit of Quantity of Matter. The gram, the one-thou-

sandth portion of the quantity of matter in a lump of

platinum which is kept in Paris. (The gram is very ap-

proximately the quantity of matter in one cubic centime-

tre of distilled water at the temperature when it is most

dense, i.e., 4° C).
Unit of Time. The mean solar second, an interval of

j'lT^^Q such that 86,400 of them equal the mean solar

day, i.e., the average length of the solar day for one

year.

On these mechanical units are based the subsidiary

units of speed, velocity, acceleration, force, energy, etc.

The electrical and magnetic units will be defined later.

This particular system of units is called the C. G. S.

system, from the initial letters of centimetre, gram, second;

and in terms of these or of units derived from them all

physical quantities should be expressed. That is, a length,

whenever it occurs, should be measured in centimetres
;

all masses should be measured in grams ;
and all intervals

of time in seconds. These units are perfectly arbitrary,

but there is no reason to suppose that the standards will

ever change; and having received the sanction of all civil-

ized countries and all scientists, they should be used in

expressing every measurement. Moreover, they are very

convenient, since they are the foundation of decimal sys-

tems, and not systems in which the smaller and larger
measures are related in arbitrary ratios, as the foot and

inch.

Physical Measurement. The object of a physical experi-
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ment is in general to measure a quantity either directly or

indirectly. Thus, a length can be measured directly by
means of a centimetre rule

;
but the density of a body,

that is, the number of grams in one cubic centimetre, is

measured indirectly, since to determine the density meas-

urements must be made of quantities which are connected

with density by a physical relation which can be expressed

in a mathematical formula. In every case, however, a

series of measurements must be made of certain quantities,

either the quantities which are themselves desired or those

which enter into a certain formula, stating some physical

definition or law.

It is obviously impossible to know whether any one of

the observed measurements gives the true value of the

quantity, and the separate measurements will in general

differ among themselves. We are, therefore, led to inquire

how we can best use these differing determinations so as to

deduce from them as close an approximation to the truth

as possible, and also to learn how great an error we are

liable to in the result thus obtained.

While paying special attention, however, to the more

minute portions of a measurement, care must be taken to

make no mistake in recording the numbers which express

the larger part of the measurement. Thus, in measuring

a length of 5.21 cm. the student is far more liable to

make a careless mistake in reading 4 or 6 instead of 5

than to make an inaccurate reading of the 21. The error

in the "whole number" must be most carefully guarded

against.

Accuracy of Result. If a long series of readings of the

same quantity has been made, the same care being given

each individual measurement, the arithmetical mean of

these readings is the most probable value of the quantity ;

and by comparing this mean value with the individual

readings a great deal may be learned as to the degree of

accuracy of the method used and the observations. The

general process is to write the readings in a vertical col-
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unm, and in another column write the differences between

each of these and the mean, placing + or — before each

difference according as that measurement is greater or less

than the mean. The difference for any reading is called

the "residual" for that observation; and if the residuals

are large, it is evident that there is much more uncertainty

as to the accuracy of the mean value than if the residuals

are small. It is evident, too, that if only a few observa-

tions are taken, the accuracy of the mean value is not so

great as it would be if a long series were taken. Conse-

quently it should be possible from a consideration of the

magnitude of the residuals and the number of times the

measurement is repeated to form a definite idea of the

probable error to which the mean value is liable. The

theory of this determination is given in the "Method of

Least Squares," a mathematical process based upon the

theory of probabilities. It is sufficient here to state that

this method shows that, if we define as the " Probable Er-

ror" a magnitude such that the actual error of the mean
is more likely to be less than this rather than greater,

then the probable error of the mean of n observations is

0.674o\/ —7 T\' where s is the sum of the squares of theV n (w
—

1)
^

residuals. The probable error of any one of the n obser-

vations is 0.675\/ -, showing that the probable error

of the mean is less than that of any observation in the

ratio of 1 : y/n.

If X is the true value of a certain quantity, and if a is

the mean value of a series of measurements of that quan-

tity, the true meaning of the "probable error" can be ex-

pressed mathematically thus :

a -I- e > .r > a — e,

where e is written for the probable error. In words, the

true value of a quantity lies between the mean of the ob-

servations plus the probable error and the mean minus the
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probable error. In stating the result of the series of

measurements, it is ordinarily said that the value of x is

a ± e, with the interpretation of e as given above.

When the object of the experiment is to deduce the

value of a quantity from measurements of other quantities

connected with it by a formula, it is possible to calculate

the probable error of the final result if the probable errors

of the individual quantities which are substituted in the

formula are known. Thus, if it is wished to determine

the probable error in the i:)roduct of two quantities whose

true values are x and y, and which have been measured

with the result that x is found to be « ± e^, and y is found

to be J ±
6-2,

where
e-^
and gj are the probable errors of a and

h respectively, the product of the measurements, ab, is

compared with the product {a±e^ {h±e,^. The differ-

ence is ± a ^2 ± J «! ± e, 62, but ^1 ^2 is so small a quantity

numerically that it may be neglected in comparison with

the first two quantities. Thus the uncertainty of a is'^i,

that of b is e^, and that of ab\& a e^-^-b e^ Writing this e,

we have

e = a^g + be^

or

ab a b'

—
, expressed in hundredths, is the ''

percentage
"

that e is

ab

oi ab
;

- is similarly the percentage that e, is of a, etc.

Consequently, the percentage error of a product is the sum

of the percentage errors of the factors
;
and the rule can

obviously be extended to any number of factors. There-

fore, to determine the error of a calculated quantity, ex-

press the probable error of each factor entering into the

formula as so many per cent, of that factor, add the per-

centage probable errors of all the factors, and the sum is

the percentage probable error of the product. The nu-

merical value of the probable error may be at once calcu-
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lated from the percentage probable error; thus, if the

product of the means of the observed quantities is 10.05

with a ^voh'dble percentage error of 0.5, the probable error

is ± 10.05 X 0.005 or ± 0.05.

If in the formula the sums of certain products enter,

the probable error of each product must be calculated sep-

arately, and their sum gives the probable error of the cal-

culated quantity.

Two most important facts are apparent from the above

theory of the probable error of a product.

1. If in the formula which enters in the experiment a

factor appears to the wth power, the percentage probable

error of this factor introduces in the product a percentage

probable error m times as large as it would if it entered to

the first power only, because percentage errors are added.

Therefore a quantity which appears in the formula as

squared or cubed must be measured with much greater

care than a quantity which appears in the same product

only to the first power.

2. If, owing to special difficulty in measuring a certain

quantity, the probable error thereby introduced is liable to

be large, care must be concentrated upon this quantity,

and its probable error must be reduced as much as possi-

ble by repeated measurements. The other quantities which

enter into the formula may often be measured compara-

tively roughly, without appreciably affecting the error in-

troduced by the one whose value is obtained with diffi-

culty.

Graphical Methods. In many experiments the object is

either to verify a law stating the relation which exists be-

tween two quantities or to discover one if it exists. In

expressing the result of such experiments, it is always best

to have recourse to graphical methods.

Thus, suppose it is a question of the verification of

Boyle's law for gases, viz., "at constant temperature the

product of the pressure and volume of a given amount of

gas remains constant."
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Let the

umes be

measured pressures and corresponding vol-

Pressures

82.1

88.3

96.3

105.5

118.9

135.5

160.1

105.

Volumes

12.03

11.20

10.26

9.35

8.31

7.29

6.17

Draw two lines at right angles to each other, one hori-

zontal and the other vertical. Consider distances from

the vertical line meas-

ured horizontally to

mean volumes, and

distances above the

horizontal line to

mean pressures, ac-

cording to any arbi-

trary scale which we jj

may find convenient.

Obviously, any point

of the region be-

tween the lines rep-

resents a certain defi-

nite state of pressure

and volume, since it

is at a definite distance from each of the two lines. In

the experiment we observe the gas in a number of states,

in each of which we measure its pressure and volume.

For each such state there is then a corresponding point

on the diagram, which we mark with a cross (x). More-

over, since the gas passed continuously from one of these

states to another, we could have found any desired num-

ber of points, forming an unbroken chain between any

two of those actually measured. This we denote by draw-

ing an unbroken curve connecting the individual points
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observed. Furthermore, we know that each of our ob-

servations is liable to error, whereas it is unlikely that

there are sudden changes in the behavior of the gas at

the points observed. We therefore draw our curve so

that it is
"
smooth," even though it does not exactly pass

through each observed point ;
but we try to leave as many

of these points above it as below it. Finally, we mark

along the horizontal line the scale according to which

horizontal distances denote volumes and a similar scale of

pressures along the vertical line. Distances along the hor-

izontal line are sometimes called ''abscissae," and vertical

distances ''ordinates."

Another illustration is afforded by the measurement of

the change in volume of water as its temperature is raised,

starting from such a temperature that the water is in a solid

condition, and ending at a temperature so high that the

water is vaporized. In the figure volumes are measured

by ordinates and temperatures by abscissae. The scale

of temperature is

so chosen that

0° Centigrade
comes at P and

100° at Q ;
then

points to the left

of P correspond
to temperature
below 0° C.

It is often a

good plan in plot-

ting graphically
a series of obser-

vations to draw

around the point which records a particular observation

a small circle with a radius equal to the estimated prob-
able error of that observation. Then in drawing a curve

through the various points it may be at once seen whether

the distances of points from the curve, which always arise

.'P Q fc
100-

FlG. 2
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if the curve is made "smooth," exceed the limits of ac-

curacy of the experiment. Obviously, considerable discre-

tion is needed in drawing these observation curves, but

ambiguity seldom arises.

General Instructions. It is of the utmost importance that

the student should learn to record his observations clear-

ly and systematically, and to this end the following rules

should be observed :

1. All observations should be recorded in a suitable

note -book at the time they are made— loose sheets are

often lost or mislaid. These records should be made neat-

ly and according to some scheme which has been thought
out previous to the actual experiment. It is often con-

venient to rule vertical lines, and place different measure-

ments of the same quantity in one column, so that they

may be compared or averaged.

2. The actual observations should be recorded. In no

case should a mental calculation be made, and only its

result noted
;

all calculations, however simple, should be

done at a later time. The laboratory note -book should

always show the original observations. Thus, if the zero-

point of an instrument is wrong, allowance should not be

made in the observations, but the actual error and the

actual observation should both be recorded.

3. A carefully prepared report of each experiment should

be written in ink in another book, and this siiould be

handed to the instructor for his inspection and comments.

In the following chapters of this manual forms will be

given under each experiment, which should be followed as

far as possible by the student in making his report.

4. Both in the actual record and in the subsequent re-

port care should be taken in so entering the figures that

they indicate the precise accuracy of the measurements.

For instance, if four observers measure the same length

and note it as follows, A as 5 metres, B as 5.0 metres, C

as 5.00 metres, D as 5.000 metres, the supposition is that

A is certain of the length as being 5 metres rather than 4
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or 6, but that he does not know whether the length may
not be a fraction of a metre greater or less than 5

;
B is

certain that the length is not 5.1 or 4.9 metres, but he

does not know whether it may not be some hundredths of

a metre greater or less than 5 metres
;
C is certain that the

length is not 5.01 or 4.99 metres, but it may vary some

thousandths of a metre from 5
; D, however, is certain that

the length cannot differ from 5 metres by a thousandth of

a metre. If all four observers have used the same means

of measurement, and if it is known that these are accurate

enough to ascertain the length only to within one hun-

dredth of a metre, then A is a most careless observer, B is

less so, D is untrustworthy because he overstates the ac-

curacy, while C states the result correctly. It is fully as

bad to be an observer like D as to be like B.

The same rule applies to a result calculated from meas-

ured quantities ;
each figure should have a definite mean-

ing, and any uncertainty as to a result should be expressed.
Thus 5.003 ±0.001 means that the observer is uncertain of

the final 2 in 5.002 to Avithin one figure, i. e., it may be

anywhere between 3 and 1. The accuracy of an experi-

ment cannot be increased by carrying out the result of a

division or of a multiplication to additional places of deci-

mals
;
and the accuracy of any calculated result is limited

by that of the original measurements, as has been explained
in the section on "Accuracy of Eesult."

It is often convenient in expressing a large or a small

quantity to use a factorial method
; thus, instead of

54600000. it is better to write 5.46x10', and instead of

0.0000018 to write 1.8x10-'.

5. Before any particular experiment is performed, the

student should read carefully the description of the method
and manipulation as given in the manual, and should con-

sider especially what quantities are the most difficult to

measure, which should be measured most accurately (see

p. 6), and what particular precautions must be taken. In

using any instrument the readings should be made with
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the utmost accuracy attainable, unless careful considera-

tion has shown that this is unnecessary, owing to the \\n-

avoidable error which may enter in another measurement

in the same experiment.

6. It is a general rule that if the scale of any instrument

is divided into small divisions, the reading should be made

by estimation to one-tenth of one of these smallest divisions.

In such an estimation it must be remembered that the

true boundaries between the divisions are infinitely narrow

lines, and that the broad marks actually made are intended

to spread as much on one side as on the other. We must

therefore mentally divide into tenths the space between the

middle of the marks, and not that between the edges.

7.* In the report which is handed to the instructor, the

student should give answers to the questions and problems,

and should also carefully explain how he has avoided or

considered each of the sources of errors mentioned in the

general description of the experiment. It should be need-

less to add that logarithms should always be used, and

that numerical calculations should not be recorded in the

report.
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EXPERIMENT 1

(PAKT 3 REQUIRES TWO OBSERVERS)

Object. A rough determination of each of the three fun-

damental quantities
—

lengthy mass, and time. (See
"
Phys-

ics," Art. 7.)

1. To Measure the Length of a Straight Line

General Theory. A straight graduated bar is held paral-

lel to the line, and the points on the scale which are "op-

posite" the ends are read. By "opposite" is meant con-

nected with them by straight lines perpendicular to the

scale and to the desired length. The difference in the

readings gives the desired length.

Sources of Error.

1. The scale and line may not be parallel.

2. Care must be taken to determine the points on the scale which

are exactly "opposite
"
the ends of the line.

3. There may be defects in the measuring bar itself, due to

faulty graduation, warping, or wear.

Apparatus. A sheet of paper upon which a straight line

is carefully ruled, the ends of the line being sharply de-

fined
;
a metre bar.

Manipulation. Examine the metre bar
;

see that it is

straight, and that there are no evident defects in the

ruling. Lay the sheet of paper on a smooth table in a

good light. Place the bar along the line to be measured,

and turn both paper and bar until there is a good light

on the scale and also on the line. Turn the bar on its

edge, so as to bring the graduated scale as close as possi-
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ble to the length to be measured. Whenever a length is

measured, remember that the closer the scale is brought to

the desired length, the less is the error from the first two

sources above. Measure between sharp, well-defined divis-

ions of the bar, and never use its ends. Bead the points op-

FiG. 3*—Wrong method

Fio. 4—Right method

posite the ends of the line to tenths of a millimetre, note

them, and deduce the length of the line. In estimating

tenths of a division it must always be remembered that the

space to be mentally divided is that between the middle of

the broad marks on the bar and not that between their edges.

Repeat the measurement twice, using different divisions

of the bar each time. Average the results, so as to find

the most probable length of the line. Report as below :

ILLUSTRATION
Oct. 5, 1896

End A
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Greatest deviation from mean is 0.03 of one per cent.

2. To Detepmine the Mass of a Pound in Grams

General Theory. A pound weight is placed in one pan of

a platform-balance and gram weights in the other, the latter

being varied until the index of the balance remains in the

centre of its scale.

A balance compares weights ;
but experiments prove that

if two bodies have the same weight, they have equal masses,

as defined by inertia.

Sources of Error.

1. A strong draught of air may influence one pan more than the

other.

2. The pans may not balance when empty.

3. The scale may not be true, i. e., one arm may be longer than

the other.

4. Friction of knife edges may cause the pans to balance at some

point other than that of true equilibrium.

5. The weights may not be accurate.

Apparatus. A platform-balance which will show a differ-

ence of -^ gram

(or even only 1

gram); a one-

pound weight ;
a

box of gram
weights contain-

ing masses vary-

ing from 1000 g.

to tV g-

Manipulation.
If the pans do

not balance when empty, put scraps of paper into the

lighter until the pointer comes to rest exactly opposite

the central point of its swing—there is usually some mark

to indicate this point. To secure accuracy look at the

pointer from a considerable distance and in a direction

perpendicular to the plane in which it swings. Place the

Fig. 5
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pound weight in one pan and a gram weight which you
think approximately equal to it in the other. If this

turns out to be too small, double it
;

if too large, halve it.

Find thus at once two masses, one greater and the other

less than a pound. Try next a weight half-way between

these two extremes, and continue similarly until a change of

Yo" of a gram shifts the pointer from one side to the other.

Estimate the fraction of y^ g. which will be necessary

to obtain an accurate balance, and note the mass of a

pound thus found. Now interchange the weights from

one pan to the other, placing the pound on the side in

which the grams were, and vice versa ; and note whether

any change must be made in the equivalent of a pound in

grams as found before. If there is a difference, take the

mean of the two quantities. This corrects the third error.

The student will have to assume his weights to be accurate.

They are tested when necessary by weighing each large

weight in turn with those smaller than itself, and finally

comparing one of the set with a standard.

ILLUSTRATION
^^^ ^ ^^^^

Pound in right pan, gram weights in left, 1 lb. =453.55 grams.
Pound in left pan, gram weights in right, 1 lb. =453.65 grams.

Mean 453.60 grams.

3. To Detepmine the Pspiod of a Pendulum with an Ordi-

nary Watch

General Theory. The "period" of a pendulum is the

time which elapses between one passage through a given

point of its swing and the next transit when it is moving
in the same direction. Since the instant it passes through
its central portion is more sharply defined than any other,

because the motion of the pendulum is fastest then, a

period is best measured between one transit through the

middle point of its swing and the next in the same direc-

tion. Since the time of one period is very short, we in-

crease the accuracy of the experiment by measuring the

time of a large number of successive periods, say fifty.
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Sources of Error.

1. If the central point of the swing is not marked by a sharp
line back of it, and if the passage of the pendulum across

this line is not always viewed from the same direction, the

interval of time measui'ed may not be a period, because

there is no way of fixing the point at which transits should

be observed.

2. Care is necessary to read the watch accurately and note the

exact time of the transits.

Apparatus. A metal ball
;
thread

;
a metal clamp at-

tached to a firm sitj^port about two metres from the floor

and with the jaws vertical
;
a watch with a second-hand.

Manipulation. A bicycle ball may be used as a pendu-

lum by attaching it to a thread about a metre long, mak-

ing three loops tightly around it at right angles to one

another, and fastening the intersection with a little wax.

Suspend the thread from a clamp
as shown. For a line of reference

use a second vertical thread tied

to a nail or other firm support

close behind the pendulum and

stretched by hanging from it any
convenient weight, such as a knife.

With the pendulum at rest one

observer, A, places his eye in such

a line that the two threads coin-

cide, taking care to note some dis-

tant object, e.g., a line on the op-

posite wall, or the edge of a dpor,

which is in the same line ; so that,

if he moves, he can return to the same position as before.

The other, B, sits at a table with the watch open before

him and a note-book convenient. A starts the pendulum

swinging in a vertical plane through a small arc—1 cm.

each side is enough. Holding his eye in the right position

* This drawing is taken from Worthington, "Physical Laboratory Prac-

tice."

O
Fig. -Bad* Fig. 7—Good
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he observes the transits of the pendulum thread across the

fixed thread. When both observers are ready, A warns B,

and as one thread passes the other he gives a sharp tap

with a knife or pencil on the cover of his note-book. B
notes the reading of his watch at the instant of the 'tap,

which he shovild be able to do correctly to within half a

second. A counts each transit in the same direction up to

fifty. As fifty is approached he calls out the numbers 48,

49, as a warning, and taps again just as the fiftieth period

is finished. B notes the instant of the tap again.

Take five sets of fifty each in this manner. Then let A
and B interchange and take five more.

Deduce the period from each and average.

Mr. B
reads

the

watch.

ILLUSTRATION

TIME OP 50 VIBRATIONS
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iware of them, and their enumeration will not be repeated under the heading

"Sources of Error" in future experiments. The student must never forget

to guard against them, though not specifically told to do so.

Questions and Problems.

1. Exactly how much error would be produced in the measure-

ment of the length of the line, if the line and scale were in-

clined to each other by 1° ?

2. What is meant by "density"? How could you determine

the density of a circular cylinder of wood ?

3. Can you explain why difference in the lengths of the balance

arms is corrected by "double weighing"?
4. What modifications of the balance would you suggest in order

to make one which would be more delicate ?

5. Calculate the "probable error" of the mean period of the

pendulum.
6. Why does the amplitude of the pendulum slowly decrease ?

Does the period change as this happens ?



EXPERIMENT 2

Object. To determine the internal volume, or ''capacity,"

of a bulb. (See
''

Physics," Art. 8.)

General Theory. A large glass bulb with capillary stem

is cleaned, dried, and weighed. It is then filled up to a

certain point with water or some other liquid and weighed

again. The difEerence in weight is that

of the mass of water or liquid necessary

to fill the tube up to the mark. Know-

ing the temperature of the water or liq-

uid, the density—i e., the mass of a cubic

centimetre—is found in the Tables, and

the capacity pf the bulb and stem up to

the scratch is deduced.

Sources of Error.

1. The liquid
— e.

p-. ,
water—may contain

bubbles of air.

2. The mass of the liquid is determined as

the difEerence of two masses. Each

of these must therefore be measured

with extreme accuracy.

Apparatus. A glass bulb with capillary

stem—about 300 cc. is a convenient size
;

platform scales and weights as in Exper-

iment 1
; centigrade thermometer; Bun-

sen burner. Chromic acid, alcohol, and

ether are needed for cleansing purposes.

Manipulation. The bulb must be cleaned

Fig. 8 inside and out quite carefully. The best
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method is to wash it with chromic acid
; then remove the

acid and rinse with pure water
;
then remove the water

and rinse with alcohol and ether.

The small amounts of the liquids necessary to clean the

bulb can best be introduced by heating the bulb by one's

hands (or by a flame, */ the flame is not brought near the

ether or alcohol), thus expelling some air, and then by intro-

ducing the opening of the tube under the surface of the

liquid and cooling the bulb.

To remove the liquids the bulb may be turned with the

tube pointed downward
; and, if the bulb be heated, the

liquid will flow out. After the alcohol and ether have

been removed, it is necessary to dry the bulb. To do this,

join it to the drying-tube apparatus ;
exhaust and allow

dry air to enter, then exhaust, let more enter, etc., until

the bulb is entirely dry. This process may often be has-

tened by heating the bulb gently by means of a Bunsen

burner.

The bulb should now be weighed as is explained in Ex-

periment 1. This weighing must be par-

ticularly accurate.

To fill the bulb with some liquid
—e. g.,

water—the following plan is best : Make
a funnel out of a clean glass tube, aboat

6 cm. long, 3 cm. diameter, closed by a

tight -fitting clean wooden cork at one

end
; by means of a cork - borer make a

hole in this cork just large enough to fit

tightly over the stem of the bulb. Leave

the opening of the stem just above the

cork
;
and support the bulb in a clamp-

stand and pour in water, from which air

has been removed, if necessary, by boil-

ing.

Heat the bulb by a Bunsen burner, thus

causing air to bubble out through the

liquid in the funnel; cease heating; and, fig. 9
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as the bulb cools, the liquid will rush in (consequently do

not heat the bulb too high).

By re2:)eating the heating and cooling the entire bulb and

stem may be filled with the liquid. (A last bubble of air

is liable to stick to the mouth of the tube, but it can be re-

moved by scraping it off with the point of a knife.) Place

the bulb one side, to cool and come to the temperature of

the room. (This may take an hour, and in the meantime

the student may take up some other experiment.) When
this stage is reached, remove the funnel ;

shake out enough
water to bring the level of the surface down to within a

few centimetres of the bulb ; dry the exterior carefully ,

weigh as before. Note the temperature of the air near

the scale-pan and assume this to be the same as that of

the water. Make a fine scratch with a file at the top of

the column of water in the stem. Empty the bulb; dry it;

pass a cork, only bored part way through, over the end to

keep out the dust, and put the bulb away carefully for use

in future experiments.

Deduce the mass of water contained in the bulb and

stem up to the scratch, and by the aid of the tables of

densities calculate the capacity up to this point.

ILLUSTRATION
Oct. 26, 1896

Mass of bulb empty, 30.95 g. }

Mass of bulb full. 56.16 g. f

^^''' ^^ ^^^^'' ^^'^^ ^-

Temperature, 19.4° c.

Mass of 1 CO. of water at 19.4° is 0.998. „^ j,.

Hence, capacity of bulb and stem to scratch at 19.5° is ^~ = 25.25 cc.

Since the volume of a glass vessel increases by about

0.000026 of its amount for each degree centigrade rise

in temperature, the capacity at 0° of the bulb is 25.25

(1.-0.000026x19.5) =25.24 cc.

Note.—The method given above for the determination of volumes is the

one universally used for determining the capacity of a vessel of irregular

form, or of one whose internal dimensions cannot easily be measured. Where

greater accuracy is desired, mercury is used in tlie place of water.
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The volume of irregular solids is found in a similar manner by the follow-

ing process; Any convenient narrow glass vessel large enough to hold the

object is filled with water up to a mark by means of a burette, so that the

exact volume of water may be noted. The vessel is then emptied and dried

and the object placed in it. Water is again run in from the burette until it

reaches the same mark. The difference in the volumes of water needed in

the two cases is the volume of the object. A sinker must be used for light

objects; and, if the sinker also is of irregular shape, its volume must be

found in a similar manner. The volume of objects whose dimensions are

easily measured is of course best found by calculation.

Areas which cannot be readily calculated from their dimensions are

measured by transferring them to smooth, uniform card-board, by pricking

the outlines with a very fine point. The area is then cut out and weighed on

delicate balances, and another piece of the same card-board of regular di-

mensions is also weighed. From the area of the latter, which can be calcu-

lated, and the relative weights, the unknown area is easily found.

The average area of the cross-section of a tube is found by weighing

the amount of mercury necessary to fill an accurately measured length of the

tube. If the mass is m, the density p, and the length Z, the average cross-

section is — By using a short thread of mercury and determining its ex-

act length in each successive portion of the tube, the tube can be
"
calibrat-

ed "—that is, any variations in the cross-section ascertained.

Questions and Problems.

1. Why, in determining the volume of an irregular solid, as just

described, is not the solid put in the vessel while it contains

the water ?

2. Standard gold is an alloy—11 parts gold, 1 part copper. Cal-

culate its density.

3. On mixing 63 cc. of sulphuric acid with 24 cc. of water, 1 cc.

is lost by mutual penetration. Calculate the density of

the mixture.



EXPERIMENT 3

Object. To determine the number of centimetres in one

inch.

General Theory. This is to measure the same length by
two rules^ one divided in centimetres, the other in inches,

and then to take the ratio of the numerical values of the

length in the two units.

Sources of Error.

These are practically the same as those of the first part of Ex-

periment 1.

Apparatus. Two rules, each one metre long, the one

graduated in centimetres and millimetres, and the other

in inches and fractions of an inch.

Manipulation.
—Method 1. By Coincidence.—Place the

rules side by side on a steady table, with their upper snr-

987654 3 21
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Fig. 10

faces at the same level, and with their graduated edges in

close contact. It is best to place the rules on a table fac-

ing a window
;
but in any case care must be taken to see

that they are illuminated directly, not sidewise. Slide one
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scale along the other until the axis of a division on the

inch scale is exactly opposite the axis of a division on the

centimetre one. Choose clearly defined, narrow divisions

near the ends of the two scales, but never measure from

the ends themselves. See that the divisions chosen are

Avell ruled, perpendicular to the edge. Holding the rules

very tightly together with their upper surfaces in the same

horizontal plane, find two other divisions, one on each

scale, the axes of which coincide exactly. This pair should

be chosen more than twenty inches from the first pair

which were placed opposite each other. In determining

when one scale division is opposite another, sight along

their axes with the eye a little above them
;
do not view

the lines from the side.

The distance between the two pairs of divisions is the

same, but is expressed in different units on the two rules.

Note the numbers of the two divisions on the inch rule.

Their difference is the difference in inches. Do likewise

for the centimetre scale, and deduce the distance in centi-

metres. Thus calculate the number of centimetres in one

inch. Keport the numbers of the divisions actually read,

as well as the differences, as is shown below. Eepeat four

times, using different distances and portions of the rules,

and find the mean of the results. This is the desired ratio,

as given by this experiment.

Method 2. By Estimation.—In this method an arbi-

trary number of inches is measured in centimetres. Place

two divisions of the scales opposite each other, as in the

beginning of part one ; but, instead of searching for two

more that coincide exactly, note on the centimetre scale

the exact position of a division of the inch scale, which is

any definite number of inches—say thirty
—from the first.

In doing this, estimate the tenths of a millimetre by the

eye, if the desired inch mark falls between two millimetre

marks. Note the readings on both scales and the differ-

ences as before, and repeat four times, using the same num-

ber of inches but different parts of both rules. From the
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mean number of centimetres thus found to be equivalent

to the given number of inches, deduce again the ratio of

an inch to a centimetre or the number of centimetres in

one inch.

Average the results by the two methods.

ILLUSTRATION

METHOD 1
Nov. 1, 1896

\
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i

Questions and Problems.

1. Why is it better to compare distances as great as twenty
j

inclies or more ?

2. In the second method why is the given way better than to

choose an arbitrary number of centimetres and measure
\

their length in inches ?
]

3. Why is it better not to measure from tlie ends of the rules ? 1

Why not use the same scale division over several times 1
j

4. Is there any objection to using two rules of different materials,

6. g., iron and brass ?

I



EXPERIMENT 4

Object. To learn the method of using a vernier.

General Theory. With.many instruments measurements

are taken by means of an index which slides along a grad-

uated scale. This scale may be straight, as in a caliper or

barometer, or circular, as in a sextant. In the simplest in-

struments of this kind there is only one mark on the slid-

ing index, and the position of the index is read from the

scale division nearest to this mark. When the mark falls

between two divisions of the scale, the fractions of a divis-

ion are estimated by the eye, as in the second part of Ex-

periment 3. To obtain this fraction with greater accuracy,

the index of delicate instruments is provided with addi-

tional marks, forming a series of equal divisions, on one or

both sides of the principal mark. Such a scale on the index

is called a "vernier"; and the principal mark, the ''zero

of the vernier," because in a perfect instrument it comes

directly opposite the z6ro of the main scale when the quan-

tity which the instrument is designed to measure is zero—
e.

(J.,
in a caliper when the jaws are closed on each other

with no object between. It will avoid confusion to remem-
ber that the zero of the vernier replaces the single mark
on simpler instruments, and that the other marks are mere-

ly to be used in determining more accurately the position
of this principal mark.

Positive Vernier is the most usual form of instrument.

The vernier scale numbers on the sliding index increase in

the same direction from the zero of the vernier as the as-

cending numbers on the main scale. Such a vernier is
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called ''positive/' and for convenience of description we

will assume this direction to be from left to right. The

vernier divisions differ in length from those of the main

Fig. 11

scale, but a whole number, n, of vernier divisions is always

made to equal n±l scale divisions. We will describe the

kind of vernier in which the vernier divisions are shorter,

and will first consider the case in which 10 vernier divis-

ions equal 9 scale divisions. Let the length of a vernier

division be represented by v, and the length of a scale di-

vision by s.

Then in this particular vernier,

10 V = 9 s,

.'. V = 9/10 s,

:, s — v = s- 9/10 s = 1/10 s.

In words, this equation says that one scale division is

longer than one vernier division by 1/10 of a scale division.

Suppose, now, that we start with the case in which the in-

dex mark, or zero of the vernier, corresponds with a cer-

tain definite division line of the scale—say the line number

2, for example. If we look at the scale to the right of this

mark, we see that the first vernier division falls short of

coinciding with a scale division by 1/10 s. The second

vernier division falls short of coinciding with a scale divis-

ion by 2/10 6% the third by 3/10 6', etc. It is plain, then,

that as we move the vernier along the scale to the right,

when the zero of the vernier has passed 1/10 s beyond any

line of the scale the first vernier division line will coincide

with a line of the scale. If we move it along 2/10 s from
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the starting-point, the second line on the vernier will be

in coincidence, and so on. Therefore, if we wish to know
how many times 1/10 s the zero of the vernier is beyond a

division line of the scale, we have only to find the number
of the first line of the vernier that is in coincidence with a

line of the scale, and that number will give the number of

tenths of a scale division desired. If no vernier division is

in exact coincidence with a scale division, the two divisions

which lie on either side of coincidence must be noted, and

by estimation one can calculate what vernier division ivould

coincide if the vernier scale were more finely subdivided.

This theory can be generalized for this kind of a vernier

as follows •

Let n vernier divisions equal n—l scale divisions. That is:

n v=: (w
—

1) s,

. „. *^ — 1 „ n—\ 1
.'. V = s .: s — V = s s = - s.

n n n

s — v is called the ''least count," which in this case is

s. If 71 is 10, as above, and s a millimetre, the least

count is .1 mm.
The tlieory of a vernier in which the vernier divisions

are longer than the scale divisions, or of a vernier whose
divisions increase numerically in a direction opposite to

those of the scale, presents no difficulties. The first step
in using an instrument with a vernier is to determine the

least count and the kind of vernier, positive or negative.

Apparatus. Wooden model of a vernier on a large scale.

Manipulation. 1. Find the least count of the vernier.

Slide the vernier along the scale until the zero of the

vernier coincides exactly with any arbitrary division on the

main scale. Find another mark on the vernier which ex-

actly coincides with one on the scale. Let it be the p^^.
Let there be q divisions of the main scale between the

same two marks. Then

p V z= g s :. V = qlp s = (l
— tl^N g.

Therefore {p — g)/p = l/u, least count.
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Fiud the least count of the model in this way :

2. Practice reading the vernier and also estimating tenths

by the eye. Set the vernier at random, and, covering all

but the index with a piece of paper, estimate by the eye

the exact reading of the index to tenths of a scale division.

Next find the coinciding division on the vernier, and from

it determine again the tenths of a division. Tabulate as

below and compare the readings by the eye and by the

vernier. Repeat tweiity times and report all readings.

ILLUSTRATION

I

Oct. 5, 1892

Zero of vernier coincides with 7 cm. on scale.

10 " " " "
16 "

..... 10-9 .,.„
i'
—



EXPERIMENT 5

Object.
— Use of Veknier Caliper.— To measure the

linear dimensions of some small object and to calculate its

volume.

General Theory. The volume of a circular cylinder is

Trr""!, if r is the radius and I the height ; consequently, in

order to determine the volume, r and I must be measured.

As r enters to the second power, however, and I to the first

only, it is evident that special attention must be paid to

the measurement of r.

There are various instruments which can be used to

measure lengths accurately, but none is so generally used

Fig. 12

as a vernier caliper. It consists of two parts
—a graduated

"limb," with one fixed jaw at right angles to it, and a slid-

ing index which carries a second jaw accurately parallel to

the first, and which is free to move along the limb unless it

is clamped. The index carries a vernier, and the position

of the zero of the vernier on the scale indicates the dis-
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tance between the two Jaws. (The caliper in the figure

has an attachment to the sliding vernier, which is designed

for making finer adjustments. In using it unclamp both

screws and slide the vernier Jaw nearly into contact. Then

clamp the screw in the sliding attachment, but not the ver-

nier screw, and make the final adjustment by the ''tangent

screw" between the two parts. Then clamp the vernier

screw.)

Sources of Error.

1 . The two jaws may not be exactly parallel.

3. The linear dimensions to be measured may not be exactly

parallel to tlie scale on the limb.

3. ToQ great pressure may strain ihe caliper and bend the jaws
80 that they are no longer parallel, though they spring back

when the object is removed, and the error is not noticed

in,sul)sequent zero readings. Pressure may also change the

dimensions measured, as, for instance, in measuring the di-

ameter of a hollow cylinder or of a tube.

4. The same dimensions may be greater or smaller at different

parts of the object.

Apparatus. A hard rubber cylinder to measure
;
a ver-

nier caliper ; reading lens
;
metre bar.

Manipulation. Compare the scale on the limb with the

metre bar and learn what the unit is. If there is an inch

scale on one side and a centimetre scale on the other, use

both. Deduce the least count of each vernier. Clean all

dust or dirt from the inner faces of the Jaws.

In all measurements it is as important to know accurate-

ly the reading for the beginning of the length measured

as it is to know that for the end. In this case the begin-

ning is the position of the zero of the vernier on the scale

when the movable Jaw is in contact with, and parallel to,

the fixed Jaw, and this must be determined quite as accu-

rately as the position of the index when the object to be

measured is placed between the Jaws. This first reading

is called the determination of the zero of the instrument,

or simply the "zero reading," and a similar set of zero
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readings must be taken on every instrument throughout j

the course. i

To Obtain the Zero Reading. Loosen the clamping screws
^

BO that the movable jaw is free to slide along the limb,
\

but not to rock on it
;
slide the jaws gently into contact

;
j

hold the caliper between the eye and the light, and, looking \

between the jaws, bring them lightly but completely into

contact along their whole length, if possible ; clamp the
;

jaw by means of its screw
;
see that the jaws remain in I

contact when the screw is clamped. Eead and note the
|

exact position of the vernier on the scale of the limb, de- ;

termining the fractions of a scale division by the vernier,
|

as learned in Experiment 4. (Read both the inch and i

centimetre scales, if both are given on the caliper, and re-
\

duce all fractions to decimals.)

A lens should always be used in reading, and -the instru- I

ment should be held facing a window, if possible. It will '

often be found that the divisions of the two scales shift '.

relatively to one another, according to the direction from

which they are viewed. Care must be taken, therefore,

to look at them in directions parallel to the marks on the

two scales, or to look down on the instrument perpendic- ;

ularly. This shifting with the point of view is called "par- J

allax," and must be guarded against whenever a vernier j

is used, and in many similar cases (e. g., Experiment 8). :

The whole number of the reading is always given by the
j

scale division next below the zero of the vernier, and the

vernier reading of the fraction is always added to this.

Hence, if in the zero reading the zero of the vernier

comes below the zero of the scale, the division next below

it is — 1. If the vernier reading is then, say, .7, the whole

zero reading is — 1. + 0.7 or — .3, and so on.

To Measure the Length. Having obtained the zero read-

ing, loosen the screws, move the jaw, and insert the cylin-

der, so as to measure a diameter at one of its ends. Turn

the cylinder in the caliper and see whether in any direc-

tion the diameter seems to be a maximum. If it is, meas-
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ure in this direction. Hold tlie cylinder so that its axis is

at right angles to the limb, and note carefully that the

points in contact with the jaws are diametrically opposite

and at exactly the same distance from the end. The diam-

eter to be measured should be exactly parallel to the inner

edge of the limb. If from an imperfection in the instru-

ment the jaws were not in contact along their whole length

in taking the zero reading, see that the same points which

then touched are the ones now touching the cylinder.

Push the jaws together until the cylinder is ju^t loosely

held between them
;
then clamp the screw, and read and

note the position of the zero of the vernier as before (on

both scales if there are two). Measure similarly the diam-

eter at the other end, taking in each case the maximum

diameter. Try and close the Jaws with the same pressure

in each reading.

Take a new zero reading and repeat the measurement of

the same two diameters. Eepeat the readings twice more

on diameters at right angles to those already measured.

Average the zero readings, and also the four diameters

measured at each place, and, subtracting the former, get

the mean diameter of each section. Average these to get

the mean diameter of the cylinder. (Do the same for the

readings taken in inches.)

Proceed in the same way to get the length of the cylin-

der, measuring it three times, taking a zero reading each

time, and again using both scales, if there are two. Note

the number of the cylinder and description or number

of the caliper. Finally calculate the volume of the cyl-

inder.

Note.—If the cylinder is hollow it will be necessary to measure the in-

ternal diameter also. Bring the outer edges of the tips of the caliper's jaws

into contact with the inner surface of the cylinder, the line joining the edges

being accurately at right angles to the axis of the cylinder. The scale read-

ing is then the internal diameter minus the thickness of both jaws. The

latter thickness may be found by measuring it with another caliper. Make

four readings at each end, and record.
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ILLUSTRATION.—CrLiNDKR No. 1. Caliper No. 3

Oct. 7, 1894.
DIAMETER

Zero Reading

Cm.

0.07

0.06

0.08

0.07

In.

0.031

0.033

0.035

0.033

0.033

DIAMETER



EXPERIMENT 6

Object.
—Use of Miceometer Caliper.—To measure the

linear dimensions of some small object
—

e.g., the thickness

of a wire, a piece of glass, a sphere, etc.

General Theory. A micrometer, or screw caliper, consists

essentially of a screw whose pitch is nniform and whose

motion in its nut may be accurately noted. In the ordi-

nary form of instrument the screw is rigidly attached at

one end to the inner end of a hollow cylinder or *'
barrel,"

so that as the barrel is turned the screw is turned in its

nnt. There is a scale running lengthwise on the nut,

Fig. 13

which is so divided as to correspond to the distance which

the screw advances each whole turn— i. e., the scale divis-

ions equal the pitch of the screw. The edge of the barrel

moves backward and forward along the edge of this scale as

the screw is turned, and so whole turns of the screw may
be noted. Fractional turns may be noted by the divisions

which are engraved on the edge of the barrel, and which

pass across the fixed line running lengthwise of the nut.
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The screw ends in a flat face, called the tooth, and as the

screw is turned this tooth may be made to approach or re-

cede from another flat face, which is rigidly attached to

the nut by the framework of the instrument. Hence, if

the two teeth are first placed in contact, and then separated
so as to just contain some solid, the number of turns of

a screw and the fraction of a turn may be observed by not-

ing the readings on the edge of the barrel and along tlie

nut. The pitch of the screw is always a standard one—e. g.,

1 or 1/2 mm., 1/16 or 1/32 in., etc., and which particular
one it is can be determined by a rough comparison with a

standard rule or with a plate of known thickness.

Sources of Error.

1. The faces of the teeth may not be parallel, and may not be

perpendicular to the axis of the screw.

2. The linear dimensions to be measured may not be exactly par-
allel to the screw.

3. The pitch of the screw may not be exactly the same in all

parts.

4. Pressure changes the shape of the caliper, and may strain the

jaws apart without the screw being turned. Too great

pressure may also change the dimension to be measured.

Apparatus. A micrometer caliper; a piece of plane,

parallel glass ;
a reading-lens.

Manipulation. Compare the scale on the nut with milli-

metres by marking on the straight edge of a piece of paper
the exact length of ten divisions (not half-divisions, if such
are marked) of the scale along the nut, and laying it off on
the metre bar. Record the equivalent in millimetres of

one division of the scale. Each such division marks one
or more complete turns of the barrel; to determine how
many, start with any chosen mark of the barrel opposite
the line of reference drawn lengthwise on the nut, and turn
the barrel any number of complete turns, counting the
number of whole division marks on the nut which have
been passed over. From this calculate the fraction of a

division of the instrument passed over by the edge of the
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barrel, when the latter is turned through one division of

the scale upon it. (If the scale on the edge of the barrel

has two sets of numbers upon it—e. g., 1.6, 2.7, 3.8, etc.—
one turn will be found to correspond to one-half a division

of the nut, and the lower of the two numbers is to be used

when the edge of the barrel is in the first half of a division,

and the higher when it is in the second half.) Use the

same precautions against dirt, parallax, and non-parallelism
of the surfaces of the teeth as in Experiment 5. The best

caliper has a ratchet at the end, which enables the con-

tact to be made always with approximately the same press-

ure, which is indicated by the same number of clicks of

the ratchet, turned very slowly and counted as soon as the

surfaces touch. (Five clicks mark a safe and convenient

pressure.)

Make a zero reading, bringing the teeth into contact by
means of the ratchet and counting the number of clicks

after they touch. The integer of the reading is given by
that division of the nut which is nearest to the edge of the

barrel, but not covered by it
;
and the decimal fraction of

a turn, by that point of the scale on the edge of tlie barrel

which is opposite the line of reference on the nut. Eead
to tenths of the division on the edge. (If the edge is be-

low the zero mark, give a negative sign to the integral part
of the reading, keeping the fraction always positive ;

see

illustration.) Next, insert the object to be measured, clos-

ing the teeth on it with the same number of clicks of the

ratchet after contact as in the zero reading, and taking
care that the dimension to be measured lies in a line per-

pendicular to the faces of the teeth. Take separate read-

ings, with a zero reading for each.

If the object of the experiment is to measure a given
thickness, make all the measurements in the same place :

but if the object is to find the average thickness of various

points—e.g., the diameter of a wire—measure in as many
directions and places as possible.

Note and report the number of the instrument used, and
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any mark or number serving to identify the object meas-

ured.
ILLUSTRATION

Oct. 12, 1892

Plate of Glass No. 1. Micrometer Caliper "M 60"

Zero Reading
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EXPERIMENT 7

Object.
—Use of the Spherometer.—To measure the

thickness of some small object, such as a plate of glass.

General Theory. A spherometer is an instrument made

essentially on the same principle as a micrometer caliper.

It consists of a screw which turns in a nut supported by

three legs, as shown.

There is a scale rigid-

ly fastened to the nut

and parallel to it
;
and

the screw carries a

disk perpendicular to

itself, whose edge is

divided into equal in-

tervals. The fixed

scale is so divided as

to correspond to whole

turns of the screw.

The three legs, the

screw, and the fixed

scale are all parallel,

and perpendicular to

the plane which is

fixed by the extremi-

ties of the three legs.

By placing the instrument on a plane surface the position

of the screw can be recorded when its extremity is in that

plane, and then its position can also be noted when it is

raised so as to allow some solid to be introduced under it.

Fig. 14
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lu this way the thickness of a plate can be measured, if the

pitch of the screw is known. It may be assumed in gen-

eral that the pitch is a standard one—e. g., 1 mm., 1/16 in.,

etc.—and the particular one which it is can be determined

by a rough comparison with a centimetre or an inch rule.

If the pitch, however, is arbitrary, its value must be deter-

mined by the use of a plate of known thickness. The in-

strument may also be used to measure the curvature of a

spherical surface, as is explained in any larger manual.

(See Stewart and Gee, vol. i.; Olazebrook and Shaw.)

Sources of Error.

1. The screw may not be perpendicular to the plane of the ex- j

tremilies of the legs. |

2. The fixed scale may not be parallel to the screw.
:;

3. The pitch of the screw may not be the same in all parts. \

4. The disk may not be exactly perpendicular to the axis of the
J

screw. %

5. The divisions on the fixed scale may not agree exactly with
\

whole turns of the screw.
|

Apparatus. Spherometer; large glass plane surface; a :

piece of plane, parallel glass ;
a reading-lens.

^

Manipulation.
—Note.—In using the spherometer raise or ^

lower the screw by turning the milled head. Do not turn
\

it by means of the disk.
^

Compare the vertical fixed scale with a millimetre one, ]

and note the value of one of its divisions. Note the num- \

ber of divisions on the disk, and see if, when the disk is op- :

posite a division of the vertical scale, its reading is zero, as \

it should be. Next, by actual trial, find what divisions of
\

the vertical scale correspond to whole turns and what to ,

half turns or several turns
;
that is, determine the pitch of

|

the screw. Now turn the disk slowly, and observe care-
\

fully whether it rises or falls as it is turned in such a way
|

that successively greater numbers on the disk pass the edge 1

of the vertical scale. If it rises as increasing numbers I

come to the edge, that number on the disk which has just i
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passed the edge indicates the fraction of a turn which has

been made since the disk passed the mark on the vertical

scale next helow (below in position, not numerically). This

fraction is therefore to be added to the scale division in or-

der to get the exact reading.

If, on the other hand, the disk falls as the numbers in-

crease, the fraction indicated by it is to be subtracted from

the whole number, as given by the scale division next above,

for it means that the disk has fallen that fraction since pass-

ing the mark next above. In other words, the fraction

marked by the scale on the disk is given a positive sign in

the first case and a negative in the second. The sign of

the integer of the index is positive, of course, when the disk

is above the zero of the fixed scale, and negative when it is

below. The number of the integer is to be taken, as stated,

from the mark next ielo2U the disk in the first kind of in-

strument, from the mark next above in the last. In deter-

mining the position of the disk on the scale always sight

along the upper surface of the former, and in like manner

sight along the graduated surface of the scale to determine

the fraction of a turn indicated by the disk. Eead the

scale on the latter to the tenth of its smallest divisions.

Having become thoroughly familiar with the instrument,

measure with it the thickness of some thin object, as a piece

of plate-glass. For the sake of comparison, it is well to

use the same piece of glass as was measured in Experi-
ment 6.

In the case of the spherometer the point measured from—
i. e., the zero of the measurement—is the plane of the three

outer feet. To get the zero reading, it is necessary there-

fore to set the extremity of the screw precisely in this

plane, and to record the position of the disk when it is so

set. Place the instrument on the plane surface which

comes with it, and raise or lower the screw until the in-

strument rests squarely on it as well as on the feet. If

the central foot is in the least below the plane of the other

three, the instrument can be made to rock or to spin on
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the screw-point. The screw must then be so adjusted that

it just does not rock. To do this exactly, begin with the

screw a little too high, and lower very slowly, trying the

stability continually, until you notice the first trace of

rocking ;
then note the disk reading. Now turn back very

slowly and stop when the rocking just stops ;
note the

reading again and repeat, turning backward and forward

until you have reduced the uncertainty as to the exact

point to the smallest range possible ;
then take the aver-

age of the two extremes between which you are in doubt.

Finally, complete the reading of the zero by noting the in-

teger on the vertical scale. Be very careful to give both

the integer and the fraction their right signs in your mem-
oranda. Repeat the measurement ten times, moving the

screw each time considerably out of position in order to

secure ten entirely independent determinations. It may
be well to take five of the zero readings at the beginning
and five at the end of the experiment.
Now raise the screw and insert the object, taking care

that it is clean, so that its lower surface lies in the plane

of the fixed feet—i. e., flat on the glass plane. Lower the

screw so that its point is just in contact with the upper
surface. Make the exact adjustment as before by rocking.

Note the reading on both scales, and give each its right

sign. Make three independent settings, then turn the ob-

ject the other side up and make three more. Note which

position gives apj)arently the smaller thickness for the ob-

ject, and complete the measurement by taking enough

readings to make a set of ten observations with the object

in that position. (Do not include the observations on the

opposite side in calculating the mean.)
Record as below. Give the number of the instrument,

and a mark or number to identify the object.

If the reading on the disk is not zero when it is exactly

at a scale division of the fixed scale, care must be taken

not to make an error of a whole division of the vertical

scale on this account. A little common-sense will avoid

ii
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it, just as one would avoid a mistake of a whole minute

in timing with a watch whose second-hand passed the 60

a little before or after the minute-hand passed its mark.

ILLUSTRATION

Plate-glass No. 1. Spherometer, M 183

Oct. 7, 1892

Zero Reading
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Questions and Problems.

1. If you measured the same piece of glass in Experimeuts 6 aud

7, what is tlie most probable thickness of it, how many dec-

imal places are you entitled to carry it out to, and why?
(If you measure different objects answer for the measures

given as illustrations.)

3. Why are you told to make trials with the object lying fiist

on one side, then on the other, and calculate the thickness

from measures taken on that aide which gives the smaller

thickness ?

7



EXPERIMENT 8

Object.
—Use of the Dividing-engine.—To determine

the pitcli of the screw, or to measure a horizontal length.

General Theory. The dividing-engine is an instrument

of the same general principle as a micrometer caliper or

spherometer, but with this difference : it consists of a

screw carrying a movable nut, instead of a fixed nut carry-

ing a movable screw. The screw of the dividing-engine
is supported at its two ends so as to be free to turn on its

axis, but not to advance; and to one end is fastened a

mmmm
liii'liiiiliiid
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crank and handle, by which the screw can be turned. The
screw carries a nut which rests on "ways" parallel to the

screw, so that as the screw turns the nut advances paral-
lel to its length. The nut carries a microscope, and its

motion can be noted by an index which passes over a scale

running parallel to the screw, whose divisions are designed
to be equal to the pitch of the screw. The end of the

screw carries a disk engraved with a scale, which passes a

fixed mark, and so fractions of a turn of the screw may be

noted, while the whole turns may be observed by the index.
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If the pitch of the screw is not known, it can be deter-

mined by placing a standard rule under the microscope

parallel to the screw, and noting how many turns of the

screw move the microscope through a known number of

centimetres. (See Experiment 9.) If the pitch of the

screw is known, the instrument may be used to measure

the distance between two points or lines by placing the

straight line between these points (or lines) parallel to the

screw, and noting how many turns of the screw will move

the microscope through the distance.

Sources of Error.

1. The pitch of the screw may not be the same in all parts.

3. The scale parallel to the screw may not correspond to it exactly.

3. The screw, the scale, and the "ways
"
may not be parallel.

4. The line whose length is measured may not be parallel to the

screw.

5. The nut may fit the screw loosely—^'. e., may have " back-lash
"

—in which case for a small motion of the screw in one di-

rection there might be no motion of the nut.

Apparatus. The dividing-engine ;
an inch scale seven or

eight inches long.

Manipulation. In dividing-engines, as actually used, the

screw is placed horizontal, and there is a fixed platform
under the microscope, which is

y//y//////////}\ itself adjustable horizontally and
VzA/' '/ /-^v ^^i^//>

vertically. The nut is split in

halves, which can be held apart

by a lever or spring, and which

must be held together by a clamp
in order to bind the screw,

j.,^ ^g Assuming that the pitch of

the screw corresponds with the

scale parallel to it, and that the scale is a metric (or any

standard) one, the instrument may be used to measure a

distance along a line—e. g., the distance apart of two di-

mensions on an inch rule—and the following description

gives the details of this measurement :
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First determine the pitch of the screw. To do this,

loosen the nut by raising the lever, and slide the carriage

out of the way to one end or the other. Then compare
the scale with a centimetre rule.

The next step is to place the edge of the inch rule on

the platform parallel to the screw. Do this, approximate-

ly, by the eye, but more exactly by means of the microscope.

Slide the carriage until the microscope stands over the inch

rule, and ''focus" the instrument on the surface of the

rule. In a microscope which is not properly focused the

part of the object viewed, which seems to be directly under

the cross-hairs, will vary in position if the eye is moved

laterally across the eye-piece ;
this is said to be due to

"parallax." To avoid this, focus the eye -piece first, by

sliding it in and out of the tube until the cross-hairs—not

the image of the object
—are perfectly distinct

;
then focus

on the object by moving the whole microscope up and down

in its holder, being very careful not to disturb the adjust-

ment of the eye -piece in so doing. When the focus is

complete, test by moving the eye across the eye-piece, and

do not be satisfied with the adjustment until there is no

relative motion of the cross-hairs and the surface of the

rule. Now adjust the level of the rule until the surface is

in perfect focus as the microscope is moved over its entire

length ; then, keeping the level unchanged, turn the rule

until, as the microscope is moved lengthwise, the edge of

the rule (or some line on the rule perpendicular to the di-

visions) coincides in all points with the point of intersec-

tion of the cross-hairs. These two adjustments place the

edge of the rule parallel to the screw. Now loosen the

screw which holds the microscope sleeve, and draw the mi-

croscope across the rule a short distance, so that the divis-

ion lines are in the field of view
; finally, clamp the micro-

scope screw and readjust the focus if it is necessary.

The instrument is now ready for use. Slide the carriage

until the point of intersection of the cross-hairs appears a

little to the right of an inch mark near the right-hand end
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of the scale, and the index on the nut rests exactly on a

mark of its own scale. Turn the handle so that the zero

on the disk is directly opposite the fixed mark. Now close

the nut by releasing the lever and pushing it down. The

reason why the index must be set exactly on a mark, and

the disk turned exactly to zero before closing the nut, is

that otherwise the threads of the screw and nut would not

fit into each other, and might be seriously damaged in be-

ing forced together. Now turn the screw very slowly until

the cross-hairs coincide with the exact middle of a chosen

mark on the inch rule, not the end. If you accidentally

pass it, turn back until well to the right of it again, and

bring the hair into coincidence from the right side. Like-

wise through the experiment always move the hair on to the

mark from the same side. The object of this is to take up
the "back-lash," or looseness of the nut on the screw, owing
to the wear, which allows the screw to be rotated part of a

turn before moving the nut. Read the loliole number of small-

est divisions on the scale by means of the index attached

to the nut, and the fractional part on the scale of the disk.

Turn the screw back until the cross-hairs are well off

the mark, and make three more independent determina-

tions of the exact position of this same mark. Note all

four readings and the number of the mark on the inch

scale. Throw the nut out of gear, slide the carriage down

to the other end of the inch scale, throw the nut into gear,

and take four readings, in exactly the same manner, on a

division of the inch scale near that end. It will be con-

venient to choose a division which marks a whole number

of inches from the first. (Be very careful again before

throwing the nut in gear to see that the index is on a

mark and the disk turned to zero.) A given number of

inches have thus been measured in terms of turns of the

screw. Repeat the same measurements four times, using

the same number of inches, but measuring between differ-

ent marks so as to neutralize any error in the graduation
of the inch scale used. Report as below.
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ILLUSTRATION
Oct. 26, 1892

Dividing-engine "M 7"

By comparison with a milliiiietre scale 100 divisions of the scale of

the instrument are found to equal 100 mm.; therefore the pitch of

the screw is 1 mm. to the turn. The larger-numbered divisions cor-

respond to ten turns, or a centimetre each. The disk is divided into

100 divisions, each of which = .01 turn, or .001 cm.

AN INCH MEASURED IN CENTIMETRES BY DIVIDING-ENGINE
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Questions and Problems.

1. Mention three or more advantages possessed by the preceding

method of taking measurements of relatively long distances

over that which keeps the nut in gear while passing from

one extreme division to the other.

2. If the disk scale and the inch scale are perfect in all respects,

would the expansion of the nut and screw, consequent upon

a rapid, long-continued motion of the one along the other,

cause the results of this experiment to be too large or too

small ? Explain theoretically in detail.

3. For what purpose was the dividing-engine designed? Show

briefly how it works when used for this purpose—».e., out- J
line the principles involved.



EXPERIMENT 9

iillU

i

Fiu. 17

Object. To measure the pitch of the screw of a microm-

eter microscope.
General Theory, Micrometer microscopes are of two

types : iu one tlie frame holding the cross - hairs is moved

perpendicularly
across the axis of

the microscope by
means of a screw ;

in the other, the

whole microscope is

moved at right an-

gles to its length by
a screw. The screw

in both instruments is provided with an index marking the

whole number of turns and a

finely divided disk, or ''head/'

marking the fractions of a

turn
;
and the method of meas-

uring the pitch is exactly that

made use of in the measure-

ment of a length with the

dividing-engine. (See Experi-

ment 8.) A standard rule is

adjusted parallel to the screw,

j—,^ the microscope is focused on

TD its divisions, and the number

of turns is measured which is

required to carry the cross-

hairs a known number of scale

Fig. 18 divisions.
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Sources of Error.

1. The lecgili of the standard rule may not be parallel to the

screw.

2. The dimensions of the standard rule may not be all equal.

3. The pitch of the screw may be different in different parts.

Apparatus. A micrometer microscope and stand
;

a

standard rule.

Manipulation. The ijarticular instrument used must be

carefully examined, and the different clamps or screws

which stop or permit particular motions must be thorough-

ly mastered. The standard rule must be adjusted accu-

rately parallel to the micrometer screw, exactly as in the

previous experiment. (The longer the standard rule or

the longer the screw, so much the more accurately can this

be done.) Then a known number of scale divisions must

be measured in terms of the pitch of the screw, in doing

which each setting must be repeated twice and care must

be taken to avoid the " back-lash
"

of the nut.

Repeat the observations, using different portions of the

screw and different portions of the standard rule.

It is sometimes difficult to identify the particular divis-

ion of the rule on which the cross-hairs are focused
; but,

by slipping a pin or a pointed piece of paper along the

rule until it is also in the field of view, this difficulty may
be obviated. Note the temperature, and correct for the

expansion of the standard rule, because its length is given

for a particular temperature.
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ILLUSTRATION
Oct. 20, 1896

Micrometer Eye-piece on Comparator " M 4 "

Temperatin-e 32° C. B. <& D. Metre Bar.

Distance measured on Standard Rule. 2 Divisions.

Screw Sett



EXPERIMENT 10

Object. To measure by comparison with a standard rule

a horizontal or vertical length. Use of comparator or

cathetometer.

General Theory. A comparator or cathetometer consists

Fig. 19

essentially of a massive framework provided with one or

two micrometer microscopes or telescopes. The frame-

work is so made that these instruments can slide along it

in a straight line. The two microscopes or telescopes are

carefully adjusted parallel to each other, and perpendicu-

lar to this line of motion. The length to he measured is

placed exactly parallel to this line of motion ;
the two mi-

croscopes or telescopes are focused on the extremities of

the length ;
the standard rule, which has also been ad-

justed parallel to the line of motion, is now placed in the

field of view of the microscopes or telescopes so that its

divided surface is exactly in focus
;
the positions of the

two sets of cross-hairs are noted, and their distance apart
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gives the length desired in terms of the standard rule. If

the cross-hairs do not coincide with divisions on the rule,

their distances from the near-

est divisions may be measured

by means of the micrometer

eye-pieces, whose pitches must

of course be previously meas-

ured.

In some types of instruments

there is but one microscope or

telescope, and the standard

rule is engraved along the line

of motion of the microscope or

telescope. With these instru-

ments the reading is made in

turn on the extremities of the

length, and the difference is

noted.

In another type of cathe-

tometer there are two tele-

scopes on the vertical stand,

and the scale is engraved on

this along the line of motion.

Soiirces of Error.

1. The microscopes or tele-

scopes must be exactly

perpendicular to the line

of motion.

2. The line of motion may not

be a straight line.

Manipulation. The adjust-
ments of the comparator are practically the same as those

described in the last two experiments, but one additional

j

adjustment is necessary : the length to be measured and
I the standard rule must be placed side by side, exactly par-
allel and with their surfaces in a plane perpendicular to the

j

axes of the microscopes, so that each may be in focus when

Fig. 20

L
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the platform carrying them is rolled sidewise, bringing the

two lengths successively under the microscopes.

This adjustment must be made before the measurements

are begun, and can easily be secured by proper screws on

the instrument or by using suitable wedges or blocks. In

some instruments the platform carrying the two lengths

is not movable, but the shaft carrying the two microscopes

can be turned around its axis, and the microscopes be thus

brought to focus upon each in turn.

The cathetometer is, almost without exception, used to

measure vertical distances, and in order to adjust the

line of motion of the telescopes exactly vertical, the in-

struments are provided with levels and levelling screws.

For a complete discussion of these adjustments, see Stew-

art and Gee, vol. i. The length to be measured and

the standard rule can be adjusted parallel to the line of

motion of the instrument, and at equal distances away

from the eye-pieces of the telescopes ;
and the lengths are

in general compared by causing the cathetometer to rotate

around an axis parallel to the line of motion. (In certain

instruments the standard rule is adjusted permanently by

the maker parallel to the line of motion of the telescopes

or microscopes ;
and in others, as noted above, the standard

rule is engraved along the line of motion.)

The temperature of the standard rule should be noted

and correction made.
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Object. To determine by the method of vibrations the

position of equilibrium of the pointer of a balance.

General Theory. The indications of many instruments

are made by means of a marker of some kind swinging over

Fig. 21

a fixed scale. Instances of this are the pointer of a balance

and the needle of a galvanometer. In all these instruments,

when sensitively made, the indicator swings back and forth

many times before it finally comes to rest at a definite
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point, which marks the position of equilibrium. Time

would be wasted in waiting for it to stop, and in any case

the indications of the moving pointer are, as will be shown,

more trustworthy than those of one which has come to

rest, because the latter may not be in the true position of

equilibrium, owing to friction. It is therefore important

to learn to tell the precise position of equilibrium, and to

practise reading with the pointer moving. We do this by

noting the extremes of its swings. In deducing the point

of equilibrium from these readings, it must be remembered

that the swings are continually

decreasing in amplitude. Con-

sequently, if X is the point of

equilibrium, and
(a: + a) a read-

ing of the right end of the

swing, and each swing is e di-

visions less than the last swing,

the next left swing will only

carry it to a point a — e beyond
the point of equilibrium

—
i.e.,io

a point {x
—

{a
—

e)); and the

point of equilibrium is half-way

between the left swing and the

mean of the two right swings,

just before and after the left

one. A little consideration will

show that no matter how many consecutive swings are

noted, if an odd number are taken so that the last swing
is on the same side as the first, the point half-way between

the mean of all the left-hand and the mean of all the right-

hand readings is the point of equilibrium.

Sources of Error. i

1. The scale division read must be the one directly back of the

pointer at its turning-points, a condition difficult to satisfy.

2. The vibration must not be disturbed after being once begun.

3. The "damping" of the vibration must not be too great, other-

wise e cannot be assumed to be a constant.

Fig. 22
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Apparatus. Chemical balance in glass-case; small mirror.

Manipulation. Lower the balance on to the knife-edges

by means of the screw in the front of the case. Set the

balance swinging by fanning one of the scale -pans very

gently with the hand, so that the pointer moves over not

more than four or five divisions. Close the balance-case.

Note the turning-points of the swing to the tenth of a

scale division. (If the zero of the scale is marked in the

middle, disregard the figures marked and call the mark
farthest to the left of it zero.) Note as many swings as

possible before the pointer comes to rest, taking the last

on the same side as the first. Determine the point of

equilibrium from the first three swings, and also from the

first five, the first seven, and so on. Finally, note where

the pointer actually stops, and show how closely the several

ways of determining the point of equilibrium agree in their

result.

In order not to make an error in viewing the pointer
from different directions as it swings, place a

small piece of mirror immediately back of the

pointer ; and, as it swings, move your eye so

that the pointer always covers its reflection in

the mirror. After you have once begun to read

the swings do not raise the front of the case

until the pointer has come to rest, as a draught
of air might spoil the experiment. Take care

in starting the swing you do not set the scale-

pans moving in any other way than up and

down from the beam from which they hang.
Do the experiment twice, with the same am-

plitude of swing; and twice more—once with an

amplitude of seven or eight, and once with an

amplitude over ten. When finished, raise the

beam off the hnife-edges by means of the screw, and leave

the case closed.

Fig. 23

I
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ILLUSTRATION

Balance "M 325" Oct. 20, 1894

Turning-points
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INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICS AND PROPERTIES OF
MATTER

Units and Definitions. The only units made use of in

Mechanics and Properties of Matter are the centimetre,

the gram, the second, and others derived immediately from

these fundamental ones. It may be useful to give the

names and definitions of these units. (The names and

value of other mechanical units which are sometimes used

are given at the end of the volume in the tables.
)

Quantity

Angular speed.. , . u)=djt

Unit
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Quantity
Symbol
Defining
Equation

Angular velocity..

Angular accelera-

tion.

Linear momentum

Force.

Moment of inertia

Angular momen-

tum.

Moment of force.

Work and energy.

a^b)jt

mv

F=ma

Unit

Dyne

Work and energy

Power or activity. P— W/T

liO

L=Fl
W=Fx=L^ Erg

Joule

Watt

Deflnition

Unit speed around

definite axis.

Change of angular

velocity 1 unit

per sec.

Such a motion that

mass X linear ve-

locity equals 1

—
e.g., 1 g. mov-

ing with a ve-

locity of 1 cm.

per sec.

Such a force that

if
"
acting" by

itself on a body
whose mass is

m would give

it an accelera-

tion such that

ma = l— e. g., if

acting on 1 g. in

its direction of

motion it would,

in 1 sec, in-

crease the speed

by 1 cm. per sec.

Force x lever-arm.

Such an amount of

work that force

X distance o'f

motion in direc-

tion of force

equals 1— e. g.,

1 dyne doing

work through 1

cm.

10' ergs.

1 Joule per see.
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Object of Experiments. The experiments in the following
section of the manual may be roughly classified in two

groups: viz., 1, those designed to teach the student how
to measure with accuracy lengths, masses, and intervals of

time
; and, 2, those designed to teach him by actual obser-

vation the properties of matter and the laws which express

mathematically the behavior of matter under various con-

ditions.

The fundamental properties of matter are inertia, weight,
and elasticity ;

and it is shown in treatises on physics that,

as a consequence of these properties, matter behaves in a

definite way under definite conditions. The mathematical

formulae which express these modes of action involve mass-

es, lengths, and times
;
and so, in order to verify the laws,

exact measurements of these thie(; quantities must be made.



EXPERIMENT 12

Object. To determine the linear velocity and accelera-

tion of a rapidly moving body. (See
"
Physics," Art. 18.)

General Theory. If a body moves very rapidly the accu-

rate determination of the distance passed over in a given

time can no longer be made by means of a watch. The

principal methods of measuring the time in such cases all

depend upon the comparison of the intervals which are to

be measured with the time in which a standard tuning-

fork of known period makes one vibration. The chief end

of the present experiment is to illustrate this method of

measuring time.

A block of wood is arranged
at the top of suitable vertical

ways so that when released it

will fall in a straight line with-

out twisting in any way. A
heavy tuning-fork of known pe-

riod is rigidly clamped so that

as it vibrates its prongs move

Fig. 24
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to and fro horizontally. To one of these prongs is at-

tached a suitable stylus, and a strip of smoked glass or

other surface upon which the stylus can leave a trace is

fastened firmly on the front of the falling block. When
the tuning-fork is set in vibration and moved forward so

that the stylus touches the prepared surface, it

leaves a horizontal trace so long as the block is at

rest. When the block is released and falls, the

result is a wavy line, as shown in the figure. If

the fork is now stopped and the block drawn up
with the surface still in contact with the stylus a

straight vertical line is drawn, marking the medial

line of the vibrations of the stylus. If the points
where this straight line intersects the wavy one

are marked P^, P^, P^, etc., it is evident that the

distances P^Ps, P^P^, Pr,P^, and similarly P^P^,

PiPe, etc., are each traversed in the time taken

by the stylus to make one complete vibration.

Therefore if the period of the fork is known, it is

possible to at once determine the average velocity
between any two of these points by measuring the

distance between them along the straight line.

Or, without knowing the period of the fork, the

average velocity at different parts of the fall can

be compared. Hence :

1. Let X = the distance between any two points
where the curve crosses the straight line in the

same direction, and let w = the number of vibra-

tions of the fork marked between the points ; then,
if T is the period of the fork, and s the average speed

with which the distance x was traversed, s = -^
nT.

2. If X and x' are spaces at different parts of the motion
traversed in an equal number of periods,

x_ , ^ .
^ _^

nT nT s' x
3. If, now, .Tj, .^2, Xri, etc., are the spaces traversed in siic-

Po

P,

Fig. 25
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cessive intervals of n vibrations each, and s^ ^25 '^3> ^^^-j ^^^

the average speeds for these intervals, then Sz
—

s^ is the

increase in speed in an interval nT. Hence, if a^, agare the

average accelerations in these intervals of time,

00 -~" Oi it-o ~— *t 1 (Co ^~' *^o
J

Hence, if the acceleration is constant,

02
—

o^ n:: 03
—

^2 "^^ S^
~~'

t?g
^3 6 tC. ^3 T^fT?- _/

j

01^ *t/2
—

*^i
— vt/Q

"""
^2 ^~ ^i

"~~
"^s
— GDC* ^z.Cl7h -/ •

4. Finally, if the acceleration is uniform, and if s is the

speed at a point P, and if P\ P", P'", etc., are points

passed at successive intervals of n vibrations after P, and

x', x", x'", etc., the distance P P', P P", etc., then

x' =snT+^an^T^,
x" =2snT-\-^mi'T^,
x"' = ds7iT+^au^T^,and

x" - 2x' = an^T^, x"'-dx' = dmi'TK

•''

x'" - 'dx'

""
^"

Hence the student should make the following observations :

1. Obtain the period of the fork from an instructor and de-

termine the average speed for two different intervals of, say,

three vibrations each, as far apart as possible, as in 1 above.

2. Calculate the ratio of the speeds for the two intervals

without assuming the period known.

3. Measure the spaces passed over in successive intervals

of, say, three vibrations each and show whether the acceler-

ation is uniform.

4. Select as long an interval as can be found upon the

trace which can be divided into three intervals of the

same number of complete vibrations each, and show that

the relation proved above holds. Since the spaces are long,
the irregularities in the acceleration, due to jars and local

roughness in the ways, ought not to affect the result, and
this part of the experiment may therefore be taken as a

proof that under uniform acceleration the space passed
seconds is x = st -\- \at^.
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The outline of the process is then as follows : Three or

four traces are obtained as above, and the best two are se-

lected for measurement. Each of these in turn is placed
on the dividing-engine and the medial line adjusted paral-

lel to the cross-hairs. The positions of the intersections

are then read successively the entire length of the curve.

The readings of the odd and the even intersections on the

same curve are noted separately and form two independent

series, for each of which the above relations should be de-

duced separately.

The drawing of the medial straight line may be dispensed
with in the following manner : After the plate is removed

from the block the middle point of the horizontal trace,

made before the block started, is marked with a fine cross,

and similarly a point at the farther end of the curve, which

appears to be where the curve would cross the middle line

if it were down. The curve being adjusted so that the

cross-hairs pass through each of these points, the line of

measurement will be along the medial line to an approxi-

mation close enough for the present experiment.

Sources of Error.

1. The stylus always has to have more or less spring, and the

motion of its free end is therefore not quite the same as

that of the fork to which it is attached.

2. Unless the ways in which the block slides are very well made
it is difficult to draw the»block back so that the stylus at

rest traces a line directly down the middle of the curve, and

it is no easier merely to indicate such a line by marks at

the top and bottom as described. Hence the interval be-

tween two intersections in the same direction—as P,, Pg—is

often not exactly a period.

3. The actual period of the fork is not the same as it would be

without the stylus ; and, moreover, it varies with the position

of the latter. It should, therefore, for accurate purposes be

determined with the stylus adjusted just as it is to be used.

Apparatus. A block of wood arranged to fall between

vertical guides ;
a heavy tuning-fork of low pitch mounted

horizontally on a firm stand
; string ;

a box of matches
;
a
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dividing-engine, or else a metre-bar supported horizontally

in two clamp-stands ;
and a flat block of wood to support

the plate while it is measured. To receive the trace, may be

used : eitlier a long strip of glass, smoked with camphor burn-

ed in a watch-crystal or other shallow pan ; or, paper sensi-

tized to show a trace when an electric current passes through

it. For this second method the front of the falling-block

must be covered with metal foil connected to a binding-post,

and 25 cc. of sensitizing solution (see ''Laboratory Ee-

ceipts"); a storage-battery, or other source of a considerable

current, and enough wire for connections are also necessary.

The block of wood should be slightly wedge-shaped, so

that it projects forward at the top, in order to insure

a continuous trace during the fall. The stylus should

be firmly attached to the prong of the fork, and should

bend down a little at the tip. A stiff bristle is often used,

but a better one may be made out of a very narrow strip of

thin glass drawn out to a point. The width of the glass

strip is vertical when it is attached to the fork, and the

point of the stylus is not carried down by the plate as much

as if it were as flexible in a vertical direction as it has to

be in the direction in which the fork vibrates. If the elec-

tric method is used, the stylus must be soldered to the fork

and may be a reasonably flexible needle, the rounded head

resting against the paper, or copper wire (about No. 28 in

size), used double, with the bend for a drawing-point.

Manipulation.
—Smoked Glass.—Fasten the plate of glass

to the face of the falling-block with "Universal." If the

face of the block itself does not tilt forward at the top, in-

cline the glass by placing a match stick between it and the

wood at the top. Set fire to the camphor in the pan pro-

vided for it, and hold the glass surface over it, moving it

to and fro until it is covered all over with a thin, uniform

layer of soot. Tie a string to the top of the block, pass

it over the peg at the top of the guides, and fasten it so as

to hold the block at a height sufficiently great to leave it a

fall of more than the length of the glass plate, and so that
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the stylus on the fork will come Just a little above the

bottom of the plate. Place the fork in position with the

stylus close to but not touching the plate, and with the

prongs horizontal and the direction of vibration parallel to

the plate. (If the stand provided for the fork is not high

enough to admit of a trace the entire length of the glass

plate, it must, of course, be raised by blocks.)

The best way to set the heavy fork into vibrations of an

amplitude great enough to make good waves the entire

length of the glass is to pass two or three turns of common
cotton string around the ends of the prongs, cross the

ends of the string, and pull on them, so as to draw the tips

of the prongs together, until the string snaps.

When the apparatus is all ready, one observer sets the

fork in vibration, as above, and pushes it up carefully so

that the stylus just leaves a slight trace against the smoked

surface. The other stands with match in hand and burns

the string supporting the block the instant the stylus is in

position. After the block has fallen, stop the fork, and, if

practicable, draAv up the plate in exactly the line it fell, so

that the stylus at rest makes a straight line down the mid-

dle of the curve. It may take several trials before a good
trace is secured. Kepeat the experiment until four or five

good curves have been obtained, using the other glass plates

also if necessary.

Select the best two curves, place them in turn under the

dividing-engine, and adjust the plate so that the medial

line of the curve is exactly parallel to the path of the cross-

hairs, and note the reading of each intersection of the

curve with the axis, as described in the theory of the ex-

periment. Record the readings of alternate intersections

in different columns, so that the difference between two

successive readings in the same column is the distance

fallen in a whole and not in a half period.

Or else the metre -bar supported in the clamp -stands

may be used for measurement. Arrange the bar in the

clamps accurately parallel to the table, with the edge verti-
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cal and at such a height that the glass plate mounted on a

flat wooden block can just be slipped under it without the

soot being rubbed. The height of the bar should be ad-

justed very accurately, so as to avoid rubbing the trace on

the one hand and the danger of parallax in the reading on

the other. (The adjustment may best be made with the

help of another plate of glass of the same thickness and

the block of wood.) When the bar is properly placed, lay

the plate flat on the block and slide it under, adjusting it

so that the medial line is exactly under the front edge of the

bar along its entire length. (If no line was drawn down the

middle of the curve, the ends of such an imaginary line should

be marked as described in the theory of the experiment,
and both marks should be exactly under the front edge of

the bar.) Eead the exact position of the intersections to

tenths of a millimetre. This is done most accurately by

standing behind the bar, looking over the top and down along
the line of the graduations on each side of the intersection.

Record the readings in two columns, as described above.

Sensitized Paper. — The method is the same as for

smoked glass, except in the following details. An electro-

motive force of ten or twelve volts is needed. One termi-

nal of the battery is connected with the fork, the other, by
means of a long, light wire, to the binding-post on the fall-

ing-block. The j)aper, which should be fairly smooth but

unsized, must be freshly soaked in the solution and laid,

while still wet, flat on the foil-covered face of the block.

The metre-bar need not be supported in the clamp-stands,

but can be laid directly on the paper ;
and the measure-

ments should be made as described above.

After the measurements along the medial line are made,
obtain the frequency at the fork from an instructor, and

make the four following calculations, as described in the

General Theory of the Experiment. (Do not make these

calculations during laboratory hours.)

1. The average speed during the third and the next to

the last complete period.
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2. The ratio of the average speeds iii the above two

ises, without assuming the period of the fork known.

3. Show whether the acceleration was uniform through-

out. If it appears not to be, state whether you think there

was a real variation
;

if so, what caused it
; and, if not,

why is the curve not uniform ?

4. Prove the relation x = st + ^W, using each series in

each trace as described.

April 26, 1897
ILLUSTRATION

Linear Velocity and Acceleration

Glass Plate Smoked by Camphor. Measurements made on Dividing-

engine

P.
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4. Starting from P, the distances traversed in 4 J*, 8 J", and l""
'

respectively, are :

P, -P^=x' = 2.53 ^\

P,,-P,= x"z= 8.93

A5-A = «"'= 18-97

.
0.-"- 30.- _ 11.38 _

••x'-2ai- 3.87
-''•^*

which proves the relation : x = st + ^aP to within ^^ = 2%, about.

The student should give similarly his readings and deductions for

the alternate points, Pj, Pj, etc., and for the other trace which he is

directed to measure.

Questions and Problems.

1. Calculate linear speed of a point on the equator of the earth at

midday and at midnight. Radius of orbit is 92,000,000 miles.

2. A stone is dropped over a cliff into water
; the sound is heard

after 10 seconds (velocity of sound = 33,300); find the height
of the cliff.

3. A train passes a station with a speed of 50 kilometres per hour.

On passing the next station, 2 kilometres away, its speed is

40 kilometres per hour. Calculate the acceleration, assum-

ing it to be constant.

4. A train has a speed of 60 kilometres per hour. A gun is fired

from the train so as to hit an object exactly opposite the

window. If the velocity of the bullet is 100 metres per

second, calculate the direction of aim. Rain is falling with

the speed of 4 metres per second ; calculate the path of a

drop on the window-pane.
5. If an acceleration is 500 in yards and minutes, find its value in

centimetres and seconds.

6. A train acquires, 8 minutes after starting, a velocity of 64 kil-

ometres per hour. If the acceleration is constant, what is

the distance passed over in the 5th second ?

7. Show that, when a body is thrown upward, it has, at a height

h, the same speed, whether it is rising or falling.

8. If a body falls in a vertical circle from any point of the cir-

cumference to the lowest point, along the chord joining the

two points (or along any path), it will have the same speed
at the bottom. Prove this theoretically.

9. The driving-wheel of a locomotive is 1.5 metres in diameter;
it makes 250 revolutions per minute. What is the mean
linear speed of a point on the periphery? "What is the

speed for a point on top ? For a point on bottom ?



EXPERIMENT 13

(two observers are required)

Object. To determine angular velocity and acceleration.

(See ''Physics," Art. 22.)

General Theory. A wheel with a flat rim is rigidly attach-

ed to a horizontal axle, which is free to turn in bearings
mounted on a platform at a height of eight or ten feet above

the floor. The axle projects over the edge of the platform

Fig 26

and has a cord wound around it, to one end of which is at-

tached a heavy weight. When the weight is released and

falls, angular acceleration is produced in the axle and

wheel. [If a be the acceleration, 31 the falling mass, r

the radius of the axle, and I the moment of inertia of the
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wheel and axle, la — Mgr—f, where/ is the friction ex-

pressed as a moment opposing the rotation of the axle.]

If the rim of the wheel be covered by a strip of paper,

either smoked or soaked in a sensitizing solution, a trace

may be obtained upon it by means of a stylus attached to a

vibrating fork, as in the last experiment. If the fork is at

rest as the axle is revolved while the weight is being wound

upon it, a straight line will be drawn on the paper. If the

fork be made to vibrate horizontally as the weight falls, it

will trace a wavy line which crosses the straight one at every

half-period of the fork. Hence the distance between two

successive points where the curve crosses in the same di-

rection will be the distance, x, a point on the rim of the

wheel has travelled in that period. If 6 be the angle of ro-

tation in the same interval, and R the radius of the rim

of the wheel :

e = X

R'

If T be the period of the fork and w the average angular

velocity :

e X
'^~ T~ RT

Similarly, if x be the length between two crossings sepa-

rated by n periods of the curve, the average angular ve-

locity during the interval is

X
w RnT

The paper with the trace upon it is taken off the fly-

wheel and measured, just as in the previous experiment.

From the measurements may be deduced properties for

motion of rotation corresponding to those deduced before

for motion of translation, and in a similar manner, i.e. :

1. The average angular velocity, w, for any given interval

of an integral number of periods.

2. The ratio of the angular velocities, w and w', for two

intervals at different parts of the motion.
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3. The mean angular acceleration for each successive in-

terval of any desired length containing an integral number

of periods.

4. The relation may be proved between the angle of rota-

tion 9, in a given time t, the angular velocity Q, at the be-

ginning of this time, and the acceleration during the time,

to wit :

e = O^ + \af.

The proof is exactly similar to that for linear motion

in the previous experiment, and depends upon showing

that

9'"- 36'

where 9', 9", and 9'" are the angles through which the wheel

rotates in intervals, 7iT, 2nT, 'd7iT respectively from any

chosen instant near the beginning of the motion.

[The work done against friction in one turn may also be

found from another trace obtained in the following manner :

The fork is set in vibration as before, but the stylus is not

pressed against the paper until the instant that the cord is

loosed from the axle, so that the falling weight imparts no

further acceleration to the wheel. If the moment of in-

ertia of the wheel be considerable and the friction small,

the angular velocity will remain practically constant for

one or two turns. This maximum angular velocity, £i, may
be determined upon removing the paper by counting the

number of complete periods in one revolution of the wheel.

Let this number be m. Then

m 1

The energy is then |/li* ; and, if the wheel makes N
turns before coming to rest and the work done against fric-

tion in each turn be W:

N may be found by timing the interval, t, between the
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moment of pressing the stylus against the fly-wheel and
the moment the wheel stops. For the average angular

velocity during this period is ^ii :

,„ 27r/0

t

From this value of W the moment of friction, f, may be

calculated. For /27r = W. .-. / = Tf/Stt. ]

Sources of Error.

Same as in previous experiment.

[The moment, Mgr, of the falling weight cannot be determined

very accurately, as the cord often slips upon the axle, and the

radius, r, of the axle is not exactly the arm of the moment, un-
less the place where the cord is wound is so long that only one

layer is necessary.]

Apparatus. Fly-wheel mounted firmly in horizontal bear-

ings on a platform two or three metres high, with the axle

projecting; weight of about five kilograms; strong cord

two or three metres long ;
four or five strips of paper, just

long enough to go around the wheel, and lap enough to hold
;

camphor, and pan for burning it, or beaker of sensitizing

solution, as in last experiment ; dividing-engine or metre-

bar and supports, as in last experiment ; heavy tuning-
fork, with proper stylus and cotton string, as in last experi-
ment

;
universal

;
flat block of wood.

Manipulation. Smoke the paper and mount it on the fly-

wheel with a very little universal. Be careful to see that

the paper is tight and smooth and lapped in the proper
direction, so that as the stylus crosses the joint it will pass
from the upper to the lower layer of the lap. Adjust the

fork so that its prongs vibrate in a horizontal line and at a

height such that, when the stylus is brought into contact

with the revolving wheel, the portion of the rim which it

touches will be running away from and not towards the sty-
lus. Attach the weight to the cord and wind it on the axle.

Do not tie it on, but leave the loose end of the cord so that
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it will fall off when the rest has unwound. One observer

then holds the weight still at the top and lets go as soon as

the other has started the fork and placed it in contact with

the paper on which the trace is to be made. Stop the fork

without moving it the instant the loose end of the cord

leaves the axle, and stop the wheel also as soon as it has

made one or two more turns, during which the fork leaves

a straight trace down the middle of the previous wavy
one.

It will be found that the wheel makes a number of com-

plete revolutions during the fall of the weight; and, con-

sequently, the vibrating stylus leaves its wavy trace several

times over the same part of the paper. There need be no

confusion, however, in measuring the intersections, since

each separate curve can readily be followed and disentangled

from the others.

[When four or five good traces have been secured in this

manner, vary the experiment so as to measure the work

done against friction. Do not place the stylus against the

paper until just as the loose end of the cord drops off, and

leave it in vibration for one or two revolutions only. Note

with a watch the time it takes the wheel to come to rest

after the stylus touches it. Measure the diameter of the

wheel with the metre -bar and that of the axle with the

vernier calipers.]

Select the best two traces obtained in the first part of

the experiment ;
stretch them carefully on a block of wood,

and measure the points of intersection of the curve along

the medial line with a metre-rod, as described in the previ-

ous experiment.

[Xext count the number of periods of the fork in one

revolution of the wheel on the traces made in the second

manner. Obtain the period of the fork and the moment

of inertia of the wheel from an instructor, and weigh the

falling weight on the platform scales.]

From the data thus obtained make the deductions indi-

cated in the theory of the experiment.
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ILLUSTRATION

(The mode of recording the first part of the experiment is exactly

similar to the illustration in the preceding experiment.)
Jan. 7, 1897

The work done against friction in one turn was found as follows :

T= period of fork = .0506 seconds.

7= moment of iaertia of wheel = 3.00 x 10'.

Several traces were made as directed, by pressing the stylus against

the paper just as the end of the string became loose. The number of

waves in one revolution of the wheel were counted in three of these,

and found to be 32.5, 32.6, 33.0 respectively ; mean, 32.7 = m.

Hence the angular velocity while the trace was made was :

27r 2 X 3.1416 oo a ^- aQ =—= = = 38. radians per second.
mT 32.7 X .0506

^

The time in which the wheel came to rest after the stylus was

pressed against it was 61, 63, and 62 seconds ; mean, 62 seconds.

Hence the work done against friction in one turn is :

„ 27rQ ^ 2x3.1416x38 „ ._, ^„ .„.W = /= ^ -2 X 10* = 7.68 X 10* ergs.

Questions and Problems.

1. Explain why a common hoop does not fall over as it runs along

the ground.

2. As a wheel of a carriage turns, what is the connection between

the linear velocities of its axle and its upper and lower tire?

Let the radius be 50 centimetres and the speed of the carriage

5 miles per second.

3. A man can bicycle 12 miles an hour on a smooth road
; down-

ward force with each foot in turn is 20 pounds; the length

of stroke is 1 foot; driving-wheel has circumference 12 feet.

How much work is done per second?

4. Calculate the horse-power transmitted by a rope passing over a

wheel 15 feet in diameter, which makes 1 revolution in 2 sec-

onds, the tension in the rope being 100 pounds.



EXPERIMENT 14

(TWO OBSERVERS ARE REQUIRED)

Object. To determine the mass of a body by inertia. A
direct comparison of its inertia with that of a number of

standard masses. (See "Physics," Art. 26.)

General Theory. Two bodies are said to have the same

mass, if, when acted upon by the same impulse, each is

given the same velocity. A simple method of testing this

/'

Fig. 27

equality of mass is to suspend the two bodies from cords,

place a compressed spring between them, release the spring

and compare their velocities. As is proved theoretically

(see Experiment 15), the velocity with which such a sus-

pended body will start off is proportional to the distance

through which it swings before coming to rest and return-

ing on its path, provided the radius of the circle in which

it swings
—i. e., the length of the supporting cord—is long.
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The method, then, is to suspend by a long string the

body whose mass is desired, and by its side suspend by a

string of equal length a body whose mass is known {e.g.,

any one of a set of gram weights, or a can containing
such weights) ; compress a spring between them, release it,

and measure the two swings. If they are equal, the two

masses are equal. If they are not equal, the known mass

may be replaced by another, or it may be altered by a known

amount, until the corresponding swings are equal.

Sources of Error.

1. Parallax is very difficult to avoid, since a considerable clear-

ance has to be allowed between tlie pointer and the scale.

2. A correction must be made for the difference in mass of the

vessels themselves.

3. It is difficult to apply the impulse to each can in a line passing

through its centre of mass; and a part of the impulse goes to

make the cans rotate. The linear momentum could, there-

fore, only be the same for each can in case the rotational

momentums were the same.

Care is necessary to make the error from this source negligibly
small.

Apparatus. Two tin cans just large enough to contain

the cylinders measured in Experiment 5
;
a spool of strong

thread; a box of gram weights, 100 g. to 0.01 g. ;
a spring-

clamp, such as is constantly used to pinch a rubber tube ;

a clamp-stand and short metal rod
;
a metre-bar, or, better,

a scale curved into a circular arc of a radius equal to the

length of the threads suspending the cans. In order to

bring the centre of mass in each can at the same level, the

one intended for weights should have a false bottom at the

proper height. Each can should have a vertical pointer,

and three holes pierced at equal distances around the top,

so that it can be suspended by three threads and will hang
even. Each thread may conveniently have a wire hook on

the end to hook into the holes in the can.

The three threads are tied together at the top and hang
from a thread of suitable length provided with a wire hook
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at the other end. The three suspending threads for each

can have to be of exactly the same length or the can will

not hang even
;
and the suspensions for both cans must

also be of equal length.

Manipulation. By means of the hooks on the suspensions

hang the cans empty from little loops of thread placed in a

convenient position in the same horizontal line. Adjust
the height of the loops so that the pointers on the cans are'

about at the level of the eye, the observer either stand-

ing or sitting, as may be convenient. Place the loops far

enough apart so that there is just space enough between

the cans for the spring when compressed. Compress the

spring-clamp, tie it with thread, and hang it loosely on the

bar held in the clamp-stand.
The figure shows the spring compressed and released.

Adjust the whole apparatus so

that the cans rest firmly against

the flat faces of the spring in a

line joining their centres, and be

very careful that neither can is

pushed out of the position in

which it would naturally hang
if the spring were not there. Ad-

just the clamp-stand so that the

impulse to each can is delivered

a little below its centre of figure.

Place the scale horizontally directly behind the pointers

of the cans and as close to them as may be, without their

grazing it in swinging.

When the apparatus is set up, note the positions of the

pointers on the scale, being careful to avoid parallax as far

as possible. One observer places himself in readiness to

note the turning-point of the swing of one can, and the

other observer does the same for the other can. The

thread is then burned and the spring released. A few pre-

liminary trials are usually needed to adjust the scale and

the amount the spring should be compressed so as to send

^
Fig. 28
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the cans as far as possible without sending them off the

scale. The readings should be made to millimetres each

time, and tenths, if possible. Note and record the point

of rest and the extremity of the swing of the pointer on

each can, and deduce the arc over which the can is driven

by the impulse. Add weights to the can which is driven

farthest, until the initial velocities become the same.

When believed to be the same, a trial should be made

with exchanged observers.

Note the difference of mass in the cans as found in this

manner and correct the result of the final experiment.

Place the cylinder in one can and weights in the other,

changing the weights until the swing is the same for each.

As before, when the swings are nearly the same, the ob-

servers should change places, so as to lessen the effect of

individual errors. Note the weights in the can and cor-

rect for the difference in mass of the two cans.

ILLUSTRATION
April 21, 1897
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EXPERIMENT 15

(two observers are required)

Object. To verify the Principle of the Conservation of

Linear Momentum. (See "Physics," Arts. 2?, 28, 29.)

General Theory. There are two simple experiments which

serve as illustrations of this principle : one is, when two

bodies are allowed to impinge on each other; the other,

when two bodies separated by a compressed spring are

thrown apart by allowing the spring to extend, care being
taken in each case to avoid the action of any external in-

fluence, such as gravity.

1. Impact. Two Bodies.

The law of the conservation of linear momentum states

that if two bodies impinge directl}"
— i. e., when moving

along the line connecting their centres so that there is no

spinning after they strike—the sum of their momentums
must be the same immediately before and after impact—
i.e., mv -\- MV= 7nv'-{- MV, where the small letters are the

mass and the velocity of one ball and the large letters those

of the other, v' and V being the velocities immediately after

impact, V and F those immediately before. (The coefficient

of restitution is defined as :

Velocity with which the balls move away from each other_ »'— F'>

Velocity with which the balls approach each other

' v'- V \
'-

V-v)

The simplest method of producing definite velocities is

to suspend the body by means of a long string and allow it
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to swing in a vertical circle. (See
"
Physics/' Art. 69.) If

the body is suspended from (9 by a cord of length OP, so

as to be free to move in a vertical circle of this radius,

and if it is then allowed to drop from a point A
circle, it will have at the bottom of its path,
same speed that a body would have if it fell

through the same vertical distance

That

of

P,

this

the

BP.

geometry, BP=:

is, V'=2g BP. But by

Therefore
AP'

2OP

Fig. 29

the velocity of the falling ball at the

bottom of its path is always propor-

tional to AP, the chord connecting P
with the point from which the ball is

dropped. Since only comparatively
- small arcs of the circle are used in

this experiment, it is not necessary to

distinguish between the arc and the

chord
;
and it can with sufficient accuracy be said that

the velocity of the falling ball at the bottom of its path is

proportional to the number of divisions of the arc it sweeps
over in falling ;

and this can be varied at will. Similarly,

if a ball is started by a blow from its lowest position it will

rise over an arc whose length is proportional to its starting

velocity.

The simplest mode, then, of verifying the law is to sus-

pend two small spherical bodies side by side by strings

of equal length ; and, leaving one hanging freely, to draw

the other one side in the plane of the strings, and then let

it fall and strike the other. The velocities are in the same

straight line—i. e., of the centres
; they can be measured,

and so may the masses. The line of centres is horizontal,

and gravity plays no part during impact.
A more complicated apparatus is shown in Fig. 30,

which may be used for the purposes of this experiment,
or in place of that described in Experiment 14.
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2.

Q
Fig. 31

Fig. 30

CoMPKESSED Spring. Three Bodies.

In this method, two bodies

suspended by strings, as in

Part 1, are kept from touch-

ing by a compressed spring.

This spring may be held com-

pressed by a thread, and should

itself be suspended by a long

string.

If the thread is now burned,

the spring will expand and

throw the two bodies apart

with a definite velocity, which

may be measured as in Part 1.

If the spring moves one way
or another, its velocity should

also be calculated. Then, since

the three bodies are at rest be-
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fore the thread is burned, the expression of the law of the

conservation of linear momentum is that

nil z'l + w?2 ^'2 + m^ V3 = 0,

if ;«i, ^2, m^ are the three masses, and v^, v^, V3 the cor-

responding velocities at the instant the spring expands.

(The same law would apply to later instants if gravity had
no influence.)

In general, the momentum of the spring may be omitted
;

and, in any case, the spring can be fastened to one of the

bodies so as to move off with it, if it is desired.

Sources of Error.

1. The line of motion of the impact may not be along the line of

centres.

3. The line of motion may not be perfectly horizontal.

3. Tlie radii of the circles may not be the sanre.

4. Care must be taken to adjust the path of both bodies so that

they do not rub against the scale at any point.

Apparatus. — Methoi^ 1. — A support from which two

ivory balls or two cylinders of lead may be suspended so

as just to touch when

hanging at rest. Each
ball or cylinder has a

brass pointer screwed

into its lowest point,

which moves over the

divisions of a graduated
circular arc when the

ball is swinging. Each

ball is suspended by two

strings, whose length may
be so regulated that both

balls hang just above the

graduated arc, and that

their pointers move as

close as possible to this-

FiG. 32 arc over its whole length
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without touching at any point. Further, by regulating

the length of the strings the balls may be placed closer

together or farther apart. The whole apparatus is sup-

ported on levelling-screws.

A small and a large ivory ball are needed for the experi-

ment, and also two lead cylinders or balls. The balls are

attached by tips which screw into their tops. Other arti-

cles needed are two stiff cards, about four centimetres

square ;
a balance and weights accurate enough to weigh

0.1 gram.
Method 2.—As in Method 1, with the addition of a

spring, either a spring pinch - cock, such as is used for

rubber tubing, or a small coiled spiral spring ;
thread

;

matches.

Manipulation.
—Method 1. Case A.—Two ivory balls;

the larger at rest, the smaller dropped.
Level the stand so that the balls hang as close to the zero

of the scale as possible. By means of the screws at the

top regulate the length of the strings so that

1. The balls touch very lightly, and the centres of both

are on the same arc, parallel to the graduated circle.

2. The brass pointers move close to the circular arc with-

out rubbing as the balls swing.

3. These pointers, when at rest, are at equal distances

from the zero, and on opposite sides.

Both balls should then hang vertically at the lowest point
of their respective arcs of motion.

When both are perfectly still, read their positions on the

scale. Call readings to left of zero minus. One observer

raises the small ball, and with one of the cards holds it so

that the pointer lies precisely on a division of the scale.

Be careful that the ball is not twisted in any way, so that

when freed it will not be set spinning. It may take sev-

eral trials before the student learns to do this skilfully,

and also before the other observer learns at exactly what

point to watch for the end of the swing of the struck ball.

To get this point precisely, he should hold a piece of card
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edgewise against the scale, so that the pointer of the ball

can just clear the top of it. By repeated trials the card is

set so that the ball reverses its motion almost exactly over

it. Make ten good readings of the turning-point of the

struck ball, not counting the preliminary trials. Then, in

a precisely similar way, make ten readings also of the point
to which the dropped ball goes after impact. Always drop
the ball from exactly the same point.

Keport as shown in the illustration.

Case B.—Proceed as in Case A, but drop the large ball.

Case C.—Use the lead cylinders, dropping either
;
but

let it be the same throughout.

Weigh the balls and cylinders to within 0.1 gram. Add
the masses of the brass caps on the ends of the cords to the

respective balls. These may be learned from an assistant.

Be very careful about the algebraic signs throughout. Veri-

fy the relation that

mv + M V=mv'+M V.

Calculate e, the "coeflficient of restitution,^' for the ivory
and lead balls.

Method 2.—The adjustments and precautions are exact-

ly as in Method 1, and so need not be described. It is evi-

dent, however, that it is impossible to compress the spring
each time to the same amount, and so successive readings
cannot be averaged.

ILLUSTRATION
Nov. 15, 1896

Masses. Ivory balls—No. 1, 68.42 g.; No. 3, 32.57 g.

Lead cylinders—No. 1, 400 g.; No. 2, 382 g.

Right cap, 2.75 g. ;
left cap, 2.50 g.

Case A. No. 3 hung on left cord and dropped from — 30.

Masses and caps—No. 1, 71.17 g.; No. 3, 35.07 g.

Zeros— No. 1, 1.20 ; No. 3,-1.25.

.'. Arc through which No. 3 falls is 18.75.

No. 1 at rest.

Hence, « = 18.75,

F=0.
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Points Reacbed aft«r Impact

No. 3

-4.625

-4.625

-4.75

-4.75

-5.00

-4.75

-4.75

-4.75
- 5.00

-4.75

Mean, -4.70

No. 1

12.00

12.25

12.125

12.25

12.00

12.00

12.125

12.00

12.00

12.00

12.10

, Arc made by No. 3 after impact—i. e., V — —
(4.70

—
1.25) = — 3.45

Arc made by No. 1 after impact— «.«., F = 12.10 - 1.20 = 10.90.

Momentum before impact = 18.75 x 35.07 = 657.5.

Momentum after impact=(10.90x71.17}-(3.45x35.07)=654.7.

Difference= 2.8 =A%
10.90 + 3.45

e =
18.75

= 0.76.

Case B.

Case C.

Report similarly.

Report similarly.

Questions and Problems.

1. The energy of a body whose mass is m and which is moving
with a velocity v is 1/2 mv'^. It is a law of nature that energy
is conservative. Calculate the energy before and after im-

pact and account for the difference.

2. If a man is placed ou a horizontal, perfectly smooth table, how
could he move himself in a horizontal direction?

3. Why is there no "external influence" in this experiment?
4. If density of earth is 5.56, calculate its momentum.
5. A base-ball, whose mass is 300 grams, when moving 10 metres

per second, is struck squarely by a bat and then has a speed
of 20 metres per second; calculate the impulse and the aver-

age force if the contact lasts 1/50 second.

6. Two equal masses are at rest side by side. One moves from

rest under a constant force F, the other receives at the same

instant an impulse /in the same direction. Prove that they
will again be side by side at time %II F.

7. When a horse drags a cart or a canal - boat, if action equals

reaction, why is not the horse held fast ?
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I

8. The mass of a gun is 4 tons, that of the shot 20 pounds, the

initial velocity of the shot is 1000 feet per second, what is

the initial velocity of the gun ? What is the effect of the
]

gases so far as momentum is concerned ?
I

9. A 30-gram rifle-bullet is fired into a suspended block of wood
]

weighing 15 kilograms. If the block is suspended by a string

of length 2 metres, and is moved through an angle of 20°, cal-

culate the velocity of the bullet.



EXPERIMENT 16

Object. To show : 1. That if different forces act upon
the same body, the acceleration is directly proportional to

the force.

2. That if the same force acts upon bodies of different

masses, the acceleration is inversely proportional to the

mass. (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 30, 31.)

General Theory. If a body whose mass is m is moving
under the action of any external influence with an acceler-

ation a, the product ma is called the ''external force," and

is taken as the measure of the external influence
;
because

if, under this same influence, a mass m' is moving with an

acceleration a',

m'a'=ma.

This fact is to be tested by experiment. The simplest

means at our command of producing forces is to make use

of the fact that a body whose mass is m falls freely towards

the earth with an acceleration g, a constant at any one place

for all bodies. That is, a body of mass m is always acted

upon by a force downward ?w^, which is called its weight {g,

in Baltimore, is nearly 980
;
and its value in other places is

given in the Tables).

The general method is to apply different weights to the

same body and measure its acceleration, and to apply the

same weight to different bodies and to measure their accel-

erations. The instrument used is called Atwood's machine.

It consists essentially of a very light wheel, ^ith a grooved
rim arranged to turn in a vertical plane with as little fric-

tion as possible, and set upon a tall column. A long cord
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passes over the wheel and carries at its ends two cylinders
of equal mass. Neglecting the weight of the cord, the re-

sultant force acting upon either cylinder is, therefore, zero,

since the downward force of gravity is

exactly counterbalanced by an equal

upward tension in the cord, due to the

weight of the other equal mass. The

cylinders will, therefore, remain at rest

unless some additional force is applied
to one or the other

;
or they will con-

tinue to move with uniform velocity

when such a velocity has once been im-

parted to them, neglecting the effect of

friction.

Forces are applied to the system in

the following manner : One of the cyl-

inders is drawn to the top of the pillar,

and a hinged platform, arranged for the

purpose, is adjusted beneath it and held

by a catch. While the cylinder is thus

supported, a small bar of known mass,

called a "rider," which projects on each

side considerably beyond the cylinder,

is placed upon it. The catch is now

pulled away, the platform drops, and

the mass on this side moves down while

the other rises. At a distance beneath

the platform, which may be varied at pleasure, is placed a

ring, through which the cylinder can pass freely, but not

the rider. There is a second platform which may be ad-

justed at any desired distance below the ring, and which

stops the motion.

The force which imparts motion to the system when the

hinged platform is released is evidently only the weight of

the rider, wnile the mass moved is the entire mass of the

system—that is, the sum of the two equal masses plus the

rider. (Allowance must also be made for the fact that the

Q

CZl

Fig. 33
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wheel itself is turned. It is extremely difficult to make

this allowance unless the slipping of the cord is accurately

known.)
The system will then move under a uniform acceleration

until the rider is removed; and after that, since the ex-

ternal force is removed, the acceleration is zero, and the

velocity remains constant until the motion is stopped by

the lower platform. In the present experiment the ring

is placed immediately above the lower platform at the

very end of the motion. If t is the time taken by the

system in moving from the starting platform to the ring,

the whole motion being under the uniform acceleration a,

and the distance from the platform to ring being x, it is

known that .^• = 1/2 a f or a =2x1^. Therefore, by meas-

uring the distance x, and observing t, the acceleration a can

be determined. Hence,
1. To show that the acceleration varies as the force, the

mass being constant : Place two riders, one much heavier

than the other, upon the cylinder that is to move down,
and determine the acceleration. Let it be a. The ex-

ternal force is the sum of the weights of the two riders.

Then leave only the heavier rider on the cylinder that

moves down, placing the lighter one upon the other cylin-

der. Determine the acceleration again and call it a'. The

external force is in this case the difference of the weights

of the two riders, while the total mass moved is the same.

Then, if Wj and m^ are the masses, of the riders,

-7 should = ~ -> if the acceleration varies directly as
a mi — m^
the force.

2. To show that the acceleration varies inversely as the

mass moved, the force being constant : Determine the ac-

celeration of the equal cylinders with any suitable rider.

Let it be a. Eeplace the equal cylinders by two other

equal cylinders, but of a mass different from the first, and

determine the acceleration again with the- same rider. Let

it be a'. Then, if M is the mass of each of the first pair.

f^
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and M' the mass of each of the second, m being the mass

of the rider,

— should = —
^TF ' if the acceleration varies inversely

as the mass moved.

Sources of Error.

1. Friction aud the resistance of the air are forces opposing the

motion in each case. The actual resultant force upon the

system is, therefore, the difference between the weight of

the rider and the sum of these forces. The true statement in

, , , .
« {in-, + m^)(i —f

the first experiment would therefore be— = 7 ^ ^,.a (mi-m,)g-f
where /and/' are the opposing forces in the two portions

of the experiment. But since / and/' are very difficult to

determine, the experiment is so devised as to malie them

small, and therefore they can be omitted from the formula.

2. The resultant force has to set in motion the wheel as well as

the weights and cord. Hence, if / is the moment of inertia

of the fly-wheel, a its angular acceleration, and ?• its radius,

a fuller statement of the equation of motion is

la
force = (2M + m) a-\ ,

= (33f+ m) a + -^. if tliere is no slipping.

Hence, in the second part of the experiment,

2if' + TO + 4
a v
"' 23/+ m+:

,̂,.2

The correction in this case can be made

if J and r are linown, and if there is no slipping.

3. The time enters to the square in the formula, and is, moreover,

very hard to determine, as it is quite short
;
and care must

therefore be concentrated on it.

Apparatus. An Atwood's machine
;
two riders of differ-

ent weights, and two different pairs of cylinders ; strong

thread, or very light cord
;
a stop-watch.

Manipulation. Adjust the cord to exactly the right length,

so that one mass will rest upon the top platform while the
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other just clears the floor or the base of the machine. Hang
the heavier pair of cylinders on the cord; pass the latter over

the wheel in the groove, and replace the bell-jar covering

the wheel and its supports, if there is one. Place the lower

phitform as far down as possible, and the ring at such a

height over it that the rider has just time to be lifted be-

fore the motion stops ;
thus the motion under acceleration

is as long as possible. Adjust fhe whole apparatus so that

one cylinder rests squarely on the top platform, and, when

it falls, passes through the ring without touching. This

is best done by levelling-screws, with which the base of the

apparatus should be provided.

1. To show that the acceleration varies directly as the

force, the mass moved being constant :

Raise the cylinder on the side of the platforms and ring,

and support it on the upper platform. Place both riders

upon it. Release the catch and start the watch the instant

the platform drops. Stop it at the sound of the click when

the rider strikes the ring. Repeat ten times.

Repeat the experiment, placing the heavier rider on this

cylinder and the lighter upon the other. Weigh the two

riders on a platform-balance.

Let the mean durations of fall be t and f. Then, since

a P
the distance fallen is the same, -7=^-. This should equal

a t

m^ + 1712

m^ — w?2

2. To show that the acceleration varies inversely as the

mass, the force being constant :

Use the lighter rider and the same cylinders, and repeat

the observations as before ten times. Repeat again with

the same rider and the pair of smaller cylinders. Weigh
the two pairs of cylinders on a platform-balance.

a f'
Then, if t and f are the intervals of time,

— = — , and.
a' t

therefore,
^5-

should equal „ —-
•
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ILLUSTRATION
April 15, 1897

1. To prove that acceleration varies directly as the force.

Riders Separated

Force = 17 g — 10 g = 7 g dynes

5.8

6.0

6.0

6.0

5.8

6.0

5.8

6.0

6.0

6.0

Hence, r^ = 35.3

and a = 2x

35.3

5.94

Riders Together

Force = 17 g+10g = 27 g dynes

t'

3.0

3.0

2.8

2.8

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.0

3.0

Hence, <'' = 8.76

and a'
2x

are

2.96

a' 35.3

a 8.76

37

= 4.03.

The ratio of the forces is: -— = 3.86.

17
The discrepancy, which equals 77^7= 4^, is in the right direction to

be accounted for by friction, v^'hich vpould tend to diminish both forces

equally, and vrould therefore show its effect most with the smaller force.

Futhermore, the probable error of t is about ^%, and of f nearly

l^fc, which makes the probable error of a'/a about 4^, since t and t'

both enter as squares.

2. To prove that acceleration is inversely proportional to mass:

Smaller Cylinders

t'

4.0

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.8

4.0

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.70 Mean.
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.-.^ = 2-^^ = 1.90.
a! 137

Mass of larger cylinders is 275 grams each.

Mass of smaller cylinders is 137.5 grams each.

Rider in each case 10 grams.

2if+ w 285 ^ . 560 . ^^ ,
. , ,

TTTf^.
— - ;r^.- Inverse ratio = -r^ = 1.96, which shows an agree-

23/ + m 560 285

ment fully as close as would be expected.

Questions and Problems.

1. Calculate the tension in the rope which draws a carriage weigh-

ing 1 kilogram up an incline of 30° with an acceleration of 1

metre per second.

2. If a nation uses 40 metres as unit length, 3 seconds as unit time,

and 100 pounds as unit mass, what is the value of the unit

force in this system in terms of dynes ?

3. A body is moving with a speed of 4 kilometres per hour, what

force in dynes will bring it to rest in 5 seconds ?

4. A particle is projected upward at an angle of 30° to the hori-

zontal, with a speed of 70 metres per second. Find the time

before the particle again reaches the horizontal. Find the

horizontal distance.

5. What pressure will a man who weighs 70 kilograms exert on

the floor of an elevator which is descending with an acceler-

ation of 100 centimetres per second? Discuss the tension in

an elevator rope when rising ;
when falling. Discuss stress

on car-couplings when the train is starting, and when it is

in uniform motion.

6. The ram of a pile-driver weighs 250 kilograms. It falls 7

metres and drives a pile 20 centimetres. Calculate resist-

ance (if uniform).



EXPERIMENT 17

Object. To verify the law of centrifugal motion, that a

force wirw" is required to make a mass m move in a circle

of radius r with a constant angular velocity w. (See

"Physics," Art. 35.)

General Theory. Two spheres of different masses, con-

nected by a cord, are placed free to slide along a horizontal

rod which pierces their centres. This rod is rotated rapid-

ly around a vertical axis, and the position of the spheres is

sought, in which they will remain in equilibrium, and will

not fly to one end or the other of the rod. If m-^ and Wg

are the masses of the two spheres, and r^ and r^ the radii

of the circular paths of their centres when there is equi-

librium, then

m-^ Vi w* should equal Wg ^2 '^%

because they both have the same angular velocity, and each

exerts on the other the force necessary to make it move in

a circle.

Therefore, since r, and r^ can be measured, Wj/mg = r^/r-i

can be determined, and the result compared with that ob-

tained by the use of a balance.

Sources of Error.

1. Friction of the balls on the rod can never be entirely gotten

rid of.

2. The rod must be accurately horizontal and the axis of rotation

vertical, or else gravity will tend to move the balls one way
or the other.
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3. Care must be taken not to rock the apparatus while rotating it.

4. The wire or cord connecting the masses has inertia also, and

an excess of length of it on either side of the axis aids the

tendency to move in that direction.

Fig. 34

Apparatus. A whirling
- table

;
two steel L-squares; two

wooden clamps ;
a metre-bar

;
a large vernier caliper is also

convenient in measuring the diameter of the spheres, though
the metre -:bar and L-squares can be used. The fly-wheel

of the whirling- table is rotated by means of a hand driv-

ing-wheel about an accurately vertical axis. A frame is

clamped rigidly to the axle of the fly-wheel, and carries a

stiff, straight, horizontal brass rod, on which two wooden

spheres are free to slide. The two spheres are connected

by a fine brass wire carrying a pointer, which moves over

a scale fixed to the frame, parallel to the brass rod. The

apparatus is so adjusted that the brass rod is accurately at

right angles to the axis of rotation
; and, therefore, if the

axis is exactly vertical, the force of gravity has no effect

upon the motion of the two spheres.

Manipulation. Clamp the apparatus firmly to a table in

a good light, taking care to make the axis of rotation ver-

tical. If the point where the axis of rotation meets the

scale is not already marked on the scale, determine it by
r*"^

"yng
the frame rapidly, and noting what point remains

^ly
at rest. A good way to test this is by making a

pcil dot at the point which seems to the unaided

at rest. If, on rotation, the point makes a lit-

,rub it out and try again, until the true posi-
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tion of the axis has been determined to the tenth of a

millimetre.

Pull the spheres apart, so that the wire connecting them

is stretched and both are free to move either way. Note

the position of the pointer on the scale to the tenth of a

millimetre. Rotate the apparatus rapidly, and note which

sphere flies out. Call one sphere m^, the other ni^, and

record the reading of the pointer just made under a col-

umn marked m^ or w^2, according as it is uii or 7»2 which

flies out
;
this is shown in the illustration. Make another

trial with the spheres moved so that the one that flew out

moves in a smaller circle, and record again in the appro-

priate column the reading of the pointer before rotation.

By similar successive trials the position of equilibrium is

soon found. When it has been apparently reached, test by

finding how much either way the spheres may be moved

without affecting the equilibrium. If the friction of the

rod is small, the place of equilibrium ought to be very well

defined. If it is not, note the point where m^ just moves

out, and the point where ?»2 j^^st moves out, and call the

true position a point half-way between.

Repeat the determination five times.

By noting the reading of the pointer, its distance from

the axis may be at once calculated. It then remains to

measure the distances along the wire from the centre of

each sphere to the pointer. This may be done by measur-

ing the diameter of each sphere and the distances from the

pointer to the farther sides of the two spheres.

Li
O.

Fig. 35

In the diagram P is the pointer ; Li and L^ are the outer

sides of the sphere ; 0^ and Og, their centres. The quan-

tities to be measured are PL^ and PZg (and L^ L^ as a
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check), aud the two diameters. Prom these measure-

ments and a knowledge of the distance from the axis to

the pointer P, if P is the reading of the index when there

is equilibrium, r, and 7\ may be calculated.

To measure the distances PL^, etc., a caliper may be

formed of the metre-rod and the two L-squares, and used

as follows :

Place the L-squares on the metre-bar so that the thin

sides of the X's form two parallel jaws at right angles to

the bar, the distance between which is easily varied by

sliding one or the other along the bar. While one ob-

server holds the spheres apart so that the wire is stretched

tight, the other closes the caliper made as above upon the

outer extremities of the diameters of the spheres which con-

tinue the line of the wire—i. e., L-^ and L^ in the figure. Be

very careful that the metre-bar is accurately parallel to the

desired length, and that the edges of the L-squares are

accurately perpendicular to the bar. Note the distance,

Zji/2, thus found; and, as the measurement is extremely

difficult, repeat at least five times. Similarly measure

PL^ and PL2, taking five readings of each
;
and if

PXj -}- PL2 is not equal to L^ L^, take the mean as the

correct length of PL^ -\- PL^ and divide the error evenly

between the two terms. This gives PL^ and PLr^. L^ 0^

aud Zg O2, the radii of the spheres, may most easily be

found by means of a large vernier caliper, great care being
taken to measure the diameters as close to the brass rod as

possible. Five readings of each should be taken, and there

is no object in reading the vernier closer than 1/10 mm.
If no caliper large enough is available, determine the dis-

tance from P to the near points of the spheres just as

PL^ and PL^ were determined, and thus find the diame-

ters. Be careful to measure all the lengths in the same

unit. Having determined 7\ and r^, calculate the ratio of

Wj to Wg, and get from an instructor the true value as meas-

ured on a balance.
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ILLUSTRATION—Vkkification of Law of Centrifugal Motion

Axis found to be 51.3.
Nov. 4, 1891
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Dimensions of Apparatus



EXPERIMENT 18

(two observers are required)

Object. To verify the laws of harmonic motion. (See
''

Piiysics/' Arts. 21,25, 51.)

General Theory. Harmonic motion is defined as being
such that the acceleration is always towards a fixed point,
and varies directly as the displacement from that point.

Thus, the longitudinal vibration of a spiral spring is har-

monic motion, because the acceleration varies directly as

the elongation of the spring, and is always in such a direc-

tion as to tend to bring the spring back to the position it

would have if not vibrating
—

i. e., to the position of equi-
librium.

Again, the rotational vibrations of a flat -coiled spring,
such as a watchspring, are harmonic, because the angular
acceleration varies directly as the angle of twist, and is al-

ways in such a direction as to tend to bring the spring
towards its position of equilibrium.

If the displacement from the position of equilibrium is

called X or 6, according as it is a distance or an angle; and
if the acceleration is called a or a, according as it is linear

or angular, the condition for harmonic motion is

linear a= —ex
angular a— — cd

where c is some constant depending upon the inertia and

stiffness of the vibrating system. It is easily proved also

that the vibrations of a system in harmonic motion have a

constant period,
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r=2,^k.
which is independent of the amplitude if it is small.

I. Harmonic Motion of Trafislatioti.—Since the acceler-

ation at any instant is equal to a constant times the dis-

placement, a= —ex, the force of restitution must be pro-

portional to the displacement also, because force varies as

the acceleration. In particular, consider the longitudinal

vibrations of a spiral spring under the influence of gravity.

Let the spring carry a body whose mass is M, and let its

own mass be m; let it be suspended vertically. If the

reading of a pointer on the spring is when the spring
is at rest, then, when in its vibrations the pointer is at a

point X below 0, the force of restitution upivard is propor-
tional to a;, i^= Kx. Consequently, if instead of allowing

the spring to vibrate, a force downward is applied so as to

produce the displacement x, the force applied must be Kx.

Therefore, if any force F produces a displacement x, F
should equal Kx, where ^ is a constant for all displace-

ments, and measures the "stifEness" of the spring. In other

words, the displacement is proportional to the stretching

force; this is called "^'Hooke's Law"; and, conversely, any

system which obeys Hooke's law will perform harmonic vi-

brations if it is disturbed from its position of equilibrium.

It may be proved by actual experiment that the dis-

placements of a spiral spring, a pendulum, a tuning-fork,

a stretched string like a violin string, etc., are proportional

to the force, and hence their free motions are harmonic.

Since, then, i^= Kx, the acceleration may be determined

if the mass moved is known. In the above case of the spiral

spring of mass tn carrying a body of mass M, it may be proved

by theory that the effect of the inertia of the spring is "exact-

ly as if the mass ilfwere increased by 1/3 m, if the spring is

evenly wound.

Hence, F= (
Jf -f 1/3 m) a,

and a— —
^r^
—

-77;
— x.

M-\- 1/3 m
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Hence, the constant 6*, as defined above {a = — ex), equals

M + 1/3 m
Hence the period.

T=..^
M+ II'dm

K
K may be found by directly measuring the displacement

produced by a given force, as described above
;
T and M

and m may also be measured, and this law may be verified.

The important facts are :

I. A system obeying Hooke's law makes harmonic vi-

brations.

3. The period varies as the square root of the mass

moved.

II. Harmonic Motion of Rotation.—The angular accel-

eration a = — c0; consequently, in order to turn the system

through an angle d, a moment L must be applied, such

that

where k is the same for all angles and measures the stiff-

ness of the spring. It may be easily measured by noting
the angular displacement produced by a given moment.

Conversely, any system satisfying this condition will make

harmonic vibrations—e.g.,Q. watchspring, a compass-needle,

a twisting wire, a vibrating balance, etc.

The angular acceleration is equal to the moment of the

force divided by the moment of inertia—i. e., L — la.

Hence, a = —^ ; and, therefore, c =
-^.

But T= 27r\/ -
j

hence, T— '^'^sj^
The important facts in this case are :

1. A system obeying Hooke's law makes harmonic vi-

bration.

2. The period varies as the square root of the moment
of inertia. Therefore, we have a convenient method of

comparing moments of inertia.
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In the following exercise the linear vibrations of a spiral

spring and the rotational vibrations of a flat-coiled spring

will be studied.

The following facts will be verified by experiment :

1. The linear displacement of the spring is proportional

to the stretching force.

2. The vibrations have a period which is independent of

the amplitude, provided it is small.

3. The period of vibration varies as the square root of

the mass moved.

4. The angular displacement of the flat spring is propor-

tional to the moment.

5. The vibrations of the flat spring also have a period

which is independent of the amplitude, provided it is small.

6. The period of vibration varies as the square root of

the moment of inertia I=I,nir''; and so it can be varied

by placing different masses at the same distance from the

axis, or by placing the same mass at different distances.

Sources of Error.

1. If the wire is stretched too much, Hooke's law is not obeyed,

and hence the theory does not apply.

2. If there is too much friction, either external or internal, the

vibrations die down rapidly and cease to be isochronous.

3. Displacements must be taken great enough to make the prob-

able error of one setting small ia comparison with the entire

displacement.

Apparatus. For translation : An evenly wound spiral

spring ;
a metre-rod

;
two heavy weights ;

two light ones
;

a watch. (In the laboratory of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity the spring used is one which is commonly used to

close heavy doors. Its mass is 450 grams ;
and the heavy

weights used are 5 and 6 kilograms, the light ones 400 and

600 grams. The stiffness is such that 300 grams produces
an elongation of about 1 centimetre.)

For rotation : Special apparatus, as shown in Fig. 36. It

consists of a flat coiled spring in a horizontal plane, one end
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Fig. 36

fastened to a fixed support, the other to a vertical axle which

is free to rotate, and to which are

fastened a horizontal wheel and

a horizontal rod carrying sliding

weights; cord; weights; pulley.

Manipulation. 1. Translation.—
Weigh the spiral spring and sus-

pend it vertically from a fixed sup-

port ; place back of it the metre-

rod, and fasten a fine wire to the

lower end of the spring at right

angles to it, so that it may serve

as an index along the scale. Hang
a heavy weight from the spring, taking care to see that

the weight is great enough to separate the spirals; note

the reading ;
add a small weight, m^', note the difference in

reading, li^ ;
add another weight, mr^ ; again note the differ-

ence, 7^2. Then, if F= Kx,

-Y^ should equal -—-•

Calculate K.

Do the same, using the second heavy

weight in place of the first. Calculate K
again. It should be constant.

2. With either heavy weight hanging
from the spring, set it vibrating vertically,

and measure the period, as in Experiment
1, at intervals of 50 vibrations, while the

amplitude slowly dies down.

Measure the weight of the hanging mass

on a platform balance.

Call it M^. Call the period Ty
3. Do the same with the second heavy

weight. Call its mass M^ and the period

T^. Then, if m is the mass of the spring

itself, T,l T^ should equal \J
J/

"i + 1/3 m
M. + l/'Sm Fig. 37
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4. Rotation.—By means of the string, pulley, and peg in

the fixed horizontal wheel of the rotation apparatus, apply
a small weight to the wheel, thus producing a moment
around the axis. By means of a circular divided scale

measure the angle of displacement. Call the weight w?j

and the angle Q^ ; then, if r is the radius of the fixed wheel,

m-^gr = kd^, if Lzmkd. m^ should be great enough to make

0, large in comparison with the error of setting.

Apply a different small weight, m2, and measure the total

angular displacement, Sg- Then, (wi+ mg) gr = kdz-

Calculate k. It should remain constant.

Add other weights, and measure the displacements.

Plot in a curve the angular displacements and corre-

sponding weights.

5. Clamp equal sliding weights on the horizontal rod at

equal distances from the axis. Set the system in small vi-

brations, and measure the period as the amplitude dies

down. It should remain very nearly constant. Let the

masses be M^ each, and their distances from the axis rj.

Call the period of vibration 7\.

6. Add equal sliding weights, M^, to each side of the rod,

and make the average distance of the whole mass, Mi-\-M2,
from the axis the same as before, r^. Measure the period

of vibration ;
call it 7\. The moment of inertia in this vi-

bration is greater than before by the amount 2if2^i^j con-

sequently, the period 7^2 should be less than T^. (If the

moment of inertia of the fixed cylinder and of the spring

/ 2M r^ + I'
^

itself is /', then TjTo should equal \/ ^,- ^^ /tiIn—s rr' ^' ^ ^ V 2(il^i + Jfg)^"! + /
An instructor should know the value of I'.)

Again, remove the two weights M2, and clamp the two

weights Jfj at a different distance from the axis, r^. Meas-

ure the period T3. If ^2 > r^, T^ > T^, because the moment
of inertia has increased.

(The quantities tH/, and M^ in this and the previous sec-

tion have no connection with those denoted by the same

symbols in sections 3 and 3.)
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ILLUSTRATION

-Hai'.monic Motion of Translation

1.



EXPERIMENT 19

t

Object. To verify the law of moments— viz., that the

proper definition of a moment around an axis is the prod-

uct of the force by the perpendicular distance from the

axis to the line of action of the force. (See "Physics/'

Art. 43.)

General Theory. The simplest method of verifying this

law is to secure equilibrium of an extended body by three

forces, and measure the moments as defined above. If

the definition is correct, the algebraic sum of the mo-

ments should equal zero.

Thus, if a board is pivoted at P, and if, by means of two

strings attached to nails at W^ and iV^g, forces F^ and F2 in

the plane of the board are

applied so as to tend to

turn the board in opposite

directions around the pivot,

there are only three forces

acting on the board (if the

board lies in a horizontal

plane, or if the peg passes

through the centre of grav-

ity of the board in case it is

vertical)
—

viz., the two, F^

and F2, and the reaction of

the pivot-peg. Taking mo-

ments around P, by the

above definition the mo-

ment of Fi equals F^ l^; that
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of F^, F^l^; and if the forces F^ and F^ are such that the

board is in equilibrium, then F^ l^ and F^ l^,
should be nu-

merically equal. This may be verified by direct experi-

ment. The moment of the reaction of the pivot -peg
around the point P is of course zero.

Sources of Error.

1. It is quite difficult to measure the perpendicular distances

li and l^.

2. In whatever way the board is supported or suspended, friction

always enters as an indeterminate force, though by proper

care it can be made small.

Apparatus. Two spring balances
;
cord

;
two metre-rods

;

an L-square ;
a nail, or a heavy weight with hook.

Manipulation. Pierce two small holes through the metre-

bar at points near its ends
; pass strings through each and

make loops ; support the metre-rod on edge at its middle point

^
o

Fig. 39

P by means of a pivot of some kind, a knife-edge resting on

a stool, or a string joined to a high support above. Join the

tw^o loops at the ends N^^ and N^, to some nail below, 0, by

means of strings, putting a spring -balance between each

loop and the nail, so as to measure the forces. (Another
convenient method is to fasten the strings ON] and ON2
to a heavy weight, which may be moved along the table
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below, thus altering the forces.) This may, perhaps, be

best done by Joining iVj to (through the balance), and

then twisting the other cord OiV'2 around the nail at

until the rod has a suitable position. It is best to make

the forces as large as possible, and to pvit in the balances

with their hooks down.

Measure the forces F-^ and F2 as recorded on the bal-

ances, taking care to avoid friction of the scale -pointer

against the scale, and to place the balances as accurately

as possible in the lines ON-^ and ON2.

By means of the L-squares and the other metre-rod, meas-

ure the perpendicular distances
l-^
and I2 from P to ^^jO and

N^O. Do this by placing one arm of the square along the

metre-rod, the other along the string ON-^ (or ON^Q,\\di slid-

ing the two along the string until the metre - rod passes

through P. Be sure that the strings are straight between

and iVi and N^, and that the edge of the metre-rod passes

accurately through P.

Change the length of the string ON^, thus altering the

forces and lever -arms, and measure the quantities again.

Do this three times in all, turning the metre -rod over in

some experiments.

Show that F^ /,
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Questions and Problems.

1. Wliy were moments taken around P, and not around N^ or N^,
or 01

3. What effect does any bending of the rod have ?

3. Why is it advisable to use large forces ?

4. Why does friction affect the result wheu mouieuls are taken

around a pivot ?

5. If it is wished to upset a tall colunui by means of a rope of

given length, pulled from the ground, where should it be

applied ?

6. A uniform pendulum-rod is pulled aside by a force applied

horizontally at its lower end equal in amount to one -half

the weight of the whole rod. Calculate the angle which

the peiululum makes with the vertical when there is equi-

librium.



EXPERIMENT 20

(two observers are required)

Object. To verify the laws of equilibrium of three forces

acting at one point. (See "Physics," Art. 60.)

General Theory. If a point P is held in equilibrium by
three forces, the conditions are that if the three forces are

added geometrically they form a closed triangle ; or, ex-

R

'W

./

Fig. 40

pressed in other words, the sum of the components of the

forces resolved in any direction must equal zero. In par-

ticular, if two of them are at right angles to each other,

and if the third makes an angle ^ with the line of one of

the others, as is shown in the figure,

Tsine ^-W=0,
T cosine ^-R = 0.

This particular arrangement of forces may be secured

easily in the laboratory by hanging a weight from a point
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and balancing it by two forces in the directions T and R.

These may be measured and so may ^
; and, consequently,

the law may be verified.

A second perfectly general method is to tie three strings

together at a point ;
fasten a spring-balance to each string ;

pull them in different directions, and register the forces,

both in amount and direction, when the point is in equi-
librium. A good way of doing this last is to place a sheet

of paper behind the strings, lay off the directions of the

forces on this, and construct their sum graphically.

Another method (see
"
Physics," Art. 36) is to pass a

cord over two pulleys which have horizontal axes and are

in the same plane ; suspend
a weight from each end, and

looping a third weight over

the string between the two

pulleys, note the directions

(~^ f
j

and the amounts of the forces

which hold in equilibrium the

point where the third weight
is fastened. This may best be

done, as above, by a graphical method.

A full description of the first method is given below.

Sources of Error.

1. It is difficult to measure •&, or its cosine or sine.

2. Great care must be taken to keep It perpendicular to W.
3. The angles must be kept constant during the measurements.

Apparatus. Two spring-balances ;
a weight of about two

kilograms ;
a stick about forty centimetres long, with a

nail-head at each end
;
a ball of twine

;
a steel L-square ;

a

metre-rod.

Manipulation. Tie a piece of twine to the weight and de-

termine the weight of the latter by hanging it on a spring-
balance. Tie one end of a short piece of twine to a nail,

or through a hole in a vertical wall or frame (as shown at A
in the figure). Tie the other end to the ring of the spring-

FiG. 41
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"tf^*-! °*f 'i'('r*'i'['i'

balance, leaving about ten or fifteen centimetres of string

between the balance and the nail or hole. Tie the weight

to the hook of the balance by a string nearly a metre long.

Rest one end of the stick against the side of the wall or

frame. Loop the twine, which carries the weight, once or

twice around the nail at the other end, at such a point

that the stick will stand out almost at right angles to the

vertical wall or frame. Fi-

nally adjust the whole so that

the nail-head on which the

stick rests against the wall

does not slip, and so that the

stick is exactly at right angles

to the wall, as may be shown

by the square.

There is equilibrium at the

point P between W, the weight

acting vertically, 2", the tension

of the cord acting along PA
and measured by the spring-

balance, and R, the resistance

of the prop acting out from
^^^ ^2

the wall along BP.

Read the spring-balance accurately. Measure as accu-

rately as possible, by means of the metre-bar, the lengths

of the sides of the triangle PBA, or of a triangle similar

to it. In doing this, remember that A is the point where

the line PA (produced if necessary) meets the vertical

wall
;
and B is the point in the line PB vertically below

A, while P is the part of the nail around which the twine

is wound. Care should be taken to measure a straight line

precisely between these points. The line PB should be at

right angles to the line AB.

When these measures have been made, attach a string to

the hook of the second spring -balance and loop the other

end around the nail P, taking great care not to disturb

anything in so doing. While one observer keeps his eye
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on the index of this balance and pulls out with gradually

increasing force exactly in the line BP extended, the other

watches the nail on which the stick is pivoted and calls

''Read ''
the moment it is pulled away from the wall.

The reading of the second scale at this moment should

be exactly equal to R. The stick will drop before the

pressure against the wall is quite zero unless it is sup-

ported in some manner. This may be done by holding
the steel L-square in the angle of the wall and stick, be-

low the stick, thus keeping it truly liorizontal until it is

pulled away. The friction is diminished if a bicycle-ball

is placed between the stick and the L-square.

The two balances should then be compared to see if

_j __^^^ r-\V ^^®y ^^^^ ^^^ same read-^ ' >^^-^^<^ ^
ings for the same forces.

Fig. 43 This may be done by

hooking the two together and seeing if they agree when

pulled apart.

Repeat the experiment three times, making the propor-

tions of the triangle PBA different each time.

If the suspended weight is not very large in comparison
with the weight of the horizontal stick, a correction must

be made for the latter. If IF, is the weight of the stick, its

eifect is exactly the same as if the stick had no weight, and

the weight W were increased by ^Wy This is evident by

taking moments of all the forces around the point B.

1. Remembering that AB is vertical and BP perpen-

dicular to it, calculate from the dimensions of the triangle

the vertical and horizontal components of T, and show that

they, together with R and W, fulfil the conditions of equi-

librium. Report as below.

3. Prove graphically that the forces are in equilibrium,

using a scale of not less than 1/4 inch to the pound.

Note.— On the Use of Spring-balances to Measure Forces other than those

Acting Vertically Downward on the Hook.—A balance is "So graduated as to

give correctly the weight of an object hung upon its hook. If the weight

hung upon the hook is W, the reading of the balance is IT; but the force
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acting upon the balance is W+ h, where h is the weight of the hook, index,

etc., of the balance itself. If, then, the weight were suspended by a cord

over a frictionlesa pulley, and held there by the spring-balance placed

horizontally, the weight of the hook, etc., would no longer act on the

spring, and the reading would consequently be W— h. If the spring-balance

were now carried downward until it pulled vertically down, the hook, etc.,

would not only not weigh themselves on the spring, but would counterbalance

h units of the weight W besides. The reading of the balance would, there-

fore, be W— 2h. If li^, 7?2, and R^ are the readings of the balance in the

three cases, W— Ji^ = E^ + h = B^ + 2h. A little consideration will show

that when the direction of the cord away from the hook makes an angle B,

with a direction vertically downward, the tension of the cord is

jg + (1
- cos 9) h

Hence, in all measurements of forces with a spring-balance, turn the hook

of the balance towards the force to be measured, and add (1
— cos 9) h to

the reading. To find h for a given balance, suspend the ring from a nail,

hang a weight on the hook and read. Turn the balance wrong side up, put

the hook over the nail, and, hanging the weight from the ring, read again.

The difference between the readings is B — 2h, where B is the weight of the

whole balance, which should be found by weighing it on another. This can

best be done by first weighing the balance plus a weight on the second

balance, and then the weight alone, since a spring-balance often does not

measure very small forces accurately.

ILLUSTRATION
Oct. 30, 1894

To Verify the Laws of Equilibrium of Three Forces Acting at the

Same Point

Balances used, No. 11 in AP. No.. 14 in BP.

Correction for weight of hook in No. 11 :

Weight suspended from hook = 5.135.

Weight suspended from ring = 5.25.

.-. B-2h=:0. 125 lbs.
;
:.h = l/2{B-0. 125).

Weight and No. 11 suspended from hook of No. 14 = 5.50

Weight alone suspended from hook of No. 14 = 5.125

/. Weight of No. 11 = 5 =0.375

.-.A = 1/2 (0.375 -0.125) = 0.125.

Hence the correction to No. 11 used in the line AF which makes

an angle 90°- B with the vertical = + 0.125 (1
- sin Sr).

The weight of the hook No. 14 was similarly found to be = + 0.125.

Hence the correction for the reading in No. 14 in the line BP, where

it makes an angle 9 = 90° with the vertical, is :

+ 0. 125 (1
- cos 90) = + 0. 125.
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The two balances were compared by pulling them against each

otlier, and the readings on both were found to be the same exactly.

The laws to be verified are :

1. Tsiu B = W.

2. Tcoa B = R.

W

Fig. 44

Length of Sides in Centimetres

JS'o. of

Experiments
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3. Why should a spring-balance be hung from a nail or fixed

support, if possible?

4. Prove that when a kite is flying, the string cannot be perpen-

dicular to the kite.

5. Show that three forces, 5, 6, and 12 dynes, cannot be in equi-

librium.

6. Three forces, 5, 13, 15, are in equilibrium ; calculate the angles

between them.

7. In a single-span bridge made, as shown, 6 metres high and 16

metres long, wliat is the

vertical pressure on each

pier and the horizontal

thrust when 1000 kilo-

grams are suspended
from the top point ?

8. When a person sits in a

hammock, what is the

tension on each rope ?

9. What is the advantage in the tow-line of a canal-boat bdne

long ?

10. A heavy particle suspended by a cord of length 100 centi

metres is moving uniformly in a horizontal circle of radius.

10 centimetres, what is the angular speed ?

1000

Fig. 45

I

i



EXPERIMENT 21

Object. To verify the laws of equilibrium of parallel
forces in the same plane. (See

"
Physics/' Art. 63.)

General Theory. If an extended body is in equilibrium
under the action of any number of parallel forces in the

same plane, the mathematical conditions are :

1. The algebraic sum of the forces equals zero.

2. The algebraic sum of the moments around any axis

perpendicular to the plane of the forces is zero.

In verifying these laws it is most convenient to make the

forces vertical, because vertical forces may be produced by
hanging weights. To produce forces which are vertically

upward, and so can balance weights, two methods are pos-
sible

;
one is to support the body from above by means of

spring-balances, the other is to let the body rest on plat-
form-balances.

Sources of Error.

1. It is difficult to make all tbe forces parallel.

3. It is sometimes exceedingly difficult to determine the exact

lines of action of the forces and to measure their distance

from the axis around which moments are measured.

3. The spring-balance, whether of the platform kind or of the

more usual extension form, does not afford a very accurate

means of measuring forces, since there is a]wa}'s consider-

able friction in the balance, and the elasticity of the spring

changes with use.

4. The student must always observe the zero-point of a spring-
balance carefully, as it is hardly ever correct.

Apparatus. Two spring-balances ;
a spirit-level ;

a metre-

bar
;
two weights of about five pounds each

;
a single pulley ;
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osmaiimxramJiTilililJ.lilll'iililiMi

h

twine. (The experiment should be done at a table which

has a wooden frame over it.)

If platform-balances are to be used, two small platform-
balances

;
a metre -rod; two knife-edges; thread; three

pound weights ;
a spirit-level.

Manipulation. Weigh the metre-bar and find its centre of

gravity by determining accurately
—

i.e., to a millimetre—the

point on the scale where a supporting thread must be put
for the bar to hang perfectly level. Hang the pulley from

a hook in the horizontal

bar of the frame as close

up as possible. Pass a

long string through the

pulley, and tie one end

to the ring of one of the

spring
- balances

;
fasten

the other end so that

there are about fifteen

centimetres of string be-

tween the balance and

pulley. Hang the other

spring
- balance directly

by a string from another hook less than a metre from the

first, so as to be at about the same height as the first.

Weigh the two weights, unless they are standard, ones.

Hang each on a string which has a loop at the end, just

loose enough to slide easily over the bar
;
and fasten two

similar loops to the hooks of the spring -balances. Hang
the weights on the bar, and the bar from the balances,

placing its width vertical, so as to make the bending as

small as possible. Slide the weights into any desired posi-

tions on the bar, and move the spring-balance loops until

the strings of these are approximately vertical. Now, by
means of the long string passing over the pulley, raise or

lower that end of the bar until it hangs exactly level, and

make it fast in this position. Make any slight change nec-

cessary in the position of the loops to make all the forces

Fig, 46
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exactly vertical—i. e., all parallel to the line of action of

the weight of the bar. Finally, read the forces indicated

by the balances, and the points on the bar where the four

forces (besides its own weight) are applied. (If gram
weights are used, it will be necessary to reduce all the

forces to the same units, and the most convenient is the

weight of one gram.)
Make four experiments, varying as much as possible the

positions of the two weights and the balance that is not

hung from the pulley, placing the latter between the two

weights in one case. Record as below.

ILLUSTRATION

Equilibrium of PARALr.EL Forces

Forces acting up are considered +.

Moments tending to turn the bar so that the zero end moves up are

considered +
;
moments are measured around zero of bar.

EXl'ERIMENT 1

Forces

Grams

+ 319

+ 191

-300
-100
- 113.4

Oct. 30, 1894
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supporting it from the spring-balance, as described above);

hang the two weights from the bar as befoi'e, and attacli the

string passing over the pulley. Level the bar as before and

read the two balances and the points of application of the

forces. Record as above.

II. Platform -balances may similarly be substituted for

both spring-balances. The only objection is that it is dif-

ficult to level the bar if the forces on the two balances are

very different. Eemember to correct both balances for the

weight of the rests placed upon them.

Questions and Problems.

1. Which is the more important adjustment in the above experi-

ment, that the bar be level or that the forces applied by the

strings be strictly vertical ? Are both essential ?

2. Has the fact that the cords that pull up press on the bottom of

the bar, and those that pull down press on the top, any effect

on the validity of the experiment ? Why ?

3. If nails were driven in a wide board at random and a number of

parallel forces applied one at each nail, and all perpendicu-
lar to the edge of the board and in its plane, would the dis-

tance of the nails from either edge have any effect ?

4. A man and a boy carry a weight of 20 iiilograms between

them by means of a pole 2 metres long, weighing 5 kilo-

grams. Where must the weight be placed so that the man

may bear twice as much of the whole weight as the boy ?

5. A rod, whose weight is 5 kilograms and whose length is 100

centimetres, is supported on a smooth peg at one end and by
a vertical string 15 centimetres from the other end. Calcu-

late the tension of the string.

i :



EXPERIMENT 22

Object. To verify the law of equilibrium of an extended

rigid body under the action of three forces. (See
"
Phys-

sics/'Art. 62.)

General Theory. It may be proved that the conditions of

equilibrium of an extended rigid body under the action of

three forces are :

1. The lines of action of the three forces will, if pro-

longed, all meet in the same point.

2. The forces are such that their lines of action all lie in

one plane ; and, if they are added geometrically, they will

form a closed triangle.

A simple method of verification is to suspend any body

by means of a cord whose two ends are fastened to two dif-

ferent points of the body, and which passes over a nail
;
a

plumb-line dropped from the nail should pass through the

centre of gravity of the body.

Sources of Error.

It is sometimes difl9cult to determine the point where the forces

meet, especially if the peg is large.

Apparatus. A long rod which carries two or more bobs

(see Experiment 23); cord; a plumb-line ;
some suitable

projecting hook or nail.

Manipulation. Fasten the two ends of a piece of cord,

about two metres long, to the rod at points near its ends.

This may be done by tying suitable knots, or by running

the cord through the rod if it is hollow, and preventing its
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slipping by means of a loop. Suspend the rod from a nail

or peg, making two or more turns of the cord around the

nail so as to prevent slipping ;
if necessary,, knot the cord.

Drop a plumb-line from

the nail,and mark the po-

sition on the rod where

this line would intersect

its axis, if it could trav-

erse it.

Change the length of

the cord, the points of

suspension, etc., and

note the points where

the plumb-line inter-

sects the axis. They
should all be the same.

_ ,„ Remove the string and

determine the centre of

gravity of the rod by balancing it on a knife-edge, as ex-

plained in the succeeding experiment.

TT

Fig. 48

Questions and Problems.

1. A rod, of length 1 metre and of weight W, is hinged at A to

a vertical wall. Its upper end B is connected

by a horizontal cord to the wall, so that the

rod makes with the wall the angle ^. A weight

W is suspended from B. Calculate the tension

in the string the direction and amount of the ^t^
force at the hinge. (Principle of a derrick.)

2. A. rod hangs from a hinge on a vertical wall and
,f
A ^ y^'

rests against a smooth floor. Calculate the press-

ure on the floor and the force on the hinge.
'

fig. 49
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A rigid rod is acted on by
forces, as shown. What is

the resultant ?

Calculate the direction and

amount of the reaction at the

pivot in the last problem of

Experiment 19.

S

5 —5

.^o\

Fio. 60
%



EXPERIMENT 23

Object. To determine experimentally the centre of gravi-

ty of a weighted bar. (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 78, 38, 40, 55.)

General Theory. The centre of gravity of any body (or

system of bodies) is the point in space with reference to

it through which its weight (or that of the system) acts for

all positions. In other words, considering the action of

the earth on all the minute portions of the body, it is the

"centre" of the resultant of all these parallel forces, or

the point through which the resultant will pass, no matter

how the body is turned.

If, then, a rigid body is balanced by a supporting cord or

on a knife-edge, so that it is in equilibrium, the centre of

gravity must lie in the same vertical line as the point of sup-

port ;
otherwise there would be a moment and a consequent

rotation. By turning the body so as to be balanced from

another point, another line is determined in which the

centre of gravity must lie
; and, therefore, the intersection

of these two lines fixes the point itself. In this way the

centre of gravity of any board, however irregular, may be

found by means of a string, two nails, and a plumb-line.

It may be proved that the centre of gravity of any system

of bodies coincides with its centre of mass
;
and the mathe-

matical conditions for the centre of mass are that

-
w-i x-^ 4- m2iC2+ etc.

Xz
??ii+ ^2+ etc.

-
^>^iyi+??^2.y2+ etc.

^~
m^-\- 7)12+ Qic-

-
m-y Zi -f ?»2 ^2 + etc.

z =
^1+ ^^2 + etc.
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where m-^, m^, etc., are the separate masses, and x-^, a-^, etc.,

are the perpend icuUir distances of the masses from any
fixed, pkiue ; y,, y^, etc., are distances from a second plane

at right angles to the first
; z-^, Z2, etc. , distances from a

third plane perpendicular to the other two
; x, y, z being

the distance of the centre of mass from these three planes.

In particular, consider a uniform rod carrying two or

more bobs. The centre of mass of the rod itself is its

middle point ; and, since everything is symmetrical about

the axis of the rod, the centre of mass of the rod and bobs

together must lie somewhere on this axis. Take as a plane

from which to measure distances one perpendicular to the

rod at one end
;

call the masses of the two bobs and the

rod itself m^ m2, m^, and the distances of the bobs and

the centre of the rod from the plane at the end x-^, x^, x^.

Then x, the distance of the centre of mass from the plane

at the end, is

This may be verified by actual experiment by balancing

the rod from a cord or on a knife-edge.

Sources of Error.

1. There may be difficulty in determining the centre of mass of

each bob.

2. When balanced, the centre of gravity is in the same vertical

plane as the point of support, not necessarily in the same

plane perpendicular to the axis of the rod.

3. The supporting edge or thread must be as fine as possible.

Apparatus. A round uniform bar, graduated the greater

part of its length, and provided with three weights, which

may be clamped upon it at any desired points ;
twine

;

a support from which the bar may be suspended so as to

hang free (or a knife-edge on which it may be balanced) ;

scales and weights for weighing the bar and its bobs, capa-

ble of weighing 3000 grams to the accuracy of one gram ;

a vernier caliper ;
a level.
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Manipulation. Weigh the bar and each of the bobs sepa-

rately, taking pains to identify the bobs. With the vernier

caliper determine the thickness of each bob, and hence the

position of its centre of figure with regard to the plane sur-

face at one side of it—i. e., the correction to be made to the

point where this face cuts the bar in order to get the po-
sition of the centre of figure in subsequent experiments.

(Since the weights have a flat boss on one side only, they
are slightly unsymmetrical, but for the purposes of this ex-

periment the centre of the symmetrical part alone may be

taken as approximately the centre of figure of the whole.)

Fig. 51

Suspend the bar without any weights upon it from a

frame over a table or from a projecting nail by a single

tight loop of twine, and slip the loop along until the bar

hangs perfectly level
;
or balance it on a knife-edge. When

the supporting string is so placed as to hold the bar exactly

level, and the loop is truly perpendicular to the axis of the

bar, the centre of gravity of the latter must lie in the same

vertical plane as the loop. Hence the position of the loop
on the scale gives the distance of the centre of gravity from

the right section of the bar marked by the zero of the scale.

Read and note this position of the loop on the bar.

Now clamp the bobs in any desired position on the bar,

noting carefully the reading of the flat surface of one side ;
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cUid, for convenience, place this side towards the decreasing

numbers of the bar (so that the correction giving the posi-

tion of the centre of figure of the weights will always be

positive). Suspend the bar again and determine its centre

of gravity as before. Repeat with three different positions

of the weights. In each case, in making the report, calcti-

late the position of -the centre of gravity from the weights

of the separate masses and their positions, and compare this

with the experimental result. In making the calculation,

the weight of the bar should, of course, be considered as

acting at the centre of gravity found experimentally for it

alone
;
and the movable weights may each be considered as

acting at the centre of figure of the symmetrical portion.

Report as below.

ILLUSTRATION Nov. 1, 1896

Weight of bar, 203 grams. Centre of gravity of

bar, 50.3.

AB BC Hence AO
.2 cm. 1.6 cm. 1.0 cm.

.2 cm. 1.8 cm. 1.1 cm.

.2cm. 1.9 cm. 1.15cm.

Bobs

1

2

3

Weight

1081 gr.

1540 gr.

1913 gr.

B

No. of

Experi-
ment

1

2

3

4

Positions of Bobs

Edge (1)

10.0

81.2

81.2

81.2

Centre
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3. A circular table rests on three legs attached to three points of

the circumference at equal distances apart. A weight is

placed on the table. lu what position will the weight be

most likely to upset the table, and what is the least value of

the weight which when placed there will upset it ?

4. A circular hole, 10 centimetres in radius, is cut out of a circu-

lar disk 50 centimetres in radius, the centre of the hole

being 10 centimetres from that of the disk. Calculate the

centre of gravity of the remaining disk.

5. Two bodies "attracting" each other with a force varying

directly as their masses and inversely as the squares of

their distances apart move towards each other. Where
will they meet ?

6. Two bodies, whose masses are 100 and 200, are connected by
a light wire, and are thrown in such a way that the centre

of gravity has a speed 10 metres per second, and that the

system revolves around the centre of gravity twenty times

per minute. Calculate the entire kinetic energy.



EXPERIMENT 24

(two observeks are required)

Object. To determine the " mechanical advantage
" and

''

efficiency
"
of a combination of pulleys. (See

"
Physics/'

Art. 72.)

General Theory. The '^mechanical advantage" of a pul-

ley, or combination of pulleys, is defined as the ratio of

the force which tends to draw the lower pulley down, to

that which must be applied to the free end of the cord

passing around the pulleys in order to exactly balance the

first force. The "efficiency" is the ratio of work done

against the force acting down on the lower pulley to that

done by the force applied to the cord, when the pulley is

raised at a uniform rate. (If no friction were overcome,

the efficiency would be 1.)

Several cases may be considered.

Case 1.—The cord is fastened to a

horizontal support and passes in turn

over a movable and a fixed pulley,

the three branches of the cord being

parallel.

Case 2.—The cord is fastened to

the hook on the top of a free pulley,

and passes in turn over a fixed pul-

ley, the free pulley and the fixed

pulley again, the four branches of

the cord being parallel.

It is obvious that, if the lower pul- fig. 54
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ley is in equilibrium, the tension of the cord is the same

in all its branches, and that the force down on the lower

pulley must equal the prod-

^'uct of the tension in the

cord by the number of

branches of the cord leav-

ing that pulley.

The diflBculty in the actu-

al measurement enters from

the fact that the motion of

the pulleys may be influ-

enced by friction, and so

this effect must be done

away with. The method

of doing this is as follows :

Pull the free end of the

cord with a force sufficient

to produce uniform motion

of the free pulley upward ;

this force is equal to the

equilibrium force plus the

force of friction
; then, by

diminishing the pull on the

cord, exert just enough force to allow the pulley to fall with

the same uniform motion as that with which it rose ; this

force equals the equilibrium force minus the force of fric-

tion. Therefore, the average of the two forces is the equi-

librium force.

In measuring the efficiency, the actual force producing
uniform motion upward may be measured

;
and the ratio

of the work done against the force on the lower pulley, F^,

to that done by this upward force on the cord, F^, is evi-

dently given by

Fig. 55

TF, F^ X L F.

TT, -F, X
^, F^y~ No. of branches of cord leaving pulley

\ being the distance the weight is raised, and /j
the dis-

tance the ''free end" of the cord moves down.
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Sources of Error. ,

1. The motion may not be uniform (this introduces an error owing
to the acceleration).

2. The line of motion may not be maintained constant.

3. The friction may be different in different positions.

4. The pulleys and spring-balances themselves have weight.

0. The axles of the pulleys may not pass accurately through the

centres.

Apparatus. Two single and one double pulley ;
stout

fishing-line ;
three weights of about ten pounds each

;
two

spring-balances.

Manipulation. Arrange in succession the pulleys and the

suspended weight as in Case 1 and Case 2 above, attaching
a spring-balance, hook up, to the free end of the cord. Pull

vertically down on the balance. Eecord the readings nec-

essary to secure uniform motion up and down
;

call them

/i and /a- It is often best for one observer to devote his

entire attention to the balance, keeping its motion uni-

form, and for the other to make the reading of the pointer.

These are not the true forces, because readings on a spring-

balance are true only when it is used vertically with hook

down. Consequently, these readings made with the hook

up are too small by an amount 2A, twice the weight of

the hook. This quantity may be determined as follows :

Suspend a weight from the hook, the ring being hung on

a nail, make the reading ;
invert the balance, hanging the

hook on a nail and suspending the weight from the ring,

make the reading ;
the difference between these two read-

ings is equal to the weight of the whole balance minus

twice the weight of the hook alone. To measure /i, then,

perform the experiment just described, using any weight ;

and, in addition, weigh the whole balance on a second bal-

ance which has been compared with the first to see if the

two scales agree. Having thus determined h, the true equi-

librium force is

A+Z2 ^ ^^_
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Using the first balance, weigh the lower pulley together

with the suspended weight ;
this force is that which would

be held in equilibrium by that calculated above. Call it F^.

Let n be the number of branches of the cord leaving the

lower pulley. Then the relation to be verified is

Repeat each experiment twice, reversing the direction of

the cord through the pulleys, and using different pulleys

where possible.

To measure the efficiency, the formula is

^2 ^2 ^2
Efficiency = tf#

=—
|f
=

, ..
, 07 \

'

if /\ is the reading on the balance when the weight is being

raised.

Measure it for as many different weights as possible.

Calculate this for both Case 1 and Case 2, and plot the

results by a curve.

ILLUSTRATION

Pulleys _ . , ,.„„
Oct. 1, 1893

The balances were compared and gave the same reading over the

whole scale.

Determination of
" 7i"—same for each balance.

Weight Imng on hook of balance = 3.69 lbs.

Weight hung on ring of balance = 3.69 lbs.

Weight of either balance on the other = 0.19 lbs.

Since the reading was the same, whether the weight was hung on

the hook or on the ring of the balance, the hook must have been just

19
half the weight of the balance, .-. h — -^ lbs. = 0.09 lbs.

Case 1

Raising Force

3.75

3.81

Mean, 3.78 lbs.

Lowering Force

3.63

3.62

Mean, 3^63 lbs.

The weight lifted (pulley included) = 7.58 lbs.

Lower pulley is supported by two cords : .*. n — 3.
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<3.78 + 3.63
.', 7.58 lbs. should = 2

(^^^^^^^
+

0.19)
= 7.78. Error of 3^,

which is probably due to error in the spring-balances.

„^ • 7.58
Efficiency,

-
3(3.78 + 0.19)

= 0.95'?'.

Report Case 2 similarly.

Questions and Problems.

1. Why is the forte indicated by the balance different in raising

and lowering the weight?
2. In this experiment, why should the speed

with which the weight is raised and low-

ered be constant ?

3. Why should this constant speed be the same

for raising and lowering ?

4. What would be the effect if the cords were

not parallel, or if the axles were not cen-

tral ?

5. m = 150 pounds. (Neglect mass of blocks.)

F= 25 pounds.
Calculate the acceleration of each of the

pulleys.

6. If the pulleys in the preceding problems are

exactly balanced when m — 70 pounds and F-
what is the weight of each pulley-block ?

7. A wheel whose radius is 25 centimetres is fastened to one

end of a screw whose pitch is 1 millimetre. What force will

the screw exert in its nut when a force of

10,000 dynes is applied tangentially to the

wheel ?

8. Two bodies, whose masses are 1 and 2 kilo-

grams, are suspended over a pulley by a

fine cord. Calculate the work done during
the first five seconds after motion begins,

and the activity at the end of that time. fig. 57

: 10 pounds,



EXPERIMENT 25

Object. To determine the coefl&cient of friction between

two j^olished wooden surfaces.

General Theory. The coefficient of friction between two

given surfaces is usually denoted by /x,
and is defined by

the ratio F-^IF^, where F-^ is the force necessary to move
one surface over the other at a constant speed, and F^ is

the force pressing the surfaces together, jx
is usually dif-

ferent for different speeds, and the value found in this

experiment is that which relates to very slow motion. It

is sometimes called the coefficient of statical friction.

If two surfaces are pressed together with a force F2, it

will require a force F^=z fiFz to produce a uniform motion;

therefore, to produce an acceleration a, a force will be re-

quired equal to ma + F-^. This additional force, F-^, is

called the ''force of friction," and it equals the product
of the " coefficient of friction

"
by the force pressing the

two bodies together. For a definite speed, /i depends only

on the condition and material of the two surfaces, and not

on the area over which the pressure is distributed.

If a body of mass m rests on an inclined plane which

makes an angle with the horizontal, the force pressing
its lower surface against the plane is JV = mg cos Q. The
force tending to make it slide down is ^ = mg sin Q. The

force which opposes the sliding is the friction. When the

plane is nearly horizontal, the friction will be sufficient

to bring the body to rest, if it is set in motion down the

plane. But as the plane is more and more inclined, the

force down the plane becomes greater ;
and the amount
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of friction necessary to keep the body from moving faster

and faster, when once set in motion, is also greater. Final-

ly, for a certain value of 6 the friction reaches its limit
;

and the body when set in motion continues to move faster

and faster. Evidently, where d has such a value that the

motion of the body just remains uniform, the force down
the plane exactly equals friction for very slow motion—i. e.,

if a is this "
slipping angle,^' mg sin a = F^; but F2 in this

position equals mg cos a, and

, sin a
,

hence, u = —= tan a,
cos a

{. e., the coefficient of friction for very slow motion is equal
to the tangent of the inclination at which one body just

slides over the other.

Sources of Error.

1. Owing to inequalities in the boards, the friction is not the same

in all places, and so the carriage will start slipping at differ-

ent inclinations.

3. Great care and jucTgment must be used in determining when

there is no acceleration.

Apparatus. An inclined plane consisting of a smooth,

wooden board, hinged to a base which fits over the corner

of the table. At the other end of the board is hinged a

support in which are a large number of holes at different
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heights. A block rests upon the table a^.-^ is provided
with two iron prongs, one of which is fitted ir.t-,o a hole

of the perforated support, and thus fixes the inclinavjjn of

the plane. By varying the distance of the block from the

angle and the hole by which the support is held, the incU-

nation is adjustable with the greatest accuracy. A heavy

weight should be placed on the base, which fits over the

table, so as to steady the apparatus ;
and another may be

placed on the movable block if it is found to slip out (an
elastic band will generally prevent this). Two wooden

carriages with polished under surfaces of difllerent areas ;

a weight of over five pounds to go on the carriage ;
a metre-

FiG. 59

bar; plumb-line and steel square are also needed. (A small

ball hung by a thread makes a very good plumb-line.)

Manipulation. Place the weight on one of the carriages

and adjust the inclination of the plane until the carriage

just slides, when gently started, without either increasing

its velocity or stopping. Then measure the angle which

the plane makes with the horizontal. To do this, clamp
the plumb-line as near the top of the plane as possible by

laying a weight upon it, letting the bob hang well down

below the top of the table, and tie in it a small knot at

a point just above the level of the table. Put the square

and the metre-bar together, so that one side of the square

is perpendicular to the bar. In this way hold the bar at

right angles to the plumb-line and find the point in the
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upper surface of the inclined plane at the same level as the

knot. Measure the distance from this point to the knot,

call it LJY; measure the distance along the plumb-line from

the knot to the upper surface of the plane, call it MH.

Then, tan a:
MN
LN

:

fi,
the coefficient of friction between

the two given surfaces.

^^

Fig. 60

Having made one determination of
ju, change the incli-

nation and begin again, making four experiments in all.

Make another series of four exj)eriments with the same

weight but with the other carriage, the area of whose base

is different
;
and a third series with another weight. Ee-

cord each as below.

ILLUSTRATION
Nov. 10, 1894

Coefficient of friction between polished pine surface of plane and

polished oak of carriage :
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Questions and Problems.

1. What is the effect upon the friction between a wheel and its

axle, of increasing (1) the diameter of the axle, (2) the length

of the parts in contact ?

2. Prove that if a heavy body is to be drawn up an inclined plane,

the force required to do so is least when the angle between

that plane and the line of force equals the angle of friction,

tan~y.
3. Would an ordinary brick be less liable to slide down an in-

clined plane when placed on one face than if placed on

another?

4. A sliaft is 4 centimetres in diameter, and is making 120

turns per minute. It requires a weight of 100 kilograms

at the end of a lever

a metre long to keep
the "Prony Brake"

from moving. Calcu-

late the activity of

sh aft. W h at becomes

of the energy ?

5. A body of mass 10 is set in motion by an impulse 10,000 along

a horizontal rough table whose coefficient of friction is 0.1.

At the end of two seconds it meets a smooth inclined plane.

How high will it rise?

6 A bullet, whose mass is 100 grams, is fired from a gun whose

barrel is 75 centimetres long, with a velocity 400 metres per

second. Assunung the powder pressure to be uniform, cal-

culate the force on the bullet and time taken to traverse the

barrel. It enters a wall 200 centimetres thick with a speed

380 metres per second, and leaves it with a speed 200 metres

per second. What is the average resistance of the wall, and

how long did it take to pass through ?

Fig. 61



EXPERIMENT 26

Object. To determine the mass of the hard rubber cylin-

der whose volume was found in Experiment 5. The use of

a chemical balance. Reading a barometer. (See ''Phys-

ics/' Arts. 71,129,175.)

General Theory of the Chemical Balance. The analytical

or chemical balance differs from scales designed for a less

accurate comparison of masses chiefly in the care with which

it is made, and in the introduction of devices for observing

much smaller differences in the equality of the masses in

the two pans and for making more delicate changes in the

weights used. It consists essentially of three parts : 1. The

pillar, or central support. 2. The beam, a rigid framework

of metal resting upon the pillar, and so designed as to com-

bine the greatest possible lightness with the least possi-

ble bending under the weights for which it is designed.

3. The scale-pans and the metal frames by which they are

hung from the beam.

The usefulness of a balance depends on the following con-

ditions : 1. It must be true—that is, when the masses in the

two pans are equal to the degree of accuracy for which the

instrument is to be used, the pointer which indicates the

inclination of the beam must return to the position in

which it was when the pans were empty. This position

is called the " zero" of the balance.

2. It must be stable—that is, the beam must have a defi-

nite position of equilibrium for a definite small difference

in the equality of the masses.

3. It must be sensitive—that is, for a small difference in

the equality of the masses the deflection must be large.
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The sensitiveness of a fine balance is secured as follows :

The beam is supported on the pillar by means of a knife-

edge. This is a triangular prism of steel set in the beam

with the edge down. To decrease still further the friction

as the beam tilts, the ends of the knife-edge rest upon
horizontal surfaces of glass or agate set in the top of the

pillar. The scale-pans are similarly hung from knife-edges

placed one at each end of the beam, parallel to the central

knife-edge and at equal distances from it. This insures

that the weight of each scale-pan and its contents acts ver-

tically in a line whose distance from the axis about which

the beam rotates is the horizontal distance between the

central knife-edge and the one from which the pan is

hung. These distances on each side, measured when the

beam is horizontal, are called the ''arms" of the balance.

Let

a = length of right arm of balance.

h = length of left arm of balance.

w, = mass in right pan of balance.

mi =. mass in left pan of balance.

M= mass of beam.

jy,
= mass of right pan, etc., when empty.

2)i
= mass of left pan, etc., when empty.

d = distance of centre of gravity of beam from central

knife-edge.

If the scale-pans are removed, the position of equilibrium

of the beam is evidently such that its centre of gravity is

vertically below the knife-edge. This is the position which

is described above as the beam being
" liorizontal."

Let the inclination of the beam when the pans are hung

upon it empty be qq. Then Mgd sin aQ={pib — j)^ a) g cos uq,

if oo is considered positive when the left end tips down.

Whence,

Pib—p,a
*™°» =-TK—

Add the masses m, and m, to the pans ;
let them be nearly
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equal, and let aj be the inclination o-f the beam. Then, as

above,

(pi-\-m,)b
—

{pr + nK)atan a
I

:. tanaj— tanap

Mil

_ niib — iiira

But if H is the height of the knife-edge above the hori-

zontal scale at the base of the pillar, and if a-Q and x^ are

Fig. 62

the readings of the pointers with pans empty and loaded,

then

tan oj tan ao =

X. x, = H

^'l ^-0

H
mib — nirtt

Mel

Hence it is evident that to make the balance sensitive^—
i.e., to make x^

—
Xq as great as possible for a given differ-

ence mi — m„ the following conditions must be fulfilled:

1. The arms a and h must be as long as possible.

2. The beam must be as light as possible.

3. The distance of the centre of gravity of the beam from

the knife-edge must be small. But if it becomes zero, x^
—

Xg

will be infinite, and the balance will be unstable. Even in

the best balances the beam bends when the load becomes

greater, so that cl increases, and hence the sensitiveness

decreases.
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4. H should be great, and consequently the beam support-

ing the pillar should be high.

The condition that the balance be stable is, from the same

equation, that d be not zero or negative
—i. e., that the cen-

tre of gravity of the beam be not at the knife-edge or above

it. In either case the beam alone is in unstable equilibrium,
and the slightest difference in the weights hung upon it

would tip it over entirely. For this reason the knife-edge
is set in the beam very slightly above the middle of the

framework.

The condition that the balance be true is that, when

w, = Ml, x^ = Xq ; that is, for equal masses the pointer must

return to the position which it has with pans empty. There-

fore,

m,« — mfi =3
; i.e,a = b.

Hence the arms of the balance must be equal or the balance

will not be true.

In the use of a balance for accurate determinations the

arms are not assumed equal, but a correction for difference

in length is made by weighing the body first in one pan, then

in the other. Let w be the mass of the body, nii the weights
which have to be placed in the left pan, and w, those which

have to be placed in the right pan to balance w when the

body is in turn in the right and left pan.

Then,

wa — mfi = 0.

wb — m,a = 0.
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gram^ and that this carries the pointer from a position x^

to the left of Xq to or^ to the right. Then, if w is the mass

of the object, which we will suppose in the right pan, and

w?, the weights in the left pan when the pointer was at x^,

^0
—

-^l ^ -" ^2
—

^0

wa — niih

~ Md
~

{nii + .001) h — wa

^0
—

'^1 *^2
—

*^1"
loa — m}) .001 ^

.-. im = [m^ + .001 ^-^^ ^^h.

If Wi denotes the exact mass in the left pan which would

counterbalance the object placed in the right pan,
iva = wfi.

^'2
—

•^'i

i.e., since the weights available do not enable one to place ex-

actly zvi grams in the pan, m, are jaut in first, then W/ + .001

and iVi is calculated by interpolation. In a similar way
w„ the exact counter-balancing mass for the right-hand

pan, is determined ;
and the correct mass is to = Vwi iv^,

Wi -{- tVr°'—2—
In order to protect the knife-edge from wear, a su^sport

for the beam may be raised by a screw in the balance-case

at the foot of the pillar. This support holds the beam on

each side of the knife-edge and lifts the latter off the agate

bearings. This must always be done when a change is be-

ing made in the contents of the pans and even when the

balance is not to be used for only a few minutes. The

sliding front of the case should not even be raised or

lowered while the beam rests on the edge. It is evident

that accurate weighing requires that this support should

always replace the knife-edge in exactly the same position

each time it is lowered on the agate surfaces. Otherwise

the zero of the balance may be changed every time the

support is used.
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The weights to be used with a chemical balance usually

come in sets containing weights from .01 gram up. The

fractional Aveights are marked either as so many milli-

grams (denoted by m.), centigrams (c), or decigrams (d.).

Even if no letter is given, there is seldom any confusion,

since a comparison of the size of the pieces and the num-

bers upon them gives a clew to the unit in which each is

expressed. The best fractional weights are- made of plati-

num, though aluminum ones are often used and have the

advantage of larger size. Never under any circumstances

handle a weight with the fingers. The value of a weight
is easily altered by several milligrams by touching it once.

Always use the pincers.

Some sets contain weights of .001 gram; but usually a

''rider'' of greater size is used instead. A "rider" con-

sists of a fine platinum wire of a definite weight, shaped so

that it will stay astride the beam of the balance at any point
where it may be placed. The top of the beam is grooved
at various points, such that the horizontal distance between

the central knife-edge and a vertical line through the groove
is a fixed proportion of the length of the arm of the bal-

ance—usually so many tenths. Hence, if a rider weighing
.01 gram, for instance, is placed in the groove marked as

being at a distance from the knife-edge of three-tenths of

the arm of the balance, it will be equivalent to a mass of

.01 X 3/10 = .003 grams placed in the pan. The rider may
be moved from one groove to the next by a carrier operated
from the outside of the case without raising the sliding

front. With a balance-beam grooved in tenths and a cen-

tigram rider, a change of .001 of a gram can thus be made.

The value of the rider, if not known, can be found by com-

parison with the other weights iii the set. It can always be

assumed that a rider furnished with gram weights is a very

simple multiple of a centigram or a milligram.

Note.—The mass of the cylinder found above (m= V w^ wi or ——^—\

is its apparent mass in the air. Since any body immersed in a fluid is buoyed
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up by a force equal to the weight of the fluid it displaces, the weights and the

cylinder are both apparently lighter than they would be in a vacuum. Since

8.4 grams of brass have a volume of 1 cubic centimetre, the volume of air

displaced by the weights can be calculated at once. The volume displaced

by the cylinder is known by its measurements in Experiment 5. Hence,

by finding in suitable tables the mass of a cubic centimetre of air at the

temperature and pressure of that in the case, one can calculate the loss

in weight of the weights, which should be subtracted from the apparent

amount necessary to balance the cylinder; also the loss of the cylinder,

which should be added.

Barometer Reading. The pressure of the atmosphere is al-

ways measured by the height in centimetres of tlie column of

_ mercury which it will support when the mer-

cury stands in a tube closed at the top, having
a very high vacuum above the mer-

cury, while the lower end of the

tube dips in a basin of mercury.
Such an instrument is called a
" barometer." The height is meas-

ured vertically from the level of the

top of the mercury in the cistern

open to the air to the top of the

convex surface of the mercury in

the closed tube. It is read by

means of a scale upon the metal

case surrounding the tube. The

zero of the scale is the tip of an

ivory point dipping into the cistern;

the position of the top of the col-

umn is given in fractions of a milli-

metre by a vernier engraved on a

sliding index, whose zero must be

made to coincide with the top of the

column by a screw admitting of a

very delicate adjustment.
The necessary conditions are :

1. The scale must be vertical. This is se-

cured by hanging the barometer from a loop fig. 63a

Fig. 63

[*

"™>
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at the top, the scale beiug engraved so as to be vertical

when the instrument hangs freely.

2. The top of the mercury in the cistern must be at the

zero of the scale—i. e., it must just touch the tip of the

ivory point. T^e height of the mercury in the basin is

adjusted by a screw at the bottom, which compresses the

sack containing the mercury and so raises its level. The

tip of the pointer must touch the mercury so lightly that

the dimple caused by it is just not visible.

3. The zero of the vernier must be accurately in the same

horizontal plane as the top of the mercury column. The

zero of the vernier is always the lower edge of a brass ring

that slides on the barometer tube. The opposite side of the

edge of the ring may be seen through the glass tube, and is

made so as to be exactly in the same horizontal plane as the

front edge. Hence, if one sights under the front edge from

a direction such that the back edge is just hidden, and then

lowers the ring until these edges appear to just touch the

top of the column, this top will be in the same horizontal

plane with them. This may be done by lowering the ring

until light can just not be seen between it and the mer-

cury.

4. This reading, A,*gives in scale divisions of the metal

case the height of the barometer column in terms of mer-

cury at the temperature of the thermometer fastened to the

barometer.

Hence, if

p is the density of mercury at t° C,

I is the length of one scale division at t° 0,

g»ihe acceleration of gravity in the laboratory, the press-

ure of the atmosphere is ^;
=

pglil.

If a barometer at the sea -level in latitude 45° (where

g = ^45) were to contain mercury at the temperature 0°,

the height H in centimetres registered by it, which would

correspond to an equal pressure p, is given by the equation

9(^i5H=pghl
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But po = p (1 + (3f) where /3 is the coefficient of cubical ex-

pansion of mercury.
^ = (1 + a^) if a is the coefficient of linear expansion

of the metal scale, assuming the scale

to be correct at 0°.

The quantities ^ and
]"

°
,
are given in tables, so II

may be calculated from Ji. His, called the '^ corrected

height," because it gives the height to which the barom-

eter would rise when measuring the same pressure under

standard conditions. The figures for densities of gases,

etc., in tables are always given in terms of these corrected

heights ;
and every reading of the laboratory barometer

must be corrected.

To Weigh the Piece of Hard Kubber.

General Method. The general method of the present ex-

periment is as follows : The object to be weighed is placed
in the right pan of the balance, and weights to balance it in

the left. After the pointer has been brought back as close

to its zero position as possible with the weights at command,

including the rider, the exact weight is calculated by inter-

polation, as shown above, between the two nearest positions

of the pointer on either side of the zero position. (The read-

ings for these positions of equilibrium are of course made by
the method of vibrations. See Experiment 11.) Call the

mass thus found for the object lUi.

The object is then transferred to the left pan, and its mass

again determined. Call it 20^. Then w = ViVi iv, — —^--—'-

Finally, the true mass must be calculated, talking into ac-

count the buoyancy of the air.

Sources of Error.

1. Same as those of Experiment 1, Part 3. The effect of draughts

of air is much more important, aud the balance-case must
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always be closed before the position of the pointer is finally

observed.

2. Friction at the knife-edge, due to its having been blunted by a

jar or to a spot of rust. This is shovs^n by a decreased sensi-

tiveness, and also by the zero of the balance changing.

3. The pans must not be allowed to swing. (See Experiment 11.)

Apparatus. A chemical balance and box of gram weights

(50 grams to .01 gram, with ^'
rider"). The same cylinder

as was measured in Experiment 5.

Manipulation. See that the scale-pans are free and clean.

If they are not, call the attention of an instructor unless

they are readily cleaned with a small brush, such as comes

in the box of weights. Level the balance, if necessary.

Lift the " rider
"
with the pincers, and hang it on the car-

rier inside the case. Lower the support which holds the

beam off the knife-edges. Set the balance swinging over

two or three divisions of the scale and determine the point

of equilibrium with the pans empty, as in Experiment 11.

(One set of readings of five consecutive turning-points is

sufficient.) The point of equilibrium with pans empty as

thus found is the zero of the balance. (If, owing to any

cause, one pan is much heavier than the other, pieces of

paper may be added to the lighter one. )

Raise the support so as to lift the balance off the knife-

edges; place the cylinder in the right pan and weights to

balance it in the left, always using the pincers to lift weights.

Never add or remove a weight from a 'balance-pan without first

raising the balance off the knife-edges. Serious damage is

done to a balance by neglect of this rule, and also to a box

of Aveights when they are handled without pincers.

Proceed as in Experiment 1, Part 3, to find a mass so

close to that of the cylinder that the smallest change in the

position of the rider (.001 gram) is sufficient to move the

pointer from one side of its zero position to the other.

Then close the case, and by the method of vibrations de-

termine the point of the scale about which the pointer

now vibrates. Let the reading on this point of the scale

^
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be 2\. Now make the change of .001 gram so as to carry
the pointer over to the other side of the zero. Find the

new point of rest by vibrations. Let it be a^ Let the

original zero of the pointer be
a-,^. Then if nii is the mass

of weights in the left pan, the apparent mass of the cylin-

der is Wi
—

mi-\- .001
tZ-o

~~~
tL/^

In reading the weights com-

posing nil, it is well to do it in two independent ways: (1)

Read the weights on the balance-pan, (3) read the weights
absent from the box of weights. When weights are removed

from a scale-pan, always replace them in their proper posi-

tions in the box.

Interchange the cylinder and the weights, and find the

balancing mass in reversed pans. Let it be w,. Redeter-

mine the zero of the balance to see that it has not changed.

Finally, note the reading of the barometer in the labora-

tory and the temperature in the balance case. Calculate w.

ILLUSTRATION
Nov. 3, 1896

Determination of mass of cylinder No. 1,

Balance used, M. 324. Box of weights, M. 81.

The beam of this balance is graduated to tenths of the arm.

rider in the set of weights is .01 gram.

Zero of balance at start, 8.9
;
at end, 8.95 ; mean, 8.92 =

a-j,.

Cylinder in Right Pan.

Balancing mass = rui.

Weights in Pan Rider Total

31.06 At .6 marli, 31.066

31.06 At .7 mark, 31.067

,'. Apparent mass of cylinder in this pan is :

^=31.0666 grams.

Pointer

8.6 =.r,

9.1 =ar.

w, = 31.066 +.001

Weights in Pan

31.06

31.06

11

Wr

Cylinder in Left Pan.

Balancing mass = nir.

Rider Total Pointer

At .7 mark, 31.067 9.2 = a;,

At .8 mark, 31.068 8.7 = x^

28
31.067 + .001—7, = 31.0676 grams.

.50

The
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Barometer, 763.8 mm. Temperature in balance-case = 18.5° C.

.-. w = ViciWr= —r— approximately = 31.0671 grams.

Weight of rubber cylinder No. 1 in air of temperature 18.5° at

763.8 mm. pressure = 31.0671 grams, as measured by brass weights.

31
The brass weights displace 5-j cc. of air, because 8.4 is the density

of brass. Since the air at 763.8 mm. and 18.5° weighs .U01217 gram

per cc, the real weight counterbalancing the cylinder is only

31.0671 -^ X 0.001317 - 31.0626 grams.

But the volume of the cylinder was found to be 23.54 cc. in Experi-

ment 5. It has lost 23.54 x 0.001317 = 0.0286 gram by the buoyancy
of the air. Its true mass is, therefore,

31.0626 + 0.0286 = 31.0912 grams.

The correct manner of recording a weighing is as foHows:

L (left pan)
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Questions and Problems.

1. la E coiistaut for all forces of any magnitude ? Does it apply
to compression as well as stretching ?

2. Wliat kind of vibrations will a stretched wire make if set in

motion longitudinally ? Why V

8. What happens if a great compressing force is applied longi-

tudiually to a steel cylinder, (1), of small radius ? (2), of large?

4. A wire is elongated 12 millimetres by a force of 4 kilograms.

If a different length of the same wire is elongated 20 milli-

metres by the same force, what is the ratio of the lengths of

the two wires ? What change in cross-section, instead of in

length, would have produced the same effect ?

5. How can a uniform rectangular beam of iron, 10 metres long,

mass 1000 kilograms, be made as stiff na possible ?

6. A horse is hitched to a loaded wagon by a long extensible

spring. How does the work done in just starting the

wagon depend upon the elasticity of the spring?
7. A rubber band is stretched between two points,^ and B. If

A is kept fixed, and the end B moved to a position B', the

band being kept straight, prove that the work done depends

only on the distances of B and B' from A, not on the path
followed by the end. {B may be farther from A than B,

or nearer.) Explain the exceptional case, when, during the

motion, the band meets a smooth peg and so is bent around

it, the line from A to B' becoming thus a broken liife.



EXPERIMENT 28

(two observers are advisable)

Object. To determine the coefficient of rigidity for iron.

To learn a method of measuring intervals of time exact-

ly. (See "Physics," Art. 82.)

General Theory. If there are two series of events in each

of which the same phenomena recur at regular intervals,

and it is desired to compare these intervals, the most deli-

cate means known to science is the " Method of Coinci-

dences."

Suppose, for instance, that it is desired to find the period

of a pendulum by means of a clock which beats seconds,

and which is, as usual, not provided with any means for

indicating a fraction of a second, the natural method is to

count the number of seconds taken by the pendulum in

making a given number of vibrations. But it is evident

that one cannot ascertain the entire interval closer than

one whole second, which at once sets a low limit to the

accuracy of the method unless a great number of observa-

tions are timed, or unless one selects such a number of

periods of the pendulum that the interval to be timed is

exactly an integral number of seconds. The latter method

is that of coincidences, Avhich it is proposed to describe here.

By making an arbitrary mark near the centre of the swing

of the pendulum and observing its transits by the mark, and

listening to the clock, one soon notices that, while the pen-

dulum usually passes the mark between the ticks of the

clock, at regular intervals the two events occur exactly

simultaneously so far as the eye can tell. By starting at
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such a ''coincidence" and counting the number of ticks

and number of periods of the pendulum made until the

next exact coincidence, one would time a number of

periods which occupied very closely an integral number of

seconds. The determination would be accurate to within

the very small fraction of a second below which the eye and

ear could not detect a departure from coincidence.

The method, as described above, can evidently be used

for comparing the periods of any periodic phenomena, no

matter what their relative length may be. The refine-

ments which are usually associated with the name of

" Method of Coincidences
"

apply, however, only when

the periods are very nearly commensurate—that is, such

that if T be one of the periods and T the other, t — NT± e,

where N is a whole number and e a very small fraction of a

second.

After a coincidence, one of the systems whose periods are

being compared will evidently fall behind the other, since

NT seconds after coincidence they will be separated by an

interval e
;
2NT seconds after, by an interval 2e

;
and so

on. Finally they will be separated by an interval very ap-

proximately equal to T—i.e., the vibrations of shorter period

will have gained one whole period nearly on the other. An-

other coincidence will then occur which will appear to the

senses exact, unless, when T is divided by e, a fraction re-

mains which is greater than the shortest interval of time

the senses can detect. That is to say, for the coincidence to

appear exact T must = /«£, where tn is a whole number, to

within a very small fraction of a second. We will then have

mr = mNT±7nE = {mN± 1) T.

7nN±l rr

m
Hence, by finding the whole number A^ by a compara-

tively rough trial, and then by counting the number of

vibrations between coincidences made by the system whose

period is r, one can dispense entirely with noting the num-

ber of vibrations made by the other system.
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If it is more convenient to count the number of vibra-

tions of the other system between coincidences, one can do

so just as well. Let it be 7^.
Then

p= mJVd: 1
;
or m=i tL^—

This equation and the one on the preceding page simply

express the fact that, in the time observed, one body has

made one more vibration than the other.

If € is much smaller than the senses can detect there will

evidently be a number of apparent coincidences successive-

ly, for one vibration will have to gain several intervals e on

the other before the difference can be detected. In such

a case the first and last of the successive coincidences is

noted, and the exact coincidence is taken to be half-way

between.

If, on the other hand, t is greater than the smallest in-

terval the senses can detect, there will still be approxi-

mate coincidences whenever the more rapid vibration has

gained one whole period ;
but these coincidences will no

longer appear exact, though the method can still be used

unless £ is quite large.

To apply this method to a concrete case, let it be used in

determining the coefficient of rigidity of a certain material,

either brass or iron, by means of the torsional vibrations of

a wire made of the substance. (See
"
Physics,'' Art. 82.)

If a wire of a certain substance be held fast at one end it

will take a certain definite moment L to twist the other end

through an angle ^. Theory, as well as experiment, shows

that, if r is the radius of the wire and I its length,

unless & is too great, n being a constant which depends on

the material and condition of the wire. It is called the

''coefficient of rigidity" of the given substance.

Let the wire be clamped to a fixed support at its upper
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end so as to be suspended vertically. To its lower end let

there be clamped a flat disk, whose moment of inertia around

the axis of the wire is /. This forms a ''torsion pendu-
lum/' If the disk is twisted through a certain angle and

then let go, it will oscillate about its position of equilibri-

um. When, during the vibration, it is displaced through
the angle ^, the moment with which the wire tends to un-

,
.

, .,, , r ""/yi .

twist will be iy =
-5y--J.

Hence, if a is the angular acceleration,

which shows at once that the motion of the pendulum will

be a simple harmonic one of period

hiV TT/"

Whence, n — -=^^,

I and r can be measured directly. The moment of inertia,

I, of the torsion pendulum should be calculated from its

dimensions and mass, if possible, or else obtained of the

instructor
;

T' is determined by comparison with a seconds

clock by the method of coincidences as follows:

The wire of the torsion pendulum is made fairly long
—

over a metre—and the approximate period found by count-

ing hoth the number of periods of the pendulum and the

ticks of the clock between several coincidences, one after

the other. The period will in general be found not to be

very nearly an integral number of seconds.

In order to be able to use the method of coincidences to

advantage, it is then necessary to make the period as close-

ly as possible a whole number of seconds by changing the

length of the wire. It will be seen by the formula above

that the period varies as the square root of the length of

wire. Bearing this in mind, calculate the change in

length of the wire necessary to make the period an inte-

gral number of seconds, assuming the approximate period
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to be exactly right. Shorten the wire to the calculated

length ;
then find the exact period by the method of coin-

cidences, noting on the dial of the clock the number of

seconds p between coincidences. By the formula above :

JVp NpT=—~ T,= —^, since 7^=1 second. JV. that wholenum -

ber which expresses the period most closely, is easily found

by timing a few swings. Whether the + or — sign is to be

used depends upon which gains on the other, the clock or

the pendulum. If, after a coincidence, the pendulum drops

behind, its period is evidently longer than the whole num-
ber of seconds, and hence the — sign is usec^ and vice versa.

It must be noted that the coincidences are to be taken

when the pendulum passes its mark in one direction only
—

not on the return swing.

Sources of Error.

1. The same precautions are necessary as in Experiment 1, Part 3,

in order to insure that tlie transits observed are always those

at the same point of the swing exactly.

3, Unless the whole apparatus is made on a large scale, the wire

will have to be very fine or the vibrations will be too rapid.

A fine wire must be very carefully treated to avoid kinks.

Moreover, the radius enters to the fourth power, and must,

therefore, be determined with the greatest possible care by
repeated measurements all along the wire. Further, the

wire should always be shortened when being adjusted, not

lengthened ; because, where it has been clamped a kink has

been made.

3. Care is necessary to start the torsional vibration so that the

pendulum does not swing as well as twist.

Apparatus. A torsion pendulum ;
wire at least 100 centi-

metres long ;
brass ring or bar

;
micrometer caliper ;

metre-

bar.

Manipulation. Straighten the wire, remove all kinks, and

clamp it firmly at the upper end in the support near the

seconds clock. Attach the carrier with whatever load may
be furnished tightly to the other end, making the length of

the wire between the points where it is held considerably

1
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over a metre—say 130 centimetres. Attach a long pointer

of fine wire to the bottom of tlie pendulum, bend the end

of the pointer vertically down, and arrange in line with it

a vertical thread and some other mark of reference as a

line of sight in observing the transits, just as

in Experiment 1. (Ask the instructor to start

the clock.)

Start the torsional vibrations through about

forty degrees. Several trials may be necessary

before this can be done without setting the

pendulum swinging. The best way is to start

with a much larger torsion than is finally de-

sired, and then to stop the swings Avith light

touches of the finger, which also decrease the

torsional vibrations.

One observer notes the transits of the pendu-
lum pointer past the thread, being careful to

keep the line of sight always the same
;
he

also listens to the ticks of the clock, and gives

a sharp tap the instant they coincide. The

other observer watches the clock -dial care-

fully (or the hands of his own watch, if the

clock has no dial), and notes the second of the tap, and

also, after that is made sure of, the minute and hour. Ob-

server No. 1 meanwhile counts the transits of the pendulum
in the same direction, still listening to the clock. When the

next exact coincidence occurs he taps sharply again, notes

quickly on paper the number of periods of the pendulum
made between coincidences, and begins counting the tran-

sits again for the next interval. Observer No. 3 again notes

the second, minute, and hour of the tap. Continue similar-

ly until five successive coincidences are noted.

Four intervals between coincidences have thus been found,

and the number of swings of the torsion pendulum in each

noted. Calculate the period as thus determined. Let it

be T' . Measure Z', the length of the wire between the fixed

points. Then calculate I, the length the wire should have

Fig. 65
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in order that the period may be exactly the integral num-

ber of seconds next below T—L e., if 7"= 8.24, let T=8,
/XT3

for example. Remember that ?=r-™j- Shorten the wire

as closely as possible to this length. A good way is to mark

on the wire under the support with a pencil
—not a scratch—

the difference of length necessary, and raise the wire through
the support until it clamps it at the mark exactly.

Readjust the pointe'r and line of sight if necessary. Pre-

pare to note the exact second of coincidences just as before,

though it is no longer necessary to count the swings of the

pendulum. Note thus a series of consecutive coincidences—
say eleven

;
then allow some definite number—say nine—to

pass unnoticed
;
then note eleven more, or whatever may

have been the number noted in the first series. If there is

doubt as to the number of coincidences which were not

noted, it can be readily calculated from the interval of time

between the first and last coincidence of the first series.

It may be used to determine N, the nearest whole number

to the period, and to note which is gaining on the other.

To find the exact interval between coincidences from the

data, proceed as follows: Let
t-^, t^, t^, etc., be the times of

the first set of coincidences; t\, t'2, t\ those of the last set.

Then the approximate interval of the coincidences is the

t —t t' — t'

average of -^—^ and " —^ • Call it
j!?'.

It is known,

furthermore, that between t^ and t\ there are a wliole num-

ber of such intervals, which is evidently the nearest whole

t' —t It' —t
number to -^—,—- (

^

,

'

would itself be exactly a whole
V \ V

number if there were no slight errors anywhere in the

observations. The object here is to eliminate these slight

errors.) This whole number represents the exact num-

ber of intervals between the times
t-^

and t\. There will

evidently be the same number between t^ and t'^, t^ and t'^,

and so on. From each of these pairs, therefore, a determi-

nation of the length of the interval can be obtained, and
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the mean of these determinations is the most probable value

of the interval between coincidences to be found from the

data of the experiment. Call it j9.

Calculate the period from the formula T—~^
7J±1

Measure at least twice, by means of the metre-bar, the

length of the wire between the points where it is held by the

carrier and by the support. Measure the diameter of the

wire at twenty different places with the micrometer caliper.

Obtain from the instructor the moment of inertia of the

carrier, and add to it the moment of inertia of the load

placed upon it calculated from the mass and dimensions

of the parts.

[It is a very useful exercise, for students who have the

time, to determine the moment of inertia of the carrier by

experiment. To do this, remove the load and measure

the period exactly as above with the carrier alone. If the

length of the wire has to be changed again, to make the

period approximately commensurate with seconds, calcu-

late what the period with the carrier alone would have

been with the length of wire unchanged. Call it T .

Then, if /' is the moment of the carrier alone,

T y I
But if /" is the moment of inertia of the load, which can

be calculated, /= /'+ /".

^-.H—. .r I"
^"

1•' T~\ I'+I"
• ^ -^

T^_T'^\
The experiment is written for two observers, but one can

do it alone. He can find the approximate period with a

stop-watch, and, when the period is adjusted to be nearly
an exact number of seconds, he can find the time between

coincidences by making a mark on a sheet of paper at the

exact moment of coincidence and another at each suc-

ceeding tick until he can catch the time from the dial of

the clock. He can then count back by means of his marks
to the second when the coincidence was observed.
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ILLUSTRATION

Rigidity of Iron Wire Dec. 10, 1896

To Find Approximate Period of Torsion Pendulum for a Length of

123 Centimetres

Times of
Coincidences
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Heuce the iutervul between coincidences is about 206 seconds.

Dividing 4109 by 206, tbe result is 19.9. Tbe nearest wbole num-

ber is 20, which must be the number of intervals between correspond-

ing coincidences in Set I. and Set II.

.-. 20 intervals = 4109. .'. 1 interval =p = 205.5.

In the time between tbe two sets of coincidences it was found that

the pendulum made 10 swings in 79 seconds. Hence, iV^=8. After

each coincidence the pendulum was found to get gradually ahead of

tlie clock. Hence,

^ 8 X 205.5 „ 2055 „ _„, ,

.

^=
2-05:5+1

-«•
2065

= ^-^^l^^^«^^^-

The length of the wire was measured twice more and found to be

111.2, 111.4 centimetres. Mean, 111.3 centimetres, as before.

The "bob" of the pendulum consisted of a carrier loaded with a

rectangular bar and a ring of brass. The moment of inertia of the

carrier alone was found by a separate experiment to be 90.63 = /i.

The dimensions of the ring were : External diameter, 6.35 centi-

metres
; internal, 5.50 centimetres ; mass, 40.1 grams.

.*. Its moment of inertia = I^= 40.1
^

= 000. /.

The dimensions of the bar were : Length, 5.16 centimetres ; breadth,

0.62 centimetre; mass, 16.5 grams.

.(5.16)M^0.62)2
12

.•. The entire moment of inertia of the pendulum is:

/=/i+/s+/3 = 481.4.

Diameter of wire :

0.2500 mm.
0.2501 "

0.2500 "

0.2498 "

0.2499 "

2499 "
.-. radius = 0.01249 cm.

0.2498 "

0.2498
"

0.2499 "

0.2498 "

Its moment of inertia = I^~ 16.5 — :^
—'- = 37.1.

Mean, 0.2499 mm.

.'.The coefficient of rigidity of the given specimen of iron wire is:

SttZZ 87rx 111.3x481.4 ^„ ,.,,"-
y2 ,,4

-
(01249)-' X (7.961f
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Questions and Problems.

1. If the carrier in your experiment weighs 41 grams, what would

be the radius of the hollow cylinder of the same mass which

could be substituted for it without changing the period ?

(Neglect the thickuess of the cylinder.)

3. What is this radius called ?

3. What would be the radius of a very thin hollow sphere contain-

ing the same mass of brass which could be similarly substi-

tuted if one cubic centimetre of brass weighs 8.4 grams and

the moment of inertia of a sphere about a diameter is | Mr'^'i

4. A piece of shafting, 10 metres long, 5 centimetres radius, is

twisted through 1° by a certain moment. How may the

shaft be changed so that the twist will be 30'?

5. If this same shaft is made three limes as long, and of twice

the diame(er, what twist will be produced by the same force

applied tangentially?



EXPERIMENT 29

Object. To verify the laws of fluid pressure, p = pgh and

force F=pA. (See
"
Physics/' Art. 89.)

General Theory. It is proved from theoretical consider-

ations that the pressure due to a vertical height h of a fluid

of density p\9,p = pgh, \fg is the acceleration due to gravity.

The general method of verification is to lower a hollow

cylinder, closed at one end, into a liquid, and to mea,sure

the force required to sink it a given depth. The force up-

ward equals the pressure on the closed end multiplied by

the area; and if a weight mg makes the cylinder sink a

distance h, the force Apgh must equal mg,

or 711 = Aph.
This may be verified by causing the cylinder to sink to

different depths, and measuring the corresponding weights,

by using cylinders of different sections, and by using liquids

of different densities.

Sources of Error.

1. Capillary action makes it diflficult to read the exact depth of

the cylinder.

3. The metal cans may not be exact cylinders.

3. It is difficult to make the cylinders float exactly vertical, and

so the scale marked on the cylinder may not occupy the

same position during the experiment.

4. The scales may not be accurate, and may not agree on the two

cylinders.

Apparatus. Two hollow metal (or wooden) cylinders,

closed at one end, of different cross -sections, each about

30 centimetres long, with equally spaced horizontal divis-
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|C3|

ions ruled on them
;
a deej) battery-jar ;

one pound of lead

shot, of two or three millimetres diameter
;
a vernier cali-

per ;
kerosene.

Manipulation. Measure the diameters of the two cylin-

ders, and test the accuracy of their construction. Test

also the accuracy of the scales. Nearly fill the Jar with

tap water, and by means of shot so load the two cylinders

that they will just float upright in the water. It may be

necessary to redistribute the

shot by means of a long wire,

so as to make the cylinders

float exactly vertical. Add

shot, grain by grain, un-

til each cylinder floats so

that a division mark comes

exactly at the surface of the

water. (This may often be

best tested by looking up at

the mark from below the sur-

face.) When making this ad-

justment, press the cylinders
from time to time deeper into the water with the finger and

allow them to rise slowly, thus keeping the surfaces wet.

Then add enough shot to each cylinder to make it sink

one more division
;
add grain by grain, and count the num-

ber added, estimating, if necessary, the fraction of a shot

which would make an exact adjustment.
Add enough more to sink each cylinder another division,

counting the number added
;
continue for as many divi-

sions as possible.

Record the number of shot in each case
; they should be

the same for each one of the cylinders, ii p = pgli, for the

mass of each shot is approximately the same, and so the

weights are in the same ratio as the number of the shot
;

and it should, from the formula, require the same weight
to sink the cylinders each additional distance h. Take the

mean for each cylinder. Assuming the divisions to be

Fig. 66
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equal, the pressures which correspond to equal depths of

the same liquid are measured by the weight of these shot,

and W]:?«2 should equal A^:A2. Or if Wj and n^ are the

number of the shot, n^ : ^Zg should equal A^ : A2.

Float either cylinder in a similar way in a different liquid

of density p'
—

c-ff-, kerosene oil—and measure the mean

number of shot necessary to lower it through one division.

If the mean number is n\, and Wj is the mean number in

the first liquid, the following relation should hold :

Ml : n\= p :
p'.

p and p' may be found in the tables, or may be measured

directly in the following experiment :

ILLUSTRATION

Vkrification of p = pgh and of pA = F
Dec 5, 1896

In Water, p = 1

1st Cylinder,
Radius 0.65+ inch
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3. How was any work done ? Show how it may be calculated.

4. The pressure at the bottom of a lake is three times that at t

depth of 2 metres. What is the depth of the lake? (Atmos

pheric pressure = 76 centimetres of mercury.)

5. A sphere, 1 metre radius, is just immersed under water. What

is the total force upward?
6. Show that the total thrust on the five faces of a cube filled with

a liquid equals three times the weight of the liquid, omitting

atmospheric pressure.

7. A cube, 10 centimetres on eacli edge, is filled half with water,

half with mercury. Calculate the force on the bottom and

on each of the sides.

8. A vertical tank having its base in a horizontal plane is to be

filled with water from a source in that plane. The area of

the cross-section is 5 square metres, the height is 10 metres.

Calculate the work required to fill it. Does this depend upon

the position of the inlet pipe ?



EXPERIMENT 30

Object. To determine the density of a liquid by means of
"
balancing columns." (See

"
Physics/' Art. 91.)

General Theory. The height to which a liquid will rise

in a tube varies directly as the pressure and inversely as

the density, but does not depend upon the area of the tube.

This fact can be made use of to compare the density of the

two liquids. Two methods will be described : one for use

with liquids which do not mix or act chemically on each

other— e.g., mercury and water; the other, for use with

any two liquids.

1. If the two liquids are contained, as shown, in a U-

tube, and if the liquid of density

Pi stands at a height h^ above the

surface of separation of the two

liquids, and the liquid of density

P2 stands at a height Ag above the

same level, then, since the press-

ure is the same in both arms of

the tube at this level,

or

If, now, the level at which the liquid stands in each tube

be changed considerably by pouring in an additional amount

of one of the liquids, and h\ and h'^ are the new heights of

the free surfaces above the new surface of separation,

P2 ^^'1

Fig. 67
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Pi

>2

/i'a— 7^2

r.

(By taking the second set of observations the correction

for capillarity is eliminated.)

2. If by suction the two liquids

are drawn up into two glass tubes

joined by a T-tube at the top, and

if the heights of the liquids above

their respective free surfaces are

hi and 7^2, then, since there is the

same difference of pressure act-

ing on each,

or

p2/p\= ^h/^h'y

and also, as in (1), if a second set

of readings be taken at changed

levels.

T

;.,

1
I

I

ho

f

Fig. 68 _
P2 h\—hi

Consequently, if the density of one of the liquids is known,
that of the other can be calculated.

Sources of Error.

1. Corrections may be necessary owing to capillarity.

2. The scale and tubes must be parallel and approximately vertical.

3. The pinch-cock in Method 2 must not leak, otherwise the press-

ure will change.

Method 1.—Foe Liquids which Do Not Mix

Apparatus. A wooden stand holding a glass U -tube, about

two centimetres in diameter, open at both ends
;
a metre-bar

is held between the parallel branches of the U, the latter and

the bar being vertical
;
a steel L-square and level

;
a ther-

mometer
; mercury and water are the most convenient liq-

uids to compare by this method, and about 250 grams of

clean mercury in a lip-beaker, and clean tap water should

be used
;
a wooden tray should be. obtained in this and all
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other experiments where mercury is used, and the whole ap-

paratns should be set up in it.

Manipulation. Pour enough mercury into the tube to rise

to a height of about four centime-

tres in each branch. With the aid

of the L-square and level, adjust the

stand so that the U-tube and metre-

bar are vertical. To do this, place
the level on one limb of the square
and set the other in turn against
the front and the edge of the metre-

bar. Pour water into one arm
until it rises to about two -thirds

the height of the tube. By a

thread lower the thermometer first

into the mercury and then into the

water, and note the temperature of

each. The thermometer should be

at least a minute in each before be-

ing read. Take two long, narrow

pieces of paper, each with straight,

smooth, parallel edges. Turn one

end of each into a paper tube, just

fitting over one of the glass tubes.

The other end should project over

the scale, so that its

upper edge marks

exactly the plane of

the top of the paper
tube. Slip one end

of the indices thus made over each branch of

the U and adjust to the level of the liquid sur-

faces in the same manner as the barometer in-

dex is adjusted. Thus determine x-y, the read-

ing of the level of the top of the water column.

The edge of the paper is horizontal if it reads

the same at both edges of the bar. Measure

Fig. 69
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to the bottom of the hollow, or meniscus. In a similar man-

ner determine x^, the reading of the level of the bottom of

the water column, measuring to the top of the mercury me-

niscus
;
and likewise x^, the reading of the level of the top

of the mercury in the other tube.

Pour in enough water to fill the tube nearly to the top.

Read again the level of the same three surfaces. Call them

x\, x'2, cc'g. Finally, redetermine the temperatures. Then,

if p and D are the densities of mercury and water at their

respective temperatures,

P y^ \
—

'^ij
—

\^ 2
—

•^2)
.

D (3^3
—

X2)
— \X 2

—
X2)

Note.—If only one reading is made on the heigVit of a liquid in a tube,

and if the tube is narrow enough for the surface of the liquid to be much

curved, a correction has to be applied equal to the distance through which

the surface tension would raise or depress the liquid in the given tube with

reference to the level at which it would stand in a very large vessel. This is

2 ycos b
equal to A = ——— for capillary tubes, where T is the surface tension of

the given surface
; ^, the angle at which it meets the walls of the tube ; r, the

radius of the tube; p, the density of the liquid; and
^r,

the acceleration of gravity.

When h is positive, the liquid is raised above the level of a large vessel,

and vice versa. 7* and Si differ very widely with the purity of the liquids and

cleanness of the tube ;
and the formula is departed from as the meniscus

ceases to be spherical and becomes flat on top
—

i.e., in tubes of over two

millimetres in diameter.

For tubes of seven or eight millimetres the student may assume the fol-

lowing values:

13
Water-air, . . . A = —-^ cm.

diameter

Mercury-water, ) 1.06

^ = •cm.
Mercury-air, ^ diameter

Measure the tube and see if the correction is large enough to affect the results

just obtained.

A table is also given at the end of the volume for the correction of mercury

in glass tubes.

Method 2 (Hare's Method).—For Liquids v^hich Mix
OR Affect Each Other Chemically

Apparatus. Two small glass jars or beakers
;
two glass

tubes, each about a metre long and one centimetre or more
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in diameter, bent at the bottom as shown in the figure, so

that GO to 90 centimetres of each can lie right along the

edges of a metre-bar placed between them, while the lower

ends dip in glass Jars placed
one each side of the bar and

close to it; a steel L-square

and level; a thermometer;
a clamp - stand

;
a tliree-

way glass connector; two

short pieces of rubber tub-

ing, and one piece half a

metre or over in length,
Avith a pinch - cock on it

;

some kerosene or other liquid to com-

pare with water.

Manipulation. Fasten the tubes each

side of the metre -bar with string or

rubber bands. Support them in a ver-

tical position in the clamp -stand, the

ends dipping in the glass jars. Con-

nect the tubes to two branches of

the three - way connector, and fasten

the long rubber tube tightly over

the third. Having filled one jar with

kerosene and the other with clean tap

water (or whatever liquids are to be

compared), determine the tempera-
ture of each, leaving the thermome-

ter in each at least one minute. Now

open the pinch-cock and suck the liquids up so that they

stand at convenient heights in each tube. Close the cock

tight, and determine the level of the top of the liquid in each

jar and each tube. Use a piece of paper with a straight-edge

as described in Method 1. Read the level of the liquid in

the centre of the tubes and jars, not at the edges.

Change the level in each tube as much as possible, and

read the levels again. Then, if p^ is the density of the liq-

FiG. 71
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uid whose heights have been x^
—

X2 aucl x\ — x'2, and pg that

of the liquid whose heights have been x^
—

x^ and x'^—x'^,

P2 ("^ 1
—

"^i)
—

\^ 2 "^2)

Pi (X 3 X^) yx ^ x^)

Kepeat the whole experiment four times, changing the

height of the liquids in the tubes each time. Finally, note

the temperature again.

ILLUSTRATION

Density of Merccry by Method 1
Dec. 21. 1895

Temperature of mercury at beginning, 17.8°; at end, 20.2°;

mean, 19°.

Temperature of water at beginning, 18°; at end, 20.4°; mean, 19.2°.

Density of water at 19.2°= B = 0.99855.

Diameter of tube = 0.8 centimetre.

»1
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Object. To determine the density of a solid by means of

a chemical balance. Archimedes' principle. (See
"
Phys-

ics/' Art. 92.)

General Theory. When a solid is completely immersed

in a liquid (surrounded on all sides), it is buoyed up with

a force equal to the weight of the liquid displaced. This

is Archimedes' principle.

This buoyant force may be determined by weighing the

solid first in air, next when in the liquid ;
for the differ-

ence is the force desired. If the density of the liquid is

known, the volume of the solid can be calculated, because

it equals the mass of the displaced liquid, as just deter-

mined, divided by the density of the liquid. But as the

mass and the volume of the solid are now both known, its

density may be at once found by dividing one by the other.

Of course a liquid must be chosen whose density is

known and which does not in any way act on the solid
;

if

the solid floats in the liquid it may be made to sink by

loading it with a heavy weight, due allowance being made

for this in the observations and calculations. Special

measures must be adopted for certain substances which are

granular or very porous.

Sources of Error.

1. There is always capillary action on the thread or wire which

supports the solid in the liquid.

2. Air-bubbles may cling to the solid.

3. Friction and capillary action between the object and the sides

of the vessel must he guarded against.
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Fig. 72

Apparatus. A chemical balance and box of weights, 50

grams to .01 gram, with rider; the cylinder measured

in Experiment ^ and a beaker large

enough to hold it when completely sub-

merged in water, but small enough to

go on a pan of the balance
;

a brass

stand designed to be placed over the

balance -pan and to rest entirely upon
the bottom of the case so that the beaker

may be set upon it without Jts weight

acting upon the balance
;
half a metre

or so of very fine wire or thread and a

thermometer ;
camelVhair brush.

Manipulation. Weigh the cylinder

very carefully, as in Experiment 26.

(If the same cylinder has already been

previously weighed it need not be

weighed again.) Place the stand in

position and the empty beaker upon it. Hang the cylin-

der from the hook over the balance-pan by means of the

wire, so that it does not touch (or come very near to) the

sides or bottom of the beaker, but can be completely sub-

merged when the beaker is filled with water. Adjust the

wire so that as little as possible of it will be under water,

and, if possible, so that only one strand will pass through
the surface of the water, so as to avoid capillary effects.

In this position weigh the cylinder and the supporting

harness, and thus find the weight of the harness. Ee-

move the beaker, leaving the cylinder hanging ;
fill it with

enough water to completely submerge the cylinder when
it is replaced later

; place it under the receiver of an air-

pump, and exhaust the air from the water. Water from

which the air has recently been expelled by boiling may be

used to advantage and need not be exhausted of air under

the pump. See that the beaker is dry outside, replace it

on the stand, and hang the cylinder inside it again, so as

to be completely submerged in the water. Take the tern-
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perature of the water and remove all air -bubbles which

may cling to the cylinder.

The balance will be found much less sensitive than when
the cylinder was in air

;
the cause is the capillary ac-

tion of the water on the wire. The sensitiveness can be

increased in the. following manner, and the weight of the

cylinder in the water .measured : Find the exact weight
in the pan necessary to bring the pointer to equilibrium
at a point five divisions to the left of the zero found for

the balance, and also the weight necessary to bring it to

equilibrium five divisions to the right of the zero. Both

weights should be found to tenths of a milligram, and

their mean will be the weight necessary to bring the point-
er to its zero—i. e., the correct weight of the cylinder in the

water. Finally, determine the temperature of the water

again.

Then if W^ = weight of cylinder + wire in air,

W2= " " " in water+ weight of wire.

PTj— TF2 = loss of weight of cylinder in water (neg-

lecting loss of weight of wire in water),
= weight of water displaced by cylinder.

Let V= volume of 1 gram of water at given tem-

perature,
then F( W^ — W.^ = volume of the, cylinder.

From the volume of the cylinder thus found and its

weight in vacuo as previously measured, its density may
at once be calculated.

TLLUSTRATION
Jan. 13, 1897

DENSITY OF Hard Rubber

Cylinder 1. Box of weights, M 342. Balance, M 253.

Zero of balance was 10.87.

Weight necessary to balance cylinder + wire in air :

With 31.301 grams in left pan, pointer read 10.39
"

31.302
" " " " " "

13.63

.-. Tfi = 31.301 + (— of O.OOA = 31.3011 grams.
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To find the mass of the cylinder suspended in water + that of the

wire:

The zero was redetermined and found to be 8.49. Hence the weights

necessary to bring pointer to 3.49 and 13.49 were found.

7.587 grams in pan, pointer read 12.8

7.588
'

14.4

/. 7.5874 grams would bring it to 13.5 —

7.581 grams in pan, pointer read 3.2

7.582
•' " •' " "

4.8

.•. 7.5812 grams would bring it to 3.5 +
.•. The mean of 7.5812 and 7.5874 grams would bring it to the zero-

point 8.49—i. e., 7.5843 grams, which is the weight sought = W^.

Temperature of water at starting = 16.6°, at end 17.0°.

Mean temperature = 16. 8=^.

Vol. of 1 gram of water at 16.8° = 1.00101 cubic centimetres.

]F, = 31.3011

lFs= 7.5812

.'. 23.7199 = weight of water displaced.

.-. 23.7199 X 1.00101 = vol. of cylinder = 23.7439 cubic centimetres.

Mass of cylinder in vacuo = 31.091 grams.

.-. Its density is '^1^ = 1.3094.
•^

23.744

Questions and Problems.

1. Compare the volume of the cylinder found as above with that

obtained for the same cylinder in Experiment 5.

2. What is the total weight on the brass stand while the cylinder

is being weighed in the water ?

3. How could densities be determined with a platform-balance ?

4. 80 cubic centimetres of lead, 20 cubic centimetres of cork,

10 cubic centimetres of iron are fastened together. and sus-

pended in water from a bau-ince. Wliat is the apparent

weight ?

6. A solid weighs 3 grams in water, 9 grams in air. What is its

weight in vacuo ? Temperature is 0° C. and pressure 76

centimetres of mercury.
6. A brick is dropped into a vessel containing mercury and

water. What will be its position of equilibrium ?



EXPERIMENT 32

Object. Use of Nicholson's hydrometer and determina-

tion of the density of some small solid, such as a coin. (See

"Physics/' Art. 93.)

General Theory. A Nicholson's hydrometer is simply a

floating body which has pans designed to carry a small

body, first in the air and then in the liquid. If the weight
is known which will submerge the hydrometer to a def-

inite point, then the difference between this and the weights

which, together with the small solid, bring the hydrometer
to the same point, when the solid is in the air or in the

liquid, give the weight of the solid in the air and its ap-

parent weight when in the liquid. Consequently, by Archi-

medes' principle its density may be calculated, if that of

the liquid is known. If the solid is one which would it-

self float on the liquid, it may be confined below the sur-

face by a wire cage permanently attached to the bottom of

the hydrometer.

Sources of Error.

The same as in the preceding experiment.

Apparatus. A Nicholson's hydrometer and tall glass jar ;

a box of small weights, 5 grams to .01 gram ;
a small brush

with a long handle, or a piece of cotton wool tied on a stiff

wire
;
a five-cent piece, or any small coin or other light ob-

ject of like size, the density of which is to be determined ;

a thermometer
;
a card-board or paper cover for the jar.

As ordinarily made, a Nicholson's hydrometer is a water-

tight, hollow cylinder of metal, usually with conical ends.

IS
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AA

At one end there is a long, thin stem carrying a small

platform at the top, and at the other end is hung a heavy
conical weight to hold the cylinder upright when floating

in water. There is a mark around the

stem about half-way up. The conical

weight is flat or slightly hollowed on

top, so that it can hold the object whose

density is to be determined.

Manipulation. Clean the stem of the

hydrometer with a little caustic soda or

potash, and rinse under a water-tap ;
fill

the jar with clean water, which has been

previously boiled and allowed to cool,

and place the hydrometer in it
;
remove

all air-bubbles with the brush or cotton,

and cover with the card-board, making in

the latter a slit to the centre, wide enough
to prevent the stem rubbing against

it. Take the temperature of the water.

Dip under water the entire stem of the

hydrometer to a point well above the

mark upon it, so as to wet it
;
and try

and keep the stem wet during the ex-

periment. Let the hydrometer rise to its natural position

again, and add enough weights to bring the mark down just

below the surface of the water; then slowly remove weights
until the mark is exactly level with the surface. If too much

weight happens to be removed, add weights until the mark
is below the surface and try again. If, finally, the smallest

weight which can be removed changes the mark from be-

low to above the surface, estimate the fraction that would

have to be added to bring about an exact balance at the

surface. Let the weight thus found be Wj grams.
Take off the weights, place the coin in the pan, and then

add exactly enough weights to bring the mark again to the

water-level, determining this weight just as in the first

case. Let it be Wg grams.

Fig. 73
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Now remove the coin (leaving the weights on the pan)
and place it on the cone at the bottom of the hydrome-
ter, being very careful to allow no air to be caught under

it, and also to remove any air-bubbles on the instrument.

Additional weights will now have to be put in the upper

pan to bring the mark to the surface. Let the total amount

in the pan necessary to do this be W3 grams, which should

be determined in exactly the same way as Wj and 102-

Finally, redetermine the temperature, and let F=the
volume of one gram of water at the mean temperature of

the exi^eriment.

Then iV2— Wi= weight of coin in air.

W3—W2= weight of water displaced by coin.

{lo-i— Wg) V z= volume of water displaced by coin,

= volume of coin.

Then -.
— ^ is the density of coin if the buoyancy

of the air is neglected.

Be very careful throughout not to allow the hydrometer
to rub against the glass or card-board cover, not to let air-

bubbles collect on the stem, and not to wet the upper pan
of the instrument or the weights.

ILLUSTRATION
„ Jan. U, 1897
Hydrometer

Density of a Nickel Five-cent Piece.

Weight in pan witliout coin: 9.52 grams did not quite raise mark

to surface, 9.51 grams were too little. .'. Wi= 9.515 grams.
Nickel in upper pan: 4.32 grams too little, 4.33 grams too much.

.•.?Pj= 4.325 grams.

Nickel ill lower pan: 4.900 grams just brought mark to surface.

.-. ?r3= 4.900 grams.

.-. Weight of nickel = 9.515 - 4.325 = 5.190 grams.
Loss of weight of nickel in water = 4.900- 4.325=0.575 grams.

Temperature of water at starting = 13.4°; at end, 16°; mean = 14.7°.

Volume of 1 gram of water at 14.7°= 1.00069 cubic centimetres.

.•. Density of the nickel five-cent piece =
-^

' = 9.02.

Note.—This should not be mistaken for the density of nickel itself, since

tiie five-cent piece is an alloy of nickel with copper.
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Questions and Problems.

1. Wbat would be the effect of a considerable change in the tem-

perature of the water during the experiment?

2. What effect has capillarity on this method of determining-

density?

3. If the surface tension of water is 74 dynes per centimetre, and

the stem of the hydrometer 2 millimetres in diameter, how

much less weight in the pan is necessary to sink the hy-

drometer to the mark than if there were no surface tension?

4. What are the advantages of the slim stem ? Of the conical ends?



EXPERIMENT 33

Object. To determine the density of a coin or other small

solid by means of Jolly's balance. (See
"
Physics," Art. 93. )

General Theory. A Jolly's balance

is, essentially, a long, fine spiral

spring, suspended from a fixed arm

so as to hang in front of a vertical

scale graduated on a long strip of

mirror. The spring carries at its

lower end two small weight -pans,
the lower of which is always im-

mersed in . water in a glass vessel

placed on a small platform provided
for it.

A white bead on the wire sup-

porting the top pan serves to mark
the position of the bottom of the

spring relatively to the scale di-

vision— i.e., the extension of the

spring. The mirror on which the

scale is engraved is on the front of

a hollow vertical column, and the

arm which supports the spring is

carried by a rod which slides inside

the column and may be clamped
at any desired height. The height
of the platform can also be ad-

justed.

The principle of its use is essen-

tially that of Nicholson's hydrom-
eter

;
a certain weight extends the ^"^
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spring a definite amount, the solid in air plus a measured

weight extends it the same amount, the solid in the liquid

plus another measured weight also extends it the same

amount
;
hence the weight of the solid in air and in the

liquid may be determined and the density calculated.

There is, however, one point of superiority of Jolly's

balance over the hydrometer : a spiral spring obeys Hooke's

Law quite closely for small elongations
—i. e., the elongation

is proportional to the change in the stretching force, and so,

if no weight in the box of weights is small enough to make an

exact adjustment of the spring, the fraction of the weight
which would have done so may be calculated from a meas-

urement of how far the smallest weight extends the spring.

Sources of Error.

The same as in the two preceding experiments.

Apparatus. A Jolly's balance
;
a box of weights, 10 to

.01 grams ;
a small beaker

;
a thermometer

;
a small brush

;

a silver coin or other small solid.

Manipulation. Set up the apparatus where there is a good

light on the scale, and level it so that the spring hangs

parallel to the scale and the image of the bead is on the

scale when the eye is held in such a position that the bead

just covers its image. Fill the beaker nearly full of water

which has been boiled, and put it on the platform. Place

about six grams on the upper pan (the weight of the coin

being less than six) and adjust the height of the top of

the spring and the platform, so that the lower pan hangs
well under water about the middle of the beaker, and so

that the white bead does not come below the engraved
scale. Take the temperature of the water. Placing the

eye so that the bead just covers its image, note the po-

sition of the top of the latter on the scale to within a tenth

of the smallest division. Note, similarly, the position of the

top of the bead for two other weights different from the

first—e.g., 6.1 and 6.2 grams—but make no change great

enough to necessitate readjusting the height of the top of
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the spring. Remove the weights, holding with a finger the

spring extended ; place the coin in the npper pan and add

weights enough to bring the bead exactly to the first of

the positions previously observed. If, in the final adjust-

ment to this end, the smallest change possible with the

weights at hand carries the bead beyond the desired po-

sition, estimate the exact fraction which would carry it

there, from the knowledge previously obtained as to the

elongation produced by a small weight. The difference

between the Aveight .previously found and the one thus

found necessary, in addition to the coin, to produce the

same extension is evidently the weight of the coin. Simi-

larly, find the weight of the coin, using as the standard po-

sition each of the other positions of the bead noted before

the coin was introduced.

Remove the coin from the upper pan (keeping the spring

extended) and place it in the pan under water, being care-

ful not to catch a bubble of air under it. Add weights to

the upper pan until the bead is brought once more into

each of the three positions noted successively. In each

case the difference between the weights needed in addition

to the coin when the latter is in the upper pan and when

it is in water is the loss of weight of the coin in water.

Take the temperature again at the close of the experi-

ment. Be very careful throughout to keep air-bubbles

from collecting on any part of the apparatus under water,

and to keep the upper pan and its contents dry.

ILLUSTRATION
j^^ ^3 ^g^,

Density of Coin Silver by Jolly's Balance, Determined from a Silver Dime.

Position of
Bead
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Greatest deviation from mean is about S^C
Initial temperature of water, 16.6° ; final, 17.4°

; mean, 17.0°.

Volume of 1 gram of water at 17° 1.00106, which may be taken as 1,

within the range of error of this experiment.

.'. Volume of 0.207 grams of water = volume of coin = 0.207 cubic

centimetres.

2.177
.". Density of coin silver = 7rnKiy~

— 10.5.

Questions and Problems.

1. What percentage of error in tlie density of a coin would be

made if a bubble of air 1/10 the size of the coin were caught

under it in this experiment ?

2. "Why is the lower pan kept imder water throughout ?

3. What would be the effect of a considerable change inthe tem-

perature of the water during tlie experiment ?
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Object. To determine the density of a floating body.

(See -''Physics/' Art. 94.)

General Theory. If a body is floating in any liquid, the

weight of the liquid displaced equals, by Archimedes' prin-

ciple, the weight of the body itself. So, if v is the volume

of the liquid displaced, p the density of the liquid, and v'

and p' the volume and density of the floating body,

vpg=v'p'(/,
or

p'=pvlv'.

Consequently, if the floating body has a shape which ad-

mits of accurate measurement, and if the density of the

liquid is known, that of the floating body can be at once

determined.

In this experiment a rectangular block of wood will be

floated in water.

Sources of Error.

1. The main source of error is the difficulty of measuring exactly
how much of the block of wood is under water.

2. The weight of tire block may be increased by the water soak-

ing in.

Apparatus. A rectangular block of wood which has been

soaked in paraffine ;
a large battery -jar; a metre-rod; a

thermometer.

Manipulation. Measure the dimensions of the block of

wood by means of the metre-rod. If its edges, which are

parallel, all liave the same length, by means of a sharp pen-
cil mark millimetre lines along the edge which will be ver-
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tical when the block is placed in water. Fill the battery-jar

with tap water
;
read its temperature ;

set the block float-

ing, and note the reading of the water on the marked edge
of the block

;
remove the block and measure accurately the

distance along the edge from the

bottom corner to the point where

the water stood. (Estimate to

tenths of a millimetre.) The ratio

of the volume of the water displaced

to that of the block equals that of

this height just measured to the

length of the entire edge if the block

is perfectly rectangular.

Eepeat, turning the block over after having carefully

dried it. Place the block again in its first position and

repeat the observations. Take the temperature of the

water again.

'^-JZ
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3. A block of wood weighing 1 kilogram, whose density is 0.7, is

to be loaded with lead so as to float with 0.9 of its volume
immersed. What weight of lead is required (1) if the lead

is on top ? (2) if the lead is below ?

4. A floating body projects 1/5 of its volume above water at

4° C, what proportion would project at 80" C. ? What is

the density of a liquid from which 1/3 of its volume would

project?



EXPERIMENT 36

Object. To measure the surface-tension of pure and im-

pure liquid surfaces. (See
''
Physics," Art. 97.)

General Theory. By definition, the surface-tension T is

the force which acts across one centimetre of a liquid sur-

face. There are many methods by which it may be deter-

mined, but only two are in the least suitable for element-

ary laboratories, and these will be merely indicated here,

not described in full.

^1. Method of Capillar i/
Tubes.—This method is suitable

tov pure liquids which wet the solid forming the tube—e. g., .

water in glass. The method is to draw out a fresh capillary

tube so that its inner surface is free from all dirt, and, after

it has been well soaked in distilled water, to place it vertical,

keeping one end under the surface of the water and measur-

ing the height to which the column of water rises inside. It

is easily seen that, if

h is this vertical height,

p is the density of the liquid ;

r is the radius of the tube at the top of the liq-

uid column J

g is the acceleration due to gravity ;

'^,orT^^^ /
pyr 2 _J

These quantities can be measured as follows :

r, by means of a micrometer eye-piece, the tube

being carefully broken off at the proper point.

h, by means of a scale, or by a hook shajied as

shown. This can be made of a metal wire

or of a piece of glass. It is fastened to theKjg. 76
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capillary tube so that tlu lower point jnst comes np
from below to the free surface of the liquid in the

basin, and the distance between the upper point and
the surface of the liquid in the capillary tube is meas-

ured by a cathetometer
;
the distance between the two

points can be determined once for all by a cathetome-

ter or dividing-engine.

P and g may be found in tables
;
and hence 7^ may be cal-

culated. .

2. Method of Ring and Balance.—M a metal-ring is sus-

pended horizontally from one arm of a balance so that the

plane of its lower side is exa(?tly parallel to a surface of a

liquid, the ring may be lowered into the liquid, then raised,

and the additional force necessary to tear it away from the

liquid measured by means of the balance.

If r is the radius of this ring, the force required is pro-

portional to rT; and so the surface-tension of many sur-

faces may be compared. This method is particularly suit-

able for the study of the effect of the presence of grease,

dirt, etc., upon the surface-tension of water.

ILLUSTRATION
Surface-tension of Distilled Water Jau. 15, 1891

Tube No. 1
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Object. To measure the density of a gas.

General Theory. The most obvious method of measuring

the density of a gas is to weigh a known volume of it on a

balance— i.e., to weigh a hollow sphere empty and then

when filled with gas, and t« measure the volume of the

sphere. The difficulty is in securing and keeping a vacuum

in the sphere. It is, however, the method which will be

described in detail.

Other methods which are more suitable for chemical

purposes, or which give comparative results, may be found

in special treatises.
'

Sources of Error.

1. It is impossible to secure a perfect vacuum, and allowance

should be made for this.

It is possible tiiat the stopcocks may leak during the weighing.

It is difficult to measure the volume accurately.

The temperature of the enclosed gas is difficult to determine.

Apparatus. A hollow brass sphere with

stopcock and hook; an air-pump, such as

a good asi^irator water -pump; rubber tub-

ing ; thread ; metre-rod
;
two L-squares.

Manipulation. By means of the metre-rod

and L-squares measure the external dimen-

sions of the sphere in as many directions as

possible ; Aveigh it, with the stopcock re-

moved, on tlie platform
- balance

;
and cal-

culate the internal volume, assuming the

density of brass to be
/3
= 8.4. For, if r is the external

radius, m the mass, and v the internal volume,

(|7rr'
— r)p= m.

2.

3.

4.

Fig. 77
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(This measurement might, of course, be made more ac-

curately by filling the sphere with water at a known tem-

perature, and measuring its temperature and mass.)
Put the stopcock on the sphere, and by means of rub-

l)er tubing join it to the aspirator-pump. Soft rubber

tubing should be used
;
and all joints should be tied tight-

ly with linen thread and then coated with shellac. Ex-
haust the air by allowing the pump to run for about twenty
minutes ; close the stopcock ; remove the sphere from the

pump ; weigh it by means of a high balance, from one of

whose pans it can hang. Call the mass my Open the

stopcock and allow the air to enter slowly into the sphere ;

when it has ceased to enter weigh again and call the weight

m^. (These weighings must be done on each arm of the

balance in turn, and with extreme accuracy.)
The water-pump used exhausts to within a pressure of a

few centimetres of mercury; hence m^ — m-^ is the weight
of the air inside the sphere, because the buoyancy of the

atmosphere produces no eifect in this difference. Xote

the barometric pressure and temperature. The density of

air, then, at this pressure and temperature is

D= — -^

Repeat the measurements of wig ^^^ ^^p ^^^ again note

the temperature and pressure.

ILLUSTRATION
^^^ .^^ ^33,

Density of Air

Pressure, 75.62 centimetres. Temperature. 17.5^ C.

Weight without stopcock, 601.7 grams.

.-. (|n-7.6'-r)8.4 = 601.7.

.-. r =1781 cubic centimetres.

Weight empty, with stopcock,

??!j
= 620.106 grams.

Weight full of air, with stopcock,

7«s = 622.279 grams.
.'. TOj

—
;«, =2.173 grams.

.•.Z»-^^2Jl£ii = 0.00123.

External Diameter
of Sphere

15.22 cm.

15.18 "

15.16
"

15.24 "

15.20
"

Mean, 15.200 cm.
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Questions and Problems.

1. Assuming that the aspirator- pump produces a vacuum such

that the pressure is 2 centimetres of mercury, make the nec-

essary correction in the calculation, assuming the approxi-

mate value of the density, 0.00122, to be accurate enough for

the purpose. (See "Physics," Art. 108.)

3. Calculate the mass of 1 cubic metre of dry air and 1 cubic

metre of air saturated with \yater vapor, the temperature

being 20° C, and the pressure 76 centimetres of mercury.

(See
"
Physics," Art. 107.)

^^'^^K, r.w

C\
tA<^*<lC'vy
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Object. To prove that Boyle's Law holds approximately
for uir. (See

"
Physics/' Art. 108.)

General Theory. It has
bf^jfi^.

ioimd by experiment that

if the temperature is kept cov'='taut, the pressure of a gas

is directly proportional to its den ity. This is Boyle's Law.

Expressed in an equation, it is

p = hp, if temperature is constant, or, substituting for

p its value m/v,
;

pv = km, if temperature is constant, Avhere h is a con-

stant for a definite gas at a definite temperature.
To verify this law it is necessary simply to measure the

pressures and corresponding volumes of a given amount of

a gas under such conditions that the mass and temperature
do not change ;

and the products of p and v should have

the same numerical value. A quantity of gas
—

e-g., air—
is enclosed in a glass tube, one end of

which is sealed, by having some liquid like

mercury (which vaporizes only slightly) fill

and close the rest of the tube. The volume

may be calculated from measurements of

the length and cross-section of the tube
;

and so may the pressure, by determining
the difference in level of the mercury sur-

faces in the closed tube and the one open
to the pressure of the atmosphere.

Thus, if the tube is as shown in the fig-

ure, the air being confined in the closed

branch, the pressure on it is the atmos-

pheric pressure + pgh, where h is the
rchange
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difference in vertical height between the two surfaces of

the liquid, and p is the density of the liquid, the + sign

being taken if the open oolumn is higher than the other,

the — sign if it is lower. This apparatus is designed to

study pressures greater than one atmosphere.

Sources of Error.

1. It is sometimes difficult to prevent bubbles of air from enter-

ing or leaving during the experiment.
2. When a gas is compressed its temperature rises greatly ;

and

conversely.

3. If the glass tube is nc
""
T y clean the mercury sticks to

it, and the tube mus' ,je tapped before reading until the

surface becomes con / ex.

Apparatus. A barometer tube bent into the form of a

U, the closed branch being considerably the shorter, and

the space between the branches just wide enough to hold

a metre-bar. The whole is mounted on a stand so that

the bar and both branches of the U are parallel and ver-

tical. The student also needs a steel L-square and level,

a thermometer, a funnel, a mercury -
tray, and enough

mercury to fill a length of about a metre of the U-tube—
u e., 600 or 700 grams for a tube of 8 millimetres' di-

ameter.

Manipulation. Set up the apparatus in the mercury-

tray, being careful to see that the tube, funnel, and mer-

cury are clean. If the latter has a little dirt on it, it may
often be improved by making a cone-shaped bag of a piece

of glazed paper, pricking a few pinholes in the bottom, and

filtering the mercury through these, not allowing the last

few drops to escape. Set the metre -bar vertical, as de-

scribed in Experiment 30. Pour enough mercury into the

open branch of the U to close the bend and rise seven or

eight centimetres in the open branch. There is now im-

prisoned in the closed branch the mass of air to be experi-

^-<>^, y-tj on; and great care must be taken not to change

a...*^^'^ ""ity by allowing any to escape or a bubble more
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("'*^enter. Note the temperature of the air by lowering the

Jiermometer into the mercury, which is a good conductor

of heat, and also by hanging it alongside the closed branch

containing air. Read and note the barometer, taking care

to see that the mercury in the

basin just reaches the index. (See

Experiment 26.) Do not "cor-

rect
"
the reading. Determine the

level of the top of the interior of

the closed tube with the straight-

edge of a slip of paper, as de-

scribed in Experiment 30. Meas-

ure to a point below the apex of

that surface about 1/3 of the

height of the curved surface which

closes the top. Similarly, by
means of the strip of paper, de-

termine the level of the top of

each of the two mercury columns.

Make all readings to the tenth of

a millimetre. Note the precau-

tion to tap the tubes, so as to

shake th6 top of the mercury col-

umns a little before reading. The

pressure on the air is obviously

the barometric pressure+ that due

to a column of mercury whose

height equals the vertical height

between the surfaces of the two

columns.

Change the volume and pressure of the enclosed air by

pouring in very carefully and slowly enough mercury to

raise the level in the open tube about ten centimetres. Be

careful not to let any air in or out of the closed end in

doing so. Note the level of the mercury columns as before.

(The level of the top of the closed space should not change

unless the tube slips in its clamps.)

Fig. 79
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Eepeat, similarly, five or six times more, adding about t^^;^

centimetres each time to the height of the mercury in tK.

open tube. Finally, read the barometer and take the tem-

perature of the enclosed air again.

Measure the total length of tube filled with mercury in

the last experiment. Pour all the mercury into a separate
clean vessel previously weighed and weigh it.

Plot the measurements in a curve, the volumes being ab-

scissae, the pressures ordinates.

ILLUSTRATION jan. 20, 1897

To Prove that Boyle's Law is Approximately True for Air—
pv = k7n AT Constant Tempekatdre

Barometer at beginning, 77.025 cm. \

77.015
"

p'.
Mean, 77.02 cm. )

"
end, uncorrected."

Temperature of air, 16.5° at beginning ;
17.4° at end.

Temperature is, therefore, constant approximately.
In the following table A is the cross-section of the tube, assumed

to be uniform, p the density of mercury at 17°, and g gravity.

p, the pressure, is the barometric pressure + thai due to the column

of mercury in the tube.

Top of
Closed
Tube
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irercury. The imprisoned air bubbles up to the top of tlie tube, and its vol-

ume aad pressure may he changed at will by raising the tube. They may

be easily measured, the

only instrument need-

ed being a metre-rod.

Another form of in-

strument which may
be used to study the

properties of the air,

at pressures both

greater and less than

that of the atmos-

phere, is shown in

figure 81. It consists

of two glass tubes,

about 20 centimetres

long, connected by a

flexible rubber tube;

the endof one is sealed,

and mercury is poured

into the open end of

Vu;. yu

the other so as to imprison some air in

the closed tube. The two glass tubes are

held ill clamps which can be moved

along a vertical scale.

In this way the surface of the mercury

in the open tube may be brought either

above or below that in the closed tube.

The pressure and volume may be thus

varied at will, and, as they can be meas-

ured, Boyle's Law can be verified.

Questions and Problems.

1. Reduce the pressure in yoiir
^~^

last experiment to dynes

per square centimetre.

2. From the length of tube filled Fig. 81
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with mercury {p = 13.54 at 30°) and tlie weight of the mercury,
calculate A and reduce the volume of air to cubic centimetres.

3. From a knowledge of the density of air at a definite tempera-

ture and pressure (see tables) calculate k for air at the tem-

perature of your experiment.

4. Which is the essential condition for accurate measurements in

this experiment, that the bar be vertical or parallel to the

branches of the U-tube?

5. A barometer has a cross-section 2 square centimetres, and is so

long that, as the mercury stands at 76 centimetres, there is a

vacuum space 10 centimetres long. Some air is allowed to

enter, and the mercury falls 10 centimetres. What was the

volume of the air before it entered?

6. In a vessel whose volume is 1 cubic metre there are placed the

follo^ring amounts of gas : (1) Hydrogen, which occupies
1 cubic metre at atmospheric pressure ; (2) nitrogen, which

occupies 3 cubic metres at pressure of 2 atmospheres;

(3) oxygen, which occupies 2 cubic metres at pressure of

3 atmospheres. Calculate the pressure of the mixture.

7. A glass tube, 60 centimetres long, closed at one end, is sunk

open end down to the bottom of the ocean. When drawn up
it is found that the water has penetrated to within 5 centi-

metres of the top. Calculate the depth of ocean, assuming the

density to be constant. (Principle of Lord Kelvin's sound-

ing apparatus.)

8. A barometer contains traces of air, and when the mercury is

70 centimetres high the "vacuum space" is 30 centimetres

long ; on lowering the tube into its tank so that the column

of mercury is 67 centimetres high, the
" vacuum space" is

13.5 centimetres. What is the true barometric pressure?
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INTRODUCTION" TO SOUND

Units. Sound, being a sensation, cannot be expressed as

a certain number of units, but the vibrations and waves

which produce sound are purely mechanical processes, and
so they must be measured in mechanical units. (The fre-

quencies of several musical scales may be found in the tables

at the end of this Manual.)

Object of Experiments. The experiments of this section

may be divided into two groups—viz., the study of vibra-

tions and the measurement of the velocity of sound-waves

in certain bodies. There are no essential difficulties in the

experiments, as they involve measurements of length, mass,
and time only. In Experiments 39 and 43 a moderate

ability to distinguish differences of pitch is necessary ;

and it is desirable for a student who is wholly devoid of

this sense of pitch to perform these with one who is more

musically constituted.



EXPERIMENT 38

(two obsekvers are required)

Object. Astudy of "stationary" vibrations. (See "Phys-

ics," Art. 138.)

1. Transvepse VibFations of a Cord

General Theory. A cord is held fixed at its two ends

under a definite tension. Transverse vibrations are im-

pressed at one end and travel to the other, where they are

reflected
;
and two trains of exactly similar waves travelling

in opposite directions are thus produced.
When the length of the waves is such that the distance

between the fixed points is an integral number of half

wave-lengths, "stationary vibrations" are produced, in

which the "nodes," or still points, are those where the

two trains are at each instant tending to move the cord

in opposite directions. The nodes break up the cord into

an integral number of vibrating segments, each of which

is 1/2 a wave-length long. The connection between the

number of vibrations per second and the number of such

segments in the length of the cord can then be studied.

Thus, if V is the velocity of transverse waves in the cord,

\ the wave-length of the particular set of waves, n the fre-

quency of the vibration, L the length of the cord, N the

number of vibrating segments,
\ = ^LIN,
V = 77X z=z 2w7//iV".

For a defitnite value of JV, n must have a certain value

which can be measured, and so v can be calculated. As long

as the tension remains constant, the velocity v should also.
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If the tension in the cord is changed, the velocity of

transverse waves changes ;
and theory shows that the ve-

locity should vary directly as the square root of the ten-

sion. (See
"
Physics," Art. 142.)

These transverse vibrations may be produced by fasten-

ing the cord to one prong of a tuning-fork, in which case

n, the frequency, remains constant, and the tension must be

varied so as to produce different values of N\ or by setting
the stretched cord in vibration by means of one's hands, in

which case the tension remains constant and the frequency
is varied at will. The latter method is the one to be more

fully described below.

Sources of Error.

1. The tension may not remain constant.

2. The vibrations may not be harmonic.

3. The length may change.

Apparatus. A long spiral spring : a canvas bag ; several

weights
—e. g., 1 kilogram, 2 kilograms ;

a clamp -stand
;
a

stop-watch ;
a metre-bar

;
a plumb-line.

Manipulation. The closely wound spiral spring of wire,

six or seven metres long, is fastened at the top so as to hang
clear of obstruction in a room with a very high ceiling, or

in a stairway. The bag in which different weights may be

placed is hung on the end. Place about one kilogram in

the bag, and, while the spring is hanging free, insert it at

a point near the bottom in a clamp, which will maintain

the tension and the length constant. Catch hold of the

spring, the thumb and forefinger being just above the

clamp, the rest of the hand helping to hold the clamp
still. With a sidewise movement of the finger only, send'

transverse waves up the spring at regular intervals. These

waves are reflected at the upper end, and, if the motion of

the hand is so timed that an integral number of vibrations

is made in the time it takes the wave to travel to the top
and back, stationary vibrations are set up.

First, time the motion so that the whole spring moves
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back and forth together— /. r., there is no node between the

fixed points at each end. Keep the hand moving at exact-

ly the same rate, and time a number of vibrations great

enough to take an interval of over

a minute. Let one student meas-

ure the time exactly with a stop-

watch, while the other student

moves the spring and counts aloud

the motion of his finger as indicated

by the sense of feeling. If the mo-

tion is very rapid he should count

1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., each set of

four being marked by the other ob-

server. Whence, find TV^ the num-

ber of vibrations per second with

the spring moving in one segment.

Repeat the measurement of JVj

three times more.

Now move the hand faster, so that

stationary waves are formed with a

node half - way between the fixed

points. Determine N2 in the same

manner as iVj. Similarly, find the fre-

quencies of vibrations which have

three and four vibrating segments.

Loosen the clamp, put all the

weights in the bag, clamp again,

and repeat the experiment.
Measure L with a plumb-line and

metre-bar.

The tension of the spring is (in

the average for its Avhole length)

equal to the weight on the end plus 1/3 the weight of the

spring. Weigh the weights used and the spring.

From the two experiments show that if T is the tension

in the first set of observations, and T' that in the second,

the two relations hold :

\

/
/

Fig. 82
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1, If P is constant, v is the same for all wave-lengths.

v' IW
2. — = \/~; I. e., the velocity varies as the square root of

the tension.

ILLUSTRATION

Stationary Vibrations
Feb. 2, 1897

Length of spring between fixed points = 708 centimetres.

I. Mass of spring, 1215 grams.

No. of

Segments
.V
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II. The weight hung on the end of the spring was now increased to

1990 grams. /. Tension =
(l990

+^)^ = 23956r = T.
\

N
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the frequency of the vibration is studied. As in Case 1, if

V is the velocity of surface waves, X the wave-length of the

waves which set up the vibration, n the frequency of the

vibration, L the length of the tank, TV the number of nodes

(for in this case each end is a loop),

X = 2Z/iv;

V = uX z= 2nLIN.

n, L, JVcan be measured, and hence v can be calculated for

a train of waves of a definite wave-length (X=*2i//iV) in

water of a definite depth. The velocity for waves of dif-

ferent length may be found by varying N.

Similarly, by changing the depth of the water in the tank

the velocity under these new conditions may be measured.

Sources of Error.

1. The vibratious may not be exactly stationary.

2. Care is necessary ia counting the number of nodes when the

waves are short.

Apparatus. A tank with glass sides
;

a paddle with a

square blade a little smaller than the inside cross -section

J
Fig. 83

of the tank
;
a stop-watch. (The tank at Johns Hopkins

University is 140.6 centimetres inside length, by about 35

centimetres depth and 10 centimetres width.)

Manipulation. Fill the tank with water to a depth of

12 centimetres. Set up stationary vibrations of various

lengths, as described below. In each case find n, the fre-
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quency, by meaus of the stop-watch, countiug the number

of vibrations for as long a period as the waves last in perfect

form. Do this four times. Note the number of nodes JV.

1. Create vibrations in which there is one node by rais-

ing one end of the tank and setting it down very gently.

By properly timing the lowering, perfectly stationary vi-

brations can be obtained. (It will probably be necessary
to try several times before a perfect wave is obtained.) The

vibrations hre stationary when there is a node at a perfectly

fixed point at the middle of the tank, which does not move
to and fro or up and down at all, while the water rises at

one end of the tank exactly at the same time it falls at the

other end.

2. Set up with the paddle stationary vibrations of a much
shorter wave-length—i. e., such that there are three or more

nodes in the length of the tank. The best way to do tliis

is to hold the paddle by the top of the blade, one hand on

each side of the handle, the thumb pressing against the

side towards the body, and two or three fingers against the

other side, all pointing down the blade. Now stand facing
the end of the tank, lower the paddle almost to the bottom

with the blade nearly upright, and rest the hands one on

each side of the tank. Move the paddle to and fro in the

direction of the length of the tank with a motion of the

fingers only. Hold the paddle so loosely that it is carried

to and fro with the water by each wave, and time the press-

ure of the fingers so as to assist this motion slightly each

time. It is therefore necessary to begin at once with a

motion of about the right frequency, which can then be

gradually adjusted to the exact frequency necessary to give

absolutely stationary vibrations. The test is as before, that

there is no motion of nodes or loops lengthwise of the tank.

If a crest travels back and forth, or is irregular in its po-

sition, the vibrations are not quite stationary.

n can best be found by counting the motions of the

hands, not the water
;
the student plying the paddle de-

termines this number by his sense of feeling ; and, if the
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motion is very rapid, counts only 1, 2, 3, 4
; 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.,

and another observer makes a mark for each set of four.

Repeat the experiment with a depth of about twenty-
four centimetres in the tank, using waves of the same length
as before.

Calculate the velocity of the waves of each length in the

shallow and in the deeper water, and show whether the ve-

locity is the same for waves of different length and water

of different depth, and, if not, what effect these conditions

liave. Record the experiment as in the illustration for

Part 1, noting that different depths take the place of dif-

ferent tensions.

Questions and Problems.

1. In vvhivt respecls do water-waves differ from sound-waves ?

2. Wliat part of a sound-wave corresponds to a crest ?

3. Can you find any explanation in your experiment for the fact

tliat waves approaching a sliore always turn so as to present

a front approximately parallel at all points to the shore line ?

Illustrate with a diagram.
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EXPERIMENT 39

(This experiment requires in the student a slight ability to distin-

guish pitch.)

Object. To verify the formula that the frequency of a

stretched string or cord when vibrating transversely is

where I is the length, T the tension, a the cross - section,

and p the density. (See "Physics," Art. 143.)

General Theory. 1. To prove that a cord under constant

tension has a frequency inversely proportional to its length.

It is possible to keep a cord under constant tension by
means of a weight, and to vary the length of the vibrating

portion by means of bridges or frets
;
thus the string can

be brought into unison with various standard tuning-forks,

and the relation between the frequency and length deter-

mined.

2. To prove that if the length of the cord be kept con-

stant but the tension varied, the frequency varies directly

as the square root of the tension. Two methods may be

used : either to bring the pitch into unison with standard

forks by varying the tension, or putting the cord under a

definite tension to vary the length of a second cord, whose

tension is kept constant until their pitches are in unison;

then to use a different tension for the first cord and to de-

termine the new length of the second cord which will bring

the two into unison again.

In this second method the frequencies vary inversely as

the length of the second cord, and so their ratio is known.
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3. Since the frequency is known in (1) for a definite

length and tension, the density may be calculated from

the formula and compared with the known value for the

cord.

It should be noted that this experiment is simply a repe-

tition of the preceding experiment, Part 1, for vibrations

too rapid to be counted directly.

Sources of Error.

1. The tension may change the density.

2. The tension may not equal the stretching weight exactly.

3. It is necessary to hold the wires closely against the frets, other-

wise the lengths are unknown.

Apparatus. Two monochords (or sonometers) with wires

about .03 centimetre radius
;
four weights (3500 grams,

two of 5500 grams, 7000 grams are convenient) ;
a metre-

rod
;
a micrometer caliper; a box of tuning-forks, fre-

quencies about 256-512.

Manipulation. The sonometer consists of a long wooden

resonator-box, over which is stretched a wire whose length

may be altered by means of two bridges that slide on a

Fio. 8i

guide running lengthwise of the box. The wire is attached

to a brass peg at one end of the box, passes over the

bridges, and over a bent lever at the opposite end, hinged

so as to move freely in a vertical plane. To the end of

the wire beyond the lever is attached the stretching weight.
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Part 1. Set np one sonometer as shown in the illustra-

tion. Hang the heaviest weight on the wire, and keep the

tension thus produced the same throughout this part of

the experiment. - Strike the fork of lowest pitch {ut^, 256

vibrations) on the knee, rest it on the resonator-box, and

change the bridges until the Avire when plucked gives ex-

actly the same note as the fork. Pluck the wire half-way

between the bridges, and deaden the vibrations against the

fret by pressing down with a finger on the wire just back

of the fret farthest from the weight. When the string is

nearly in tune, count the beats between its note and that

of the fork, and change the bridges until they are no

longer heard. When the note is exactly that of the fork,

measure the length of the vibrating part of the wire be-

tween the two bridges and note it. Repeat, having first

removed one bridge entirely and replaced it at an entirely

different position.

Eepeat the experiment similarly with the octave of the

first fork, and also with one of the intermediate forks.

The arms of the lever are intended to be of equal length.

To guard against a possible error from this source (which
would make the tension on the j^art of the wire on the

sonometer different from that of the part from which the

weight hangs) take the lever off, reverse it, and repeat the

experiment.
Show that the frequency of the vibrations of the string is

inversely proportional to its length
—i. e., if n^, n^, % are

the frequencies of the three forks used, and Zj, I2, I3 are

the lengths of wire in unison with them, — =
^
^^d —

=y*>

or, more simply, n-J,i = 7I2I2 = nj,^.

Part 2. The heaviest weight is still hanging from the

first sonometer. Place the bridges on it as far apart as

possible, and keep the distance between them precisely

the same throughout this part of the experiment. Set up
the second sonometer with a stretching weight of about

5500 grams. Vary the distance between the bridges on
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tliis until the two wires are exactly in unison, testing

by beats, as in Part 1. When exactly in unison measure

the length of wire between tlie bridges of the second

sonometer and note it. Change the position of the bridges

on the second sonometer and repeat. Eepeat, similarly,

with the two lower weights on the first sonometer. Re-

verse the lever on the first sonometer and repeat again.

Since the frequency of a wire, as proved in Part 1, varies

inversely as its length, the frequency of the first sonom-

eter is in each case inversely proportional to the length of

wire on the second sonometer when in unison with it—i. e.,

nji = nji = 7izl3, where n is the frequency common to

both sonometers and I is the length of the wire in the

second.

Hence, show that, if T„ T^, T^ are the tensions of the

first wire,

I. e.,

or

Part 3. Measure ten diameters of the wire on the first

sonometer with the micrometer caliper, and calculate from

the measurements of Part 1 the density of the wire. Com-

pare this value with the one given in the tables.

Note.—The frequency of a standard fork may be obtained by comparing

it directly witli a standard clock, making use of the method of coincidences.

(See Experiment 28.) By suitable means the clock may be made to illumi-

nate once a second a small round opening directly behind a prong of the vi-

brating fork
;
so that, as time goes on, more and more of the opening ap-

pears uncovered, covered again, etc., periodically, exactly like the gaining

of the torsion-pendulum on the clock. The same formula may be applied,

and thus the period of the fork deduced.

~^ t: n.
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ILLUSTRATION

Transverse Vibrations of a Stretched Wire

Part 1.

To prove »i^i= n^l^^^ n^l,.

Feb. 16, 1897

Fork
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Part 2.

,2 ,.8

-'I -'a -'3

Tension in Dynes
on Wire No. 1

7"

3500 X g

5530 X g

7000 X
gr

Length of Wire No. 2

2

78.8

79.0

(Lever reversed)

79.2

79.9

Mean, 79.3

63.8

63.6

(Lever reversed)

63.2

68.2

Mean, 63.45

56.9

56.7

(Lever reversed)

57.1

57.2

Mean, 57.0

l-^T

2202 X 10* X
fir

2226 X 10* x^

2275x10^X5'

Mean, 2234x10^X5'

Greatest deviation from mean is 2^.
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Part 3.

Diameter of wire, .334, .836, .339, .339, .338, .339, .333, .331. .330, .339

millimetre. Mean = .0339 centimetre.

?i = 513, ^ = 30.3, r=7000 g., cross - section = tt x (.0165)^ density

(3
= 8.39.

Note.—A student with a good ear for pitch will find it a useful exercise

to study the interval between the notes of the musical scale as follows :

Find, by one trial only, the length of wire in unison with each of the forks,

giving the principal notes of the scale— i. e., not sharps or flats—including the

octave of the lowest note.

Calculate and express decimally the ratio between the lengths of wire giv-

ing successive notes. Which intervals are semitones ?

Select from the box the three notes Ut^, Mi^, and Solg. Sound them to-

gether and note the harmony. Calculate the ratio of the length of wire

giving Mi and Sol to that giving Ut. Sound, similarly, f/lfi, Re^, Mi^. What

is the effect ? Calculate the ratio to Ut again.

What is the combination Ut^, 3/1^, Sol^ ( C„ Bi, G^) ?

What other similar combhiations are there in the diatonic scale ?

What would be the length of wire giving Sol^ on the chromatic scale ?

(See "Pliysics," Art. 162.)

Questions and Problems.

1. If the two arms of the lever are as 9 : 10, what would be the per-

centage difference between the true tension of the wire and

the tension calculated from the suspended weights if the

longer arm is horizontal?

2. Would an error from this source affect the accuracy of Part 1

or of Part 3 ?

3. What effect has a rise of temperature upon the pitch, intensity,

quality of (1) a piano-string ? (2) An organ-pipe ?

4. Describe the effect of a sounding-board upon a piauo-string.

Is there any effect upon the duration of the vibration ?

6. The third harmonics of two notes have the ratio 16 : 30. What
is the ratio of their fundamentals ?
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(two observers are required)

Object. To determine the velocity of sound in air by

means of stationary waves in a resonance tube. (See

''Physics/' Art. 147.)

General Theory. When an organ-pipe, closed at one end

and open at the other, is sounding, if V is the velocity of

sound-waves in the gas, n the frequency of the vibration,

L the length of the pipe (corrected for the open end), the

possible values of n are given by

V=n,\L.

Consequently, if a fork whose frequency is n is vibrating,

a number of different tubes will resound to it. n will be

the fundamental frequency of the shortest of these tubes,

the second j)artial for the next longer, the fourth partial

for the third in length, etc. Hence, if l^, I2, h^ etc., are

the lengths of these tubes, v = w.4Z, = n.~ =ii.~.

.-. /j^-i = -l, or ^2
= 3/1, Z3=z5/„ etc.,

and l2-h = 2li = ~ = -,

—L e., the difference in length between two successive
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lengths of tube which resound to the same note is one-

half the wave-length of the wave in the tube.

To verify this fact the following method is devised : A
sounding tuning-fork is held at the mouth of a tube whose

length can be varied
;
the greatest length of tube for which

resonance occurs is noted, and the tube is slowly shortened

until each successive length for which there is resonance is

ascertained. A number of determinations of the half wave-

length are thus obtained.

The pitch of the fork being known, the velocity in air is

determined from the relation v = nX. By repeating the

experiment with other forks the effect of the frequency on

the velocity (if any) can be noted.

(In an open organ-pipe the position of the loop at the

open end is not exactly at the end, but beyond it, at a dis-

tance approximately equal to the radius of the pipe.)

Sources of Error.

1. The loudness of the fork gradually diminishes, and care is

necessary to distinguish this from a decrease in loudness

due to the resonance of the tube becoming less.

Apparatus. A long glass resonance -tube, with a small

side tube attached near one end. Rubber tubes are joined

to this branch tube. (The tube at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity is 144 centimetres long, and the listening-tube is

connected about 10 centimetres from the top. The in-

ternal diameter is 28 millimetres.) The bottom of the tube

is tapered so as to join with a length of rubber-tubing con-

necting with the water -
tap, near which the experiment

must be done. Eubber tubing of sufficient length for this

purpose is needed ;
also a thread with a small plumb-bob ;

a metre-bar ;
and a set of forks containing at least two

of 250 vibrations and over. (In another form of appara-

tus the resonance - tube is lowered vertically into a deep

basin of water, thus changing the length of the column

of air.)

Caution. Be careful not to Avet the tuning-forks.
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Manipulation. Stand the tube near the sink and connect

with the tap by means of the rubber tube. Adjust the

resonance -tube by the plumb-line so that it is approxi-

mately vertical. Turn the water on in order to drive out

the air in the rubber

tube and fill about a cen-

timetre at the bottom

of the glass tube. Place

in the ears the listening-

tubes which are joined

to the small side tube.

Strike the ut^ tuning-

fork (or the lowest of

the two selected for the

experiment) against the

knee, and, holding it at

the mouth of the tube

with the plane in which

the two prongs lie ver-

tical, turn the water on

so that it rises quite rap-

idly in the tube. The

sound in the ear will be

found to vary in inten-

sity as the water rises, and one hand must be kept on the

stopcock and the water turned off the instant the sound is

at its loudest. The approximate height of the water for

resonance having thus been found and marked by a little

strip of wet paper placed on the tube, disconnect the tube

from the tap and allow the water to flow out slowly into

the sink. The vibrating fork must be held over the tube

while the water is flowing out. Do not, however, allow

the water to flow out too slowly, for the change in inten-

sity of the sound may become so gradual that the maximum
is not readily noted by the ear. Stop the flow again the

moment the sound begins to diminish, and lay the strip of

paper again with one edge at the level of the top of the

Fig. 85
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water column. Eaise and lower the level of the water simi-

larly until you are convinced that you have laid the strip

exactly at the level which corresponds to maximum reso-

nance in the tube. Measure the distance from this strip to

the upper edge of the tube or to any fixed level in the tube.

Repeat the observation twice, removing all marks be-

tween the trials so as to secure perfectly independent de-

terminations. Take the mean as the correct distance for

maximum resonance of the top of the tuater column below

the top of the tube (or the fixed level).

Starting with the water level at this point, turn on the

water and let it again rise rapidly in the tube. The sound

of the fork will become at first weaker, reach a minimum,
and then again increase to a maximum. Turn the water

off, as before, the moment this maximum is passed ; mark
it and proceed to determine the distance from the edge of

the tube or the fixed level, as in the previous case, making
three independent determinations. Take the temperature
of the air in the tube. If the tube is long enough, find,

similarly, a third point of resonance. The distance between

. X
successive maxima is -.

Repeat with ut^ the octave of the fork already tried, or

some other fork of a pitch considerably higher than the first.

Calculate the velocity of sound in air of the temperature
of that in the tube, as explained above. v = n\ = n'\',

\ X'

-, and - are given by the above experiments; and either

the frequency of the fork is marked upon it or else its

name
;
and in the latter case the frequency may be found

in the tables.

Reduce the value of the velocity in air thus obtained to

its value at 0° by noting that the velocity diminishes ap-

proximately 60 centimetres per second per degree centi-

grade as the temperature falls. (More accurately.
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ILLUSTRATION

Velocity of Sound in Air

Fork UU, 256 vibrations per second. 20° C.

237

Feb. 1, 1897

Xo. of Node
from Bottom
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7. If a mass of air were confined in a closed vessel of constant

volume, would changes in the temperature affect the veloci-

ty of sound in it ?

8. Allowing for the diameter of the tube, what must be the length

of an open tube whose diameter is 6 centimetres, and which

is filled with air, to respond most loudly to a tuning-fork of

320 vibrations per second ?

'
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Object. To determine the velocity of longitudinal vibra-

tions in a brass rod by Kundt's Method. (See "Physics,"
Art. 158.)

General Theory. A brass rod is clamped at its middle

point, and set in longitudinal vibration
;
one end of the rod

is provided with a small disk, which fits in a resonance-tube

coaxial with the rod. Consequently, if the resonance-tube

is of suitable length, the gas in it will be set in vibration

by the vibrations of the brass rod. The frequencies are the

same for the two vibrations
; and, if the length of the vi-

brating segments {i. e., half the length of the waves which

produce the vibrations in the gas) can be measured, the

ratio of the velocity of longitudinal waves in brass and in

the gas can be determined
;
for

\\ = nXi,

Fg = nXz-

... VjV^ = X,/\^.

If the gas in the tube is air, the velocity in it may be as-

sumed to be known from the preceding experiment.

In the vibrating rod there is a loop at each end and a

node at the middle point ;
and so the wave-length of the

longitudinal waves in the rod is twice the length of the

Fig. 86

rod. The positions of the nodes and loops in the column

of gas may be recorded by a little fine, dry powder, such as
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cork dnst, sprinkled lightly in the tube
; foi% when tint

are sharply defined nodes and loops, the dust gathert;i-

definite heaps marking those points. If the powder is v

light it will fly away from the nodes, leaving bare places^

the tube
; while, if the powder is heavier, it will rema^

inert at the nodes and will collect in transverse ridges {!>,

the loops. (These transverse ridges are due to
differencef^^

in pressure, caused by the air flowing to and fro between'

the fine particles.) There is never any ambiguity as to

where the nodes are; because, if the resonance - tube is

closed, both ends of the column of air are nodes, and so

it is easily seen which other points are nodes.

Sources of Error.

1. The brass rod is heated by the nibbing to a temperature not

readily determined. The velocity found by the experiment

cannot, therefore, be reduced to standard conditions.

2. The friction of the gas against the sides of the glass tube

changes slightly the velocity in the gas.

3. Tlie frequency of the vibration of the brass rod is not exactly
what it would be if it were vibrating freely.

4. The brass rod may not be clamped in such a way as to be held

at the exact node of the vibration.

Apparatus. A glass tube 3 or 3 centimetres in diameter j

a piston which fits the tube tightly, attached to a rod about

50 centimetres long ;
a brass rod 3 or 4 millimetres in diam-

eter, with a piston on one end fitting the tube only loosely ;
a

vise
;
a small piece of rough cloth and some resin

;
a metre-

bar
; supports for the tube

;
cork dust or lycopodium powder.

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown in the fig-

ure, clamping at its middle point in the vise the rod which

is to vibrate, and which carries the smaller piston. Before

putting the tube in place scatter small amounts of the dust

as evenly as possible inside it. The loose piston must not

be very near the mouth of the tube. Set up longitudinal

vibrations in the clamped rod by stroking it with the resined

cloth. The note is better if the cloth is pulled entirely off

the end of the bar. Push the tight piston in or out until
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he ridges of cork dust become as sharp as possible. Meas-

ure the distances between the nodes. To do this it is not ad-

visable to measure between two adjacent nodes, but between

two as far apart as possible.

Measure from the face of the fixed piston to a sharply de-

tined node near the other piston. The distance between

two adjacent nodes is then easily calculated, and is equal

to -.
2

Tap the tube so as to destroy the ridges and repeat,

making in a similar manner four determinations of X.

Measure the entire length of the brass rod and find the

temperature of the air in the tube.

(The velocity of sound in air at zero degrees may be

taken as 332 metres per second, to which .6 metre should

be added for each degree above zero.)

The velocity of another gas than air may now be found

by allowing it to flow through the tube slowly so as to fill

\'

it, finding
— the distance between the ridges, whence the
2

X'

velocity in this gas V — — V.
X

ILLUSTRATION

Velocity of Sound in Brass
Feb. 8, 1897

Leugth of bar = 60.9 centimetres. .•. \ = 121.8 centimetres.

Temperature inside the tube = 19°. .'. Velocity of sound in air,

343.8 metres per second.

No. of Loops
between Nodes

Measured
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Questions and Problems.

1. Deduce the frequency of the note given out by the brass rod.

2. Given that the density of brass is 8.4, deduce its elasticity iu

dynes per centimetre. (See "Physics," Art. 143.)

3. What would happen if the rod were clamped at another point

than its middle ?

4. What would happen if the clamp were too broad?

5. Could the velocity of sound in water be found by this method,

using a proper substitute for cork dust?

6. Is the velocity of transmission along the brass rod of the vi-

brations in this experiment the same as tlie velocity of trans-

mission of the vibrations in Experiment 39 along the brass

wire ? Explain fully.

I
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Object. To compare the velocity of longitudinal waves

in brass and in iron. (See
"
Physics," Art. 157.)

General Theory. Two wires—one brass, the other iron—
are stretched side by side and set in longitudinal vibration.

The lengths are then adjusted until the pitches of the two
vibrations are the same. If Vi is the velocity of longitudi-
nal waves in the brass wire, and li the length of the brass

wire, and Vg and /g similar quantities for the iron wire, then,

since the frequencies are the same.

Source of Error.

The main source of error comes from the inability of the observer

to decide when the two strings are in unison.

Apparatus. A large sonometer with brass and iron wires
;

clamps ;
metre-rod

;
two pieces of cloth, and resin. The

large sonometer is similar in principle to those already de-

scribed in Experiment 39, but can carry two or more wires.

The two wires, the brass and the iron, are placed under

tension by means of pegs similar to those used to tighten
the wires in pianos. The pegs are turned by a key which
fits them

;
and the wire, being thus wound around them,

can be tightened to any degree desired. At each end of

the sonometer are stationary clamps, in which both wires

are firmly held after being tightened, so as to prevent

slipping at the pegs and loss of tension. There is also one

movable clamp for each wire. The jaws of all the clamps,
fixed and movable, are lined with lead, so as not to cut
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the wire. A fixed centimetre scale, 150 centimetres long,

runs the entire length of the sonometer.

Manipulation. Stretch the wires so that they are firm

and straight; but there is no need of having them very

tense. Place a clamp on each wire, with one edge against

the scale, and tighten the clamp-screws.

Stroke both Avires with the resined cloths, holding the

clamp still
;
and then change the position of the clamp on

one until the note given out by both wires is the same.

When the notes are nearly the same, move only about one

millimetre at a time until they appear to be exactly in uni-

/,/,//, /,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,!, I,rm

Fig. 87

son. Note the scale -reading of the side of the clamp on

each wire next to the part of the wire which was made to

vibrate; then continue to move the same clamp as before in

the same direction, and note where a difference in the notes

can again be distinguished. The mean of the two readings

thus made on the same wire is then taken as the correct

reading, as corresponding to unison of the two wires. Meas-

ure the lengths of the two wires. Repeat four times, tak-

ing different lengths of wire in each case.

Calculate the ratio of the velocity in iron to that in brass,

and determine the absolute velocity in iron from that in

brass, as found in Experiment 41.
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EXPERIMENT 43

(two observers are required)

Object. To study the different modes of vibration of a

column of gas. (See "Physics/' Art. 148.)

General Theory. The column of air in a tube open at

both ends is set in vibration by a siren placed near one

end. A siren consists essentially of a circular disk in

which, at regular intervals

near the edge, small holes

are made
; and, when a blast

of air is blown through the

holes as the disk revolves,

the air is set in vibration

with a frequency equal to

the number of pulses which

come through the disk in

one second. The siren is

set up in front of the reso-

nance-tube
; and, by alter-

ing the speed of the disk,

different rates of vibration

can be noted, to each of

which the column of air re-

sponds.
A column of air open at both ends can vibrate in various

ways, such that there are successively 1, 3, 3, etc., nodes in

its length ;
and the frequencies of the vibrations to which

it responds are, therefore, in the same ratio. Further, if

Fig. 88
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the frequencies and the lengths of the vibrating segments
are known absolutely, the velocity of sound-waves can be

determined as in Experiment 40.

Sources of Error.

1. The belt connecting the disk with the wheel by which it is

rotated may slip and the frequency be less than that indi-

cated by the speed of the handle.

2. It is difficult to keep the speed absolutely constant, and it can-

not, therefore, be determined accurately.

Apparatus. Siren
;
bellows

;
rubber tubing ;

short piece
of glass tubing about 6 millimetres diameter

; clamp-
stands

; resonance-tube, a glass tube about 70 centimetres

long and 3 centimetres in diameter ; watch.

The rubber tubing should be joined to the bellows, and

in its other end the short glass tube inserted, so as to serve

as a mouth-piece for the air-blast.

Manipulation. Place the resonance-tube in a clamp-stand
so that it is perpendicular to the disk, with one end oppo-
site a hole. On the other side of the same hole fix the

blast - tube so that

the air is blown di-

rectly down the res- K

onance-tube. Blow

the bellows and re-

volve the siren,

gradually increas-

ing the speed until

the tube resounds.

Then keep the speed
as constant as pos-

sible, and time by
the second-hand of your watch fifty turns of the handle

which revolves the disk. Stop the siren. Begin again and

repeat the determination three times.

Next, increase the speed beyond that necessary to give

Fig. 89
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the lowest tone of the tube, and find, as before, the speed

necessary to produce the next higher note to which the

tube resounds. Make three trials again. Increase the

speed still further and find a third note
;
and continue the

experiment until a speed is reached which cannot be con-

veniently kept constant long enough to count.

It is necessary to time a greater and greater number of

turns of the handle in each case—say, 100 for the second

note, 150 for the third, and so on, or else the interval be-

comes too short to be accurately timed. Take the tem-

perature in the tube.

Stop the bellows. Revolve the handle very slowly and

count the number of turns made by the disk while the

handle revolves ten times. Do this three times. Deduce n-^,

the number of turns made by the disk to one of the handle.

Count the number of holes in the disk. Let it be ??2-

Then, if the handle is turned at a speed of JV turns per

second, the number of holes which pass the blast per sec-

ond—i. e., the pitch of the note—is N'n-^n2.

Measure the length of the tube. Draw diagrams to il-

lustrate Avhere the nodes and loops are in each case, and

state which note is the fundamental of the tube, and which

partial corresponds to each of the others. Show in each

case the relation of the pitch to the fundamental.

Deduce the velocity of sound in each case and average.
The loop at the open end of an organ-pipe is at a distance

beyond the end equal approximately to the radius of the

tube, and due allowance must be made for this.
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INTRODUCTION TO HEAT

Units and Definitions. As is shown in treatises on Physics,

the main '' elfects of heat" are changes in vohime, in tem-

perature, and in state or condition
;
and all these effects

are due to the addition of energy to the minute portions

of matter in the body which experiences the heat-effect.

Naturally, therefore, amounts of heat -energy should be

measured in ergs; but in almost every case this would be

impossible. Consequently, a subsidiary unit of energy is

adopted which admits of ready use, and which can be meas-

ured in terms of ergs. This subsidiary unit is the amount

of heat-energy required to raise the temperature of one gram
of water from 10° to 11° C, It is called the " thermal unit,"

or a ''calorie"; and its value in terms of the erg has been

determined by experiment to be

1 calorie = 4.3 x 10^ ergs.

By actual experiment it is found that the amount of heat-

energy required to raise the temperature of one gram of

water one degree centigrade is not exactly one calorie at

all temperatures ;
but the variations are so slight that in

preliminary experiments, such as those in the following

section, they may be neglected.

To measure temperature the centigrade scale is used ;

and the thermometer in universal use is the mercury-in-

glass one. The centigrade scale is one on which the tem-

perature of melting ice is called 0°, and that of the vapor

rising from boiling water 100°, provided the pressure of the

vapor is 76 centimetres of mercury under standard condi-

tions {i. e., when the barometric reading is 76 centimetres
"
corrected," as explained in Experiment 26).
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A mercnry-in-glass thermometer is an instrument whose

reading must be subject to many corrections if accuracy is

to be obtained.

The chief corrections may be thus summarized:

1. The bore of the tube may be irregular. The correc-

tion for this may be found by a process of calibration by
means of a thread of mercury. (See Experiment 2.)

3. The scale which is marked on the instrument may be

irregular, or it may be so placed as not to coincide exactly
with the position of the mercury column at definite tem-

peratures. The correction at 0° and 100° may be deter-

mined as is shown in Experiment 44
;
and the errors at

other points may be .learned by comparing the instrument

with some standard thermometer whose errors are known.

(If the thermometer is made of a kind of glass whose prop-
erties are known, its errors may be deduced from observa-

tions on it by itself.)

3. The effect of pressure, both external and internal, on

the volume of the bulb must be noted. This effect is very
noticeable if the thermometer is used first vertically and

then horizontally, or if it dips deeply in a liquid. The ex-

act correction may be determined by subjecting the bulb

to various pressures and measuring the effects; in most

cases of laboratory thermometers this correction is neg-

ligible. This effect also causes a difference between read-

ings made when the mercury column is falling and when
it is rising, owing to differences in capillary pressure.

Owing to this fact, readings should be made when the

mercury is either always rising or always falling, prefer-

ably the former
;
and in any case the stem of the ther-

mometer should be tapped gently before a reading is made.

4. The change in the volume of the bulb owing to molec-

ular changes in the glass is most important. This change

appears in two ways : there is a slow decrease in volume of

the glass, which continues for years after a thermometer

is made, and which is shown by the gradual rise of the mer-

cury column when the temperature is maintained constant
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—
e.g., the rise of the 0° point; and also, if the tempera-

ture of the instrument is varied from 0° to any point t° and

then back to 0°, the mercury column will always stand

lower than at first, owing to the fact that the glass lags be-

hind the change in temperature and the volume of the glass

does not return to its previous value for some days, per-

haps weeks. This "depression of the zero point" depends

upon the temperature to which the instrument has been

exposed, upon the time of exposure, and upon the rapidity

of the return to 0° C.

Owing to this fact it has been found convenient to de-

fine temperature as follows : let v^qq be the reading at 100°

C, Vq the reading at 0° after the exposure of the thermome-

ter to the temperature t°, Vt the reading at t°, then

f = 100
V, — Vo

"^100
—

'^0

where v'q is the reading at 0° after the thermometer has

been heated to the temperature 100° (it is nearly equal to

Although the mercury-in-glass thermometer is the one

in universal use, it is not the standard instrument. The

civilized countries of the world have agreed to accept as

the standard thermometer one filled with dry hydrogen at

the initial pressure of 100 centimetres of mercury. To re-

duce the readings of the mercury thermometer to the stand-

ard hydrogen thermometer, corrections must be learned by
direct comparison of the two instruments once for all, and

these can then be applied in all subsequent readings.

Object of Experiments. The experiments in the following

section are measurements of expansion and of quantities of

heat-energy. Every experiment involves a measurement

of temperature, and there is no physical measurement quite

so difficult to make accurately. The chief difficulties in

the measurement of temperature may be thus summa-
rized :

1. Error of the Instrument, as Described in the Previous

Article.—In the accurate use of a thermometer all the cor-
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rections must be made
;
but for ordinary purposes it is

sufficient to standardize the scale at 0° and 100°, calling the

readings at these temperatures Vq and Vjoo? and to define

the temperature at any other reading v^, as

^^100^-^"

2. stem - correction. — The portion of the thermometer

which is not immersed in the body whose temperature is

desired is at a different temperature in general, and so the

mercury column does not record the correct temperature.

This error may sometimes be avoided by enclosing the en-

tire thermometer in a glass tube, and filling this with water

at the same temperature as that of the substance in which

the bulb is placed. In general, however, some correction

must be applied, assuming the average temperature of the

projecting stem to be somewhere between the tempera-
ture of the bulb and that of the room. Thus, if t°i is the

true temperature of the bulb, t°i that of the surrounding
air or room, the average temperature of the stem will be

between these two (it is practically impossible to say ex-

actly what); call it t°. Let a be the coefficient of apparent
linear expansion of mercury in glass, and let the mercury
column project li degrees, then the stem correction is Qy\-

die\ii\yha{t\-t°).

3. Error in Reading.—In reading a thermometer great

care must be exercised to look at the mercury column in a

direction perpendicular to the scale. In some thermom-

eters it is possible to get a reflection of the scale divisions

in the mercury by looking a little from one side
;
and the

divisions and their images may be brought into line by

moving the eye, thus securing the proper direction. (See

Experiment 33.) In other cases the student must use

what care he can to make the correct reading.

4. Error Due to Radiation.—Great care must be taken to

keep the thermometer from interchanging heat-energy by

any means (but particularly by radiation) with other bodies

than the one whose temperature is desired. To avoid this
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danger, screens of non- transparent, non-conducting sub-

stances should be interposed between the thermometer and

neighboring bodies.

5. Capillary Error.—Before making a reading always tap
the thermometer gently.

In measuring quantities of heat -
energy errors due to

thermometers enter, but the main difficulty is caused by
transfer of the energy in other ways than in the one de-

sired. Thus there is constant danger of loss of heat-

energy by radiation, conduction, and convection, which

can be largely prevented, however, by suitable precau-
tions. Further, allowance must always be made for the

heat-energy which is necessarily consumed in any change
of temperature of the vessels which contain the substances

mainly involved in the heat-transfer. In the description

of each experiment attention will be

directed to these possible dangers,

and methods of correction will be

given.

One direction cannot be empha-
sized too much : Stir constantly any

liquid whose temperature is desired.

The stirring should not be violent,

otherwise it may itself cause a rise of

temperature ;
it should, however, be

thorough and unceasing,

Bunsen - burner. The gas-burner
which is ordinarily used in labora-

tories for heating purposes is the

Bunsen-burner, which is so devised

as to allow the gas when it enters to

mix with suitable amounts of air,

and thus it secures violent combus-

tion. Screws or stopcocks are intro-

duced so as to regulate the flow of

both gas and air, and they should be

17

Fig. 90
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SO adjusted as to cause a blue cone about 1^ inches high
to burn quietly above the mouth of the burner, the sur-

rounding colorless flame being about 5 inches high. The

hottest portion of the flame is Just outside the tip of the

blue cone. If the flow of gas or air is suddenly disarranged,

the flame may
'^ strike back'' and burn in the tube at the

point where the gas enters. (This is liable to so heat the

burner as to cause the rubber tubing to burn.) When this

happens it is best to put the burner out and relight.



EXPERIMENT 44

Object. To test the fixed points of a mercury thermome-

ter. (See "Physics," Art. 168.)

The thermometer, once tested, should be used in all later

experiments.
General Theory. The general discussion of a mercury ther-

mometer is given in the introduction
;
and it is seen that the

two standard temperatures on the centigrade scale are those

of the equilibrium of ice and water, and of water and steam,

under standard conditions of pressure. These temperatures

are called 0° and 100°
;
and the readings of the scale of a

thermometer at these temperatures must be carefully de-

termined. The obvious method is to place the thermome-

ter in turn in a mixture of ice and water and in the steam

rising from boiling water. If the pressure of the steam is

not the standard one, due correction can be made. The

temperature of equilibrium of ice and water is unaffected

by slight changes in pressure; and that of steam rising

from boiling water is changed at the rate of an increase

of 0.1° for an increase in pressure of 2.68 millimetres of

mercury.

Sources of Error.

1. The ice or water may be impure.

2. In determining tlie freezing-point it is very difficult to get the

entire mass of water exactly at O'^. There may be, conse-

quently, warmer water near the bulb of the thermometer.

3. The pressure around the thermometer may not be that recorded

on the barometer.

4. There may be loss or gain of heat in the thermometer by radi-

ation.
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1 . To Detepmine the 0° Point on the Centigrade Seale

Apparatus. A centigrade thermometer. (Note the num-

ber.)

For Method A.—A long, wide test-tube
;
a stout wire

stirrer, bent at one end into a ring, just large enough to

move freely over the bulb and stem of the thermometer;
a cork to fit the test-tube

;
a deep glass or metal vessel

;
a

supply of distilled water and of coarse common salt (NaCl);
ice or snow.

For Method B.—A stand, from which to hang the ther-

mometer; one large and one small beaker, or a set of cop-

per calorimeters
;
a cover and stirrer for the smaller of these

vessels
;
three long corks

;
sufficient cracked ice or snow to

fill the larger vessel.

Manipulation. Method A.*—Bore a hole in the centre of

the cork to fit the thermometer tightly, and a slit on one

side for the handle of the stirrer. Wash the thermometer,

the stirrer, and the inside of the test-tube carefully in dis-

tilled water. Fill the tube with distilled water to such a

height that the thermometer can be submerged well above

the zero mark, but not so high that the water in the tube is

not entirely covered by the freezing mixture when the tube

is put into the larger vessel. Insert loosely in the test-tube

the cork and the thermometer, and turn the latter so that

the stirrer does not hide the scale. Place a layer of salt

and ice at least two centimetres thick on the bottom of the

larger vessel, then insert the test-tube and pack around

the test-tube alternate layers of ice and salt. Stir the

water in the test-tube continually. When a cap of ice be-

gins to form on the inside of the tube and crystals of ice

float in the water about the thermometer, begin to record

the readings of the latter about once a minute, always stir-

ring. Be careful not to let the entire mass of water in the

tube freeze solid. To read the thermometer, lift it by means

* This method is due to Professor Ostwald, of Leipzig.
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of the cork, which should be loose in the tube as directed,

until the top of the mercury just shows above the water and

ice in the tube, the test-tube itself being raised far enough
out of the freezing mixture to admit of reading the ther-

mometer in this position. Take pains to have the line of

sight perpendicular to the thermometer. Read to one-tenth

of a division on the thermometer scale, as quickly as possi-

ble, and at once lower the thermometer in the test-tube and

the latter back into the freezing mixture. When the posi-

tion of the mercury has remained the same for five succes-

sive readings, it may be assumed that the water in the test-

tube and the mercury of the thermometer have both attain-

ed the temperature at which distilled water freezes under

natural conditions— i.e., 0° C. The mean of the last five

readings is, therefore, the true zero on the thermometer scale.

Take out the test-tube, allow the ice that has formed in it to

melt, and then repeat. Take the mean of the two results. If

this is Qq°, the correction to the thermometer at 0° is = —
Qq°.

Method B.—Wash the thermometer, the stirrer, the in-

side of the smaller vessel, and the ice in tap Avater. Support
the smaller vessel inside of the larger on three corks. Fill

the larger with ice, cracked to the size of chestnuts. Sup-

port the thermometer in the centre of the inner vessel, with

the stirrer fitting over it. Fill the inner

vessel one -half with ice, and add dis-

tilled water up to the brim. Stir con-

tinually, and occasionally raise the ther-

mometer, until you can just read it, and

lower again quickly into the ice and wa-

ter. As soon as the mercury has fallen to

1°, note the reading every minute until it

has remained stationary for five minutes,

and take the final reading as the zero of

the thermometer. Repeat the experiment, having mean-

while taken out the thermometer and allowed it to warm,

so as to start again with a reading above 1°. Take the

mean of the two results as the correct reading of the ther-

FiG. 91
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mometer at 0° C. If this reading is 6^°, the correction to

the thermometer at 0° is = — 0o°.

2. To Detepmine the 100° Point on the Centigrade Scale

Apparatus. A copper vessel, with a water-tight bottom,

has its feet firmly fastened in position by a plate of copper,
and from one side near its top projects a short copper tube.

Into the top of this vessel can be fitted

tightly a cone-shaped copper pipe, with

its base of the same diameter as the ves-

sel, and with its vertex placed upward.
The vertex of the cone is cut off so that

it admits a cork. Near the top of the

cone is a small projecting tube similar to

that of the vessel. This entire piece of

apparatus is called a "
hypsometer."

Manipulation. Fill the lower vessel with

water to within two centimetres of the side

tube. Close this tube by stuffing into it a

roll of paper or a piece of cork. Fit the

npper part of the hypsometer very tightly

to the lower part, but do not close the

tube near the top. Push the thermom-

eter, whose zero mark has just been tested, through the

hole in the cork at the top of the instrument until

ninety-nine and one-half scale divisions are hidden below

the upper surface of the cork. The thermometer should

fit closely into this hole to prevent its falling, and also

to hinder the escape of steam around the thermometer,
which would make observations upon it more difficult.

Adjust the cork until the thermometer is vertical, and

turn the thermometer around into that position in which
the scale divisions are most distinct and easily read. The

preceding adjustments will keep the bulb of the thermom-
eter well out of the boiling water, at the same time allow

free circulation of the steam around almost the entire col-

umn of mercury. Place a single Bunsen-burner, attached

Fig. 92
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by rubber tubing to a gas -pipe, under the hypsometer.
When the water has been boiling freely for some time,

and the top of the mercury column has become station-

ary, read the barometer, as explained in Experiment 2G, in

Mechanics. Note carefully, estimating to tenths of the

smallest division, the position of the top of the mercury
column in the thermometer. After two minutes repeat

this reading, and immediately afterwards note the baro-

metric pressure again. Take the mean of these pairs of

results, keeping the barometric and thermometric readings

separate. Call the mean thermometer reading 6,.

The variation in the temperature of the steam with the

pressure is given above; hence, calculate the true tempera-
ture of the steam at the pressure read from the barometer,

correcting the observed height for the temperature of the

mercury in the barometer and for the latitude. The differ-

ence between this value and the observed scale-reading is

the correction for the observed mark of the thermometer.

Finally, allow the thermometer to cool to about the tem-

perature of the room. Then place it in ice and again test

the freezing-point.

ILLUSTRATION

Thermometer No. 50
^^°- ^' ^^^^

Freezing-point
—Method A

Last five readings;

Experiment 2

-0.3

.25

.2

.2

.2

Mean, -0.2

Experiment 1

-0.3

.35

.25

.3

3
Mean,— 0.3

Mean = -0.25 = 00°.

Boiling-point

Thermometer in steam, 99.6, 99.5. Mean, 99.55 = 9,.

Barometer corrected for temperature and latitude, 75.7, 75.6.

Mean pressure during experiment, 75.65.

ij-gQ 'j'5g g

Temperature of steam at 75.65 pressure, 100
,^„ g

= 99.87° = t,.
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Hence

00 = -0.25°. .-. Correction at zero = +0.25°.

9, = 99. 55°. /,
= 99. 87°. .'. Correction at boiling-point = + 0. 32°.

The true temperature, when the thermometer reads 100°, is :

100 +.25 .__.~
99.55 +.25
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Object. To determine the coefficient of linear expansion
of a solid rod or wire. (See

"
Physics," Art. 169.)

General Theory. By definition, the average coefficient of

linear expansion of a substance between two temperatures

t^" and // is

where Z, and l^ are the lengths of a linear dimension at

t-^° and t2°, respectively. Consequently, the method is to

measure the change in the length of the rod or wire

between the two temperatures and to substitute in the

formula.

The change in the length, l^
—

/p is the quantity which is

in general the most difficult to measure, owing to its mi-

nuteness, and particular care must be devoted to its meas-

urement. The general method is to have the rod or wire

so fastened to one end of a lever that the least change of

length of the rod or wire produces a great motion of

the other end of the lever, and this can be read with ac-

curacy. The rod or wire is then immersed in succession

in baths of diiierent known temperature—e.g., water or

steam— and if tlie original length of the rod or wire is

known the coefficient of expansion may be at once cal-

culated.

Sources of Error.

1. The rod or wire may not be exactly at the temperature of the

surrounding gas or liquid.

2. There may be some slipping of the lever.
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3. The rod or wire may not be at the same temperature through-

out its entire length.

4. The greatest error enters through the measurement of the

shorter lever arm.

Apparatus. Method 1.—"
Expansion of metal-rod appa-

ratus/^ consisting of a rod supported in a cylinder with

steam connections, lever, scale, etc.
;

kerosene - oil can,

in which to boil water
;
thermometer

; metre-rod
;
rubber

tubing ;
Bunsen-burner,

The "expansion of metal-rod apparatus" consists essen-

tially of a metal rod supported horizontally in a cylindrical

jacket through which steam may be passed. One end of

the rod rests firmly against a fixed steel point ;
while the

Fig. 93

other end, which is free to move, rests against one end of

a lever. Consequently, any change in length of the rod is

at once indicated by a motion of the lever arm, which

moves over a finely divided scale. If the magnifying

power of the lever is known, the actual change in length

of the rod can be calculated.

Manipulation. Join the boiler to the steam-jacket by a

short piece of rubber tubing, and provide for the escape of

steam from the jacket by another longer piece of tubing.

See that the rod rests against the steel point, and that the

lever and scale are properly adjusted.

Insert a thermometer in the steam-jacket and note the

temperature f-^,
and the scale reading of the lever. Fill

the boiler half full of water and set boiling. When the
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thermometer indicates a fixed temperature note this and

call it ^2- Note also the scale reading. Remove the Bunsen-

burner and allow the rod to cool. When the temperature

has returned to its former value note the scale reading.

Let the mean difference of the scale readings at the two

temperatures /g a^icl t^ be h. The actual elongation of the

rod can be calculated from a knowledge of the lengths of

the arms of the lever. Measure these with the greatest

care and let their ratio be p. Then the elongation /j
—

/j

equals hip. The original length of the rod may be learned

from an instructor, or in some cases it may be measured

directly. Then the average coefficient of linear expansion

may be calculated from the formula

Apparatus. Method 2.—"Expansion of wire apparatus,"

consisting of a wire supported in a long, vertical glass tube,

with steam connections, lever, steel scale, clamp -stand,

etc.
;
kerosene can

;
thermom-

eter
;
rubber tubing ;

Bunsen-

burner.

The "expansion of wire ap-

paratus
"
consists essentially of

a long, vertical glass tube closed

at both ends, and so arranged

that steam may be passed in at

the top and out at the bottom.

The wire to be tested is double

the length of the tube, and

both ends are passed through
the cork at the top and fast-

ened to a bar passing across

the end of the tube. The bend

of the wire at the bottom goes

around a pulley, to which is at-

tached an arm carrying a hook

passing loosely through the figm.
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cork at the bottom. A long lever is hung upon the hook

so that the arm one side is six or seven times longer than

the other. The shorter arm is held firmly at its end under

a sharp edge fixed firmly to the stand supporting the tube.

This edge is the fulcrum, and the long arm of the lever

carries a metal vernier at right angles to it at its extreme

end. A clamp -stand can be adjusted to hold the steel

scale vertical and parallel to this metal vernier and as close

to it as possible. The elongation of the wire is evidently

.„ - . ,, ,. Distance fulcrum to vernier.
magnified m the ratio :

—
pr: r—

;

—
^

—
JJistance fulcrum to hook.

Manipulation. Method 2.—Connect the glass tube at

the to|) of the instrument with the escape -pij)e of the

boiler by means of a short, straight piece of rubber tubing.

Measure accurately the distances between the fulcrum and

the vernier and the fulcrum and the hook, and calculate

the ratio. Place the steel scale in a clamp-stand back of

the vernier and note how finely the vernier reads, as ex-

plained in Experiment 4, in Mechanics. It is convenient,

when the whole instrument has been adjusted, to raise the

scale until one of its divisions is coincident with the zero

division on the vernier. The wire is not accessible for

measurement, and the length may be obtained from the

instructor.

Before heating the water note very carefully the tem-

perature (^i) of the inside of the tube, as indicated by the

enclosed thermometer. Note the position on the scale of

the zero division of the vernier. Pass steam from the

boiler through the tube containing the wire
; and, when

the thermometer inside the tube ceases to indicate any

change of temperature, read it carefully, correcting for

inaccuracies in its scale, etc. Call this temperature ^2-

Again note the position on the scale of the zero division

of the vernier. The difference between this reading and

the like one before made is the number of scale divisions

over which the zero division of the vernier has passed while

the wire has had its temperature raised from ti° to ^2°-
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This distance should be expressed as a decimal fraction

of a centimetre. Remove the Bnnsen flame and allow the

instrument to cool to the temperature of the room. AVliile

this is taking place the student should deduce the value in

centimetres (^2~^) of ^^^^ increase in length of the wire

from the ratio of the lever-arms, combined with the differ-

ence between the initial and final readings of the vernier.

Calculate the average coefficient of linear expansion. Cal-

culate also the coefficient as referred to 0° C.

ILLUSTRATION , ,.„ '„„Jan. 30, 1890

Coefficient of Linear Expansion of Brass Wire

Corrected Temperature

?i
= 105.23 cm.r2

= 98.4°C.

«,
= 18.6°C.

Vernier Readings

At 18.6°, 5.28 cm.

At 98.4°, 0.71
"

Length of shorter lever-arm = 3.11 cm.
" whole lever =89.37 "

h~h
hiU-ti)

0.00001894.

Questions and Problems.

1. Does the cross-section of the wire, whether it be hollow, square,

circular, large or small, influence its coefficient of linear ex-

pansion, and, if so, how ?

2. Give some objections to measuring l^—h while the tempera-

ture of the wire was rising from t° to ^2°.

3. Is there any relation between heat and energy or work, and, if

so, what is it? How is this known?

4. Explain in detail the correction which would have to be ap-

plied to the above formula if tlie glass tube rested upon a

support under its lower end instead of being firmly bound

at its upper end.

5. Why is the steam let into the tube from its upper end ?

6. A steel boiler lias a surface 10 square metres at 15° C, what is

the increase in area when its temperature becomes 90° C. ?
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7. A clock, which has a pendulum made of brass, keeps correct

time at 20°; if the temperature falls to 0° C, how many sec-

onds per day will it gain or lose ?

8. If 45° C. is the maximum temperature to which railway rails

are liable, calculate the space which should be left between

their ends if they are 15 metres long and are laid down
at30°C.
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or /3 =
V — Vq

But V — Vq is the apparent change in

volnme—that is, it is the increase in

height of the liquid in the tube multi-

plied by the cross-section of the tube.

Object. To measure the apparent expansion of a liquid.

(See '-Physics/' Art. 176.)

General Theory. Since a liquid must always be held in a

solid, if the temperature of the containing vessel is raised

the apparent increase in volume of the liquid is the true in-

crease diminished by the increase of the

solid. The simplest hiode of measure-

ment is to have the liquid contained in

a large bulb which is provided with a

capillary stem, the volume of the bulb

and the bore of the stem being known.

The liquid is made to stand at a cer-

tain height in the tube when the tem-

perature is 0° C, and the change in

height when the temperature is in-

creased to t° is noted. If Vq is the

original volume of the liquid at 0°, v

the apparent volume at t°, the coeffi-

cient of apparent expansion /3 is given

by the equation

Fig. 95
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The volume of the bulb and the bore of the tube may be

measured as in Experiment 3.

Sources of Error.

1 . These are practically the same as in Experiment 2.

Apparatus. The bulb used in Experiment 2
;
a large

beaker of ice; a 10-centimetre rule; a Bunsen-burner, tri-

pod, and asbestos dish; clamp-stand; thermometer; stirrer;

30 cubic centimetres of glycerine.

Manipulation. Fill the glass bulb used in Experiment 2

with glycerine exactly as there described, and leave the

surface of the liquid in the stem at a height of about 2

centimetres above the bulb when it is placed vertical in

a beaker of ice. Support it in a clamp-stand, so as to be

surrounded on all sides by ice. When the temperature
has fallen to 0°, as is indicated by the liquid in the stem

reaching a definite position, record this position by stick-

ing to the tube a bit of paper which has a sharp edge.

Eemove the bulb, and notice the apparent change in vol-

ume of the liquid as it assumes the temperature of the

room. Fill the beaker with water, and place it on the

asbestos dish which is on the tripod. Support the bulb

upright in the water, taking care not to wet or remove

the bit of paper. Raise the temperature of the beaker of

water by means of the Bunsen-burner until some temper-
ature about 25° C. is reached, if this temperature does not

raise the liquid too high in the tube. Keep a thermome-

ter in the water, and stir constantly ; keep the tempera-
ture constant at 25° for a few minutes, if possible, and

record the height of the liquid in the stem by means of

a second bit of paper; record the temperature. Remove
the burner and the bulb; and by means of the decimetre

scale measure the distance apart of the two positions de-

termined at the temperatures 0° and t°.

From a knowledge of the bore of the tube and the vol-

ume of the bulb, calculate /3.
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illustration
. T1 n Dec. 15, 1896
Apparent Expansion of Glycerine '

Volume of bulb at 0° 25.24 cc.

Radius of bore of stem, 0.099 cm.

Hence, cross-section = 0.0308 sq. cm.

Temperature, t° = 25°.

Rise of surface in stem, 10.1 cm.

/. «- «o = 10, 1 X 0. 0308 = 0. 31 cc.
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Object. To determine the mean coefficient of cubical

expansion of glass between 0° and 100° C. (See
'^
Phys-

ics," Art. 176.)

General Method. If a liquid is contained in a glass bulb,

the apparent expansion of the liquid is less than the abso-

lute by the expansion of the glass. Consequently, if the

apparent expansion of a liquid whose absolute expansion
is known can be measured, the expansion of the glass

can be calculated. Such a liquid is pure mercury, whose

mean coefficient of expansion between 0° and 100° 0. is

0.0001816.

In practice a glass bulb whose mass is known is filled

with mercury at 0° C.
;
the bulb is then heated to a known

temperature— e. g., to 100° C.—and the mercury which es-

capes is caught and weighed; the bulb is then weighed

again, and the mass of the mercury remaining in the bulb

is thus calculated.

Let ilf=:mass of mercury left in bulb at temperature t°,

m = " " "
expelled from 0° to t°.

Call
pt
= density of mercury at t°,

Po=
" " "

"0°,

V, = volume of glass bulb at t°,

Vo= " " '' " "
0°.

The coefficient of cubical expansion of glass = a
Vt
—

Vo

Vot

But Vtz=z—,VQZ= ,andpo = p»(l + /30>
9t po

where /3 = 0.0001816.
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Hence
V.—Vr,

i¥/3-
m
1

V(,t M+ m
= a.

and so a can be calculated.

Sources of Error.

These are the same as in Experiment 3.

Apparatus. A "
weight-thermometer," consisting of an

elongated glass bulb, to which is joined a capillary tube;

mercury ; mercury-tray ; porcelain crucible
; hypsometer

and rubber- cork with one opening; all the ap-

paratus for cleaning and filling a bulb, as in

Experiment 2.

Manipulation. The weight-thermometer must

be cleaned, weighed, and filled with mercury ex-

actly as in Experiment 2. A mercury tray must

be used to hold the clamp -stand and bulb, in

order to catch the mercury in case any is spilled.

If there are any traces of air in the bulb the mer-

cury must be carefully boiled in such a way that

bubbles of mercury vapor run up one side of the

bulb at a time. This can be easily brought about /^

by heating the bulb uniformly for a time, and

then keeping the flame at one point of it until

bubbles form there and roll up. When the bulb

and stem are completely free from air let it cool

without removing the cup at the top. When its

temperature has fallen to about that of the room,

immerse it, still suspended from the clamp-stand,

in a beaker of crushed ice or snow. Leave it

thus for "at least fifteen minutes, always keeping the fun-

nel half full of clean, dry mercury, and occasionally stir-

ring the mixture of ice and water. During this time care-

fully clean a small porcelain crucible and then weigh it as

accurately as possible. Without removing the thermometer

from the mixture, quickly remove the funnel from its top.

KJ
Viu M.
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allowing the excess of mercury to escape into the beaker.

If a globule of mercury should happen to stick to the top
of the thermometer-tube immediately scrape it off with a

knife-blade. Remove the thermometer from the mixture,

holding the bulb in the hand, and catch in the crucible all

the mercury which is then driven out by the heat of the

hand. When the mercury ceases to come out from the tube

fasten the weight-thermometer vertically in a liypsometer

by a rubber cork which holds the thermometer very tiglitly.

Boil the water, and catch in the crucible the mercury
which overflows while the mercury in the thermometer

expands. The simplest way is to hold the crucible by the

side of the tube and scrape the mercury into it. When
the mercury ceases to overflow, remove the burner and

allow the thermometer to cool.

Note the barometric pressure, correct it for the tempera-
ture and latitude, and deduce from it the temperature of

the steam.

Weigh the thermometer with the mercury left in it as

soon as it is cool enough to be handled comfortably. Also

weigh the crucible with the escaped mercury.
Let t° — the temperature of the steam, as calculated,

w = mass of empty weight-thermometer.
c= " " " crucible.

lo'— " "
weight-thermometer -|- mercury left in

it after heating to t°.

c' = " "• crucible -f collected mercury.
Hence m — c'— c, mass of mercury expelled from the ther-

mometer,
and M=io'—to " " "

left in thermometer,

Jf/3- —
and .•.

''~ ° — _, the coefficient of cubical expan-
VqI M+m

sion of the glass, can be calculated.
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ILLUSTRATION
May 3, 1889

Cubical Expansion op Glass

<° = 101.23°, calculated from barometer.

w = 27.031 grams. w' = 289.263. .-. M= 262.232.

c= 4.583
"

c' - 8.699. :. m = 4.116.

m 4 116
M(i-— 262.232 x 0.000182

t 101.23 _ 0^0000265.M+m 266.348

Questions and Problems.

1. Explain in brief how the above result can be used to find the

mean coefficient of expansion of any liquid.

2. Is there any relation between the coefficients of linear and cu-

bical expansion of the same substance; and, if so, what is it ?

3. Describe a method for determining the absolute coefficient of

expansion of mercury.

4. Describe a method by which a weight-thermometer may be

used to measure temperature.

5. A cylinder of iron 50 centimetres long floats upright in mer-

cury. If the temperature rises from 0° to 100° C, how far

will the cylinder sink ?

6. A glass test-tube contains 50 cubic centimetres of mercury at

10° C. If the temperature is raised to 30^ C, what is the

apparent volume of the mercury ?
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Object. To measure the increase of pressure of aii at

constant volume when the temperature is increased. (See

"Physics/' Arts. 177, 178, 179.)

General Theory. If the volume of a given amount of air

is kept constant, but the temperature varied, the pressure

will change according to the law,

i?=i?o(i 4-/30;

where jOo is the pressure at 0° C,

p
'' " " at t° C,

/3 is a constant, and is called the '^coeflEicient of ex-

pansion of the gas at constant

volume." (It is known that

/3 is the same for all gases
—

Charles's Law— and that its

value is the same as the co-

efficient of cubical expansion
at constant pressure.)

The general method is to

enclose the gas in a bulb

which has a long, bent stem,

as shown, the open end of the

stem being connected by a

rubber tube to a vessel con-

taining mercury. By raising

or lowering this vessel the

mercury may be made to rise

or fall in the stem connected

with the bulb; so, however the

Fio.97 pressure of the gas changes.
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the volume may be kept the same. Further, by measur-

ing the differences in height of the surfaces of the mer-

cury in the two arms, the pressure on the gas may be

measured.

The gas is then subjected to different temperatures, and

the corresponding pressures measured, while the volume is

kept constant.

Sources of Error.

1. The air may not be dry.

2. Bubbles of air may cling inside the rubber tube and cause

trouble bj^ escaping.

3. The stem of the bulb is not at the same temperature as the bulb.

(In accurate work allowance must be made for this.)

4. Allowance should also be made for the expansion of the bulb.

Apparatus. Air thermometer-bulb, rubber tubing, mer-

cury reservoir on stand
; mercury-tray ;

beaker of ice
; spe-

cial boiler
; Bunsen-burner; tripod; thermometer.

Manipulation. The bulb has been filled by an instructor

with dry air, and the apparatus should not be disturbed

during the experiment.

Set up the ''air thermometer" in a mercury-tray ; hang
a mercury thermometer on the frame between the two mer-

cury columns, and surround the bulb with cracked ice so as

to reduce the temperature to 0°. As the gas contracts, the

pressure decreases
;
and care must be taken to keep lower-

ing the vessel of mercury so as not to allow the mercury to

be drawn over into the bulb. By means of the movable

basin bring the mercury surface in the stem to a fixed

mark, either a scratch or a point inserted in the glass.

Keep the mercury at this point during the entire experi-

ment. When the temperature has fallen to 0°, as is indi-

cated by no further change in the mercury in the open

tube, record the difference in height of the two mercury
surfaces. Displace the movable vessel and readjust. Do
this three times in all. Call the mean difference of the

two surfaces Jiq.
If the free surface is higher than the

surface in the stem of the bulb, the pressure on the gas
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in the bulb is Pq= h^ pg + atmospheric pressure. Read the

barometer and the mercury thermometer attached to the

air thermometer. "Correct" both Jiq and the barometric

iieight.

Remove the ice, and place the bulb in a special boiler in

which water can be raised to boiling, and so steam can be

made to surround the bulb. When steam is issuing freely

from the boiler, record the difference in height of the two

mercury columns, Ji^qq, the volume of the gas being kept the

same as before : make three settings. Read the mercury
thermometer again, and also the barometer. The pressure
of the gas, p^oo— Pi/^hoo+ atmospheric pressure. "Correct"

the readings as before. Calculate the temperature of the

steam from the barometer reading.

Therefore, if /5' is the "apparent" coefficient in glass,

^,00=^1 + 100/3'),

and (i'=^^^;^'.
IOO7J0

The absolute coefficient equals /5', plus the coefficient of

expansion of the glass.

Now remove the boiler, allow the bulb to cool, and, keep-

ing the volume of the gas the same as during the rest of the

experiment, measure the pressure when the bulb has reached

the temperature of the room. From this pressure calculate

the temperature.

ILLUSTRATION
„ ^ .

Nov. 24, 1896
Expansion of Dry Air

0°

Difference in height,
— 3.75 cm. Temperature of mercury, 22.2°.

Corrected, -3.74
"

Barometer height,
"

76.59
"

.•.p, = 72.85x 13.6x980.

Boiling-point, 100.22°

Difference in height, + 22.85 cm. Temperature of mercury, 23.3°.

Corrected, + 22.75
"

Barometer height,
" 76 59 "

••. i>ioo= 99-34 X 13.6 X 980.
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'''=^^=««''^''^
Correction for glass = 0.00003

Absolute coefficient of expansion = 0.00365

Questions and Problems.

1. Calculiite R for oxygen, liydrogen, nitrogen.

2. Form product R x "molecular weight,"
3. Calculate J, "mechanical equivalent," from R, Cp, C„.

4. If hydrogen fills a glass tube containing 500 cubic centimetres,

open at one point, at temperature 20° ('., pressure 76 centi-

metres of mercury, how much gas in grams will escape if

the temperature is raised to 100° C. ?

5. How much work is done by 1 gram of hydrogen, if it expands
from volume 500 cubic centimetres to volume 1000 cubic

centimetres, the pressure being constant, the temperature at

starting being 20°? What must be the rise in tempera-
ture to produce this expansion ? How much heat has been

furnished ?

6. Calculate on the kinetic theory the average speed of a mole-

cule of H, of 0, of N, at 0° C. and pressure 76 centimetres.

7. Tlie formula for steam is H^O ; 20 cubic centimetres of H
and 20 cubic centimetres of are mixed

;
an electric spark

is passed ; what is the resulting volume, the initial and final

temperature and pressure being the same ?
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Object. To determine the specific heat of a metal—e.g., i

lead or brass^ cut in small pieces. (See ''Physics," Art.

184 fl.) \

General Theory. By definition, the specific heat of any |

substance is the number of calories necessary to raise the I

temperature of one gram of it one degree centigrade. This
|

is different for different temperatures of the substance, !

and so the average specific heat through a certain number I

of degrees is usually measured. It may be assumed within >

the limits of errors of this experiment that the specific

heat of water is constant; and hence by the definition of

the calorie its value is one.

If M grams of a metal at temperature Tq° are quickly

placed in m grams of water at temperature ^o°> the water

being contained in a calorimeter whose "
water-equivalent^'

is a, the final temperature t° reached after equilibrium is

such that, if s is the specific heat of the metal,

Ms{T,''-n = {m + a){t°-t°),
if no heat energy is gained from or lost to surrounding
bodies.

By
"
water-equivalent

"
is meant the number of calories

required to raise the temperature of the calorimeter, the

stirrer, and the thermometer one degree. Owing to the

small numerical value of the specific heat of the calorime-

ter, a is a small quantity; and its value can be determined

by a preliminary experiment, the method used being one

which is not so accurate as that of the main experiment.
The method is this: Pour m^ grams of water in the calo-

rimeter; measure its temperature, t° (keeping the stirrer
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and thermometer in it) ;
add a known mass (7^2) of water

at a higher temperature, T°
;
and let the final temperature

of equilibrium be T°. Then, since the specific heat of

water is 1,

{a + m,){T-t,) = m,{T,-T).
T,-T

:. a = m^ j,_ ,
— Wj.

This value may be substituted in the first formula, and

s thus determined.

m

Sources of Error.

1. Heat energy may be-lost by radiation, conduction, or evapora-

tion. If the radiation is considerable, it may be allowed for

in either of two ways. (See Experiments 52 and 54.)

2. There may be a drop in temperature as the metal is transferred

from the heater to the water.

8. There may be differences between the two thermometers.

4. The metal may not be quite dry.

Apparatus. A hypsometer without the conical top ;
a

copper dipper fitting on top of this
;
two centigrade ther-

mometers; one large and one small

nickel-plated calorimeter; a stirrer;

a large cork to fit the larger calo-

rimeter; a pasteboard cover for the

dipper; a beaker -glass; about 200

grams of shot or 100 grams of brass

wire cut in fine sections
; tripod

with asbestos plate; Bunsen-burner,

etc.

Manipulation. 1. Preliminary.
—

Determining the water -equivalent
for the smaller calorimeter.

Thoroughly dry the smaller calo-

rimeter and its stirrer, and find their combined mass by

weighing on a platform-balance. Call this mass ni. By
means of the large cork with a hole in its centre fit the

smaller calorimeter inside the larger, with their axes coin-

f1

oo5

¥

Fig. 98
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Fig. 99

ciding and their upper edges flush, as represented in the

diagram.

Weigh the combined apparatus, and add enough water

to fill the inner calorimeter about

one-quarter full. Let the mass of

the water added be m-^ grams. Keep
the stirrer in the inner calorimeter.

Put one of the thermometers into

the inner calorimeter, with the bulb

near the bottom, and cover the open-

ing with a piece of paper or card-

board. After the mercury column

has been observed to remain station-

ary for several minutes, read the

temperature. Apply the proper cor-

rections to this reading, and call the temperature thus

found ^j". This should be the temperature of the inner

calorimeter.

Fill with water a beaker-glass whose capacity is at least

equal to that of the smaller calorimeter, and heat it to

about t]° 4- 15°. Quickly fill the calorimeter about tlvo-

thirds full of this heated water, noting the exact tempera-
ture {T^°) of the water just before pouring it into the

calorimeter. Before reading this temperature the water

must, of course, be well stirred to insure its being at a uni-

form temperature throughout. After the water has been

poured into the calorimeter, stir it gently but thoroughly,

noting the temperature {T) after a few seconds, when equi-

librium seems to have been reached. Then remove the

thermometer, and weigh the smaller calorimeter and stirrer

with the water it contains. The mass thus found, dimin-

ished by m' -\- nij, is the mass (m^) of water used, and so

a, the water-eqiaivalent, may be calculated from the for-

mula.

a = W,
T^-T— m-,"^ T- t.

Dry the calorimeter and stirrer, and determine a twice
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more, correcting all the observed temperatures for the

errors of the thermometer. Average the three values

of a.

2. Ex2)eriment Proper.
—
Determining the specific heat of

lead or brass. Pour enough water into the boiler to rise to

within a short distance of the bottom of the dipper, and

commence heating it. Weigh out on the platform-balance
about 200 grams of small dry shot or 100 grams of pieces
of brass wire. Let the exact mass be M grams. Pour the

metal pieces into the dipper on top of the boiler, and cover

it with a cap made of a piece of card -board. Plug up
the escape-tube in the side of the boiler, so that the steam

will be forced out only between the flange of the dipper
and the upper edge of the boiler. The second thermom-

eter, which has not yet been used, must be set vertical,

with its bulb surrounded by the metal and its stem through
the cap of the dipper. While the water in the boiler is

being heated and vaporized, weigh out about 50 grams of

water in the smaller calorimeter. This may be done by

placing weights equal to about (m'+50) grams on one

scale - pan of a balance, and the calorimeter and stirrer on

the other pan, and then pouring water into the calorimeter

until the scale balances. Let the exact mass of the water

be m grams.

Adjust the smaller calorimeter in the larger one, as ex-

plained above. Insert in the water the thermometer used

in finding the water -equivalent, with its bulb near the

bottom, and cover the vessel with a cap ;
note the temper-

ature of the water. Note the reading {Tq) of the ther-

mometer in the dipper when it has reached its highest

temperature, which it will retain as long as the boiler

works properly. Next, quickly remove the cap and ther-

mometer from the dipper, raise the cap of the calorimeter,

and very rapidly, but carefully, pour the hot metal into the

calorimeter. Instantly replace the cap on the calorimeter,

and thoroughly stir the water with the stirrer. Let the

temperature of the water just before the metal is trans-
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ferred be tQ°, and let the highest temperature reached

after the hot metal has been poured in be t°.

Repeat the experiment proper three times in all, correct-

ing all temperatures, and always using perfectly dry metal.

Read the thermometer to at least tenths of a degree.

Op«i;iUU liBttL
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7. If 1 gram of water and 1 gram of mercury are heated in turn

over the same burner, which will boil in the least time, if

their initial temperatures are 0°C. ?

8. A litre of water whose temperature is 0° C. is mixed with a

litre of water whose temperature is 100°; what will be the

final temperatuie?
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Object. To determine the specific heat of turpentine.

(See
"
Physics," Art. 184 a.)

General Theory. The general method is the same as in

the preceding experiment. However, the following addi-

tional points should be noticed. When turpentine and

water are mixed there is no chemical action resulting in

an appreciable absorption or evolution of heat. Water, be-

ing denser than turpentine, will sink to the bottom, so that

when they are mixed at different temperatures it is best to

use hot water and cold turpentine, and to pour the water

into the turpentine, so that, in passing to the bottom

through the turpentine, the water may be the better able

to impart its heat. The boiling-point of turpentine is

much higher than that of water, so that hot water may be

poured into cold turpentine without causing the turpen-
tine to boil or to lose much heat by rapid evaporation.
The water-equivalent of the calorimeter can be measured

as described in the preceding experiment. Call its value a.

Let m grams of water at temperature tQ° be added to M
grams of turpentine at temperature T^°, and let the tem-

perature of equilibrium be T°. Then, if s is the specific

heat of turpentine, and if there are no extraneous losses or

gains of heat energy,

Hence s = -tj
~—~ — -r-.M T~ To M

Sources of Error.

The same as in the preceding experiment.
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Apparatus. The same as in the preceding experiment,

with the exception of the boiler and dipper, which are not

needed.

Manipulation. Determine the water -equivalent of the

calorimeter, stirrer, and thermometer, as in previous experi-

ment, if it is not known already. (If the water-equivalent

of a calorimeter of the same material was found in the pre-

vious experiment, calculate the water-equivalent in this ex-

periment from a comparison of the masses of the two.)

Place the smaller calorimeter in the larger, as in the pre-

vious experiment, and exercise all the precautions men-

tioned. Fill the smaller nickel-plated calorimeter a little

more than half-full of turpentine. Weigh the calorimeter

with its contents and .deduce the mass (M) of turpentine.

Into this pour what you estimate to be a mass of hot water

about equal to one - half of the mass of the turpentine.

The temperature (^o°) of ^^i© water should be about 80° C,
and should be noted, together with the temperature (^0°)

of the turpentine, just before the water is poured in. The

mixture should be kept so thoroughly stirred that, when

its highest temperature {T°) is read, it is uniform through-

out. (It may happen that two or three minutes elapse

before the highest point is reached.) Deduce the mass

{»i) of water added by weighing the calorimeter with the

contained mixture immediately after T° has been read,

deducting the combined mass of the calorimeter and tur-

pentine. Correct all observed temperatures for the errors

of the thermometers used. Repeat three times in all.

19
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ILLUSTRATION

Specific Heat of Turpentine

a = 19.97

Nov. 12, 1887

Jf= 54.73 grams.
'
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Object. To determine the "melting-point" of paraffine.

(See "Physics," Art. 187.)

General Theory. When a solid is heated, its temperature
rises gradually until it begins to melt (or vaporize), and

while the solid is changing into the liquid state the tem-

perature either remains constant or changes at an abnor-

mal rate. All crystals and most pure substances keep their

temperature unchanged while the process of fusion is in

progress, pr'ovided the inixture of solid and liquid is well

stirred. For such substances the fusion- or melting-point

is the temperature at which the solid and liquid are in

equilibrium together. (See Experiment 44.) Obviously,

such substances, as they pass from the liquid into the solid

state, begin to solidify at the ''fusion temperature."

However, when waxes and certain other bodies which be-

come ''pasty"
—such as plumbers' solder—begin to melt,

the temperature does not remain constant, but continues

to change during the entire process until they are liquefied

completely ;
and if they are cooled when in the liquid

state the temperature at which they begin to solidify is not

that at which they previously began to melt. The average

of these two temperatures is definite for any one substance,

however
;
and this is called the fusion-point.

To determine this temperature for paraffine, therefore, it

is simply necessary to observe the temperature at which it

begins to melt and that at which it begins to solidify after

having been melted. (Naphthaline has been recommended

as a suitable substance to use in this experiment in place

of parafiine. It has a definite melting-point, but its odor
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when melting is most disagreeable, and so it should be

melted under a hood.)

Sources of Error.

1. The true temperature of the parafflne may not be recorded by
the thermometer.

2. Errors may be introduced by radiation, if the temperature
differs mucli from that of the room, or if the apparatus is

exposed to the radiation from very hot bodies.

Apparatus. Some small pieces of paraffine wax
;
a centi-

grade thermometer
;
a large beaker-glass ;

a large test-tube
;

an iron tripod ;
an asbestos plate ;

a piece of glass tubing
about fifteen centimetres long and six millimetres in diam-

eter ; a Bunsen-burner, with rubber tubing ;
wire stirrers,

etc.

Manipulation. Heat the glass tube uniformly on all sides,

by twirling it around in a Bunsen flame until it becomes

quite soft
;
draw it out of the flame and pull it out into a

long capillary tube about one millimetre in internal diameter.

Break off the capillary tube so as to leave about four centime-

tres beyond the point where it widens out into the tube prop-

er, and bend the capillary point into a hook, as shown.

Fill the capillary tube entirely with jiaraffiue, either by

placing fragments of the wax in the uj^per wide part of

the tube, and heating the tube in hot water, allowing

the wax to run down into the capillary part, or by liq-

uefying the wax in any suitable vessel and drawing it

up into the capillary tube by suction. Fill the beaker-

glass with tap water and place it on the asbestos plate

upon the tripod. Bind the thermometer to the wide

part of the glass tube by means of thread or a rubber

band, so that its bulb is below the middle of the capil-

lary tube. Place them in a test-tube, together with a

wire bent so as to form a stirrer. Suspend the test-

tube vertically in a beaker of water, submerging the

greater part of the capillary tube. Heat the water

gradually, and note carefully, estimating to tenths of

Fig. 100 the Smallest scale division the temperature at which
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the solid parafRne commences to liquefy, which will be

shown by its losing the oijaque, whitish color and becoming

transparent and colorless. Stii' the water constantly in both

test-tube and beaker. If bubbles of air obscure the capillary

tube by sticking to

it, remove them by

stroking the tube

with the wire stirrer.

When all of the sub-

merged wax has melt-

ed, remove the flame

and allow the water

to cool. Continue to

stir, and note at what

temperature the whit-

ish color reappears in

theparaffine. The ar-

ithmetical mean of

the two temperatures
thus found is called

the melting-point of

the paraffine. Repeat
this process of heating
and coolingfour times

in all, taking the av-

erage each time, and finally taking the mean of all four

results.

If the thermometer has large corrections for its fixed

points, their influence upon the above -noted temperature
must be calculated, and the resulting corrections applied

to the observed temperature to get its true value.

Fig. 101
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Heating

52.8°

53.0°

53.2°

53.3°

ILLUSTRATION

Melting-point of Paraffine

Cooling Mean

54.8° 53.8°

54.4° 53.7°

53.9°

53.9°

54.6°

54.5°

Sept. 4, 1891

Average, 53.83°.

Thermometer No. 48 <

Correctea temperature =

0° mark too low by 0.4°.

100°
" "

high" 0.6°.

^^^
-(53.83 -0.4) = 53.96°.

99.4-0.4

Questions and Problems.

1. Mention two or more objections to performing the above ex-

periment by simply immersing the bulb of the thermometer

in liquid paraffine and noting the temperature when it solid-

ifies and again when it fuses by reheating.
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(two observeus are required)

Object. To determine the latent heat of fusion of water.

(See
''

Physics," Art. 189.)

General Theory. The latent heat of fusion is defined as

the number of units of heat required to convert one gram
of a substance from the solid into the liquid state, without

change of tefnperatui'e. A known mass of ice is melted by

putting it in water Avhose mass and temperature are also

known
;
and the consequent fall in temperature of the wa-

ter is noted. The energy required to melt the ice and raise

the temperature of the water thus formed to that of the

mixture is given out by the calorimeter and the water it con-

tains, provided there is no external radiation or conduction.

Let a = water-equivalent of calorimeter and stirrer.

m = mass of water in the calorimeter before the ice is

put in.

M= mass of ice melted.

L = latent heat of ice.

T° = temperature of water and calorimeter before the

ice is put in.

Q° = temperature of water and calorimeter just after

the ice is all melted.

Then, if there are no extraneous losses or gains of enei'gy,

{Q + L)M={?n-\-a){T-Q).

. {m + a){T-e)
M

The above deduction of the formula is based on the as-
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sumption that there are no other exchanges of heat than

those between the ice, the water, and the calorimeter. This

assumption is not justified unless special precautions are

taken to avoid heat being added to the calorimeter and its

contents, or taken from them, by the air and surrounding

objects. If the initial temperature of the water is equal to

that of the surrounding air, then, when the ice is added, the

temperature of the water will be lowered, and consequently
heat will flow into the mixture from the air, and the final

temperature will be too high. This difficulty may be

avoided by making the initial temperature of the water

greater than that of the room, and so choosing the amounts

of water and ice used that the final temperature will be

just as much below that of the air as the initial tempera-
ture was above it. Thus the amount of heat radiated by
the water and the calorimeter, while cooling to the tem-

perature of the air and surrounding bodies, is counterbal-

anced by the amount of heat absorbed while cooling from

the temperature of the air to that finally reached, pro-

vided the rate of fall be the same above and below the tem-

perature of the air. (Experience shows that 20° C. is a

good range through which to cool the water by adding ice.)

Time will be saved by knowing beforehand the amount

of ice necessary to bring about the fall in temperature of

20° C. This may be calculated from the above formula by

assuming the approximate latent heat of ice to be known.

(If the approximate value of L were not known, it could be

found by a preliminary experiment similar to this one, but

leaving out the radiation correction.) Assume Z=:80 ap-

proximately ;
and if t° is the temperature of the air where

the experiment is performed, and m the number of grams
of water to be used, the number of grams M' of ice neces-

sary to cool it from T° = t° + 10 to e° = i;°-10 is given

by the formula.

(e+ 80)7lf'
=20(m+a) ;

whence ^'=
2o(^^j

=20^.
An approximate value of a may be found by multiplying
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the mass of the calorimeter and stirrer by 0.095, which is

the specific heat of copper. Consequently, M' may be cal-

culated. Therefore, approximately, the above masses of

ice and water should be used so as to avoid having to take

account of radiation when the cooling takes place from

(/° + lO°) to (r-10°).

Sources of Error.

1. There still may be losses or gains of heat energy by radiation

or conduction.

2. The ice may not be dry.

3. Care must be taken not to lose water by splashing while stir-

ring or putting in the ice.

4. The ice must be kept below the surface of the water.

Apparatus. A large-size nickel-plated calorimeter
;
a cir-

cular stirrer covered with wire gauze ; a vessel large enough
to enclose the calorimeter

;
a thermometer

;
some ice

; dry-

ing-paper; cotton-wool; a large beaker, in which to heat

water
;
a tripod ;

asbestos dish
; Bunsen-burner, etc.

Manipulation. The water- equivalent of the calorimeter

and its stirrer must be either determined as in the two pre-

vious experiments, or calculated from a knowledge of their

mass and material, in which case their specific heats may
be found in tables.

Then proceed with the experiment in the following man-

ner : Carefully weigh the calorimeter and stirrer together

on the platform-balance. Call the mass m'. Fill the calo-

rimeter about two-thirds full of water, leaving the stirrer
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in, and weigh again. This mass, less m', is the mass of water

needed to fill the calorimeter two-thirds full. (If there is

a fraction of a gram, only the nearest whole number may
be noted.) This whole number is w, the mass of water

which is to be used in the final experiment. Note the tem-

perature t° of the room near the balances with the ther-

mometer to be used in the rest of the experiment. From
m and t° calculate M', as explained above. Empty and

thoroughly dry the calorimeter and stirrer. Eest the calo-

rimeter on three corks of equal height inside the beaker.

Fill the space between the calorimeter and glass with cotton-

wool. Make a level pad of cotton-wool on the scale-pan

and place on it the beaker, with the calorimeter, thermom-

eter, and stirrer inside. Counterpoise this whole mass {K)
with weights. Add weights equal to m grams to the coun-

terpoise already in the scale-pan. Heat more than m grams
of water to about {t 4- 30) degrees in any suitable vessel.

While the water is being warmed break into pieces, the

size of small chestnuts, a good deal more than M' grams
of ice. The cracked ice may be kept from melting by put-

ting it in a covered beaker, which is floated deeply in a

larger vessel full of ice and water. The quantities of ice

and water just mentioned need not be weighed, but roughly
estimated. When everything is ready, j^our the heated

water into the calorimeter until the mass K-{-m is exactly

balanced, using a pipette to make the final adjustment.
Add weights equal to the whole number nearest M' grams
to the K+m grams already on the scale-pan. Stir the

water continually but gently ; and, when its temperature
is a little above {t + 10) degrees begin to add dry pieces

of ice, always placing them under the gauze of the stirrer.

Keep on stirring and add the ice slowly, but never let all

the ice in the calorimeter melt before more is put in. Note

T°, the temperature of the calorimeter, at the very instant

before the first piece of ice enters. The ice should be thor-

oughly dried by wiping it with cold drying-paper ;
and it

should never be allowed to touch any warm object, such as
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the hand. Continue to add dry pieces of ice until the scales

are very nearly balanced. Test the balance often by press-

ing down with a linger the pan holding the calorimeter, so

as to feel how much more ice is needed. Stir the mixture

gently and continuously, noting from time to time the fall

in temperature. When the mass in the calorimeter has

become only a very little too small add one piece of dry

ice, and note the temperature (6°) of the mixture at the

very instant the last piece of ice disappears. Now make

whatever slight change may be necessary in the weights in

the other pan to bring about an exact balance. Call the

total weight thus found W. Then the exact mass of ice

put in and melted is W—{K+ m) grams = M. Substitute

m, M, e, and J'in the formula and calculate the latent heat

of ice. Repeat the experiment and tabulate the results as

below.
ILLUSTRATION

Oct. 24, 1894

Latent Heat of Fusion of Ice

Calculation for M'
m' = 270.96 grams
m =1021.03 "

i = 23.7^ C.

Experiment 1

, 20(1021+0.095x271)
23.7+ 70

-^^^ S'^""^-

a = 25.7

m = 1021 grains

31= 224.07
"

T= 34.6° C.

e = 14.4° C.

L = 80.03

Mean = 80.02

Experiment 2

25.7

1045 grams.
222.61

"

33.6° C.

14.0° C.

80.01

Questions and Problems.

1. Why is it necessary to have the stirrer covered with gauze and

to place the ice beneath it?

2. If in a copper calorimeter of mass 100 grams, which contains

1000 grams of water at 30° C, there be dropped 10 grams
of ice at 0° C, what is the final temperature?

3. If 10 grams of lead at 100° C. be put into a Bunsen ice calorime-

ter, what change in volume will the mercury index indicate ?

4. How many ergs are required to make 1 gram of ice pass from
— 10° C. to 60° C.

,
the atmospheric pressure being 76 centime-

tres of mercury ?
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Object. To determine the boiling-point of benzene. (See

"Physics," Art. 194.)

General Theory. The boiling-point of a liquid is the tem-

perature at which ebullition takes place freely under a

given pressure; or, what is the same thing, it is the tem-

perature of equilibrium of the vapor and liquid at the given

pressure. To determine it, a liquid is made to boil freely,

and a thermometer is immersed in the vapor (not in the

liquid), and its temperature is read.

Sources of Error.

1. Tlie most serious source of error is loss of heat by radiation.

2. Tlie pressure on the vapor must remain constant.

3. Irregular boiling should be avoided as far as possible by put-

ting in the liquid a few pieces of sharp-pointed glass, and

by heating gradually.

Apparatus. A boiling apparatus, consisting, as shown, of

one test-tube held inside another, the inner having two

holes in it—one in the side near the top, the other at the

bottom
;
a condenser, consisting of a tube or flask sur-

rounded by a water-jacket; a large beaker; stirrer; Bun-

sen-burner, tripod, etc.; a roll of asbestos; 20 cubic centi-

metres of benzene; thermometer; clamp-stand.

Manipulation. Cautioti. —The vapor of benzene is most

inflammable, therefore be sure that all connections are

tight.

Arrange the aj^paratus near a water tap and sink.

Insert the roll of asbestos in the inner test-tube, so as to

make a lining to it; put a thermometer through the cork,
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and also a glass tube leading to the condenser. Place the

benzene in tiie bottom of the outer test-tube, and lower

into place the inner tube, holding it by means of a tight-

fitting cork so that it does not touch the liquid.

Support the larger test-tube in a clamp-stand, ^^
and place around it a water -bath — e-g-, a ^'

beaker filled with water, supported on an asbes-

tos dish and tripod. Join the inner test-tube

to a Liebig's condenser, and attach to the other

end of the condenser a small Florence flask to

catch the condensed liquid. It may be well to

have this flask surrounded as far as possible by
cold water. Connect the water-jacket of the

condenser to the water tap and sink, and turn

the water slowly on.

By means of a Bunsen-burner raise the tem-

perature of the water-bath until the benzene is boiling free-

ly; stir the water constantly by means of a stirrer. When
the thermometer reaches a steady state, read it carefully.

Turn out the Bunsen-burner; read the barometer; then

relight the burner, and make another reading.

Remove the asbestos lining from the inner test-tube, and

measure the boiling-point again, and account for the ob-

served change.

Fig, 103

ILLUSTRATION

a. With Asbestos

80.3° ±.2

80.4° ±.1

Boiling-point of Benzene

b. Without Asbestos

81.0°

81.0°

April 28, 1896

Mean, 80.35° Mean, 81.0°

Barometer, 75.76 centimetres.

Questions and Problems,

1. Explain in full the influence of radiation in this experiment.

3. What is the effect of dissolved substances upon the boiling-

point ? Upon the vapor-pressure ? Upon the temperature

of the vapor ?

3. What is the influence of the material and smoothness of the

walls upon boiling and upon condensation?
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(two obsekveks are required)

Object. To determine the latent heat of evaporation of

water at 100° C. (See
"
Physics," Art. 195.)

General Theory. The latent heat of evaporation is by
definition the number of calories required to make one

gram of a liquid pass into the state of vapor at a definite

temperature ; conversely, this number of calories is given

up by the vapor if one gram condenses to liquid at the

same temperature. Consequently, if m grams of steam

are condensed at t,Q° by being passed into M grams of water,

whose initial temperature is 7o°, the temperature of the

water will rise to a temperature t°, where, if a is the water-

equivalent of the calorimeter, and L the latent heat of

steam at /'o", t satisfies the equation

m{L + t,-t) = {M+a){t-T,).

The temperatures and masses may all be measured, and so

L can be determined, for

L =
^{t-T,)-{t,-t).

Particular precautions must be taken to guard against

interchange of heat energy with surrounding bodies.

Sources of Error.

1. If the steam is not quite dry as it enters the water, a great error

is introduced.

2. There are always losses due to radiation and conduction.

3. The pressure on the steam should be kept constant.
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Apparatus.* Two calorimeters— large and small— one

fastened in the other by a cork
;
a cover for the inner

one
;
a condensing vessel to go in the smaller calorimeter

;

stirrer
;
thermometer

;
rubber tubing ; boiler

; glass water-

trap ;
Bunsen-burner. The condensing

vessel, into which the steam is to be ad-

mitted, consists of a metal can on legs,

which rests inside the smaller calorim-

eter. m
Manipulation. Determine the water-

equivalent, a, of the inner calorimeter,

condenser, and stirrer, either by actual

experiment or calculation. Weigh the

calorimeter and its appliances empty and

dry ;
then fill it about two-thirds full of

water, allowing none to enter the condens-

er, and weigh again. Kecord both weigh-

ings and deduce the mass, M, of water in the calorimeter.

Place the smaller calorimeter inside the larger, and put on

the cover, leaving both tubes of the condenser projecting
—

the one to connect with the boiler, the other as an opening
into the air of the room—

Fig. 104

Fig. 1U.5

^*»^
p.

SO that the pressure inside

—^z^—Ul the condenser may be as

closely as possible that de-

noted by the barometer.

Set up the boiler as near the calorimeter as possible, and

connect it to the condenser with rubber tubing. Insert in

this connecting tube a glass trap, made as in the figure, and

designed to catch any water that may be condensed. The

trap must be vertical, and placed so that a short piece

of rubber Joined to it fits directly on to the condenser.

Wrap the connecting tube and trap in cotton-wool. Place

a board between the calorimeter and the boiler and

burner. When the apparatus is set up as described, light

* This form of apparatus was suggested by Professor Schuster, of Man-

chester, England.
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the burner, disconnect the trap from the condenser, and

turn the trap away from the calorimeter, so that the steam

may not strike the latter until it is desired to make the

connection again. When steam has been issuing freely

from the tube long enough to heat it thoroughly, measure

the temperature, T°, of the water in the calorimeter, note

the time on a watch or clock, and at once make the con-

nection with the condenser. Stir constantly, and read the

temperature from time to time, recording the minutes and

seconds. When the temperature has risen to about 50°

or 60° C, deftly remove the steam-tube and note the time.

Note the exact temperature at the time of removal of the

steam-tube.

Allow the water to stand for five minutes, stirring con-

stantly and noting the change of temperature at intervals of

thirty seconds. Remove the calorimeter from its outer ves-

sel, weigh, and thus calculate the amount of steam which has

condensed, m. The temperature of the steam as it enters,

^0°, may be calculated from the reading of the barometer.

It will be noticed that the temperature of the water con-

tinues to rise for some time after the steam-pipe is discon-

nected, owing to the time taken for the temperature within

and without the condenser to become the same. Then the

temperature falls gradually.. The rate of fall—i. e., the de-

crease in temperature per second—is apjiroximately a meas-

ure of the rate of loss of heat by radiation, while the tem-

perature of the water was rising. Consequently, the product
of the time taken by the temperature of the water to rise

from Tq to its highest value by the rate of fall is a correc-

tion which must be added to the highest temperature reach-

ed, in order to give the temperature which would have been

reached if there had been no loss by radiation during this

rise. Let ^°be this corrected highest temperature, then

lit

Repeat the experiment, using different amounts of water

and different temperatures.
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Note.—A graphical method of making the radiation correction just de-

scribed is as follows :

Plot the times from the instant steam is admitted as abscissae, and the

temperatures as ordinates. The curve connecting the points will be as shown.

The highest recorded tem- "
,

perature is given by the h

highest point of the curve; ^

and the radiation correction
;i

is found by producing back-

ward the line of cooling,

which is approximately

straight. The point where

this line intersects the tem-

perature axis gives the tem-

perature which would have

been reached if there had

been no radiation.
-SECONDS

Experiment 1

ilf= 70.665

a =13.19

m= 8.180

To= 17.0° C.

^0 =100°

t =68° + 4° = 72°

L = 535

Fig. 10(

ILLUSTRATION

Latent Heat of Steam

Experiment II

if=70.930

a =13.19

771 = 5.690

To= 1.5°

^0 =100°
t =40.6°

J

.-. L = 536

May 3, 1897

So chosen as to

avoid radiation

correction.

Questions and Problems.

1. Exphiiu the energy changes—kinetic and potential
—when 1

gram of ice is melted and then boiled.

Explain under what conditions ice can be made to pass direct-

ly into the form of vapor.

Explain mathematically why the radiation curve gives the

same result as the calculation.

Describe and explain the action of an ice-making machine.

5. If the sphere and balance-pan of a Joly steam calorimeter be

of platinum and weigh 10 grams, what will be the increase

in weight if, before steam is admitted, the sphere contains

10 grams of ice at 0°C.?

6. A cryophorus contains 50 grams of water at 0° C.
;
how much

ice is formed when 1 gram of water is evaporated ?

2.

8.

4.
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Object. To verify the law of saturated vapor. (See
"
Physics," Arts. 192, 193.)

General Theory. If a liqnid and its vapor are in equilib-

rium at a definite temperature, the pressure of the vapor
is independent of the volume occupied. In other words,

for a definite temperature of saturated vapor there is a def-

inite pressure, and vice versa.

There are two methods by which this law may be veri-

fied : 1. By measuring the boiling-point of the liquid ;
for

it may be shown to be constant at any definite pressure.

(See Experiment 44.) 2. By actually measuring the press-

ure produced by saturated vapor at any definite tempera-

ture, the volume being varied.

In carrying out this second method, the direct plan is to

force some of the liquid into a barometer so that it floats

on the top of the mercury column, and to measure the

pressure by the difference between the heights of a true

barometer and the mercury column on which the liquid

rests. The temperature may be kept constant by suitable

baths, and the volume of the vapor may be varied by caus-

ing the mercury column to rise and fall relatively to the

top of the tube. The formula for the pressure is given in

full below.

Sources of Error.

1. There may be traces of gas, particularly air, mixed with the

vapor.

2. The vapor may not be at the temperature of the bath.

3. Expansion and compression of a gas always change its tem-

perature unless they are done very slowly.
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Apparatus. There are two forms of the apparatus :

1. A long clean glass tube closed at one end is filled al-

most entirely with mercury. Air and all other gases were

expelled when the apparatus was made, and afterwards a

little water was introduced which

remains in the space above the mer-

cury, partly as liquid and partly as

water vapor, the latter being al-

ways saturated, since more water

would evaporate were it not. The

other end of the tube is bent up
and left open. A metre scale is

put between the tubes so that

the level of the mercury in each

may be measured. The open end

is connected with a siphon and

pinch-cock, so that mercury may
be siphoned in or out of the tube,

and the volume of the vapor in-

creased or decreased at will by
the consequent change of level of

the mercury surfaces. The upper
end of the closed tube is sur-

rounded by a wider tube, to be

filled with water of any desired

temperature. The wide tube con-

tains a thermometer and stirrer to

measure the temperature and make

it uniform throughout.

2. A long, straight, clean barometer tube is supported

vertically with its lower end immersed in a reservoir of

mercury. Air, etc., were expelled as in the other appa-

ratus, and ether was introduced, which now fills the tube

above the mercury, partly as liquid and partly as saturated

ether vapor. There is a water reservoir with thermometer

and stirrer, as in the other apparatus, about the closed end

of the tube to regulate its temperature. The volume oc-

FiG. 107
.es
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cnpied by the ether and its vapor is increased or dimin-

ished by raising the tube out of the mercury or lowering
it into it. A metre -rod is used to measure the heights,

and a clamp - stand

to hold the tube.

Manipulation. Ar-

range the apjjaratus

over a 7nercury-tray,

so that the closed

tube and millimetre

scale are truly ver-

tical. Fill the water

reservoir around the

upper end of the tube

with tap water, and

hang the thermom-

eter in it. Hang
another thermome-

ter in the air near

the lower end of the

closed tube. Fill the

open tube in Appa-
ratus 1 (push down
the tube in Appa-
ratus 3) until most

of the vapor is con-

densed. Do this

slowly, so as to avoid

great changes of

temperature. Stir

the water in the res-

ervoir and watch the

thermometer until

it becomes stationary. Call the temperature T°. Read

the barometer, and, after stirring again and noting that

the temperature is still the same, note the difference in

height of the mercury columns in the two tubes (in Appa-

FiG. 108
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ratus 2 the height in the tube above the free surface), and

also the height of the liquid above the mercury inside the

closed tube. Use a piece of j^aper as described in Experi-
ment 29 to make these measurements accurately. Then, if

h — height of mercury in closed tube above that in the

open tube,

h' = height of liquid above mercury,
H= " corrected" barometer reading,
T= temperature in water reservoir,

t — temperature of lower thermometer,

p = density of mercury at t°,

p'
= density of the liquid at T°,

the pressure of the vapor will be given by the formula

p= {13.6H—hp—h'p')980 dynes per square centimetre.

Stir the water in the reservoir constantly, and siphon out

enough mercury to increase the volume aboye the mer-

cury by 20 centimetres. (In Apparatus 2 raise the tube to

this extent.) Wait ten minutes at least before reading the

new difference of level, stirring meanwhile
;
and if the

temperature of the water in the reservoir falls, add enough
hot water to bring it back exactly to T° again. When this

temperature has been permanently obtained with the new

volume, make the same series of readings as before— i. e.,

the temperatures on the tAvo thermometers, and the heights,

h and h'.

Increase the volume again in the same way as much as

can be done without evaporating all the liquid on top of

the mercury. (There must be some liquid present as such,

or the vapor will no longer be saturated.) Wait ten minutes

or more again, restore the temperature T° by adding hot

water if necessary, and repeat the readings as before.

Eepeat the whole of the above process with the reservoir

at the temperatures 60° and 80°
;
but at 80° one increase of

volume will be sufficient. Take the barometric reading

again at the close of the experiment. Correct for any

great errors in the thermometer and calculate the vapor-

pressures.
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EXPERIMENT 56

(two observers are required)

Object. To plot the "
cooling curve

"
of a hot body in a

space surrounded by walls at a constant lower temperature :

1. When the surface of the body and the walls are of pol-

ished metal. 2. When they are blackened. (See
"
Physics,"

Art. 206.)

General Theory. The rate of radiation of a body depends

upon the nature of its surface, and upon the temperature

and nature of surrounding bodies. The simplest method

of comparing the radiation of different bodies under differ-

ent conditions is to compare the rates at which their tem-

peratures change— i.e., to study their ''^

cooling curves."

Such a curve is obtained by observing the temperature of

the body at small intervals of time, and plotting the observa-

tions—the intervals of time reckoned from any fixed instant

as abscissae, the corresponding temperatures as ordinates.

The two most interesting cases are a polished body sur-

rounded by another polished surface, and a blackened body
surrounded by another blackened one. To make the re-

sults comparable, the temperatures of the outer bodies

should be kept constant and the same
;
and the initial tem-

peratures of the two inner bodies should be the same.

Sources of Error.

1. The surfaces may not be at the temperatures of the thermome-

ters used.

2. Losses of heat may occur by radiation otherwise than to the

outer bodies—by conduction or by evaporation.

Apparatus. Three thermometers ;
two large and two

small calorimeters with corks to hold the latter in the
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former, one set being bright and clean and the other blacken-

ed
;
covers and stirrers for the smaller calorimeters

;
a glass

jar large enough to hold both large calorimeters, a stirrer

for it, and flat corks on which to stand the calorimeters; bal-

last to put in the bottom of the large calorimeters to keep
them steady ;

a vessel, etc., for heating water; a watch.

Manipulation. Heat plenty of water. Place the ballast

in the large calorimeters, and then the corks in which are

fitted the small calorimeters. Stand the calorimeters on

the corks in the bottom of the glass jar. Take the tem-

perature of the room, and fill the glass jar to three-fourths

the height of the calorimeters with water of that tempera-

ture, mixing some of the heated water with tap water for

that purpose. Be careful not to splash water so that it

might run down between the small and large calorimeters.

Fit the covers of the small calorimeters with thermometers

and stirrers, and see that they go on easily. Place the

watch open on the table.

When all else is ready, and the water is boiling, pour

enough into each small calorimeter to fill them to the same

height
—two-thirds full is enough. Fill the polished one

first, and then, immediately after, the other
;
and let another

observer put the cover on each the moment it is filled, turn-

ing the thermometers so that one man can observe both.

As quickly as possible, when both are filled and covered.

Observer 1 reads the thermometer, and taps on the table

with his pencil when the mercury in one passes the first

degree mark as it falls, then turns to the other thermome-

ter and taps similarly for that, calling "black" or "
bright"

each time, according to which calorimeter it is in. Observ-

er 2 reads the watch, and puts down the minute and sec-

ond under the name of the proper thermometer. Observer

1 stirs both vessels, and continues to tap for each thermom-

eter every two degrees just as the mercury crosses the mark,

always naming the thermometer
;
and Observer 2 notes the

time of each tap in the proper column. As soon as the fall

in temperature becomes slow enough, Observer 1 should
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give the temperature-reading itself^ as well as the name of

the thermometer; and, though this may not be possible
with the first one or two readings, it will be easy to count

back and see what temjieratures the times noted correspond
to. Continue the experiment until both have cooled down
to about 40° C. Stir the water in the outer jar occasionally,
and take its temperature every five minutes at least

;
and

if it gets warmer than the room, pour in a little cold water.

Report as below, and plot the "cooling curves" on co-

ordinate paper, using the same axes for both, and dotting
one curve to distinguish it.

ILLUSTRATION
Law of Radiation Jan. 24, 1896

Polished Calorimeter
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Cooling Curves

— Blackened calorimeter.

-- Polished calorimptpr.

30 50 60 7030 40

Fig. 109

Abscissae. Minutes after 3 h. 20 m.

Questions and Problems.

1. Which cooled the faster, the black or polished calorimeter 1

2. How would the experiment have been affected if the inner sur-

face of the large blackened calorimeter had been polished?

3. Would the cooling have been faster or slower if the small calo-

rimeters had been put out in the open air of the room with-

out the outer vessels, water, etc. ? Why ?
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INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

Units and Definitions. The actual measurement of all

electric and magnetic quantities finally resolves itself into

measurements of mass, time, and distance
; and, therefore, in

their expression the C. G. S. S3^stem should be used. The def-

inition of the unit of electrification and of a unit magnetic

pole, however, must be based upon electrical or magnetic

properties. There are three systems of such units in use;

but, as the relations between them are known, it is simplj a

matter of convenience as to which is used in any case. The
definition which serves as the basis of the first system, which

is called the "electrostatic system," is this: If two equal
electrical charges are at a distance apart of one centimetre

in air, and if their quantity is such that the force between

them is one dyne, each of these charges shall be called the

unit charge. Upon this definition are based that of unit

diiference-of potential
—

luz., that existing between two

points such that one erg of work is required to carry a

unit charge from one to the other
; also, that of unit capac-

ity
—

viz.,s, conductor has a capacity one if when charged
with a quantity one its potential is one, or if charged with

quantity x, its potential is x ; for the capacity C is by
definition such that the charge e=(7F, where V is the

potential.

The definitions which serve as the basis of the second-

system, which is called the "electromagnetic system," are

these : If two equal magnetic poles are at a distance apart

of one centimetre in air, and if their strengths are such

that the force between them is one dyne, each pole shall be
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called a unit pole ; also, if a steady electric current is flow-

ing in a conductor bent in the form of a circle of radius r

centimetres, and if the force on a unit magnetic pole at

the centre of the circle is Stt/?' dynes, then this current

shall be called a unit current— i. e., a unit quantity of

electricity "flows by" in one second. This evidently takes

a different quantity of electricity as the unit from that

used in the electrostatic system ;
and upon it are based

definitions of unit difference of potential, unit capacity,

unit resistance, etc.—e. g., on this system a unit resistance

is that of a conductor such that if an electromagnetic unit

difference of potential be maintained at its two ends, an

electromagnetic unit of current will flow through it.

It is found by actual experiment that one electromagnetic

unit of quantity = v electrostatic units, where v = 3 x 10'°

very nearly.

It follows, then, at once, that

one electromagnetic unit of potential = l/v electrostatic

units of potential,

one electromagnetic unit of capacity= f" electrostatic units

of capacity,

one electromagnetic unit of resistance =l/v^ electrostatic

units of resistance.

It is found by actual experience that neither of these sys-

tems is convenient for daily use, and so a systepi has been

adopted called the " Practical System." The units are de-

fined as follows : The unit quantity, called the "coulomb,"
is such that if it is passed through a solution of silver nitrate

(prepared in a definite way) an amount of silver will be de-

posited equal to 0.0011180 grams. The unit difference of

potential, called the "volt," is such that the potential differ-

ence of a standard Clark cell at 15° C. is 1.434 volts. The

unit resistance, called the "ohm," is that of a column

of mercury at 0° C, 106.3 centimetres long, of uniform

cross - section, and containing 14.4521 grams. The unit

current, called the "ampere," is such that, if it flows for

one second, one coulomb passes. The unit capacity, called
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the "
farad/' is that of a conductor which, when charged

to 1 volt, contains 1 coulomb.

It is found by direct comparison that within the limits

of accuracy of experiment
1 coulomb = 10~' electromagnetic units.

/. 1 ampere = lO"'

1 volt = 10"

1 ohm = 10'

(Hence, a potential difference of 1 volt at the ends of a

conductor, whose resistance is 1 ohm, will produce a flow

of 1 ampere.)
1 farad = 10~' electromagnetic units.

The ''micro-farad" is O.OOOOOUl of a farad— «. e.,

= 10^'^ electromagnetic units.

Since the energy of a charge is \ quantity x potential,

the energy of 1 coulomb at potential 1 volt is 10' times the

energy of 1 electromagnetic unit of charge at 1 electro-

magnetic unit of potential, but by definition of this last

quantity the energy of an electromagnetic unit quantity

at that potential is 1 erg. Hence the energy of 1 coulomb

at 1 volt is 10' ergs, or 1 joule (see p. 68).

The energy furnished by a current i in one second is i'R
;

hence, the energy furnished in one second by 1 ampere flow-

ing through 1 ohm is 10' ergs, or 1 joule—t. e., the activity

of such a current through such a conductor is 1 watt.

Object of Experiments. All the experiments in this sec-

tion may be divided into two classes : one consists in the

general study of electric and magnetic phenomena ;
the

other, in the accurate determination of various quantities,

such as magnetic moments, electric currents, resistances,

etc. As stated before, in all these experiments the only

quantities directly measured are lengths, masses, and in-

tervals of time
;
but owing to the fact that magnetic and

electric phenomena are involved, special precautions are

necessary.

1. In electrostatic experiments, moisture must be carefully

guarded against.
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2. In order to discharge a body thoroughly, remove it from

the neighborhood of other charged bodies, and pass
the flame of a Bunsen-burner rapidly over it.

8. In magnetic experiments, care must be taken to avoid

the influence of bodies containing iron—e.g., window-

weights, brackets, beams, common red bricks, etc.

4. In the study of electric currents the need of making

good contact everywhere cannot be too much empha-
sized. Wires should never be twisted together at the

ends, but should be either soldered or joined by a

metal connector or mercury-cup.
All plugs of a resistance-box must always be pushed

in again after any one has been removed.

5. All wires leading to and from instruments should be so

wrapped around each other that there is no apprecia-

ble area between the current going up one wire and

down the other.

6. Reference is made to Appendix III., "Galvanometer,"
for remarks on the proper use of the instrument.

7. The resistance of every conductor changes when a cur-

rent is passed through it, owing to rise in tempera-
ture

;
therefore currents should be kept on for as

short times as possible, and all other heating effects

should be avoided.

8. To make less current pass through a given instrument,

three methods are open : {a) To use fewer cells in the

battery, and so have a smaller E. M. F. [h] To insert

resistance in the circuit, thus making the current

smaller although the total E. M. F. is the same,

(c) To put a ''shunt" around the instrument—i. e., to

insert in parallel with it a certain resistance. In this

case, if r, is the resistance of the instrument and r^

that of the shunt, the current through the instru-

ment equals
—

-j-
— times the total current flowing.

^1+ ^2
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EXPERIMENT 57

Object. To plot the fields of force around various elec-

trified bodies. (See "Physics/' Arts. 222, 228, 230.)

General Theory. A line of electrostatic force is defined

as a line such that at each point its direction is that in

which would move a mobile, positive charge placed at that

point. In other words, it is the path a positive charge

would follow if the body carrying the charge had no in-

ertia. Again, if a small elongated body which is charged

+ at one end and — at the other is placed at any point of the

electric field, free to rotate, it will turn and place itself

tansfential to the line of force at its centre.

To map the lines of force, then, at any point of the field,

the simplest method is to hold by an insulating support a

small elongated conductor—e.g., a bit of moistened thread,

or even a non-conductor, if it is pointed, e. g., a bit of

paper in the form of a needle, so that it is free to turn—
for under induction the small body becomes charged + at

one end,— at the other, and so will take a position along the

line of force. If the pointer is free only to turn around

an axis, it will set itself along the component of the force

which lies in the plane perpendicular to this axis.

An equipotential surface is perpendicular to lines of

force
;
and so, if the field of force has been drawn, the sur-

faces may be easily constructed.

Sources of Error,

1. If the charges on neighboring bodies change, the direction of

the field of force will change.
21
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2. If the pointer receives too great a charge it will modify the

fleld.

Apparatus. Two tin cans or other metallic bodies of

large surface
;

two flat wooden boxes

filled with paraffine for use as insulating

stands
;
a pointer consisting of an insu-

lating handle carrying a light paper vane

strung on a stretched silk fibre, as shown.

The fibre is passed through a hole at the

centre of the vane, which is about 1.5

centimetres long, and is attached to the

prongs of the handle, which is easily made

of glass rod or tubing. A drop of wax

on the fibre keeps the vane from sliding

along it. The vane can then rotate

freely in a plane at right angles to the

fibre.

Three sheets of paper are needed, the

size used at Johns Hopkins University

being about 60 x 45 centimetres. An
electric machine must be near by to

charge the can.

Manipulation. Field about a Single Charged Conductor.

—If the surface of the paraffine in the stands is very dirty,

scrape it clean with the back of a knife. Place a can on

one of the stands in a position to be assigned by the in-

structor. Divide one of the sheets into two halves by a

pencil line, and in the middle of one half draw in outline

a horizontal section of the can and stand
;
in the other, a

vertical section. The drawings should be about half-size.

Keeping the can in the assigned position, hold it against

one of the knobs of the machine until it is highly charged.
Place it on the table near the drawing of the horizontal

section. Hold the pointer so that the fibre is vertical.

Bring it close to the can, so that one tip of the vane almost

touches the side. Mark the point on the diagram and the

direction of the vane. Draw the pointer slowly away in

Fig. 110
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such a direction as to move the vane always in the direc-

tion in which it points
—i. e., allow the vane to move as it

would if free to follow the line of force, but keep it in the

same horizontal plane. Watch the motion very carefully,

and repeat several times, until the path of the line of force

is definitely located and fixed in the mind. Then draw the

line on the diagram.
Take another point on the surface of the can in the same

horizontal plane about half a centimetre away, and draw in

a similar manner the line starting from that point. Con-

tinue similarly around the can until the starting-point is

reached. In this way a complete horizontal section of the

field of force will be obtained. Recharge the can whenever

necessary.

To study the vertical section, hold the pointer with the

fibre horizontal, and bring the vane as closely as possible

to a point of the can where it touches the stand. Mark
the position, and draw the line of force as in the case of

the horizontal lines. Next take a point on the surface of

tlie can half a centimetre above the first and in the same

vertical plane, draw the line of force, and repeat similarly

until lines have been drawn leaving the same vertical sec-

tion of the can at points half a centimetre apart, all the

way around, to the line where the surface of the can and the

stand again meet. This completes the vertical section.

Tivo Bodies Charged Alike.— Place two cans on their

stands and bring them near each other, about 5 centimetres

apart. Draw a sketch of the horizontal section of the two

in the middle of one side of a sheet of paper, and a vertical

section in the middle of the other side of the same sheet.

Charge both at the same knob of the machine and replace

in the positions drawn.

Starting with the pointer near one can, draw the horizon-

tal line of force from that point until it can be traced no

farther, or until it ends on the other can. In the latter case,

mark very carefully the position where it ends. Draw other

lines in the horizontal section from points half a centimetre
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]

1

apart all around the first can, and also fill in lines for the
]

second can from portions of the same horizontal section at
;

which no lines from the first end.
!

i

When the horizontal section is complete, draw the verti-
'

cal section in a similar manner.
j

Two Bodies Oppositely Charged.
—Draw the two sections

'

of the two cans again in the same positions on the third
j

sheet of paper. Charge them at different knobs of the ma- '•

chine, and, placing them in the positions drawn, trace again
as before the horizontal and vertical sections of the field of ;

force.
i

Finally, label each sheet and draw in ink—red, if avail-
\

able—five equipotential surfaces for each case. I

An interesting variation is to plot the field about the
;

knobs of the machine itself.
\

i

(

J

Questions and Problems.
^

1. Why does the pointer set itself along the line of force ? Is the
j

paper pointer a conductor ?
i

3. What further observations, if any, would be necessary to de- i

termine from your diagrams the actual direction of the
j

force at any point of the field ? i

3. Show by a diagram in your book how the field in each case of

two cans would differ if one of the cans was uncharged. i

4. Do any lines of force start from the inside of the can ? and, if j

so, what is their direction ?
'

5. How does recharging the can affect the lines of force and the

equipotential surfaces ?

6. Do lines of force pass through a conductor ?
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Object. A study of electrostatic induction by means of

the gold-leaf electroscope.

General Theory. Eead "
Physics," pp. 283-300.

Source of Error.

Leakage must be carefully guarded against.

Apparatus. Two gold-leaf electroscopes ("Physics," p.

276) ;
a piece of copper wire about 30 centimetres long ;

a rod of ebonite, glass, or sealing-wax ;
a piece of fur or silk.

Manipulation. Clean carefully the metal plates of the

electroscopes. Note carefully in each of the following cases

all movements of the gold leaves, describe them fully, and

explain. Whenever the gold leaves are described as being

charged, determine and state what has become of the elec-

tricity of opposite sign. The charge produced on an ebon-

ite rod when it is rubbed with silk or fur is by definition

called "negative."

(1) Rub the rod very slightly. Touch it to the knob

and then remove it. Describe and explain.

(2) Eub the knob itself, remove the rubber, describe and

explain.

(3) Discharge by joining the knob to the earth with the

hand. Bring down the charged rod near enough to make

the leaves diverge well, but not so much that either touches

the side of the bottle. If one does touch, discharge the

electroscope by touching it with the finger and begin

again. Touch the knob with the finger while holding the

rod still. Remove first the rod, then the finger. Describe

and explain.
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(4) Eepeat, but remove first the finger, then the rod.

Describe and explain. Does it make any difference whether

the rod is held nearer to the leaves or to the knob ?

(5) Leaving the electroscope charged, bring in turn the

rod, the rubber, and the palm of the hand down towards

the knob from above. Do not touch the knob in any case.

Describe and explain.

(6) Repeat, but approach the objects to the leaves.

(7) Discharge and recharge as before, but note carefully

the exact distance between the knob and the nearest point
of the rod when the finger is removed. Bring the rod

down slowly and describe and explain the motion of the

leaves while the rod is farther from the knob than the

charging distance, Avhen it reaches this distance, and when
it is brought nearer.

(8) Connect the knobs of the electroscopes by means

of the copper wire, and separate them as far as possible.

Call the left electroscope A, the right B. Approach the

rod to the knob of A from the left. Describe and explain.

(9) Holding it near, but to the left of A, touch A with

the finger, and remove first the finger, then the rod. Show

by a diagram the charges on leaves and knob of both A and

B and on the wire. Explain,

(10) Discharge. Bring up the rod to the same position

near A as before, but charge by touching B. Give dia-

gram of charges again. Explain. Would the charges left

on the whole system differ in any way if, in charging, the

rod were brought near different points ? if the electro-

scope were touched at different points ? Why ?

(11) Charge the system with the rod held 2 centimetres

to the left of A. Eemove the rod and describe and ex-

plain what happens when it is again approached to within

1 centimetre. Give diagrams of charges when rod is 3 cen-

timetres, 2 centimetres, and 1 centimetre to the left of A.

(12) Repeat, bringing the rod down towards the middle

point of the wire, and give diagrams where it is 3, 2, and 1

centimetres above it.
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In each diagram draw three equipotential surfaces (in-

cluding that of 0, + 1 and — 1, if they occur) and five lines

of force from each knob.

Note.—In this and all similar experiments the student should be careful

in answering each section to give a brief description of what was done, and

not merely give the number of the sections and a description of what hap-

pened. The instructor has not time to refer to the directions to find the proc-

ess that gave the result described.

Questions and Problems.

1. A sphere of radius 5 centimetres is at potential
— 6 ;

it is then

joined to another sphere of radius 10 centimetres, while its

potential is kept constant. What are ihe final charges on

the two spheres ? How much work has been done, and how

has it been done ?

2. If the potential had not been kept constant, what would have

been the final potential and charges ? Discuss the initial

and final energy.
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Object. To show, after the method of Faraday's ''Ico

Pail
"
experiment (see

"
Physics," Art. 232), that :

1. If a charged body is placed inside a closed conductor,

a charge of opposite sign is induced on the inner surface of

the conductor and one of like sign on the outer, the two

induced charges being equal in amount to each other and

to the charge on the body.

2. That an electric charge at rest within or without a

closed conducting surface can produce no force or induced

charge on the other side, unless the equal and opposite

charge which must always exist somewhere is itself on that

other side.

Apparatus. A small tin can and one large enough to con-

tain it, the bottom of the latter being covered with a layer

of paraffine ;
a cylinder of wire gauze ;

two tin plates ;
an

insulating stand; two gold-leaf electroscopes; 60 centi-

metres of copper wire ;
a small sphere, or other conductor

without points, about the

size of a 50 -gram weight,

hung upon a silk thread

about 25 centimetres long ;

access to an electrical ma-

chine
;
a rod and rubber,

as ill Experiment 58.

Manipulation. Place the

smaller tin can on the insu-

lating stand, and connect it

with one electroscope by
Fio. Ill means of the wire. Do

WTmmTTm
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not let the wire touch the table or any other conductor.

Charge the other electroscope as in Experiment 58. Ex-

cite the electrical machine, separate the knobs, and test the

sign of the electricity upon one of them by charging from

it the sphere and bringing it near the free electroscope, the

kind of whose charge is known. Note the sign of the

charge, and always charge the sphere the same way by

turning the machine in the same direction and using the

same knob.

1. Completely discharge the can and electroscope at-

tached by
"
earthing" them with the finger. Charge the

ball, and lower it into the can, being very careful not to

touch the can, wire, or electroscope with the hand or the

ball.

{a) What is the sign of the charge of the electroscope
leaves ? (Test with the rubbed rod.)

(b) Eemove the ball without touching the can, and test

the sign of its charge by means of the free electroscope.
Has the charge of the ball been changed ?

(c) Is there any trace of a charge on the electroscope
and can ?

(d) Explain logically what conclusion you can draw as to

the charge induced on tlie can when the ball was inside it.

(e) Describe exactly what would have happened had the

can, etc., been " earthed
"
for a moment while the ball was

in it, and what would have been their condition after the

ball was removed. If you do not know, try the experiment.

(/) Start again with the can and electroscope entirely

discharged. Charge the sphere again, lower it slowly into

the can, touch it against the bottom, and let it roll around

so as to insure contact. Finally, remove the ball. Describe

and explain the motions of the gold leaves throughout the

process.

{g) Is there any charge left upon the ball ?

(h) What further conclusions besides those of (d) can

you now draw as to the signs and amounts of the ijiduced

charges ?
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Fig. 112

(*) Place the smaller can inside the larger^ and the larger
on an insulated stand. Connect the larger with the elec-

troscope. The paraffine insulates

the cans at the bottom, and they
must not be allowed to touch

elsewhere. Discharge the cans

and electroscope. Lower the

A charged ball slowly into the in-

ner can, and finally touch it and

let it roll around the bottom.

Describe and explain the mo-

tion of the gold leaves.

( / )
What would have happened if the inner can had been

"earthed" for a moment while the ball was inside?

(k) What would have happened had the inner can been

"earthed" for a moment, as above, but the ball removed

without touching it to the can ? Try the experiment, if

necessary.

2. Place a tin plate upon the insulating stand.

(/) Discharge the electroscope, put it on the plate, sur-

round it with the wire screen, and cover with the other tin

plate. Connect the closed conducting surface thus found

with one knob of the electrical machine, and charge it un-

til sparks can be drawn from it. Is any effect produced on

the electroscope ?

(m) Discharge the cage, take off the top, and lower into

it the sphere highly charged. Be careful not to let the

sphere touch anything. Earth the cage with the finger,

then remove the finger, and finally touch the ball to the

cage. Describe and explain the indications of the gold

leaves at every step of the above process, showing where the

opposite charge to that upon the ball is situated,

(«) Place the electroscope outside the cage, as close to it

as possible. Discharge it completely, and carefully remove

or discharge any bodies in its neighborhood that might be

charged. Charge the ball highly, and lower it into the

cage. Eepeat, touching the outside of the cage with the
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finger while the ball is lowered. Describe the indications

at each step and explain, showing, as before, the positions of

the opposite charge.

Questions and Problems.

1. A sphere 3 centimetres radius is placed in a space where the

potential is 6. It is joined to the earth for a moment, and

then removed from the region. What is its charge ?

2. Two insulated spheres, each 5 centimetres radius, are connected

by a long wire. One is in a space whose potential is 6, the

other in a space at potential 8. What is the potential and

charge of each sphere ?

3. Wiiy does a charged body inside a closed conductor induce a

charge on a body outside unless the closed conductor is

"earthed," while a charged body outside can produce no

effect inside whether the cage is "earthed
"
or not ?
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Object. A study of an electrical induction machine.

Apparatus. A Voss machine (a Holtz, Wimshurst, or

any induction machine will answer) ;
an electroscope, with

rod and rubber for charging it; a ''proof-plane/' which

may readily be made of a small coin fastened with wax on

the end of a glass rod
;
a high-resistance galvanometer,

with leads of copper wire sufficiently long to reach to the

machine
;
two metres of cotton string.

Manipulation. Draw a diagram of the machine in your

note-book. Charge the electroscope by means of the rod.

Excite the machine
; stop it ivWiout alloioing it to turn

haclcward when it stops. Charge the ''proof -plane" by
induction from one of the knobs—i. e., by bringing it near

the knob and touching it with the finger for a moment.

Do not allow a spark to pass to it. Test the sign of the

charge of the "
proof-plane

" with the electroscope, and

note on your diagram the sign of the charge. Test every

metal part of the machine, including both knobs, the

brushes, condensers, cross-bar, buttons on the revolving

plate, and the tin-foil pasted on the back plate. Keep the

revolving plate in the same position exactly throughout;
and if it becomes necessary to renew the charge on the

machine, stop turning when the plate is again exactly at

the right point.

Next, test the sign of a button just before and just after

it passes each of the brushes. From these observations

explain briefly the operation of the machine.

What is the function of the tin-foil on the stationary

wheel ? Of the cross-bar ? Of the condensers ?
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Place the electroscope 50 centimetres from one of the

knobs of the machine, and push the two knobs of the ma-

chine together until sparks pass as the wheel is slowly
revolved. Note the behavior of the electroscope as the

wheel is turned, and state briefly what inference you can

draw as to what goes on in the ether around the machine.

What is the greatest distance at which you can notice

any effect on the electroscope ? What do -you infer as to

the state of a mass of metal, such as the plumbing of a

house, just before, during, and just after a flash of light-

ning in the neighborhood ?

Separate the knobs and connect each to one terminal of

the galvanometer by means of the wire. Turn the machine

at a speed just high enough to get a small deflection, say 1

centimetre, on the galvanometer. Count the turns of the

wheel made in a minute. Eepeat, using three times the

speed, and note the deflection again. Is the current, as

shown by the galvanometer, proportional to the speed ?

Wet the string and connect to the galvanometer through
it instead of through the wire. Turn the machine at

either of the two speeds already observed. Is the deflec-

tion changed by the insertion of the wet string ? Eeverse

the direction of turning the machine and note the effect

on the deflection.

Note in particular that the machine produces a current

which can deflect a galvanometer needle, and that this

current increases with the speed
—

i. e., the difference of

potential maintained between the knobs, and decreases as

the resistance through which it must pass increases.

Questions and Problems.

Draw the lines of force for an electropliorus at each of the four

steps : charged, cover on, joined to earth, cover removed.
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(two observers are required)

Object. 1. To show that the capacity of a condenser com-

posed of two parallel plates varies inversely as the distance

between its plates. 2. To determine the dielectric -con-

stant of some dielectric^ such as glass. (See "Physics/'

Arts. 237,239.)

General Theory. The "capacity" of a condenser is de-

fined as the ratio of the charge npon one of its surfaces to

the difference of potential between them. In symbols

If we have a means of charging a condenser to the same

potential difference under various conditions, and can in

each case measure e, we can show how the capacity varies

under these conditions. For instance, if we have a con-

denser consisting of two parallel plates, and vary the dis-

tance between them, while v-^—V2 is kept the same, we can

show that the capacity is inversely as the distance by meas-

uring e in each case.

The best method of comparing the charges is to make

use of the fact that, if a portion of one of the plates near

its centre is made movable, the force pulling it towards the

other plate is

^ 27r<7 A

where a is the surface density of the charge,

A is the area of the movable portion or disk,

K is the dielectric-constant of the medium between

the two plates.
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Hence, if this force is measured for different distances apart

of the plates and is found to have the values F^ and Fo,

F, a-\

F. 2̂ <^2
2

and

e^-a^A-y F^

As usually arranged, the disk is cut out of the upper

plate, and the force on the movable disk is measured by

attaching it to the arm of a balance and noting the weight

on the other pan necessary to just prevent the disk from

being pulled down. The difference of potential between

the plates is made the same in each case by connecting

each plate to the corresponding plate of a second trap-

door electrometer. By keeping the distance apart of the

plates in this second electrometer the same, and its counter-

poise the same throughout, its disk will drop for exactly

the same difference of potential in every trial. If we con-

nect the plates of the condenser to the poles of an electric

machine and excite the machine, when the disk on the sub-

sidiary electrometer drops it indicates that the given po-

tential difference is reached. By changing the weights in

the pan of the balance of the variable electrometer we can

adjust it so that the plates of the two electrometers fall

together. In this manner the force is measured at the in-

stant the plates reach the given difference of potential.

Hence,
1. If the distance between the plates of the condenser is

C e

varied, the ratio j}, which equals
—

,
and is measured by

~, may be proved to equal -j
—i. e., the square root of

the force, being proportional to the capacity, should be in-

versely proportional to the distance between the plates.

2. By placing a thick plate of glass or other dielectric

between the plates
—the total distance being the same as
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in one of the experiments with air—the variation in the

capacity (and consequently in the force) can be noted.

Note.—The constant of the dielectric composing the plate may be de-

termined in this way. For theory shows that if i^is the force on the mova-

ble disk, when tliere is a thicicness d of air between the plates, and F' the

force when there is a thickness d" of air, and d' of another dielectric, then,

if K' is the dielectric-constant of the dielectric, and ^of air,

1

V p
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balance, the clearance between the cnt-ont piece and the

fixed ''guard-ring" being made as small as possible. A
second disk of about the same diameter as the guard-ring

is fastened firmly to the end of a shellacked glass tube,

which is held in a clamp-stand. For the electrometer in

which the distance is to be varied, the lower plate should

preferably be provided with an insulating -stand, which

allows it to be readily raised or lowered while its plane is

kept horizontal. The tripod and the stand of the lower

plate should both be provided with levelling screws. A
"trap-door" electrometer, in which the movable part of

the upper plate is hinged at one side and kept from fall-

ing by a spring or sliding counterpoise, is convenient for

the second instrument. A level ;
vernier caliper ;

box of

Aveights, 100 grams to 0.01 gram ;
a thick glass plate,

wider than those of the electrometer ;
and an electric in-

duction-machine and wires are also necessary.

O^^^''^^ /fmnr»\
,

Q^^s^^^
~VQ qq^^o^~

Fig. 114

Manipulation. Set up the apparatus as shown in the

diagram. Adjust the plates of the condenser so that they
are one centimetre apart. Remove the tripod which holds

the upper plate, or "guard-ring"; level the lower plate;

replace the tripod, and level the guard -ring. Make the

wire connections as shown. Adjust the movable disk so

that its under surface is accurately in the plane of the

under surface of the guard-ring when the beam is horizon-

tal. This may be done approximately by means of the

levelling screws on the balance and by blocks if necessary.

Such a balance should be provided with screw -stops to

limit the tilt of the beam, and the final adjustment may
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be made by placing a weight in the pan greater than that

necessary to counterpoise the disk, and then supporting the

weight-arm by the screw-stop, so that the disk is exactly in

position. If the disk does not hang level, it may be ad-

justed by bending slightly the wires by which it is sus-

pended. See that the disk is free to move without fric-

tion. Find the weight which, when placed in the pan, will

balance the disk while the apparatus is uncharged. Place

a small number of grams—e. g., 6—in the pan in addition

to this balancing weight and excite the machine. Adjust
the counterpoise of the secondary electrometer so that the

disk falls about simultaneously with that of the other when
thus weighted. This adjustment is then left unchanged

during the remainder of the experiment.

Adjust the weight in the weight-pan of the balance until

the disks fall exactly together. If one disk has a greater

mass than the other, care must be taken to note the first

trace of motion in the heavier disk. When adjusted, note

the weight in the pan, and, deducting that necessary to

balance the weight of the disk, deduce the force. Measure

with the caliper the distance between the plates at five

equidistant points around the circumference, and average,

to get the distance of the disk above the lower plate.

Eepeat with distances of 2 centimetres and 3 centimetres

approximately between the plates. Level the lower plate

and guard-ring each time, but on no account touch the

counterpoise of the second electrometer.

Pass the flame of a Bunsen-burner over both surfaces

and all around the edge of the glass plate, being careful

not to crack it by keeping the flame too long on one spot.

Place the glass plate on the lower plate of the condenser,

level as before, and determhie the force on the disk. Ex-

plain fully why it is greater than when the plates were sep-

arated by a thickness of air equal to the combined thick-

ness of the glass and air in this experiment.
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ILLUSTRATION

Variation of the capacity of a condenser with the distance apart of

its plates. (The dielectric is air.)

Weight necessary to balance the disk when uncharged = 128.60

grams.

Distance between Plates in Centimetres

1.10,1.12,1.23. Mean, 1.15 = rfi

2. 02, 2. 02, 2. 04. Mean, 2. 03 = (f

2.99, 2.93, 2 96. Mean, 2.96 = (/

3

Weight in Pau

134.00

130.50

129.55

Force, F
5.40 grams.

1.90
"

.95
"

.-. x/^ = \ /" = 1-69. -' = 1.77. Difference, 5 %.V F, V 1.90 di

, /ij = . /h^^ = 1 41. - = 1.46. Difference, 4 %.V F; V .95 d^

This difference is well within the limit of accuracy of the experi-

ment.

Questions and Problems.

1. A condenser of two circular disks 20 centimetres in diameter,

and separated by a sheet of mica 0.1 centimetre thick, is

charged to potential 2. What sized sphere would have the

same capacity ?

2. Calculate the capacity of a Leyden jar whose capacity is 15

centimetres, and the height of whose coatings is 20 centi-

metres, the thickness of the glass being 0.1 centimetre. (Ap-

ply formula for parallel plates. )

3. A Leyden jar of capacity 1000 is charged to potential 10,

another of capacity 500 is charged to potential 5 ; the outer

coatings are put to earth and the knobs are connected. Cal-

culate initial and final energy, and explain their difference.

4. Two condensers are made exactly alike, each consisting of an

inner and outer concentric sphere, radii 10 and 12 centime-

tres. One has sulphur as the dielectric; the other, air. The

former is charged with 100 units ;
and then the two are con-

nected, inner sphere to inner, outer to outer. What are the

charges on each, and the potential ?
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EXPERIMENT 62

Object. To map a ''current sheet." (See "Physics,"
Art. 296.)

General Theory. If an electric current enters a conduct-

ing sheet—e. g., a layer of conducting liquid spread over a

glass plate, a piece of tin-foil—at one point, and leaves it at

an opposite one, the flow through the sheet is spread out

and may be said to follow certain lines, called "lines of

flow." At right angles to these lines there will be lines

of constant potential, because in a conductor there is always
flow from high potential to low, and a line along which

there is no flow—i. e., a line at right angles to a line of

flow—must be a line of constant potential. These lines of

constant potential may be easily mapped by either of two

methods to be described below
;
and so, if they are known,

the lines of flow may be drawn at right angles to them.

One method of mapping the equipotential lines is to join

two wires to a galvanoscope, one to each binding -
post ;

then, keeping the terminal of one wire fixed at some point
on the current sheet, to move the terminal of the other wire

over the sheet, tracing out points for which no deflection is

observed in the galvanoscope.
This method cannot be used if the current sheet is not

steady but varying (such a current as is obtained from an

induction-coil); but a difference of potential between two
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points in snch a current may be detected by a telephone,
used in place of the galvanoscope in the former method.*

In either of these ways lines of constant potential and

the lines of flow may be mapped at different points of the

current sheet.

Source of Error.

The lines of flow may change during the experiment, owing to

changes in concentration, etc.

Apparatus. A small induction-coil; a shallow, water-

tight box, with a plane glass bottom, to the under side of

which a sheet of co-ordinate paper is pasted ;
a telephone ;

a storage circuit; wires; a loose sheet of co-ordinate paper
of the same size as that on the box, and a very small quan-

tity of common salt.

W w
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bottom. The simplest way of recording the successive

positions of the telephone terminals is to transfer their

co-ordinates directly to the sheet of paper similar to that

on the bottom of the box. Start with one telephone terminal

fixed at an arbitrary but definite point by clamping it to the

side of the tank, not far from either one of the electrodes,

where the circuit enters or leaves. Note its position on

the loose sheet. Place the diaphragm of the telephone
near the ear, and at the same time move the other tele-

phone terminal through the liquid over the bottom of the

box. Always keep the end of the terminal perfectly straight

and perpendicular to the bottom of the box. A drumming
sound will be audible, whose intensity varies as the termi-

nal is moved from point to point. Try to concentrate the

attention upon the sound in the telephone by ignoring the

buzz of the interrupter ;
and for this reason it is very de-

sirable to have the induction-coil as far off, and its noise as

much muffled, as possible. Note the successive positions

occupied by the movable terminal when no sound can be

heard in the telephone, and record them with reference to

the axes on the loose sheet of co-ordinate paper.
To find these positions systematically, move the free tele-

phone terminal along a co-ordinate line near and parallel

to either side of the box. Approach the point of no sound,
or of mijiimum vibration, from both directions, in turn,

along this line, until its exact position is ascertained and

recorded. Now find, in like manner, a point of no sound

on a co-ordinate line one centimetre farther away from the

same side of the box and parallel to the line first chosen.

Continue in this way until an edge of the box is encoun-

tered. Draw a curve through the points thus found, which

is the equipotential through the point marked by the fixed

terminal.

Next, place the fixed telephone terminal at a point one

centimetre (or more) from its initial position. Again find

and record the position of points of no sound on equidistant

parallel straight lines, and draw the equipotential through
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them. Finally, repeat the processes just described until the

whole surface of the bottom of the box has been traversed—
i. e., until the fixed terminal has been moved around half of

the box, from one electrode to the other. Then draw, at

short intervals {e.g., one centimetre apart at the middle),
curves cutting the equipotentials at right angles. Indicate

the "lines of flow" by arrow-heads.

As a variation of this experiment, place a symmetrical

piece of metal in the middle of the box, and plot the equi-

potential curves. Make the depth of the water just suffi-

cient not to cover the metal.

ILLUSTRATION Feb. 18, 1895

Fig. 116

Questions and Problems.

1. Explain by the aid of a diagram what would happen if the cur-

rent were intercepted by placing a plate of glass across a

part of the liquid.

2. Could this experiment be performed with pure water in the

box? Why?
3. Why is it that only a minimum sound can be found in some

places?

4. If equal quantities of electricity did not pass every section of

the electrolytic conductor in the same time, what would be

the result? Show the analogy between electricity and an

incompressible fluid.
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Object. To plot the magnetic field of force :

1. Of a magnet and the earth together.

2. Of the magnet alone.

General Theory. If a magnetized needle is supported so

as to be free to turn, and is placed in a magnetic field, it

will set itself tangent to the line of force at its centre. If

the needle is short enough, the difference between the

straight line joining its extremities and the curve of the

line of force may be neglected. Hence, if a large magnet

be placed in the centre of a sheet of paper, and a small

pocket-compass be placed at any point of the sheet, the

position of the ends of the needle may be marked ;
and the

line joining the ends is then a small part of the local line

of force. By moving the compass on, so that one end of

the needle again falls upon the point just marked for the

other, another section of the line of force may be plotted ;

and so on until the line meets the magnet or the edge of

the paper. Another line may then be drawn similarly.

If the magnet and the piece of paper are stationary, the

field plotted will be that due to the earth and magnet com-

bined, since the force at any point is always the resultant

of the force due to the two. We can, however, eliminate

the effect of the earth in influencing the direction of the

line of force at any point in the following manner: The

mao-net is secured to the sheet of paper, and the latter is

placed free to move upon a table, so that it can be turned

in any direction as required, carrying with it the magnet

upon it. The compass is placed where it is desired to be-
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gin the plotting of the field. The needle will not lie in a

north -and -south line unless it so happens that the local

line of force due to the magnet alone is north and south.

For, if the force due to the magnet alone is in any other

direction, there will be a component turning the needle

out of the line in which the earth alone would hold it
;

consequently, if the needle happens to lie north and south,

it is known at once that the field of the magnet alone at

that point is north and south; and therefore the extremi-

ties of the compass-needle are points on the line of force

of the magnet alone, as well as of the earth alone. If, as

is usually the case, the needle does not point north and

south, the paper, together with the magnet and compass

upon it, can be turned until the needle does so point. In

other words, the magnet and its field are rotated until the

line of force of the magnet at the desired place is north

and south. The extremities of the needle are then marked

on the paper, the compass is moved on, and the next sec-

tion of the line is plotted similarly. Since the paper with

the magnet fixed upon it is always turned so that the di-

rection of the line of force on the paper is the same as that

of the earth, the direction of each little section is the same

as if the earth were not there
;
and the whole field as plot-

ted is that of the magnet alone.

Sources of Error.

1. Owing to the size of the compass-ease it is impossible to place

the marks exactly at the end of the needle as they should be.

2. Owing also to the size of the case the difference between the

curve of the line of force and the straight line between the

points marked is considerable.

3. If, on the other hand, too small a compass is used, the direction

of the needle is not as easy to note.

4. The experiment must be done on a level surface, and the com-

pass so tipped as to prevent the needle from striking the top

or bottom of its case.

Apparatus. Two sheets of paper, each one-half the size

of the sheets in Experiment 57, in Electrostatics; a bar

I
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magnet ;
a small pocket-compass ;

two plus ;
thumb-tacks

;

a thread about one metre long.

Manipulation. (1) Resultant Field of Magnet and Earth.

—Choose a place away from masses of iron of any kind.

Fasten one sheet with the tacks to a smooth table or draw-

ing-board. (If a drawing-board is used it should be firmly

secured, so that its position will not change during the ex-

periment.) Remove the bar magnet to a distance and

draw with the help of the compass an east-and-west and

a north-and-south line through the centre of the paper.
Place the magnet on the centre of the sheet with its axis

east and west on the line already drawn. Trace the out-

line of the magnet on the paper, in case it should be

disturbed, marking which is its north and which its south

pole. (N. B. The north pole is that which seeks the north

and repels the north-pointing pole of the compass.) Be-

gin at any convenient point and mark off twenty points

on the outline of the magnet, each of which will be made

the starting-point for one of the lines of the field as drawn.

Place the points much closer together at the poles than

near the middle.

Place the compass close to the magnet so that it points
to one of the marked points. Mark the position of the

other end of the compass-needle as nearly as the case of

the compass will allow. Move the compass so that the end

of the needle nearest the magnet is as close as the case will

allow to the point just marked, and points towards it.

Mark the opposite end of the needle as before. Continue

similarly until you reach the magnet again or the edge of

the paper. Mark from time to time the way the arrow-

head of the compass is turned. Finally, draw a smooth

curve through the points marked.

When one line is thus drawn, proceed similarly to locate

the one from the next marked point on the boundary of the

magnet, and continue until the whole field is drawn.

Two points will be found in diametrically opposite cor-

ners of the field, where the force due to the earth and that
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due to the magnet are exactly equal and opposite, and the

position of the needle is therefore indeterminate. Locate

these points as closely as the size of the compass permits,

drawing extra lines of force in that neighborhood.

(2) Field of Magnet Alone.—Remove the bar magnet to a

distance, and set two straight pins vertically in the table

to mark a north-and-south line. The pins must be far

enough apart to admit of the sheet of paper on which the

field is to be plotted being laid on the table and rotated

between them. The best way to lay off the line is to set

the compass about the middle of it, sight very carefully

along the needle, and stick the farther pin in position.

Sight again along the needle and set the nearer pin so that

it exactly hides the farther one. Then join the two pins

by a thread, running about one centimetre above the paper.

Place the magnet on the centre of the sheet and fasten

it with ''universal" or other soft wax. Draw its outline

again as a precaution. Lay off twenty points around it as

in Part 1, as starting-points in plotting the field. Place

the compass near one of the starting-points. Shift the

paper until the pivot of the compass lies exactly in the

north-and-south line marked by the thread. Now rotate

the paper until the needle lies under the thread. If, in

doing so, the needle turns away from the point selected as

the beginning of the line, shift the compass on the paper

sideways until it points towards it, and move the whole

paper again without turning until the pivot is again under

the thread. Continue similarly until the desired starting-

point and the pivot of the needle are exactly in the north-

and-south line marked by the thread, and the needle also

lies exactly in this line. When this is secured mark the

position of the end of the needle away from the magnet as

in Part 1, and proceed in a precisely similar manner to find

another point on the same line of force. In doing so, the

point just marked, the pivot of the needle, and the direc-

tion of the needle must be brought under the thread.

When all the points on a line are plotted, draw a curve
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through them and indicate by an arrow the direction in ;

which a north pole would move along the line.
:

When lines have been drawn similarly from points all !

around the magnet, take both sheets home and draw the
]

equipotential surfaces with red ink. Locate the equipo-

tentials around the neutral points in Part 1 very carefully. '.

In the rest of the field a comparative few will answer.
|

Date and sign the sheets, and fold them to fit in the re- i

port books. Answer the questions in the report books as
,

usual.
j

t

Questions and Problems.
|

1. Explain the peculiarities in the equipotential surfaces around
j

the neutral points. I

2. Knowing the strength of the earth's field at the place where

the experiment was performed, how would you calculate
'

the strength of either pole of the magnet from the direction
j

of the line of force at any point on your diagram of Part 1 ?
j

Assume the poles to be equal. j

3. Why cannot two or more lines of force intersect?

4. How could a field due to a single pole be mapped ? Show by
a sketch what would be the direction of the lines of force.

j

5. Would there be any difference between a north and a south |

pole?
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Object. To measure the magnetic inclination or dip.

General Theory. The magnetic inclination is the angle

which the line of magnetic force, due to the earth, makes

with the horizontal at any point on the earth. To measure

this, it is necessary to so suspend a magnetic needle that

it is perfectly free to turn about a vertical and also a hori-

zontal axis, and to determine the angle it makes with a

horizontal plane. Another method is to suspend a magnetic

needle so that it is free to turn about an axis which is per-

pendicular to the magnetic meridian, and to measure the

angle below the horizon made by the direction which it takes.

The difficulties in this experiment may be described as

follows :

1. The axis around which the needle turns may not pass

directly through the centre of the circle on whose circum-

ference the scale is divided.

In this case the extremities of the pointers do not meas-

ure the angles correctly ;
but if

the scale is divided as shown, the

reading of one extremity of the

needle will be as much too great

as that of the other is too little.

This is apparent from the figure

in which the dotted line repre-

sents the true diameter. There-

fore the average of the readings
of the two extremities gives the

correct angle.

tllo%°

FiQ. 117
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2. The centre of gravity of the needle may not coincide

with its axis of rotation, in which case the needle will be

influenced in its position when it is turning about an axis

perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

If the centre of gravity comes at a point, P, in a line

perpendicular to the axis of fig-

ure of the needle, correction may
be made by reversing the needle—
i. e., in the figure

—
changing from

position 1 to position 2
; for, in the

first case, the fact of the centre of

gravity being at P tends to make
the dip less by a certain angle,

while in the second position it

tends to increase it by the same

angle.

If the centre of gravity comes

at a point, Q, in the axis of figure

of the needle, correction must be

made by remagnetiziug the needle,
so that the poles are reversed. This

changes the magnet from position

3 to position 4
;
and in these two

cases the influence of the position

of the centre of gravity is equal,

but opposite.

Therefore, in the general case, when the centre of grav-

ity is in any unknown position, it is necessary to make the

needle assume the three positions shown in 1, 2, and 4, and

to take the average angle of dip.

3. The axis of figure of the needle may not coincide with

the magnetic axis—i. e., the line joining the two poles of

the needle. In this case the extremities of the needle do

not record the true dip. As is shown in Figure 119, in one

position a is too high and h too low
;
but if the needle is

reversed in its bearings, the magnetic axis does not change
its direction, but a comes as much too low as before it

Fig. 118
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was too higli, and h vice versa. Therefore, taking the mean

position of the needle, direct and reversed, corrects for

this error.

It follows that the

general method in-

volves these four steps :

1. Place the needle

horizontal.

2. Locate the mag-
netic meridian.

3. Place the needle

in this meridian, with

its axis of rotation per-

pendicular to it.

4. Make the readings

as iust described.
''

Fig. 119

Sources of Error.

1. Friction in the bearings and slipping of the clamps are the

principal sources.

2. The above-mentioned difficulties in the use of the needle must

all be carefullj' overcome.

3. After remagnetization the magnetic axis may not coincide with

its former position.

Apparatus. A dip-circle and a small reading-lens. The

dip-circle consists essentially of a well-balanced magnetic

needle, pivoted with its axis approximately through the

centre of a divided circle and at right angles to the plane

of the same. This circle is arranged to move both about

a horizontal and about a vertical axis. These axes pass

through the centres of graduated circles at right angles to

their respective planes ;
and these circles are divided into

degrees of arc by marks which are numbered from zero to

ninety. There are, besides, several screws on a dip-circle,

the uses of which will be explained in the appropriate places,

as they are needed in this experiment.

Manipulation. To simplify the explanation, let the three

circles be distinguished in the following manner : Let the
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circle which contains the needle be designated as "the
movable circle"; let the vertical circle be called simply
"the semicircle," because it is graduated only over half of

its circumference
;
and let the

fixed horizontal circle be known
as " the fixed circle." Make
the adjustments as follows :

Place the dip
- circle on the

table and slip the screw -feet

into grooves prepared for this

purpose. Remove all magnetic
substances from the neighbor-
hood of the table which sup-

ports the dip -circle. If the

needle does not move freely

in its bearings, or if it is too

loose, adjust the screw which

regulates the pivot, and clamp
it by means of the nut.

1. To place the needle hor-

izontal. Loosen the screw

which projects from the plane
of the semicircle below its arc,

and which, when tightened,

firmly clamps it to the vertical axis of the whole instru-

ment. Grasp the large milled head on the opposite side

of the semicircle, and turn it until the zero of the semi-

circle appears to coincide with its index. Clamp the semi-

circle tightly by means of the screw just noticed, and com-

plete this adjustment by turning the "tangent screw"

beneath the semicircle until its zero mark coincides exactly

with the index. (View the scales of the circles through
the lens in making all accurate adjustments or readings.)

Turn the three screws which form the feet of the dip-circle

until the plumb-line hangs in the middle of its ring. Turn

the upper part of the dip-circle around its vertical axis

through about ninety degrees, and adjust the screw-feet

Fig. 120
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until the plumb-line again passes through the centre of the

ring. Continue to turn the dip-circle through the quad-
rants and to adjust its feet until the thread passes ap-

proximately through the middle of the ring in all positions

of the instrument—i. e., until the dip-circle is practically

level. The axis of the needle is now truly vertical.

2. To locate the magnetic meridian. Although the

grooves in the table are intended to prevent any move-

ment of the instrument, it is best to hold the fixed circle

firmly in position while turning the movable circle around

either its horizontal or its vertical axis. For convenience,

turn the movable circle about its vertical axis until the

needle points somewhere near either of its zero divisions.

(Pound on the table with your fist, thus jarring the needle

and giving it freedom of motion, so that it may assume its

proper position.) Read both ends of the needle, estimating
to tenths of a degree, and take the arithmetical mean of

these positions. For consistency, call all readings around

the horizontal scales in one direction from the zero marks

positive, and prefix a negative sign to all readings in the

opposite direction— e- g-, clockwise + ,
anti -clockwise — .

Loosen the screw which holds the needle in its bearings,
remove it, turn it over and replace it, thus causing it to

be reversed relatively to the scale for the movable circle.

Again set the needle to vibrating, and when it comes to

rest note the positions of its ends and take the half-sum

of the readings thus obtained. Take the mean of these

two positions of the needle, direct and reversed
;
let it be

a. Then a diameter of the movable circle which passes

through the scale at this angle, a, marks the magnetic north -

and-south line.

Turn the instrument around its vertical axis through an

angle, a, as shown by the fixed circle at the base. This

places the horizontal axis of the semicircular scale directly
in the magnetic meridian.

3. To place the needle in the magnetic meridian and its

axis of rotation perpendicular to it. Keeping the index
23
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on the fixed circle unchanged, unclamp the semicircle and

rotate the movable circle about its horizontal axis until

the index of the semicircle coincides exactly with either

one of its ninety-degree divisions—that is, turn it through
a right angle, and clamp it. (Whenever the plane of the

movable circle is in a vertical position the clamp -screw

must be turned very hard to overcome the tendency of the

circle to slip into an oblique position due to the moment

acting upon it.) The needle is now approximately in the

magnetic meridian. Beat on the table and then record

the positions of both ends of the needle, as indicated by
the movable circle. Next turn the instrument around its

vertical axis exactly 180° from its initial or zero position,

and note the readings of the ends of the needle. Turn

the movable circle around its horizontal axis through two

right angles, so that the index of the semicircle coincides

with its other ninety-degree division. Be very careful not

to move the index of the fixed circle in making this ad-

justment. Jar the instrument and read the ends of the

needle. Again revolve the dip -circle around its vertical

axis through 180°—i. e., back to its first position
—and

record the positions of the ends of the needle.

Now, as before explained, reverse the needle relatively to

the movable circle. Repeat all of the operations described

in the last paragraph, and record the four pairs of results

so obtained.

4. Ask an instructor to reverse the magnetization of the

needle
; and, after this reversal has been accomplished, re-

peat the entire set of adjustments and readings described

in the preceding paragraphs. Before levelling, turn the

instrument around its vertical axis through 180°, so that

the zero division of the fixed circle which was not used

before as the principal reference - mark shall now be so

used. This will vary the conditions of the experiment

slightly. Take the arithmetical mean of the thirty -two

readings of the ends of the needle and record it as the true

dip.
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ILLUSTRATION
Feb. 11, 1895

Dip at Baltimore

Index zero = + 1.1°

Direct.

Needle Readings

79.7°, 79.6"

Needle Readings

.80.5°, 80.1°
^

70.8°, 71.0°
Right

71.6°, 71.8°

Reversed.

5 80.0°, 80.1°
I R- , 5

79.2°, 79.4°
^^"

I 71.0°, 71.r
I

^'^^^
I 71.3°, 71.1°

Bemagnetized.

Index zero= —3.3°

Left

Direct.

73.8°, 73.4°

57.0°, 56.3°

Reversed.

Right
73.3°, 73.2°

56.9°, 57.9°

^
.( 71.1°, 71.6° I ^. ,

(71.3°, 71.4°
^^'*

I 56.9°, 56. 7°
I

^'^''*
I 57.9°, 57.3°

Dip =^ = 70.00°

Questions and Problems.

1. Give a practical method for diminishing the error due to the

sticliing of the needle in its bearings when it is allowed to

come to rest.

3. What are meant by the "magnetic elements," and how do

they vary with the lime and place of observation ?
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Object. To compare the intensities of fields of magnetic
force. (See

'^

Physics," Art. 269.)

General Theory. If a magnet be suspended free to oscil-

late about an axis perpendicular to a field of force, the

period of vibration is

V MB'
where A is the moment of inertia

of the magnet about its axis of

vibration, M is the magnetic mo-

ment, R is the intensity of the

magnetic field, M and A are con-

stants for a given magnet, if it is

not jarred or otherwise altered

magnetically.

Therefore, if this same magnet
is suspended so as to make oscil-

lations in another field of force

whose intensity is R^, and if the

period of vibration is T^, then

' V MR,'
R T^

and hence
~p ~~T~2'

In this experiment, therefore, th^ same magnet is to be

made to perform oscillations in different fields of force
;

and their intensities may be compared by measuring the

periods of vibration in the different fields.

Fig. 121
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Sources of Error.

1. If anything happens to the vibrating magnet, its magnetic mo-

ment will be changed. Therefore avoid all jars, changes in

temperature, contact with other magnets, etc.

2. The supporting fibre must be as free as possible from torsion.

^^J^

Apparatus. A bar-magnet, about 3 centimetres long ;
a

large glass jar ;
a piece of silk fibre

;
a sheet of paper or a

piece of pasteboard ;
and a glass tube, the length of which

is somewhat greater than any diameter of the glass Jar.

Manipulation. Make a stirrup of a short strip of paper,

and suspend it from the middle of the glass tube by means

of the fibre. Place the tube across any
diameter of the upper open end of the jar

so that the stirrup and fibre hang near the

middle of the jar. The fibre should be of

such a length as to support the stirrup

about five centimetres above the bottom of

the jar. When the torsional oscillations

of the fibre have practically ceased, place

the magnet in the stirrup. Take great

care not to drop or abuse the magnet in

any way, or else all of the results will be

vitiated. There must not be any magnetic substance in

the neighborhood of the jar other than the one magnet un-

der consideration. If the magnet under the action of the

earth's field alone turns around abruptly, reversing its posi-

tion, it must be taken out of the stirrup and replaced with

its ends interchanged relatively to the stirrup. This is

done to avoid producing undue torsion in the suspending
fibre. Then carefully balance the magnet in a horizontal

plane, and cover the jar with the sheet of paper to hin-

der draughts of air around the magnet. Cause the mag-
net to vibrate (not swing) in very small arcs about the

fibre as ?k fixed vertical axis, and record the number of sec-

onds which elapse while the magnet makes one hundred

complete oscillations. Follow the method of Experiment 1.

Fig. 122
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It is best to mark two vertical lines on opposite sides of

the jar, and then make the fibre come in between them.

In this way the exact period may be measured. Repeat
this reading several times, and deduce the mean period of

vibration.

Move the jar and magnet to different parts of the room,
or rooms, if there are several adjoining, and in a similar

manner measure the period of vibration. Do this in par-

ticular near the following places :

1. A brick wall. 2. A window-sash, if there are window

weights. 3. A gas or steam pipe. Also at points, some

five feet apart, on a line leading through a doorway.

Assuming the intensity to be known at some standard

position, calculate the intensity at each of the other posi-

tions, and plot the results on a diagram of the rooms.

Questions and Problems.

1. How does the presence of large masses of iron in the neighbor-

hood of the oscillating magnet affect the results?

2. Explain why small vibrations must be used.

3. Explain what would happen if an astatic system, the two mag-
nets of which are not quite parallel, were suspended and set

vibrating. What is the position of equilibrium with refer-

ence to the magnetic meridian?

4. A dipping-needle makes 116 oscillations in a certain time when

vibrating in the magnetic meridian, and 100 oscillations in

an equal interval of time when its plane of vibration is per-

pendicular to the magnetic meridian. Calculate the dip.
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Object. To measure the horizontal intensity {H) of the

earth's magnetic field. (See
''

Physics," Arts. 269, 270.)

General Theory. The horizontal intensity of the earth's

magnetic field is the horizontal component of the force due

to the earth which would act upon a unit north -pole if

placed at the given point on the surface of the earth.

It is shown in treatises on physics (see "Physics," Art.

271) that it is possible to measure the magnetic intensity

of any field of force by two experiments.
1. Suspend a bar-magnet so that it is free to oscillate

about an axis perpendicular to the field of force
;

its period

of vibration is

V RM
where A is the moment of inertia around the axis of oscil-

lation, if is the magnetic moment, R is the magnetic in-

tensity of the field.

2. Place the bar -magnet at rest, perpendicular to the

2

N

Fig. 123
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field of force, and at a distance, r, from its centre in the line

of its axis suspend a small magnetic needle, so as to be free

to turn about an axis which is perpendicular to the field of

force and to the axis of the bar-magnet. Then the angle

of deflection, a, of the needle is such that

M r^ tan a -i / , ^^V tan a— :^ —
, or, more exactly, Ir^ -

-j -^^ ,

if I is the length of the bar-magnet.

From these two formulae R may be calculated.

The general method, then, in this experiment is, first,

to suspend the bar-magnet free to vibrate about a vertical

axis—then, if H is the horizontal intensity,

T
.

secondly, to suspend a small magnetic needle, free to turn

about a vertical axis, and to place the bar-magnet in a hori-

zontal plane magnetically due east or west of the needle.

If the deflection of the needle is ^,

Jf rHan ^
. , / . /'^X^ tan ^

r=2V:

ti. {.-^H- -i
. or, more exac..,,

^. ^^ ^^

Sources of Error.

1. The second formula above is derived on two assumptions—
that the distauce, r, is immensely great in comparison with

the lengths of either magnet, and that the magnetism of the

bar -magnet is concentrated at its two poles. Neither of

these assumptions is true.

3. The distance, r, is difficult to measure exactly.

Apparatus. "A magnetometer" ;
a cylindrical bar-mag-

net ;
a reading -

telescope ;
scale and adjustable stand; a

wooden metre -bar; a flshtail -burner with rubber tubing;
a piece of string. The magnetometer consists essentially

of a small, short magnetic needle fastened at right angles

to a small plane mirror, which is suspended vertically by
means of a delicate silk fibre. The needle hangs horizontally

inside a box with plane glass sides, and the fibre passes up

through a vertical glass titbe to an adjustable metal head.
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Manipulation. 1. To measure MH,

T=27v\/—', hence, MR =^^.
The moment of inertia (A) of the bar-magnet should be

obtained from an assistant. Measure at least three times

the length (l) of the bar-magnet, by direct comparison with

a ivooden metre -bar. Handle the magnet very carefully.

Hang the bar-magnet in a paper stirrup at the end of a

long fibre. (See preceding experiment.) The magnet
must be well balanced horizontally, and the thread must
be free from torsion. Surround the magnet with a large

glass jar and cover it with a sheet of paper or of pasteboard,
so as to prevent draughts of air around the magnet. Of

course, a slit must be cut in this cover to allow free mo-

tion of the suspending thread. Make sure there are no

magnetic substances in the neighborhood of the apparatus.

Give the magnet a very small angular displacement from

its position of equilibrium, and determine by the method
of Experiment 1 the period of vibration of the magnet.
To do this properly, as explained in Experiment 1, it is

necessary to make a sharp vertical line on each side of the

glass jar, and so place it that the fibre which suspends the

magnet comes in between these lines; then the exact in-

terval of one period may be easily determined. If the arc

of vibration is not small, allowance for the fact must be

made. (See Tables.)

Repeat several times this process of counting the vibra-

tions, and deduce the mean value of the period T.

3. To measure -r^'
H.

M rHan^ ., / „ PV tan ^/ py
, or, more exactly, I ''^— t

)

The tangent of the angle of deflection is best measured

by fastening a light plane mirror to the magnetic needle,

and measuring its deflection by means of a telescope and

scale, as is shown in the figure. It is evident that the

scale-reading, p, which is caused by a deflection, ^, of the
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mirror, corresponds to an angle 3^ between the lines drawn

to the mirror from the telescope and the scale division.

(See ''Physics/' Art. 307.) lip is the scale-reading, and

71 the distance from the zero of the scale at the telescope

to the mirror,

tan2^=^ = -?i^^-.
n 1 — tan^ ^

But in these measurements tan & is small, and so its square
1 73

may be neglected compared with 1, and tan B = - —-

The magnetometer is fastened upon a long wooden frame

in such a position that the centre of its needle is equi-

=^"
-^d

r—-

.>3&^^

!!

\
\

f< 1-^
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Fig. 124

distant from the centres of two screws near the ends of

the frame. The groove in the upper surface of this frame

should be at right angles to the magnetic meridian. To

secure this position, place a large compass on a stand

whose top is on a level with the mirror and at a distance

from it of not less than one metre. Sight along the axis

•

i
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of the compass-needle, and move the compass-box until the

centre of the mirror is in the line of vision. The centres

of the needle in the magnetometer and in the compass are

then in the magnetic meridian. Mark the position of one

end of the compass-needle by means of a pin or tack stuck

up in the stand. Then measure, by means of a tightly

stretched string, the distances of the centres of the screws

at the ends of the magnetometer frame from the pin or

tack. Keeping the centre of the magnetometer altogether

unchanged in position, turn its frame around in a horizon-

tal plane until the distances just mentioned are exactly

equal. Then the frame will be normal to the magnetic
meridian passing through the centre of the mirror. Set

a reading-telescope on the stand with its axis in line with

the pin or tack and the middle of the mirror. Clamp an

inverted millimetre scale to the front of the telescope sup-

port, so that it projects about the same distance on both

sides of that instrument. Then ask an instructor to ad-

just the telescope, gas-light, etc. Finally, make the scale

parallel to the magnetometer frame. (Connect by threads

two points near the ends of the scale, which are equidis-

tant from its middle, to the centre of the mirror, and ad-

just the scale until these distances are equal, as before

explained for the frame.)

When these preliminary adjustments have been made,

place the bar-magnet some considerable distance away (20

feet, say) and note the position on the scale of the vertical

cross-hair in the telescope. In general, the mirror con-

tinually swings a little, so that the reading must be found

by the method of vibrations, as explained in Experiment 11.

Now place the bar -magnet in the groove of the magne-
tometer frame, with one of its ends in close contact with

the near side of either one of the fixed screws before men-

tioned—e.g., the west one. Record the mean position of

the vertical cross-hair
;
the difference between this read-

ing and the one just made gives the deflection, in centi-

metres, of the needle, caused by the presence of the bar-
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magnet. Interchange the positions of the ends of the

bar -magnet, and note the resulting deflection. In like

manner record the deflections when the bar -magnet is

placed against the other (east) fixed screw and then re-

versed. Take the arithmetical mean of these four deflec-

tions and call it p. Next measure, by means of a piece of

string or a metre-bar, the exact horizontal distance between

the centre of the magnetometer -needle and that scale di-

vision which is nearest to it— i. e., approximately the one

directly under the axis of the telescope tube, or line of

vision. Express this distance in centimetres, and denote

it by n. Finally, measure the mean distance between the

edges of the two screws by means of the metre-bar. Do
this several times

; and, from a knowledge of the mean
value and of I, the length of the bar-magnet, calculate r.

Substitute the experimental values of I, n, p, r, and T,

together with the known values of A and v, in the formula,

and calculate H.

ILLUSTRATION

Measurement of H
100 vibrations in 1283 seconds

" 1391 "
^ ... r= 12.86

"
1284

March 3, 1891

Magnet east, mean deflections \
^^

i 19.0

west

p = 18.9 cm.
19.0 cm.

( 17.8 cm.

(18.7 cm.,
r = 37.4 cm.

« = 140. 2 cm.

1= 9.6 cm.

A = 278 C. G. S. units. Hence, H= 0.197 C. G. S. units.

Questions and Problems. ^
1. Calculate M, m, and A for the bar-magnet, using the data of

your experiment.

3. Why must a wooden metre-bar be used ?



EXPERIMENT 67

Object. To prove that the resistance of a uniform wire

varies directly as its length. (See
"
Physics," Art. 254.)

General Theory. Ohm's Law states that if i be the cur-

rent flowing through a given conductor or several conduct-

ors Joined so that the current passes through them suc-

cessively, and if E is the difference of potential between

E
any two points on this current, then -r-=a constant as long

V

as the conductor is not changed in the least by rise of

temperature, etc. This constant is called the "resistance"

of the circuit between those points, and, being denoted by
R, we have

-r = R, or E=Bi.
I

Whence, for a constant current the difference of potential

between any two points is proportional to the resistance

between them. The difference of potential can be meas-

ured, as will be described below
;
and the object of this

experiment is to prove that the resistance varies directly

as the length of the conductor at whose ends the poten-
tial difference is measured, if the wire is of uniform cross-

section.

To measure the difference in potential, the E. M. F., be-

tween any two points
—e. g. ,

M and S—of a uniform wire

through which the current is passing, the following method

is used : Connect the two points M and S by wires to a

galvanometer whose deflections, if small, are proportional
to the current through it. If the resistance of the galva-

nometer circuit is made extremely large, the current taken
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away from that through the uniform wire will be too small

to produce any sensible effect on the fall of potential in the

Fig. 125

wire, and its variations will be minute as *S' is moved along
the wire

;
but these variations may still be large enough to

be detected by the galvanometer if it is sensitive. This

current, however, through the galvanometer is caused by
the E. M. F. between Jfand S, the two points on the wire,

and is proportional to it by Ohm's Law, because the resist-

ance of the galvanometer circuit is practically constant.

Therefore, the deflection in the galvanometer measures the

E. M. F. between its terminals, which may be made to span
different lengths of the uniform wire through which the

constant current is passing.

The general method, then, is to keep one terminal of the

galvanometer permanently connected to the end of the uni-

form wire, M, and to read the deflections of the needle as

the other terminal, ^S*, is moved along the wire from M to

JV. The deflections are proportional to the E. M. F. be-

tween ilf and *S'; and this is proportional to the resistance

R between M and S along the wire. The length, 31 S.

may be measured, and if the resistance varies directly as

the length, the deflection should be proportional to the

corresponding length. Consequently, if the lengths meas-

ured from M are plotted as abscissae, and the correspond-

ing deflections as ordinates, the series of points should
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lie on a straight line passing through the origin of co-

ordinates.

The student must distinguish carefully between the

steady deflection and the first outward swing or ''throw''

of the galvanometer. The steady deflection is the differ-

ence between the position of equilibrium when there is no

current flowing and the position of equilibrium with the

given current. It is not necessary to wait for the needle

to come entirely to rest in either case
;
but the point of rest

is found by the method of vibrations, as in Experiment 11,

as soon as the range of vibration has diminished to one or

two centimetres.

The battery circuit contains a resistance by which the

current through the uniform wire can be regulated to a

value at which it will remain fairly constant.

A key, K', is placed in the battery circuit, and another,

K, in the galvanometer branch. These are usually com-

bined in one instrument, as shown in Fig. 136. A, B, and

C are three strips of brass, and i) is a brass button on the

hard -rubber base

A
B
C
D

z\

Fig. 126

E. C and D are

connected by ^

wires, one to each

of the two posts

shown at G in the

figure. A and B are similarly connected to another pair

of posts not shown. A block of hard rubber separates A

and B at one end and keeps the other ends apart also, un-

less contact is purposely made by pressing down on the

knob. B and C are separated by blocks of rubber at both

ends, and can never be brought into contact. C and D are

separated at one end only, just as A and B are, but con-

tact cannot be made at the open end until after A and B
are pressed together ; consequently, if the strips A and B
are connected by means of their posts as a key in the bat-

tery circuit, and C and D similarly in the galvanometer

circuit, the battery circuit is always closed first and the
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galvanometer circuit afterwards. Sncli a key is called a

" Wheatstone's Bridge Key," and is most convenient in this

experiment and essential in subsequent ones.

Sources of Error.

1. If the battery is used continuously its electromotive force

decreases, and, consequently, the current in the wire di-

minishes.

2. If the current passes continuously through the bridge wire,

it is heated, and its resistance increases.

3. Care must be taken at each observation to make good elec-

trical connections by means of the sliding contact. Grease

or rust at the point of contact may increase the resistance

of the galvanometer branch so that the deflection is greatly

diminished.

Apparatus. A high - resistance galvanometer ;
Wheat-

stone's wire-bridge and key; one or two battery-cells of

constant electromotive force (Daniel's cells will answer) ;

a resistance-box of as much as 100 ohms for the battery

circuit, and one of 1000 or more for the galvanometer cir-

cuit. (These resistances need not be accurately known.)

Manipulation. Connect the apparatus as is shown in

Fig. 127. If not familiar with the galvanometer, ask an

instructor to show you how it is put in working order.

Make r', the resistance in the battery circuit, about 100

ohms.

Place the sliding contact so that the entire length of the

wire is included between the two galvanometer terminals.

In this position the deflection of the galvanometer will be

the greatest obtained during the experiment, and the re-

sistances r and r' should be so adjusted that when both

keys are closod the steady deflection is not more than one-

tenth the distance from the mirror to the scale and not

much less than this amount
; r, the resistance in the gal-

vanometer circuit, should not be less than 500 ohms.

Open both circuits. Place the contact about 10 centi-

metres from M, the fixed terminal of the galvanometer.

Note on the scale parallel to the wire the exact reading of
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the point where contact is made, and also observe and note

any diifereuce between the terminal, M, and the zero of the

scale. Determine the zero of the galvanometer, taking
three swings one side and two the other, if it is not at

rest. Close both keys, and, holding them down firmly, de-

termine the new point of rest, by vibrations as before if the

needle does not come to rest. As soon as it is observed

Fig. 127

and noted, release the keys and open the circuits, so that

the current may not flow longer than necessary. Shift

the contact to a point 20 centimetres from M, and repeat.

Continue similarly to the other end of the wire and then

return, taking the same points exactly in reverse order.

The zero of the galvanometer should be redetermined

every two, or at most three, observations. Calculate the

steady deflections from the readings, and take the mean of

the two observed for the same point. Reverse the direc-

tion of the current by interchanging the wires joined to

the cell, and repeat the experiment. Plot the lengths of

wire between M and the various points as abscissge, and

the mean deflections as ordinates.
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ILLUSTRATION
March 23, 1893

Resistance in battery circuit, 100 ohms
;

in galvanometer circuit, ^
1200 ohms. i

Reading of point where wire is attached to terminal, M, + 0.2 centi- |
metre.

Reading
of

Sliding
Contact

-S



EXPERIMENT 68

(TWO OBSERVERS ARE REQUIRED)

Object. To determine roughly the effect upon resistance

of alterations in length, cross-section, temperature, and ma-

terial of a conductor.

General Theory. Ohm's Law states that if a current, i, is

flowing through a conductor, the difference of potential,

E, between any two points A and B of that conductor is

B

Fig. 128

connected with i by a relation which may be expressed
E—= R,s, constant for the given portion AB. Ris called the

resistance of the conductor between A and B, and it is evi-

dent that it will vary for different conductors. It may be

proved that if the conductor is in the form of a cylinder of

length, I, and cross-section, a,

R = p-,

where p is a constant for a given material—{j^-g-, copper
at 10°)

—but if the material is changed in any way, replaced

by another, hammered, heated, magnetized, etc., p the

"^specific resistance"—or "^resistivity" as it is called—will

change.
The object of this experiment is to verify these facts in

a somewhat rough manner. The method adopted will be

like that used in the preceding experiment. Various con-
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ductors—of different lengths, cross-sections, materials, tem-

peratures
— will be Joined in series, and, a current being

passed through them, the difference of potential at the ter-

minals of the various sections will be measured by a high-

resistance galvanometer. The measured values of E will

be proportional to the values of B.

Sources of Error.

1. The current must be kept constant.

2. The contacts m\ist be good and constant.

3. There must be no accidental change in temperature.

Apparatus. A high - resistance mirror - galvanometer ;

wire connections
;
two dial resistance-boxes ;

a battery of

cells
;

a key ;
a board on which are fastened in series 5

copper wires of equal length, one being of less diameter

than the others and two joined abreast, 1 german-silver wire,

2 iron wires
;

all the wires being of the same length, and

the german-silver and iron wires being of the same diam-

eter as one of the copper wires. One of the iron wires is

wound in a spiral and so

arranged as to dip into an

oil -bath, whose tempera-
ture may be altered at

will. Thermometer
;
Bun-

sen - burner
; tripod ;

as-

bestos dish.

Manipulation. Arrange
the apparatus as shown.

B is the battery of cells
;

R, R' are resistance-boxes
;

K is a contact key ;
G is

the galvanometer ;
W is

the board of wires
;
C is

the temperature cell.

Place the oil - bath on

an asbestos dish and tri-

pod, and raise its tem-
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peratnre to about 100°, Maintain the temperature as con-

stant as possible during the entire experiment.
Join the galvanometer terminals to the ends of one length

of the larger copper wire, and adjust the resistances 7? and

R' (keeping R' as large as possible) until the deflection

produced when the key is closed is about 5 scale divisions.

Join the galvanometer terminals in turn to—
{a) One length of the larger copper wire

; {b) two lengths
of the larger copper wire in series

; (c) two lengths of the

larger copper wire in parallel ; {d) one length of the smaller

copper wire
; {e) one length of the german-silver wire

; (/)
one length of the iron wire at the temperature of the room

;

{g) one length of the iron wire at the temperature of the

bath.

In each case press the key and read the permanent de-

flection. Then reverse the order of experiment and thus

repeat the measurements. Note the temperatures of the

room and the bath.

Measure the diameter of the wires, and verify the law

that tfie resistance varies inversely as- the cross -section,

and that when joined in parallel
-—=—- + —- •

R Ri R2
Deduce the ratio of the specific resistances of copper,

iron, and german-silver.

Deduce the rate of increase of the resistance of iron with

the temperature.

ILLUSTRATION
Feb. 6, 1896

Comparison of Resistances

Copper wire, length I, diameter 0.04 cm., mean deflection 15.1 cm.

I,

"
08 cm.,

" "
4.2 cm.

I,

"
0.08 cm.,

2 iu series,
" "

8.4 cm.

2 in parallel,
" "

2.1 cm.

German-silver wire, length
—

, diameter 0.08 cm., mean

deflection .32.6 cm.
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Iron wire, length I, diameter 0.08 cm.

Temperature 18°, mean deflection 24.4 cm.
" about 98°,

" " 36.8cm.

Specific resistance of copper = p.

" " "
german-silver= 15.5|0.

"
iron = 5.8p.

If a = "
temperature coefficient

"
of iron, 37=24 (l+80a).

.-. a = 0.0062.

Questions and Problems.

1. A current of intensity, 10, is divided and flows thirough two

conductors—one of resistance 10'°, tlie other of I'esistance

10" ;
how much heat in calories is developed in each in one

hour ? If one branch is 5 times as long as the other, both

being of the same material, what is the ratio of the rises in

temperature ?

2. Is it better to have the coils of a resistance-box long and thick

or short and thin ? Why ?

3. An incandescent lamp has a resistance of 20 ohms and requires

a current 0.9 ampere. Can it be worked by suitably group-

ing 50 cells, each of which has an E. M. F. of 1 volt and an

internal resistance of 2 ohms ? (1 ampere = -—
;

—
)*

lohm/



EXPERIMENT 69

Object, To measure a resistance by the Wheatstone

wire-bridge method. (See
''

Physics/' Art. 257.)

General Theory. A Wheatstone bridge is a combination of

conductors, as shown—
vu., a quadrilateral with

its opposite corners

joined. This bridge is

adapted for measuring
resistances in the fol-

lowing manner : a gal-

vanoscope (a simple

type of which is shown
in the illustration ) is

placed in one diag-

onal branch, a cell

in the other. Then,
if rj, ^2, 7-3, r^ are

the resistances of the

four side branches,

r-iT^^Tzr^ if the re-

sistances are so ad-

justed that no cur-

rent flows through
the galvanoscope.
The bridge is then

said to be ''bal-

anced." This ad-

justment may be

Fifi. 131 made by altering the
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Fig. 132

resistances of the arms. So if i\, r^, r^ are known resist-

ances, rj may be determined.

One method of ad-

justment, known as the

''wire-bridge" meth-

od, is to make the

branches, A G and CD,
continuous portions of

a uniform wire, so that

r^h\ equals the ratio

of the two lengths, A C
and CD, yi,. Then,
in order to balance the

bridge with the known

resistance, 9\, and the unknown one, rg, the method is to

move the terminal of the galvanoscope, C, along the wire

until there is no deflection of the instrument. Then

ri/r2 = y?4,

or

rj, of course, includes the resistance between the galvanom-
eter terminal, B, and the battery terminal, A; r^ includes

the resistance from C to ^, etc. Consequently, the uni-

form wire ?3 -f Z4 must end in massive metal blocks, whose

resistance may be neglected ;
and all the connecting wires

in the four arms should be short and of large cross-section.

Another mode of arranging the bridge is to use what is

called the "Post-office Box" method, in which three

known resistances are balanced against the unknown one.

This method will be described in full in the next experi-

ment.

The known resistance, r^, is generally a "resistance-box,"

consisting of many coils of wire placed in a box, the ter-

minals of each coil being joined to large metal blocks.

These blocks are mounted on an insulating base, such as

ebonite or marble, and are separated by an air gap which

may be closed by means of brass plugs. These coils of
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wire are wound double, as shown, so as to have no self-indnc-

tion (see
"
Physics," Art. 287), and the value of the resist-

ance of each one is supposed to be accu-

rately known and marked on the box.

There are many precautions which

must be taken in using a resistance-

box, and the most important may be

thus summarized :

1. The temperature must be kept

constant, otherwise the resistance will
Fig. 133

change, and the insulating base will also

expand and loosen the plugs.

2. The plugs and openings must be carefully cleaned,

otherwise there is additional resistance introduced.

3. The surface of the box and metal blocks must be kept

dry and clean, otherwise there is leakage. (It is best to

cover a valuable box with a glass case like a balance case.)

4. Whenever a plug is put in or withdrawn, the top of the

box bends slightly, and the contact of all the other plugs
is altered. Therefore, each time one plug is changed, all

the others should be pushed into position again by a twist-

ing motion.

5. In time the pings wear away, and unless they are so

sliaped that their necks come below the top surface of the

metal blocks "shoulders" will gradually form on them,

and then there is no longer good contact.

6. Each plug is ground so as to fit its own opening, and

therefore plugs should never be misplaced. While they are

out of their holes they should be put in regular places and

kept clean.

7. The box must never be used in any circuit where

there is even the possibility of a current larger than a few

tenths of an ampere passing through it. Never use a good
box with a storage-battery.

Sources of Error.

1. Changes in temperature must be carefully guarded against;

they may arise from the hand, the current, or external bodies.
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3. Good contact at all junctions is essential; and the bridge-wire

key must make both good and sharp contact.

3. Allowance must be made, if necessary, for the wires connect-

ing the boxes, etc., to the terminal binding -posts of the

bridge to which the battery and galvanoscope are joined.

4. The bridge wire may not be uniform; and, in any case, care

must be taken to make the error introduced at the ends as

small as possible.

5. The bridge wire must not be scraped by the contact key.

6. If mercury contacts are used, the metal poles which dip into

the mercury-cups must be pressed firmly against the bot-

tom plates.

Apparatus. A mirror-galvanometer; a Wheatstone wire

bridge and sliding contact
;
a battery of constant cells

;
two

large resistance-boxes—one accurate, the other not neces-

sarily so; a Wheatstone bridge key; and the unknown re-

sistance.

K u B

V

ii i il i ii i lii ii linil i
i.

i ililiil i ilili i i i llM i liiiiliiiiliiiiliihliMiliiiiliiiil

'-' h
K

iiiihiii

h

Fig. 134

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown. G is the

galvanometer; rg, the unknown resistance; rj, the known re-

sistance; B, the cells; K' and K, keys (or combined in one);

r, the inaccurate resistance-box. Keep the sliding contact

at the middle of the bridge wire while finding the approxi-
mate value of the unknown resistance, as follows : Start

with the resistance in the battery circuit (r) so large that

the spot of light will not be deflected oS the galvanometer
scale for all values of

r-^ which may be used. Make r^ zero;

close the battery key, K', first, and then X; note the direc-

tion of the deflection of the spot of light. Next make r^
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very large, and observe the deflection, always closing K' be-

fore K. If the connections are properly made, and the

apparatus is in good condition, these deflections will be in

opposite directions. Now try two values of 1\ which are

nearer together and for which the deflections are opposite,

and continue in this manner until very narrow limits are

obtained—say, within 2 or 3 ohms. (Of course r, the re-

sistance in the battery circuit, must be diminished repeat-

edly, as the limiting case of no deflections is approached.)

Keeping r^ fixed at the smaller of the two values thus de-

termined, slide the galvanometer terminal along the bridge

wire to that point at which no deflection is noticeable. Do

not have the battery circuit closed for a greater length of

time than is necessary to allow the current to become steady

and to read the deflections. To find the point of no deflec-

tion accurately, increase any slight deflection in the follow-

ing manner : Make the resistance, r, in the battery circuit

zero
;
close the battery circuit, and tap the galvanometer

key as the band of light approaches the middle point of its

path. Repeat several times this "forcing of vibrations" as

the image of the light on the scale approaches in the same

direction its point of rest, and note whether the deflections

are increased or diminished. In this way the direction of

the current through the galvanometer may be ascertained

even while the mirror is swinging. When at length it

seems impossible to force the vibrations in either direction,

open the circuits, and read very carefully the values of /g

and Z4, the lengths of the two sections of the bridge wire,

estimating to tenths of a millimetre. If no deflection of

the galvanometer is produced when the sliding contact is

moved over a certain small length of the bridge wire, take

as the correct reading the middle point of this length.

But, now, rj = ^r^.
The resistance r^ is read off the re-

''3

sistance-box as so many ohms; Z3 and Z4 are measured in

the same units of length, consequently the unknown re-

sistance may be calculated in ohms.
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Interchange r^ and rg, and repeat the foregoing opera-

tions so as to obtain another value of rg.

Interchange the battery and galvanometer, and find ex-

perimentally two more values for rg corresponding to the

two possible positions of r^ and rg. In this second arrange-

ment I\ must be closed before K', for the bridge key has

become that of the battery circuit, and must, as usual, be

closed first.

Record the mean of these four results as the true value

of the unknown resistance.

No. of

Exp.

1

2

3

4



EXPERIMENT 70

Object. To measure the resistance of a mirror-galvanom'

eter by Thomson's Method, using a ''Post-office Box."

General Theory. A " Post-office Box" is a plug resistance

box with the coils arranged in a particular way, and hav

iug binding -posts _ _
• J n ^ D 1000 100 1 B 10 100

at points A, B, C, f^—lj ]\ ]rWl\ Xi

and D, as shown. I

The two sets of

coils, 10, 100, 1000,

AB and BD, are

called the "ratio

1000

3C m
2

1\

5

3C
10 so 20 50

5000 2000

arms." The meth-
C3C

1000 1000 500 200

:JC3C3C3C
100

3C
100

3CJ
Fig. 135

od of use for meas-

uring an unknown resistance is to join A and D through

the battery, B and C through the galvanoscope, and A and

C through the unknown resistance {r^. Then AB is r,,

BD is 7-2,
and DC is 1\, as in the previous experiment. It

is at once evident how the unknown resistance r, may be

determined by suitably al-

tering 7\, r^, and 7\. There

^^ is, however, a definite mode

of procedure which is ad-

visable.

1. Make r, = r2 = 1000;

and, beginning with ri =
5000, alter it by steps of

1000, 100, 10, 1, until two

Fie. 136 values are obtained which
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produce opposite deflections of the galvanoscope. Let

these two values be, for illustration, 46 and 47. Then

46<r3<47.
2. Make r^ = 100, rg^lOOO, and find two values of r^,

between 460 and 470, which will produce opposite deflec-

tions. Let them be 463 and 464. Then, since — =-=-—,
Ti r^ 10

rg must lie between 46.3 and 46.4, or 46.3 < r^ < 46.4.

3. Make 1\ = 10, r^ = 1000, and find two values of r^,

between 4630 and 4640, which will produce opposite
deflections. Let them be 4634 and 4635. Then, since

^3 must lie between 46.34 and 46.35, or
r^ r^ 100'

^3 = 46.34+.
The next figure may be estimated by a comparison of the

deflections produced by 4634 and 4635.

To measure the resistance of a galvanometer, two methods

are possible : one is to place it in the branch A C, and meas-

ure its resistance as just described, by means of a galvano-

scope; another is to place it in the branch AC, but to re-

place the galvanoscope in the branch BC hj a. contact

key. The theory of this second method, called " Thom-

son's Method," is as follows : As the current flows around

from A to D, there will

be, of course, a deflec-

tion of the galva-
nometer in the branch

AC, but if the bridge
is ''balanced" by suit-

ably altering r^, i^, and

?*4, so that the points
5 and C have the same

potential, no change in

the galvanometer de-

flection will be made
when the conductor joining B to C is made or broken, be-

cause no current will flow from B to C. Therefore, the

Fig. 13T
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method is so to alter r-^, r^, and r^ that, when a key in the

branch BC \'& made and broken, there is no change in the

galvanometer deflection. In that case,

But T^ is the galvanometer resistance, G.

:,0 = i\ )\

Sources of Error.

These are the same as ia the previous experiment. It should be

noted that, since there is always a current through the galva-

nometer, the needle is always deflected, and so does not stand

in a position in relation to the coils in which it is most easil}^

affected by a change in the current. Therefore, it is often

necessary to bring the needle back towards its normal position

by means of a magnet which may be placed near the galva-

nometer.

Apparatus. A mirror-galvanometer ;
a post-office box ;

a

battery of constant cells; two contact -keys 5
a magnet;

wire ;
an ordinary dial resistance-box.

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown, putting
a key, K, in the branch BC, and a key, K', and dial resist-

ance, r', in the battery
K B

A
[-°

>D
B K

circuit,^!). Adjust/-',

the resistance in the

battery circuit, so that

when i\ and r^ are 1000

each, and when the bat-

tery key, K', alone is

closed, the band of

light is deflected

through about ten cen-

timetres.

In taking all the following readings, first close the bat-

tery key, K'; note the steady deflection of the galvanome-
ter mirror, and then observe whether this deflection is in-

G
Fig-. 138
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creased or diminished by closing the cross-circuit key, K.

Of course, the yibrations of the needle may be forced by tap-

ping the key, K, at proper intervals
;
and the sensitiveness

may be increased by altering r'
, or bringing a magnet near,

so as to neutralize part of the action of the steady current

in case it carries the spot of light off the scale. If making
the circuit containing K causes no change in the deflection,

then no current flows through this branch, BC, and the

Wheatstone net is '^balanced."

However, when i\ and r^ are each 1000, the resistance, r,^,

usually cannot furnish such a value as will satisfy the rela-

tion, z= -^—^
exactly ; consequently, a small current will

flow through the branch BC, and will increase or diminish

the current through the galvanometer, according as r^ is

too small or too large. Keeping the ratio arms, r, and rg,

1000, find two values for r^ differing by one ohm such that

the changes in the steady deflections are in opposite direc-

tions. Now, make ri = 100, ^2= 1000 ohms, and proceed ex-

actly as directed above. Then make Vj = 10, keeping rg =
1000, and again balance the bridge.
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Object. To measure the resistance of a cell by Mance's

Method. (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 242, 257.)

General Theory. The resistance of an electrolyte or a cell

{e.g., a Daniell's cell) does not remain constant as a cur-

rent flows through it, owing to changes in the liquids and

at the metal electrodes, and therefore any measurement of

it must be made quickly. There are several methods for

its measurement, two of which will be described—one in

this experiment, and the other in the following one.

Resistance of a Cell. Mance's Method.—If the cell, B, is

placed in the branch, A C, of the bridge, and a key, K, in-

serted in place of tbe

battery in the branch,

A D, there will, of

course, always be a cur-

rent through the gal-

vanometer,and its nee-

dle will be deflected.

But if, on making and

breaking the key, K,
there is no change in

this deflection, the

bridge must be " balanced
'"—i. e., 7\ i\ = 1^ r^; for in this

condition the current through the galvanometer is in-

dependent of the E. M. F. in the branch AKD, and so

will be the same when the key is opened and when it is

closed.

26

Fig. 1U9
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Henee, if B is written for r^,

The adjustments, then, are obvious
;
and either a wire

bridge or a post-oflBce box might be used. A third method,

however, will be described, simply for variation. This

method is to use three separate plug-boxes for r,, 7

and adjust them until the bridge is balanced.

2, and 1\,

Sources of Error.

1. The same remarks apply here as in the two previous experi-

ments.

2. The polarization of the cell must be avoided if possible.

Apparatus. A high-resistance galvanometer ;
a constant

cell
;
three plug resistance-boxes

;
one dial resistance-box

;

a key ;
a magnet.

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown, putting
the dial-box in the galvanometer branch. Connect the cell,

B, to the adjacent re-

sistance-boxes by very

short, thick wires.

Keep Ti constant at

1000 ohms through-
out the experiment.
Start with r, =20
ohms and /'a

= 10,000

ohms. Adjust/-', the

resistance in the gal-

vanometer branch, so

that when the key is

open the image of the source of light is on the galvanome-
ter scale near either one of its ends. If necessary, bring

the spot of light back on the scale by means of the magnet,
or by putting a shunt around the galvanometer. Keeping
Vn fixed, vary Vy^

until two values are found differing by one

ohm, such that the corresponding changes in the permanent

Fig. UO
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deflection, which occur when K is closed, are in opposite
directions. Usually these values of 7\ will be less than 20

ohms. In general, r' (or the resistance of the shunt) must

be varied slightly with the other resistances, so as to main-

tain the steady deflection at the amount above mentioned.

Change i\ to two ohms less than the smaller of the num-
bers Just obtained, and keep it fixed at this value. Then

adjust 7*2
until no change in the steady deflection of the

mirror is caused by closing the key. If a change in the de-

flection alAvays occurs when the key is opened or closed,

determine two values of rg, one of which increases, the

other decreases the deflection, and choose the one which

gives the least change. Under this condition no current (or

a minimum one) flows through the branch containing the

key, K, so that B = ^—^. Whence, calculate and record
'"2

the resistance of the given cell.

ILLUSTRATION
March 12, 1886

Resistance of Daniell's Cell

Fh'st approximation, with 7*4= 10,000 and r^zr 1000 ohms, gave

11< ?', < 13, or 5 = 1.1 + olims.

Finally, with i\ = 1000 and Ti = 9, the least deflection occurred

when r, = 7706 ; hence, B= i.l6 + ohms.

Questions and Problems.

1. Explain, using symbols, how an overwhelming error might be

introduced into the final result by putting a comparatively

large known resistance in the branch containing the cell?

2. Why cannot a Wheatstone wire bridge be used to advantage
in this experiment?

3. Upon what quantities does the internal resistance of a cell de-

pend, and how?
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Object. To measure the specific resistance of solutions

of copper sulphate by Kohlrausch's Method. (See ''Phys-

ics," Art. 244.)

General Theory. If, instead of using a direct steady cur-

rent with a Wheatstone bridge, an alternating or varying
current (e. g., one from an induction-coil) is used, the bal-

ance of the bridge can no longer be tested by a galvan-

oscope, but a telephone may be used in its place, as it

responds to slightly varying differences in potential. The

general arrangement is the same as before. To produce a

varying current an induction-coil may be used or any kind

of an interrupter in a direct current, such as a commutator

or scraping contact. The advantage of an alternating cur-

rent with an electrolyte is that there is little if any elec-

trolysis or polarization.

The specific resistance of any conductor is defined as

being that of a cube of the substance 1 centimetre on each

edge. Consequently, if the substance is in the form of a

cylinder of cross - section a and length I, and if p is its

specific resistance, the resistance of the cylinder is p
-•

Any form of the bridge may be used, but the method

employing three separate boxes will be described. Instead

of using a single box, rj, in one arm of the bridge, it is

sometimes best to put in another very high resistance-box,

r/, parallel with it. For the combined resistance of the

two is R, where -;: =— + —,; and so, if r, is nearly equal
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to the desired resistance, R can easily be made exactly

equal to it.

Sources of Error.

1. The greatest uncertainty enters from diflQculty in detecting

the minima in the telephone.

2. The temperature must be kept extremely constant.

3. Polarization should be absolutely prevented.

Apparatus. A small induction-coil; a storage circuit;

two telephones ;
a thermometer

;
two exactly equal resist-

ances of about 100 ohms each
;
two good plug resistance-

boxes, the one containing low-resistance coils and the oth-

er high-resistance coils
;
some crystals of copper sulphate ;

a glass funnel
;
a piece of filter paper ;

a large beaker-glass ;

and the electrolytic cell. This cell consists essentially of

a suitably mounted cylindrical glass tube, the ends of

which are closed by copper disks, called electrodes. The

distance between these electrodes may be varied so that

they form the ends of the column of liquid contained in

the glass tube.

Fig. 141

Manipulation. Set up the apparatus as shown, rg is the

electrolytic cell
; r^, r{, the low and high resistance-boxes

respectively, which are joined in "parallel" or ''multiple

arc"; r^, 7\, the equal resistances; and T the telephone

circuit. The wires (W", W") of the secondary circuit must
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be suspended in the air so far as possible, to prevent short

circuiting. The induction-coil (/) must be placed on the

sill outside of a window as far from the observer as con-

venient, in order to muffle the distracting sound of the

interrupter. The amount of co23per sulphate required de-

pends upon the size of cell to be used, and should be indi-

cated by an instructor. Pulverize the crystals and make
five and ten per cent, solutions (by weight), using tap water

as the solvent. After the copper sulphate is thoroughly

dissolved, filter the solution so as to remove impurities.

Pour a part of either one of the solutions into the electro-

lytic cell, and set the electrodes parallel to each other at

the ends of the column of liquid. Put an infinite resist-

ance in the plug-box (r/) which contains the high -resist-

ance coils—i. e., throw it out of the circuit by unbinding
an end of the wire {a), which joins the two boxes. Vary r^,

first by hundreds, then by tens, and finally by units, un-

til an approximate value of the electrolytic resistance {r^)

is found, as will be indicated by a minimum vibration in

the telephone. Using this result as a guide, regulate the

distance apart of the electrodes and the quantity of liquid

in the cell, so that its resistance is a/ewohms less than that

of either of the equal arms {r^, r^) of the Wheatstone

bridge.

Now suspend the thermometer vertically alongside the

glass tube of the cell. Then adjust the electrodes very

carefully, so that their opposing surfaces are parallel, at

the same time that the electrolyte completely fills the

space between them, but does not extend beyond them.

After this, do not alter in the least the relative positions

of the parts of the electrolytic cell, and avoid, as much as

possible, changes in the temperature of any part of the ap-

paratus. Find two values of r-^, differing by one ohm, be-

tween which the unknown resistance lies. Join the other

plug resistance - box (r/), in parallel by the connecting

wires, and vary the resistances in the plug-boxes until the

bridge is balanced as nearly as possible
—

i. e., until there is
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no sensible vibration in the telephone. Better results are

obtained by using two telephones
—one for each ear.

Finally, record the mean temperature of the solution as

indicated by the thermometer outside the cell, and meas-

ure the mean distance (/) between the electrodes. Empty
tlie cell, wash it with tap water, and measure the resist-

ance of the other solution in the manner Just described.

AVhen no current passes through the telephone branch,

rg = —B = —-—^ ohms, since r3= r^. Also, r2= p
-

;
con-

sequently, the specific resistance, /3= ,.
/ ^ ^

,. x lU^ C. G. S.

units. The internal cross-section of the tube
(o-) is a con-

stant furnished with the cell.

ILLUSTRATION
April 2, 1896

Resistance of Coppkr Sulphate

Mean temperature = 18° C. <r = 19.50 sq. cm. ?'3= 1\= 100 ohms.
5 % Solution

i\ =: 98 obms \

7",'
= 4000 "

[
.•.P5=5.43xl0'»

I =34.34 cm. ) \l =57.70 cm

10 % Solution

?, =97 obms

r,'= 4200 "
V .•.p,o=3.20xl0'«.

Questions and Problems.

1. What is the advantage of an alternating current over a direct

current in this experimenti?

2. Should the interrupter of the induction-coil emit a high or a

low note to cause the most abrupt minima in the telephone?

3. Of what metal should the electrodes be made to give the best

results? Why?
4. What physical causes are there why the specific resistance of

an electrolyte should vary with the temperature?

5. If there are iV^ cells available, each of E. M. F., E and resist-

ance r, how should they be joined so as to give a maximum
current through a conductor whose resistance is i?? How
much energy is supplied in one second, and how is it spent?
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Object. To compare electromotive forces by the high-
resistance method. (See '^Physics/' Art. 278.)

General Theory. Since by Ohm's Law, i = ^, and since
Ji

the deflections of any one galvanometer are the same for

the same current, the E. M. F.'s of two cells may be com-

pared by placing each in turn in circuit with the galva-

nometer and a resistance-box, and varying the resistances

until the deflections are the same. Then, if E^ and i?2 ^^^

the entire resistances in each circuit which correspond to

£Ji and U2, -^—^, because the currents are equal.

A galvanometer - needle is never quite symmetrically

placed in the coils, and so, if a current is reversed, the di-

rect and reversed deflections may not agree exactly. To

multiply, then, the number of readings and eliminate as

many errors as possible, it is best to reverse the current

through the galvanometer and repeat the observations.

A good form of current reverser, or commutator, known
as Pohl's, is shown in the drawings. It consists of a board

with six metal cups containing

mercury, and four binding-posts,

the cups and posts being connect-

ed by conductors as shown. A
rocker is supported as shown so

as to make connection from Cj to

C2 and C'l to C'g, or from Cg to C3

and C'2 to C'3. The two metallic

ends of the rocker are separated by an ebonite handle.
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When connection is made from C, to Cg and C'j to C'2,

Pj and Pg are in metallic connection, as are also P\ and

P'2. If, however, the rocker is tipped over so as to join

C2 to C3 and C'2 to C'3, P,

is joined to P'2 and P'l to

P2; and consequently a

current flowing from Pj

to P2, through the galva-

nometer, to P'2, to P'j, and pig. U2a

through the cell to P^, will have its direction through the

galvanometer reversed.

Sources of Error.

1. Two deflections can never be made to agree exactly.

3. The commutator must be clean, and the copper rocker must

be well amalgamated, so as to make good and constant con-

nection.

3. The resistance of the battery and the connecting wires is in

general neglected, hence it should be made small and kept

the same in the two experiments.

Apparatus. A sensitive mirror -galvanometer; two plug
resistance -boxes, containing low and high resistance-coils

Fio. 143

respectively ;
a commutator (Pohl's) ;

and several cells of

different kinds.

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown. G is

the galvanometer; B is the cell; C is the commutator;
the two resistances joined in series are shown at r.

Start with the circuit incomplete by removing the rocker

of the commutator from the mercury-cups. First use a

single Daniell's cell as the source of E. M. F.—i. e., for

the battery B. Make the resistance r very large
—

say,
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10,000 ohms. Then complete the circuit by replacing the

commutator bridge, and note roughly the resulting de-

flection of the galvanometer mirror. Vary the amount of

the effective resistance in the boxes until the image on the

scale of the source of light is deflected to a division near,

but not beyond, either end of the scale. Keep the resist-

ance fixed and record its value. If this resistance is much
less than 5000 ohms, it must be increased at the cost of the

magnitude of the deflections. Eemove the commutator

bridge, note the zero point of the galvanometer by the

method of vibration
; replace the bridge and note the de-

flection jDroduced. These deflections should be read by the

''method of vibrations,'^ and the arithmetical mean of at

least four deflections thus obtained must be recorded.

Next reverse the current through the galvanometer by
the aid of the commutator. Again take the mean of the

same number of deflections, which will be, of course, in the

opposite direction to those just recorded. It may be neces-

sary in order to obtain deflections of the desired magnitude
to readjust r, in which case its new value must be re-

corded.

Substitute for the Daniell's cell one or more cells of a

different kind. Eepeat the entire process just explained,

being careful to adjust the respective resistances so that

the deflections have the same values, both in magnitude and

direction, as the corresponding ones found for the Daniell's

cell. This equality should be attained to within the dif-

ference made by a change of one ohm in the resistance.

If i?' is the resistance of the galvanometer, r-^ and r\
the mean resistances for the right and left deflections with

the Daniell's cell, and r^ and r'^ the resistances for the

right and left deflections with the other cell, then

E^_ R' + r^ _ R' + r\
'

The value of E' can be learned from an instructor, or

may be directly determined
;
and the resistance of the bat-

tery, commutator, and wires may be neglected.
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Calculate the ratio of the electromotive forces of the cells

used, keeping the resistances corresponding to the left de-

flections separate from those for right deflections. Report

the mean of the two determinations of the ratio E-^jE^, thus

found, as the final result for each cell.

It is sometimes convenient to keep the resistance con-

stant and to allow tlie current to vary. Then, assuming

the deflections fZ, and f?2 to be proportional to the currents,

which is reasonably true if they are small, the relation be-

tween the E. M. F.'s is E^IE^ = djcl^. This process is often

called the ''equal-resistance method" to distinguish it from

the "equal-deflection method" explained above.

ILLUSTRATION
Feb. 3, 1884

E. M. F. OF Cells

R = 120.7 ohms. For the Daniell's cell, r, = 8000 ohms.

To obtain the same mean deflection with a Leclauche cell,

/'a
= 12030 and 11984 for left and right deflections respectively.

ET ft120

E "^fS ~ ^-^^^ '^^* deflections.

E, 8120
, , ^ .

F
~

12100
=^-^^^ "Slit deflections.

Mean, 0.670

Questions and Problems.

1. Calculate the E. M. F. of the cells in volts, in C. G. S. electro-

magnetic units, and in C. G. S. electrostatic units on the

. assumption that the E. M F. of a Daniell's cell is 1.08 volts.

2. What is the theoretical advantage of the
"
equal

- deflection

method" over the "
equal-resistance method "?

3. Discuss, in brief, the sources of error arising from the cells fur-

nishing a current.

4. Upon what does the E. M. F. of a cell depend ?
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Object. To compare electromotive forces by the ''con-

denser method." (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 235-237.)

General Theory. If a condenser of capacity C is charged
to a difference of potential E, the quantity of charge on

either plate is

As will be explained below, Q can be measured by dis-

charging the condenser through a ballistic galvanometer.
The method, then, is to charge the same condenser to the

potentials E^ and E^ of the cells, and to measure the cor-

responding quantities Q^ and Q^. Then,

E,IE,= Q,IQ,.

A ballistic galvanometer is designed to measure quanti-

ties, r^Qi currents— i. e., not i, but the product it, where

t is the number of seconds the current of intensity i flows.

The needle must have a long period of vibration, and the dis-

charge must take place quickly. (See Chapter ''Galvanom-

eters.") The sine of half the angle through which the mirror

of a ballistic galvanometer is thrown by the sudden passage
of a quantity of electricity around the coil is a measure of

this quantity. Also, for small arcs the sines are propor-
tional to the deflections in scale divisions of the band of

light. In symbols, Q = hi The swings of the mirror are

"damped" by the resistance of the air, by induced cur-

rents, and by the viscosity of the fibre which suspends the

mirror. Therefore the deflection (d), which would have

occurred had there been no damping, is equal to the ob-

served initial "fling" {d^) of the band of light, increased by
a correction term. The approximate value of this correction
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may be obtained by the following considerations : Let c?2

denote the number of scale divisions passed over by the

band of light in moving from its zero position to the first

turning-point in the opposite direction to that of the initial

fling, rfj. The difference between d^ and d^ is caused by

the damping of the mirror while it is making two semi-

vibrations, —d^ and +<?2' ^^^^ these vibrations are so nearly

equal that the retardation for either one of them may be

taken as half that of both— i. e., as
-J(f?i

—
^2)- Conse-

quently, d — d^-\- ^{d^
—

f/2).

Similarly, before the mirror completes its oscillation in

the same direction as the initial swing, it has made four

nearly equal semi -vibrations
(
—

f^i, 4- t/2, —dz, -|- f/3) ;
so

that in this case d = d^ + \{d-^
—

d^) = d^ + ^h.

Of course there is less error involved in assuming an

equality of damping for two semi-vibrations than for four,

but since d^ can usually be read more accurately and easily

than f/g, it follows that the correction ^^ is the more ad-

vantageous in practice.

Therefore

B,^ d,+ih
E^ d\ + ia'*

In using a ballistic galvanometer it is sometimes a min-

ute or more before the needle comes to rest again after a

fling, or it may be kept constantly vibrating slightly, owing
to magnetic or mechanical disturbances. To obviate this

difficulty, always discharge the condenser at an instant

when the needle is at one of the turning-points of its small

vibrations, and note the deflection, ?iot from the true zero,

but from the turning-point. The needle may be brought

approximately to rest by a "damping key."

Various keys have been arranged to charge and discharge

a condenser. The requirements are that by one motion

the battery which is charging the condenser may be thrown

out of circuit, and the two plates joined through the gal-

vanometer. For this purpose the key must have three

binding-posts and two contacts, as shown in Figs. 144 and
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145. When the key is pressed down, the two plates of the

condenser are joined to the cell
; by releasing the spring

the key flies up and makes contact with the galvanometer

terminal, so that the condenser is discharged through it.

Fig. 144

Sources of Error.

1. The capacity of a condenser depends slightly upon the time

of charge, and the quantity discharged varies also with the

time of discharge.

2. There must be no leakage through or over the key.

Apparatus. A ballistic galvanometer ;
a condenser

;
a dis-

charge-key ;
a standard Clark cell

;
a battery, the E. M. F.

of which is desired
;
a damping-key, dry-cell, and coil.

G

I

I

r
K

B

ii

r

Fig U5 i:

Manipulation. Arrange the apparatus as shown, first

using the standard Clark cell as the source of electro-

motive force. Arrange the coil of the damping circuit at

a convenient place near the galvanometer needle and ap-

proximately parallel to the coils of the instrument. Con-

nect it with the damping - key and dry -
cell, as in Fig.

145a, placing the key where it can be most conveniently

H
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reached while observing the instrument. Pressure on one

lever of the key will deflect the needle in one direction ;

and on the other, in the opposite. If the needle is vi-

brating, it may be stopped by applying pressure alternately

on one and on the other lever, so as

r \\ to counteract the swing each time.

If the damping is too powerful, move
the coil farther from the needle.

When the lever of the discharge-

FiG. 145a

key touches the lower stop, the key is said to be in the

"charge" position. When the lever touches the upper

stop, the key is said to be in the '^discharge" position.

When the lever touches neither stop, the key is said to be

in the " insulate" position. Keep the discharge-key in the

insulate position while setting up the apparatus.

Record the initial temperature of the Clark cell as in-

dicated by the thermometer on its case. Push down the

lever of the key to the charge position by means of its in-

sulating-knob, and keep it so for about one minute. Dur-

i ing this time bring the needle as nearly to rest as possible.

The exact time of charging should be noted. At the ex-

piration of the chosen interval, when the needle is at a

turning-point of its vibration, instantly, without hesitating

at the insulate position, discharge the condenser through

i

the galvanometer by pressing the trigger. Record the

fling and the first swing of the mirror back in the same

I

direction. After this, while the mirror is coming to rest.
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thoroughly discharge the condenser by simultaneously

earthing both plates through the fingers. Now set the

key in the insulate position^ then charge and repeat the

process just explained so as to obtain another pair of read-

ings. Always charge the condenser for the same length of

time. In this manner take ten observations at least, and

denote the mean 1st and 2d deflections by dy and d^ re-

spectively, and dy
—

d^ by h.

Once more note the temperature of the cell, and average
this value with the like quantity read at the start.

Replace the Clark cell by the battery of three cells, the

E. M. F. of which is unknown. Join the cells in series,

and find the correspondiug deflections d\ and I', both of

which must be the arithmetical means of the same num-
ber of readings as were involved in d-^ and 2. The times

for charging must be the same in this as in the preceding
case. Substitute the values of c?,, d\, I, I', together with

the E. M. F., ^ of the standard cell, in the equation given

above, and calculate the E. M. F. of the given battery as a

whole. Next, join the three cells in parallel, and measure

the E. M. F. Also calculate the E. M. F. of each cell of

the battery, on the assumption that all the cells are equal.

The absolute value of E, the E. M. F. of the Clark cell,

for the recorded mean temperature will be furnished by an

instructor.

Before putting away the apparatus, study the influence

of the time of charging the condenser upon the quantity
of electricity received by it. Let the chosen times be about

1, 15, 30, 60, and 120 seconds. Record the corresponding
corrected deflections, each of which should be the average
of two or more readings. Finally, study the phenomenon
of "electric absorption^' by keeping the condenser in cir-

cuit with the battery for five minutes and then discharging,
at once insulating and discharging again at the end of one

minute, insulating again and discharging again at the end

of one minute, and so on, until no further fling can be ob-

served. Record the fling for each discharge.
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ILLUSTRATION

Mean temperature of Clark cell = 20.3° C.

Clark cell 4.1

3 Gonda cells in series 14.2

3 Gonda cells in parallel .... 4.9

April 15, 1895

hence, ^=1.428 volts.

6 E. M. F.

0.3 1.428 volts.

0.8 4.92+ volts.

0.2 1.65 volts.

Mica Condenser—Time of Charging
1 sec. 15 sec. 30 sec. 1 min. 2min.

Corrected deflections 14.0 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.4

Corrected deflections .

Residual Charges at Intervals of One Minute

. 14.4 3.2 0.9 0.0

Questions and Problems.

1. Assuming C=g^ microfarad, calculate the mean quantity of

electricity which was discharged through the galvanometer,

giving the answer in coulombs, in electromagnetic units

(C. G. S.), and in electrostatic units.

2. Mention the essential characteristics of a good ballistic gal-

vanometer.

3. Give an experimental method for comparing the capacities of

two condensers, also one for measuring C absolutely.
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Object. To determine the "galvanometer constant" of

a tangent galvanometer. (See
"
Physics," Arts. 246, 278.)

General Theory. It is proved in treatises on Physics that,

if a steady current of intensity i is passed around a tan-

gent galvanometer when its coils are in the magnetic me-

ridian, the needle will be deflected through an angle 5 such

that

^ = — tan 5,
6r

where H is the horizontal component of the earth's mag-
netic force at that point, and 6^ is a constant for a given
instrument. G depends only upon the size and number of

turns of wire of the galvanometer. If the instrument has

n circular turns of radius r, all of the same size, and placed

closely side by side, G = 2-77 njr.

(A simple form of a tangent

galvanometer is shown in the

illustration.)

If a current is passed through

any electrolyte, a quantity of

matter is liberated which is pro-

portional to the quantity of elec-

tricity carried over, and also to

the chemical equivalent of the

matter liberated. (Faraday's

Laws.) The quantity (number
of grams) liberated by a unit

current in one second is called

Fig. u6 the electro-chemical equivalent
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of that substance
;
and its value is known for most sub-

stances (which can exist as electrolytes)
—

e.g., the electro-

chemical equivalent of hydrogen is 0.00010352 grams, and

as the density of hydrogen under standard conditions is

0.0000895, the volume of liydrogeu liberated by a unit cur-

rent flowing for one second is 1.156 cubic centimetres.

The values of the masses or vol-

umes for any other element may
be calculated at once by means of

Faraday's Laws.

Therefore, if the same current

is passed in series through a tan-

gent galvanometer and a voltam-

eter (an instrument devised to

measure quantities liberated by
the passage of a current through

electrolytes), the quantity of mat-

ter liberated may be measured
;

this gives the current which has

passed ;
the angle of deflection of

the galvanometer-needle may be

measured, and therefore -^ may
IT

be calculated. If i/is known (see

Experiment 65), G may be at once

determined.

Two methods will be described,

in one of which a gas voltameter

is used, and in the other a copper

voltameter.

Gas voltameters are of two kinds.

In one, the two gases liberated at

the cathode and anode are kept

separated. Thus, in the instru-

ment shown,. if the electrolyte is

a solution of sulphuric acid, hy-

drogen will collect in the tube KlG. 147
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over the cathode, oxygen over the anode. (The oxygen is

not quite pure.)

In the other kind of gas voltameter the two gases formed

at the two poles are given off in the same tube, and there-

fore mix as they rise through the liquid.

If the tubes in which the gases are collected are filled

with the electrolyte at the beginning of the experiment,

the volumes of water displaced by the gases as the current

passes measure the volumes of the gases ;
and so the num-

ber of grams may be calculated if the pressure and tempera-
ture are known.

The use of the copper voltameter will be described in the

next experiment.

Sources of Error.

1. The pressure of tbe gases must be accurately read, taking into

account tbe fact that the gases are wet.

2. A steady current must be maintained.

3. The commutator which is used to reverse the current through
the galvanometer, and thus correct for some of its errors of

construction, must have its poles clean so as not to alter the

resistance when it is turned.

4. All wires carrying currents should be so twisted around each

other as to produce no magnetic effect—i. e., always twist

together two wires which are carrying the same current in

opposite directions.

Apparatus. A tangent galvanometer ;
a compass ;

a water

voltameter
;
an iron coil resistance - box

;
a commutator

;

a storage circuit; a centigrade thermometer, and a large

beaker-glass.

R
*

.B

Fio. U8

Manipulation. Set up the apparatus as shown. V is the

voltameter; G, the galvanometer; C, the commutator; R,

the iron wire resistance
; B, the storage cells.

Adjust the galvanometer in the magnetic meridian by
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means of a compass (or using the magnet of the galvanom-
eter itself as a guide, if its pointer is long enough). Fill

the voltameter with dilute sulphuric acid, made by adding
5 grams of sulphuric acid (HjSO^) to each 100 cubic cen-

timetres of water. Allow the current of electricity to flow

while regulating the galvanometer and the resistance R, so

that the deflections of the galvanometer are nearly equal to

30°. Usually, under these conditions, the gases are evolved

at a desirable rate, but if it should happen that the libera-

tion is too slow, the conductivity of the solution may be in-

creased by adding a little more sulphuric acid.

Break the circuit by means of the commutator, and open
the upper tap (or taps) to permit the enclosed gases to es-

cape. Next fill the open tube so full that the liquid rises

above the taps, and then Jar the voltameter until every

visible bubble of gas is driven out. Close the upper taps;

note the zero position of the galvanometer, reading both

ends of the index. Close the circuit through the commu-

tator, and note the exact second at which the current is

made. Also note the resulting deflection of the galvanom-

eter, and quickly reverse the current through the galva-

nometer so as to obtain a deflection in the opposite direc-

tion. Continue to read pairs of opposite deflections, at

intervals not greater than five minutes, until the tubes con-

tain a little less than their volume of gas.

The volume of gas in the voltameter is indicated by the

position of the top of the column of liquid in the burette

with reference to the scale divisions which are etched on

the outside of the glass tube. For convenience in meas-

uring the volume and pressure of the enclosed gases, it is

well to keep the level of the free surface of the solution in

the open tube a little below that of the meniscus of the

liquid in the burette. This may be accomplished very

easily by opening the lower tap from time to time and al-

lowing the necessary quantity of liquid to flow out of the

voltameter into the beaker-glass, or by lowering the bulb

which is connected by means of rubber tubing. (If the
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apparatus is different^ the water may be removed by a si-

phon.) When the desired volume of gas is set free, break

the circuit by the aid of the commutator, and note the ex-

act time to the second at wliich this is done. The differ-

ence between this reading and the like one taken at the

start is the interval of time (T seconds) during which the

current {i) decomposed the electrolyte into hydrogen and

oxygen. Tap on the burette near the electrodes with a

finger so as to cause the bubbles which stick to the inner

surfaces of the voltameter below the tap of the liquid to

rise and mix with the main volume of gas. Then hang the

thermometer vertically alongside the burette, and while it

is assuming the temperature of the enclosed gases vary the

quantity of water in the open tube until, when the burette

is truly vertical, the free surfaces of the liquid are at ex-

actly the same level in it and in the closed tube (in one of

the two tubes if it is a double-tube voltameter). Record

the volume of gas (F) in the burette as indicated by the

position on the scale of the under side of the meniscus.

Of course the usual precautions to avoid parallax must be

taken. In a similar way bring the free surface in the open
tube to the level of the water in the other tube in case the

voltameter is a double-tube one, and read the volume of the

enclosed gas. Note the temperature of the gases (^° C.)

and immediately read the mercurial barometer "correct-

ing" the observed height.

The volume of gas under standard conditions is given
PV 1

by the expressions Vr. = —— ; P — h' — »',•^ ^ "
?6 1 -I- 0.003665 /{'

''

where/?' is the tension of aqueous vapor, at t° C, in cen-

timetres of mercury, and h' is the "corrected" height of

the barometer. A unit current in one second liberates

1.156 cubic centimetres of hydrogen, and therefore 0.578

cubic centimetres of oxygen under standard conditions.

Hence, if it is a single tube voltameter, the volume of the

combined gases liberated by a current in T seconds under

standard conditions must be
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^0= 1.734 iT.

But v^ =

I =

PV
76 1 4- 0.003665 iJ

76 X 1.734 X y (1 + 0.0U3665 t)

FT

Moreover, i = 77 tan S.

Consequently,
G 76x1.734x7^(1 + 0.003665 0, .

ff- F(A' -p')
^^^ ^-

If the voltameter is a double-tube one, the volume of the

hydrogen under standard conditions libei'ated by a current

i in T seconds must be

^0= 1.156 iT.

If V is the observed volume of the hydrogen, it follows

at once that

G^_ 76 X 1.156 X 7^(1 + 0.003665 0. a

H- V{h' -p')
^^'' ^-

(Further, if V is the volume of the oxygen, Fshould equal

2 v.)
If the tangent galvanometer is a standard one, G may be

2irU
calculated, because it equals , where n is the number

r

of turns of wire and r is the radius of the coil, both meas-

urable quantities. In this case 11 may be determined. If

H is known, G may be calculated at once.

ILLUSTRATION May 6, 1897

Galvanometer Constant by Gas Voltameter

Observed cubic centimetres of hydrogen, 47.5, 18.2° C, 77.3 cm.

Corrected, 44.24.

Time, 7 m. 52 sec. = 472 sec.

44 24
.•»• = - -=0.0810.

472 X 1.156

.&, mean of ten observations, 36.4°.

H i 0.0810 0.0810

G tan ^ tan 36.4° 0.7373
= 0.110.

/7=o.m .•.e=S
= "^-
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Questions and Problems.

1. What are Faraday's and Joule's laws concerning electrolytes ?

2. Calculate the value of i used in your experiment, in amperes
and also in the electrostatic system.

3. Is G* a simple number, or what is it ?

4. Does the tension of the vapor above the liquid in the burette

become greater or less as the concentration of the solution

is increased ?

5. From a knowledge of the electro - chemical equivalent of

hydrogen and the heat of combination of hydrogen and

oxygen calculate how much energy is required to carry a

unit quantity of electricity through the water voltameter.

What is the least E. M. F. which will enable a current to

pass through the voltameter ?

6. If the current in the above experiment had been furnished

by Daniell's cells, how much zinc would have been dis-

solved ? How much copper would have been deposited ?
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Object. To determine G or H hy the deposition of cop-

per. (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 346, 278.)

Copper Voltameter. A copper voltameter consists of a so-

lution of copper-salt in Avater, into which dip an anode and

cathode of copper. When a current is passed through,

copper is deposited on the cathode, and it increases in

weight while the anode decreases. (These two changes
should be equal and opposite.) It has been found by ex-

periment that the electro - chemical equivalent of copper

(from copper sulphate) is 0.003261; and, therefore, if the

increase in weight, m, of the cathode is known while a cur-

rent i has passed for t seconds,

w = 0.003261 it,

and so i may be determined.

Sources of Error.

1. Copper dissolves in copper sulphate unless special precautions

are taken.

2. There must be no leakage across the top of the instrument.

3. The commutator must be clean.

4. The current must remain steady.

Apparatus. Tangent galvanometer ;
commutator

; iron

coil resistance -box; sliding resistance to

keep the current constant, either wire or

liquid ; storage cells
;

wires
; copper vol-

tameter with an extra plate ; glass jar.

The voltameter consists, essentially, of

an ebonite top which bears three copper-

plates dipping in a glass jar containing the fig. 149
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electrolyte. The two outside plates are connected by a cop-

per strip, but the inner one is insulated from them and

can be screwed in or out of the cap. This inner plate is

always made the cathode
;
the outer ones the anode.

Manipulation. Make a clean solution of the following

constituents in the proportion : 100 grams of water, 15

grams of copper sulphate (CUSO4), 5 grams of sulphuric

acid, and 5 grams of alcohol. About 600 cubic centimetres

of water will make enough of the solution to fill the jar to

a convenient deptli. (Alcohol is easily oxidized, so that it

annuls the action of certain secondary products which form

at the anode and tend to polarize the cell.) If the copper

sulphate crystals are at all large, crush them to powder, so

that the solvent may act more readily upon them. Next

clean the cathode with extreme care by rubbing it with

emery or fine sand-paper until every portion of the plate is

as bright as possible. Never touch the clean surface of the

plate with the bare fingers, but hold it by the screw at its

upper end, or grasp it with a piece of clean paper. Wash
the cathode by allowing water from a tap to flow over its

surface, and dry thoroughly by pouring alcohol over it.

Weigh the plate as accurately as possible on a convenient

balance
;
record its mass

;
and keep it wrapped in clean

paper until needed. In like manner the anode plates and

the trial cathode plate must be polished and washed (not

weighed, however), but for them such care as was bestowed

upon the weighed plate is unnecessary. Screw the trial

plate between the anode plates to their support, and fix it

roughly parallel to them. Ascertain the direction of flow

of the positive current by putting the ends of the battery

circuit wires in the copper sulphate solution, and note

which one becomes brighter by having metallic copper de-

posited upon it. This is the negative pole of the battery,

and must be Joined (directly or indirectly) to the cathode

binding-post. Adjust the galvanometer in the magnetic

meridian, immerse the three plates in the solution, join

the apparatus, as shown in the diagram, and start the cur-
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rent. Regulate the resistance, R, so that the deflections

of the galvanometer in either direction are equal to about

30°. It is best to have the E. M. F. of the storage battery
circuit such that, when the preceding conditions are fal-

Fio. 150

filled, the total metallic resistance of the circuit is, at least,

equal to ten ohms. Break the circuit by means of the com-

mutator, C, and substitute the weighed cathode for the

trial one, remembering never to touch it at any point which

will be beneath the surface of the liquid in the voltameter.

Make the circuit, noting both the exact second at which the

current starts to flow and the resulting deflection of the

galvanometer needle. Reverse the current through the

coil as rapidly as possible, and note the deflection. Repeat
the process of reading pairs of opposite deflections every
few minutes—e. g., five, always noting both ends of the in-

dex. Keep the current accurately constant by means of

the sliding resistance. If, at any time, it changes very

much, the experiment must be begun anew; otherwise

continue the readings for at least an hour and a half. Let

the deflection noted last be in the opposite direction to the

first, so as to have equal numbers of left and right deflec-

tions. Finally, break the circuit by removing the commu-

tator, noting the precise second at which this is done, say

t seconds later than the instant of starting the current.

Carefully remove the cathode plate from the voltameter;

wash it thoroughly by allowing water to flow gently over

its surface, and dry it by using alcohol as explained above.

Once more weigh this plate as accurately as possible, and

let its gain in mass be m grams.
A unit current (C. G. S. electromagnetic Stystem) de-

posits 0.003261 grams of copper in one second. Hence,
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the mass of copper electrolyzed by a current i in t seconds

is equal to 0.003261 it =:w grams. Substitute in the equa-
tion the experimental values of m and t, and determine i.

TT

For the tangent galvanometer 1 = 77 tan ^ C. G. S. elec-

tromagnetic units. Finally, therefore, substitute for tan ^

and i their values, and determine HI G.

1. To find G, obtain the value of H from an instructor,

and substitute it in the value of HI G.

2. To find H, calculate G from the dimensions of the

galvanometer coil, if possible, and employ the above rela-

tion between G and H to obtain the latter.

ILLUSTRATION

Galvanometer Constant

By Copper Voltameter

Mass of cathode, 4h. 5m. 30s., 59.335 grams.
" " "

4h. 56m. 30s. , 60.985 "

51m. 1.650 grams.

= 0.165 C.G.S. units.

May 7, 1897

1.65
t =

0.00326 X 51 X 60

Galvanometei Deflections

Time
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TT H i 0.165 0.165 _ .„ „ ^„ „ ._
H«"^^' ^

= tl^
=
^a^LT

=
12662

= ^'l'^' ^"^ ^= ^'^^^

Hence, (^=^-11
= 1.84.

Questions and Problems.
TT

1. What assumptions are made to deduce the formulat = ^ tan 3^?

2. What is the advantage in having two anode plates and one cath-

ode plate ?

3. Explain how a compass-needle could be used to find the direc-

tion of flow of a positive current, if the latter were strong

enough.

4. E.xpress the current in your experiment in amperes, and also

in the electrostatic system.

5. From a knowledge of the heats of combination of zinc sul-

phate and copper sulphate calculate the E. M. F. of a

Daniell's cell.



EXPERIMENT 77

Object. To determine the mechanical equivalent of heat

by means of the heating effect of an electric current.

General Theory. If E 0. G. S. units is the difference of

potential between the ends of a wire carrying a current /

C. G. S. units, the amount of energy necessary to maintain

the current in the wire for one second is Ei ergs. If the

E
resistance of the wire is R C. G. S. units, i =— or E=:iE;H
and hence the expenditure of energy per ^econd is i^R

ergs. If the coil is stationary and enclosed in a calorim-

eter filled with water, this energy must all be expended in

heating the calorimeter and its contents, with the excep-

tion of the energy which escapes by radiation. If the

water-equivalent of the calorimeter, stirrer, coil, and ther-

mometer is a, if it contains m grams of water, and if it be

heated from t^ to t^ degrees while the current is flowing,

the energy received by it in heat is {m-\- a){t2
—

t^) ca-

lories.

By the mechanical equivalent of heat is meant the ratio

between the ordinary mechanical unit of energy, the erg,

and the heat unit of energy, the calorie. Calling this ratio

J, the definition may be stated thus : When one calorie

is converted into mechanical energy it becomes J ergs.

(See
"
Physics," Art. 180.)

If suitable precautions are taken, so that no energy

escapes from the calorimeter, and none is received by
it except from the electric current in the coil, and if

the above change in temperature of the calorimeter and

its contents takes place in t seconds, {in -\- a){f2
—

ti)
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calories = i^Rt ergs, or, reducing both sides to ergs,

{m+a){t^ - f,)J=i-'Bf. Whence J = —
.

The general method of the experiment is therefore as

follows : A current is passed through a suitable coil of fine

German-silver wire, enclosed in a calorimeter filled with

water, for a time f sec, which is carefully noted, as is also

the rise in temperature, 1^°
—

ti°, of the calorimeter and

its contents. The current is measured by including in the

circuit a copper voltameter. Just as in the preceding ex-

periment. It must be noted, however, that it is even

more important in this case to keep the current constant,

for the heating effect is proportional to i^, whereas the

copper deposited is proportional to i, and it is a mathe-

matical fact that the mean of the squares of the successive

values of a quantity which varies is not equal to the square
of the mean of these values. For this reason some obvious

indicator, such as a galvanometer, must also be included

in the circuit. The constant of the galvanometer need,

however, be known only approximately, as it is used mere-

ly to show whether the current remains constant and for

one other purpose, to be indicated further on. The actual

measure of the current is obtained from the copper vol-

tameter. In order to aid in keeping the current exactly

constant, a sliding resistance is also placed in the circuit.

The water-equivalent of the calorimeter and the weight
of water it contains are determined as is usual in heat

experiments. (See Experiment 49.) The resistance of

the coil is determined by a Wheatstone bridge. In order

to insure that any possible leakage of the current through
the water may be taken into account, the resistance should

be measured with the coil in water up to the level used in

the experiment. Error from this source is further guarded

against by making use of the fact that water cannot be

electrolyzed unless there is a difference of potential of over

1.6 volts between the terminals which dip into it. Hence,

by using a coil of very low resistance, but of fine enough
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wire to be heated by a low current, the experiment can be

so arranged that there need not be 1.6 volts' diiference of

potential anywhere inside the calorimeter. A coil whose

resistance is about 0.9 ohms, and a current of 1.5 amperes—not more—will give very good results. For this reason,

also, the constant of the galvanometer has to be roughly
known in order that the current may not be allowed to ex-

ceed this amount.

Sources of Error.

1. The very low resistance is hard to determine accurately.

3. The usual errors in using a copper vollameter and in all heat

experiments have to be guarded against.

Apparatus. A small and large calorimeter as described

in Experiment 49, with a stirrer for the smaller one. The

coil of wire is a loosely wound spiral of 82 centimetres of

No. 22 German - silver wire, soldered to two stout copper
terminals which pass through the cover of the small calo-

rimeter, and which end in binding -posts. A thermome-

ter
; copper voltameter

;
an iron wire resistance

;
a sliding

resistance
; key suitable for a heavy current

;
the tangent

galvanometer of the previous experiment (any other in-

strument which will indicate the approximate value of

the current will answer) ;
a storage-battery circuit giving

an E. M. F. of 10 or 12 volts
;

distilled water
;
a watch.

During the early part of the experiment a Wheatstone

bridge (either slide wire or post-office box), key, battery,

mirror - galvanometer, and a ''wire connector" are also

needed.

Manipulation. Place in a beaker on ice enough distilled

water to more than fill the small calorimeter. Carefully

dry the small calorimeter and stirrer, and weigh them with-

out the top. Fill the calorimeter with distilled water to

such a depth that, when the cover is put on, the coil will

be entirely under water. Insert the coil, press the cover

down, attach it in a Wheatstone bridge by short, very stout

wires, and determine the resistance to within 0.01 ohm.
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B^

Fig. 151

Disconnect the lead-wires from the coil, connect them to

each other tightly by means of the wire connector, and tans

determine the resistance of the lead-wires themselves, and

subtract it from the resistance just found so as to get the

resistance of the coil alone. Clean and Aveigh the cathode

plate of the voltameter. Set up the apparatus as shown
in the diagram, with

the trial plate of the

voltameter in place.

B is the storage-bat-

tery; R is an iron

wire resistance
;
S is

the sliding resist-

ance; G is the tan-

gent galvanometer;
C is the calorimeter

and coil
;
K is the

key ;
and V is the voltameter. Close the circuit and regulate

the resistance, R, so that the galvanometer shows approxi-

mately 1.5 amperes, and not over. (The constant of the

instrument should be obtained from the instructor unless

already determined in a previous experiment.) Break the

circuit, remove the trial plate, and note whether as set up
it was the cathode

; and, if not, change the connections so

that the middle plate will be the cathode.

Note the temperature of the room near the place of ex-

periment. Empty the water in the calorimeter and fill

with distilled water at a temperature about 12 degrees lower

than that of the air, up to the same mark as before. The

correct temperature can be obtained by mixing distilled

water from the regular laboratory supply with that cooled

for the purpose. Weigh carefully. Dry and replace the coil

and cover, being careful to see that its spirals do not touch

one another. Connect the coil in the circuit as before,

ai^d put in the weighed plate of the voltameter. Stir the

water and read the temperature of the thermometer placed

inside the calorimeter; close the key and note the exact

27
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time, stir contijiuoiisly, and watch the galvanometer care-

fully, keeping the needle absolutely in the same position

throughout the experiment by regulating the current with

the aid of the sliding resistance. Read the thermometer

from time to time
; and, as it approaches a temperature as

much above that of the room as the initial temperature was

below, prepare to break the current. When the exact tem-

perature is reached, break the current, and read the time

and the temperature exactly simultaneously. Wash, dry,

and weigh the cathode plate of the voltameter. From the

data calculate J, remembering that 1 ohm = 10^ C. Gr. S.

units. With a coil whose resistance is 0.9 ohm and a cur-

rent of 1.5 amperes, the temperature of 100 cubic centi-

metres of water will be raised about 20° C. in a little over

an hour, which gives an idea of the time the current must

be on.

ILLUSTRATION
May lO, 1896

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

Mass of calorimeter and stirrer = 69.68 grams.
" " "

full of water and stirrer = 139. 12
"

Mass of water =m= 69.44 grams.

Water-equivalent of calorimeter :

a= 69.68 X 0.095= 6.63

.-. m + a = 76.06

Resistance of coil and leads = 0.934 ohms.
"

leads alone =0.034 "

"
coil, =0.900 ohms.

.-. 22 = 0.9x109 0. G. S. units.

Temperature of room, 19.4°.

Current was made at 3h. 25ra. Os. Temperature of water, 9.2°
" broken at 5h. Im. Os.

" " "
29.7°

Time current was on, Ih. 36m. 0s. = 5760s. Increase 20.5

Weight of voltameter plate after, 61.284 grams.
"

before, 59.180 "

Copper deposited = 2.104 grams.
2 1()4

••• '^"^ ''""^'^^ ^'-
0.00326x5760

= ^-^^^^ C" ^- ^- "'^^^«-

. ^_ (0.1125)" X .9 X 10^ x 5760 _ , », ^ ,^,
•• '^-

76.06x20.5
-4.^1X10.

c
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Questions and Problems.

1. What is tbe mean activity of the current in the coil during
the experiment ?

2. Tliu resistance of an incandescent lamp filament is 55 ohms,

and the E. M. F. between its ends is 110 volts (both when

the lamp is lit); how many such lamps can be lit by a

dynamo giving 10 horse power, assuming 90^ of the energy

to be expended in the lamps ?



EXPERIMENT 78

(two observers are required)

Object. To determine, by means of an '' earth induc-

tor," the inclination of the magnetic force of the earth to

the horizontal, usually called the "Magnetic Dip." (See
"
Physics," Art. 286.)

General Theory. An "earth inductor "consists essential-

ly of a coil of wire capable of rotation through 180° about

an axis in its own plane. The axis may be made either

vertical or horizontal at pleasure, since the bearings in

which the axle turns are

set in a frame which may
be attached to a fixed

stand in either position.

Consider the coil to be

placed first in a vertical

plane perpendicular to the

magnetic meridian, and

with the axis of rotation

truly vertical. The result-

ant magnetic force of the

earth may be represented

by a number of straight

lines threading the coil at

an angle of -&° to the hori-

zontal, •& being the magnetic dip. If F is the magnitude
of this resultant, there are said to be F "

lines of magnetic
force

"
passing through each square centimetre of a plane

at right angles to the direction of the force
; and, there-
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fore, F COS 3 pass through each square centimetre of a

vertical plane at right angles to the magnetic meridian.

Hence, if A is the average area of a turn of

the coil, the number of lines threading it is

Now rotate the coil through 180°. There are

N lines of magnetic force passing through it

as before, but in an opposite direction rela-

tively to the coil. Hence, each turn of the

coil has cut through %N lines of force
; and,

if there are n turns in the coil, the circuit of
^"^^ ^^^

which it is a part has had the number of lines of force

threading it in the original direction changed by

3iV"w=:2w^i^cos ^.

Experiments show that while the number of lines of

force passing through a closed circuit is changing a cur-

rent flows in the wire such that, if Q be the total quantity
of electricity which flows around the circuit while the cur-

rent lasts, and N-^~ N^ the change in the number of lines,

N — N
Q — —

--jj
—

-, where R is the resistance of the entire circuit.
R

Hence, if the coil of the earth inductor be made part of

a closed circuit, the quantity of electricity which will pass

around it when turned through 180°, as described above,

will be,

_ %nAF cos ^
^^- R

If, now, the frame be turned so that the coil lies in a hori-

zontal plane with the axis in a horizontal line in the mag-
netic meridian, ^i^^sin 5 lines will thread it. Hence, when

it is rotated 180°, the quantity of electricity passing around

the circuit will be,

InAF sin ^
Q2= R

tan ^ =
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Hence, to determine 3', we have to measure the ratio of

^, which is done, as in Experiment 74, by including a

ballistic galvanometer in series with the coil.

The conditions for measuring a quantity of electricity

by a ballistic galvanometer require that the entire quan-

tity shall pass before the needle moves from rest appreci-

ably. This is secured by making the revolution as rapid

as possible.

Sources of Error.

Accuracy in this experiment requires:

1. Tliat the coil when in a vertical position be rotated through

180°, from a position in a plane exactly perpendicular to

the magnetic meridian into the reverse position in the same

plane.

2. That the coil when in a horizontal position be rotated through

180°, from one position in a plane exactly horizontal into the

reverse position in the same plane.

3. That in each case the revolution be completed before the gal-

vanometer needle starts appreciably from rest.

4. That the observations in the two positions follow each other

before any change can take place in the sensitiveness of the

galvanometer or strength of its magnetic field.

5. That the resistance of the circuit remain the same.

Apparatus. An earth inductor; ballistic galvanometer;

damping-circuit, with its proper key and battery; spirit-

level and L-square; compass; clamp -stand and piece of

card-board
; plane mirror.

Manipulation. Set up the earth inductor on a firm table,

with the frame vertical and screwed tight to the fixed

stand, so that the coil, when it rests against one of the

metal stops which limit its rotation, is, as closely as can

be told by the eye, perpendicular to a horizontal north-

and- south line. Make the plane of the coil accurately
vertical by means of the levelling-screws, testing it with

the spirit-level and L-square. Fasten a plane mirror flat

against the face of the brass bobbin on which the wire is

wound, if there is not already one on the instrument.
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Cut a narrow slit in the card-board, and by the aid of the

compass place the slit vertical, due north in a horizontal

line from the piece of mirror and eight or ten feet away.
Place a light behind the slit either at its upper or lower

half, and look through the other half of the slit at the

mirror in a line directly parallel to the needle of the com-

pass, which should be placed between. (The line of the

needle may be magnified by two large pins placed upright
due north and south of it.) Now adjust the plane of the

coil exactly so that when it rests against its stops the bright
slit is reflected back to itself, and hence to the eye placed
behind it. Now place the mirror flat against the opposite
face of the coil, and rotate the latter on its axis until it

stops against the other screw which limits its motion.

View the mirror again through the slit along the compass-

needle, and turn the limiting-screw in or out until the coil

is stopped Avith its plane exactly perpendicular to the north-

and-south horizontal line.

The coil is now adjusted for the first set of observations.

Connect it in series with the ballistic galvanometer, twist-

ing the lead-wires around one another so as to include as

little area between them as possible outside of the coil.

One observer now prepares to read tiie galvanometer,
which he does exactly as in Experiment 74, giving a sig-

nal to the other observer each time when he has noted the

zero and when he is ready to note the throw. At the sig-

nal, the other observer rotates the handle as quickly as he

can without danger of jarring the instrument out of ad-

justment, and stops it exactly in contact with the screw

adjusted for that purpose. He holds it firmly there while

the first observer notes the throw, and also the second

swing in the same direction, as in Experiment 74. The

swing of the needle should now be damped ;
and when the

first observer is again ready another signal is given and

the coil turned back in the reverse direction, through 180°

exactly. Take twenty readings in this way.
Now unfasten the frame from the stand and revolve it
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until it is in a horizontal position. With the coil tight

against one of the stops place a level on its upper face, and

level it by the screws on the stand without touching either

stop, as you have already carefully adjusted them so as to

allow a revolution of exactly 180°. Reverse the coil and

test the other face, which should also be perfectly level

unless the stops have been Jarred out of place. When the

instrument is adjusted, take twenty observations in this

position just as in the other.
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INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT

Units and Definitions. As is explained in treatises on

Physics, light is a sensation due to waves in the ether
;

and the only quantities which can be measured in abso-

lute units are those which involve length and time. All

lengths should be measured in centimetres
; but, since the

wave-lengths of those ether waves which produce vision

are extremely minute, they are generally expressed in a
o

certain fraction of a centimetre which is called an Ang-
strom unit. This unit is 0.00000001 centimetre, or 10~^

centimetres
; thus, the wave-length of a certain line in the

o

spectrum of sodium, called D^, is 5896.357 Angstrom units.

A table of standard wave-lengths will be found in the Tables.

Object of Experiments. The experiments in this section

have two objects : 1. To verify certain of the laws of ether

waves—e. g., laws of reflection and refraction. 'Z. To meas-

ure certain quantities, such as the indices of refraction of

certain solids, the focal lengths of lenses, the wave-length
of light.
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EXPERIMENT 79

(this experiment should be made in a darkened room)

Object. To compare the intensities of illumination of

two lights by means of a Joly photometer. (See "Phys-

ics," Art. 297.)

General Theory. A Joly photometer consists of two small

rectangular blocks of paraffine, about 4 centimetres square

and 1 centimetre thick, placed side by side, so as to form a

block 2 centimetres thick. If the intensity of the illumina-

tion on one of the faces is more than that on the other, the

fact is manifest by a difference in brightness of the paraffine

on the two sides of the separating surface
; whereas, if the

intensity is the same, there is no difference in brightness.

The method, then, is to place the two sources of light,

one on each side of the paraffine block, and, keeping one

in a fixed position, alter that of the other until there is no

difference in brightness of the two halves. If the distances

of the two sources from the photometer are r^ and rj, and

if the illuminating powers are /j and I2, then

For, since the intensity of light varies inversely as the square

of the distance, and since in this case the intensity at the

photometer due to each source of light is the same, the il-

luminating power of the sources must vary directly as the

square of the distance.

Sources of Error.

1. The two halves of the paraffine photometer may not be alike

in quality or thickness.
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3. The illuminating power of the two sources must be kept
constant.

3. If the lights are of different colors, there is difficulty in com-

paring their intensities.

4. All extraneous light must be kept from reaching the parafflne

blocks.

Apparatus. A Joly photometer; a fish-tail burner; a

candle
;
two tin screens, with equal rectangular openings ;

a metre-rod.

Manipulation. Mount the photometer, the candle, and the

gas-flame so that they are in the same horizontal line, the

photometer being between the two lights, with the di-

P M̂
Fro. 154

viding surface perpendicular to the line joining them.

Place the two lights about 80 centimetres apart, and hold,

by means of suitable clamps, a tin screen immediately in

front of each light, on the side towards the photometer, at

such a height that the opening exposes equal areas of the

brightest part of each flame to the photometer.

View the photometer from the end, so as to see both

the halves equally well. Move it nearer one of the lights,

and, observing the effect, place it finally in such a position

that the illuminations of the two halves are apparently

equal. Measure the distances from the openings in the

tin screens to the plane of separation of the two halves.

Displace the photometer, and repeat the observation and

measurements. Turn the photometer 180° around a verti-

cal axis, and repeat the experiment, making three observa-

jtions in each position. Call the means r^ and r^.

Place the two lights at a different distance apart, and re-

jpeat the experiment as above. Call the means R^ and i?2-
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The illuminating powers, I^ and I^, should then satisfy

the two equations,

Questions £Uid Problems.

1 Describe a photometer which depends upon the equality of

two penumbras.
2. Why are the measurements taken to the opening in the screens,

and not to the flames themselves ?

3. What diflBcullies are introduced by the flames having different

colors ?

4. Discuss the conditions for a standard of illumination

T
~

r ^
^2 ' 2
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Object. To verify the laws of reflection from a plane
mirror. (See

"
Physics," Arts. 306, 308.)

General Theory. There are two cases to be considered—
(1) reflection of plane waves, (2) reflection of spherical

waves.

1. Plane Waves.—The laws, as deduced from the wave-

theory, are that the reflected waves are plane, and that

their normal lies in the same plane as the normals to the

surface and to the incident waves
; also, the angles made

with the normal to the surface by the normals to the inci-

dent and reflected waves are equal.

2. Spherical Waves.—The law to be verified is that the

reflected waves are spherical, seeming to come from a

centre on the opposite side of the surface from the source

of waves, the centres of the incident and reflected waves

being in a straight line perpendicular to the surface, and

at equal distances from it.

(Read
"
Physics," Art. 302.)

As waves of any kind, plane or curved, advance in any
direction in an isotropic medium, such as air or water, the

disturbance at any point, P, of the wave front, as it exists

at a definite instant, produces disturbances at later times

at points P^, P^, etc.,

where P, Pj, P^, etc.,

all lie in a line normal

to the wave front. This

is called the rectilinear

propagation of light,

and can be verified by

A Pi

'P

Fig. 166
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TP

-+--'

M"

any shadow experiment. To trace a particular line of

disturbances (called a "ray^^), the following method may
be adopted: Make P a centre of disturbances {e.g., a point

of light, a pin brightly illuminated) ; place a small ob-

stacle, such as a pin, at a random point, P^, then there

I
I

will be no disturbance at a

y I I point P2, in the line PP^,
/ I becanse the line of dis-

y / turbance—the ray PPj—
has been stopped at Pj.

Consequently, if an ob-

Tr server moves his eye in

Fig. 156 such a direction as to

make the pin at Pj hide the bright point at P, he will be

sighting along the line PP^P^—i. e., he will be tracing the

ray PP, P,.

The fundamental property of a plane wave is that all its

"
rays

"
are parallel ; therefore, to trace the progress of a

series of plane waves, it is sufficient to follow the path of

any one ray.

In studying the reflection of plane waves, then, the gen-

eral plan is to follow the path of the waves by tracing the

progress of a ray, both be-

fore and after reflection.

This is done by placing
two pins so that the line

joining them falls oblique-

ly upon the mirror
; then,

looking at the reflected

images, moving the eye so that the pin farthest away is

hidden by the other, and fixing this direction of sight by
two other pins. The two pairs of pins give the directions

of the normals to the incident and reflected plane waves

by tracing the patlf of one particular ray.

In the case of spherical waves (see Fig. 158) proceeding

from a source {e. g., a pin brightly illuminated), the centre

of the reflected waves, 0' ,
is called a "virtual" image ;

and

Fig. 157
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its position may be accurately located by using a transparent

mirror, such as a piece of glass, or by scratching off a small

horizontal slit from the silvering of an ordinary mirror, for

a pin may be moved

around back of the

mirror until it is

exactly in the spot

where the virtual

image seems to be.

This agreement
may be tested by

seeing that there is

no parallax between

the pin and the im-

age
—

I.e., that,when
the eye is moved

sidewise, the two

remain coincident.

Sources of Error.

1. The mirror may not be plane.

2. There may be more than one reflecting surface, and so con-

fusion may arise.

3. The illuminated bodies must be sharp and distinct.

Apparatus. A small rectangular block of wood; plane

silvered mirror, with a horizontal slit removed
;
a drawing-

board
; paper ; pins. (A plane glass mirror will do in

place of the silvered one.)

Manipulation. Place the drawing-board on a table, and a

piece of paper on the board ; draw a straight line across the

middle of the paper, and place the

mirror so that the reflecting sur-

face coincides with this line and

is perpendicular to the board.

This may be done by fastening

the mirror to a rectangular block

of wood by means of rubber bands,

Fig. 159 and then placing the block suita-
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bly. Place two pins vertical in the board at such dis-

tances that the line joining them falls obliquely upon the

mirror.

1. By means of two other pins locate a line such that.

/4
/

/

^

\

Fig. 159a

when looking along it at the

reflection of the first pair of

pins, the image of one hides

that of the other. Move the

mirror one side, and draw

two straight lines, one pass-

ing through each pair of pins.

These should intersect at a

point of the base-line which

^^p marks the reflecting surface.

From this point draw a line

perpendicular to the base-line,

and compare the angles made
with this line by the two lines

through the pins. This may be done by drawing around

the point of intersection a circle of radius 10 or 15 centim-

etres, and comparing the lengths of the intersected arcs.

The angle of incidence should equal the angle of reflec-

tion.

2. Keplace the mirror in its position along the base-line,

taking care to place the mirror so that a transparent portion

projects beyond the block and is met by normals dropped
from the two pins. Locate by means of two pins the vir-

tual images of the first two pins mentioned in part 1. Do
this very carefully, taking pains to avoid all parallax be-

tween a pin and a virtual image. It is best to make the

points of the pins coincide, because the smaller the ob-

jects are, the better can their coincidence be determined.

In order to determine the position of the virtual image,
it is not absolutely necessary to have a transparent por-

tion of the mirror ; for if a pin is placed parallel to the

length of the mirror, with its point in a normal to the

mirror at its edge, its image will just reach to the edge of
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///////////////////////////.

the mirror, and a second pin may be so placed (behind the

mirror) as to seem to form an unbroken line with the image,
when viewed from a

point in the normal to

the mirror at its edge.

Having fixed the po-

sitions of the two im-

ages, draw a straight

line joining them. The

two images shonld be

at the same distances

back of the mirror as the original two pins are in front of

it; and the line joining the two images should be the pro-

longation, backward, of the reflected ray.

Repeat both experiments, using different angles of inci-

dence.

(Methods will be given later for testing the mirror, to

see if it is plane. See p. 441.)

Fig. 160

Questions and Problems.

1. What would be the effect in the two experiments if the mirror

had been concave or convex ? Show by drawings.

2. How may the thickness of a piece of glass be determined by
means of images formed by reflection from its two surfaces ?

3. Give the drawings for the images formed by two plane mir-

rors inclined to each other at an angle of 45°.

4. What is the smallest plane mirror in which a man may see

his entire figure ?

5. Sl)ow by graphical construction the reflection from a plane

mirror of spherical waves which are converging apparently

to a point at a distance h behind the mirror.
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(this experiment should be made in a darkened room)

Object. To verify the laws of reflection from a spherical

mirror. (See
"
Physics/' Arts. 311-317. )

General Theory. For any spherical mirror, concave or

convex, and for any train of waves, converging, diverg-

ing, or plane, the same formula applies with a proper

understanding as to the signs. It is this : C\ 4- Ct =
26', if Ci is the curvature of the incident waves, C, the

curvature of the reflected waves, C the curvature of the

mirror; the quantities, Ci and C„ have a + or — sign ac-

cording as the centres of the waves are on the same

side of the mirror as its centre of curvature or on the

opposite.

Expressed in terms of distances from the mirror to

the centres of the spherical surfaces this formula be-

comes

u V r'

where u is the distance from the mirror to the centre of

the incident waves, v is the distance from the mirror to

the centre of the reflected waves, r is the distance from

the mirror to its centre of curvature, with the same

understanding as to the signs of u and v as before for

Ci and Cr.

This formula leads to a graphical construction for im-

ages, which is here illustrated by two cases:
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Fig. 161

Fig. 162

where S is the centre of the mirror, CS= r,

OP is the object, CO = u,

O'P' is the image, CO'— v.

It will be noticed from the formula,

u V r

1. If ?^ =co, i. e., if plane waves are incident, v= rl2.

This point, F, shown above, is called the principal focus.

2. Tf surface is concave,

T
V is + , i. e,, there is a real image, if uy-^,

V is — , i. e., there is a virtual image, if tt<.^.
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3. If surface is convex,

V is always + , i.e., there is always a virtual image, so

long as the waves are diverging from a real object
—i. e.,

so long as ?/ is negative.

If u is+, i. e., if the waves are converging, v may be—,
and so the image may be real.

To verify these laws of reflection, a brightly illuminated

object
—

e. g., a pin
—is placed in front of the mirror, so that

a line passing through it and the centre of curvature of the

spherical surface will intersect the mirror near its middle

point ;
the position of the image, virtual or real, is found

by moving a second pin until there is no parallax between

it and the image of the first—i. e., until they do not shift

relatively to one another when the eye is moved sidewise

while looking at them. They then evidently occupy ex-

actly the same position, and neither is behind nor in front

of the other. In finding the position of a virtual image, it

is necessary, of course, to have a strip of the silvering re-

moved from the mirror so as to have a transparent portion.*

A real image may also be located by making the re-

flected waves fall upon a screen, and moving the screen

until the image is as sharp as possible. By having an ob-

ject of a known size the magnification may be thus deter-

mined
;
for the size of the image may also be measured.

Sources of Error.

1. Unless the incidence is normal—i. e., unless the line joining

the centre of curvature to the source of the light meets the

central portion of the mirror—the above laws do not hold.

2. The object must have a sharp outline, so as to admit of accu-

rate focusing.

Apparatus. A concave and a convex mirror
;

a gas-

burner; pins or needles, with suitable stands
;

metre-rod.

Manipulation. Adjust the mirror so that the line joining
its middle point to its centre of curvature is horizontal and
so that the transparent slit is horizontal. K

* This plan was suggested by Mr. Wilberforce, of the Cavendish Labora-

tory, Cambridge, England.
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1. Real Image. Concave Mirro7\—Get an inverted re-

flection of the gas-flame in the concave mirror by moving
the flame backward or forward, and locate the image ap-

proximately by means of a piece of paper nsed as a screen.

This fixes the fact that the flame is beyond the principal

focus {n > /•/2). Place the pin in its stand near where the

flame is, and move the flame one side so as to illuminate it.

Adjust the pin quite accurately, so that its extremity lies

in the horizontal line joining the centre of curvature of

the mirror to its middle point. Place the other pin (or

needle) in a stand, at the same level as the first, and move

it until its extremity coincides with the image of the first

pin. This position has been approximately determined by
the image of the flame on the paper screen.

Another method is to illuminate a piece of wire gauze

by a flame, and receive its image on a suitable screen. The

dimensions of the wire gauze and its image may be meas-

ured by a caliper, and the magnification calculated.

Measure the distances from the middle point of the mir-

ror to the object and image. Keeping the illuminated

pin (or gauze) stationary, move the pin (or screen) which

locates the image, and redetermine its position. Do this

three times. Call the means of the three sets of readings

Uy^ and Vj.

In a similar manner, place the first pin at a different dis-

tance, u^, and determine the corresponding t'g.
Do this for

three distances.

Finally, move the illuminated pin until it coincides with

its own image, and measure its distance from the mirror.

In this case u — v. Hence, u = v = r.

Therefore the following equations should be verified :

1
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distinctly, apparently through the slit which has been re-

moved from the silvered surface. Locate the exact position

of the image by means of a second pin or needle, carefully

avoiding parallax. (To make the second needle more visi-

ble, it is best to hold back of it a white screen, such as a

piece of paper.)

Measure the distances from the mirror to the object and

image, and repeat twice, without moving the object. If the

mean distances are a;, and
^/j,

w = — Xi, v =yi for a convex

mirror
;
and u = x-^, v= —y^ for a concave mirror. Hence,

in both cases,

-1+1=1
In a similar manner, measure the distances for two other

positions of the illuminated pin, and call them iCg, yz^ and

ajg and y^. {r cannot be measured by a simple direct ex-

periment for a convex mirror.)

Verify the fact that

and calculate r from the three separate measurements.

Take the mean.

ILLUSTRATION

Concave Mirror

1. Bml Image
u V r

25 46 32.4 cm.

80 35.5 33.5
"

31 34.3 33.3
"

33.4 33.4 33.4
"

May 2, 1895

Mean, 33.40 cm.

2. Virtual Image.

In a similar manner

Convex Mirror

In a similar manner.
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Questions and Problems.

1. What connection is there between the focal length of a con-

cave mirror and the size of the image formed of an object

at a distance ?

2. If a telescope is focused on a distant object, and is then turned

so as to see the image of this object as formed in a slightly

concave or convex mirror, will it be in focus? How will it

be if it is a plane mirror? Illustrate by diagrams.

3. What is spherical aberration ? How can it be guarded against

in mirrors ?

4. Under what conditions will a convex mirror produce a real

image ? Give a diagram illustrating the answer.
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Object. To verify the laws of refraction at a plane sur-

face. (See
''

Physics/' Arts. 319-323.)
General Theory. As before in the case of reflection, there

are two cases to be considered : 1. Refraction of plane waves.

2, Refraction of spherical waves.

Since the incident and refracted waves are in different

media—e. g., air and glass
—it is, in general, impossible to

trace the rays and mark the images directly, as was done

in Experiment 80. The obvious method is to locate the

direction of the waves before they enter and after they
leave the refracting medium, and to mark the points where

any definite ray enters and leaves
;
this will give the direc-

tion of the ray and waves inside the refracting medium. If

this is done for more than one ray corresponding to any

point, the image of this point may be determined.

The laws of refraction at a plane surface are as follows :

1. Plane Waves. — The refracted waves are themselves

plane ;
and if the normal to the surface makes an angle

5j with the normal to the in-

cident waves, and ^^ ^^ith the

normal to the refracted waves,

the ratio.
sin ^1

sin ^o
is a constant for

Pig. 163

the two media and for the train

of waves used. (If the wave-

length is changed, this ratio

changes ; and, consequently,
for white light the ratio is not

exactly definite.)
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This ratio is independent of the angle of incidence, and

is called the " index of refraction of the second medium
with reference to the first."

2. Spherical Waves.—If spherical waves proceed from a

point at a distance h above a plane surface, the refracted

waves will also be spherical, with

a virtual centre at a distance h' T I

above the surface, and so situated

that it and the source are in the

same straight line normal to the

surface, the length, W, being such

that
h' = fih

where
fi

is the index of refraction ^
of the refracting medium.

Sources of Error.

1. The surface may not be plane.

2. Since the above laws for spherical waves hold for normal in-

cidence only, care must be taken to make use only of ihat

portion of the refracting surface around the foot of the

normal let fall from the source of light.

Apparatus. A plate of glass with plane parallel sides (or

a glass prism); a drawing-board ; paper; pins. (The pins

should be so long that they project above the plate or

prism.)

Manipulation. Place the board on a table, the paper on

the board, and the piece of glass with its refracting sur-

faces perpendicular to the board. Mark the position of

the two refracting surfaces by pencil lines. Place two

pins so that the line joining them falls obliquely on the

refracting surface
;
but do not let this line differ much

from the normal.

1. By means of two other pins locate the direction of

the ray as it emerges from the second surface. Draw the

incident and emerging rays, and join by a straight line the

two points where the two rays meet the lines marking the
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refracting surfaces. This line is the path of the refracted

ray, and, consequently, fixes the direction of plane waves

when refracted.

The sines of the angles •&! and ^2 could be measured
;

but the accuracy attainable is not great enough to warrant

the labor.

If the piece of glass used has parallel faces, the emerging
and incident rays should be parallel ;

but one is not the

continuation of the other unless the incidence is normal.

Fig. 165

If the piece of glass used is a prism, the emerging ray is

deviated through a certain angle, which should be noted

in the drawing. If the angle of the prism is great enough,
show that there may be total reflection inside the prism,
and draw the rays from theoretical considerations, if there

is not time for the actual experiment.
2. In a similar manner locate the incident, emerging, and

refracted rays for a different angle of incidence, keeping
one of the first pair of pins fixed and moving the second

slightly.
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Prolong backward the refracted rays found in this and

the preceding experiment; they should meet in a point
which is the virtual image of the pin which has remained

fixed. The line Joining this point of intersection with the

fixed pin should be normal to the surface, and li' should

equal \ili.

Prolong backward also the two emerging rays in the two

experiments; these should meet in a point, which is the

one from which the waves sent out by the fixed pin seem

to come as they emerge. If the piece of glass has parallel

sides, this point will be in the same normal as the pin and

its refracted image ;
if it is a prism, it and the refracted

image will lie in a normal to the second face of the prism.

This image of the emerging waves may be located experi-

mentally by means of a pin which is so placed on the same

side as the fixed pin as to coincide in position with the im-

age. To do this, it is necessary for the piece of glass to

have a sharp, flat upper face, and for the fixed pin to pro-

ject above the piece of glass. The point as determined

experimentally should agree with that found graphically.

Questions and Problems.

1. Explain the action of spherical aberration in the case of flat

plates and prisms.

2. Devise some experiment by which the critical angle may be

measured.

3. What properties of a train of waves change as it passes 'from

one medium into another ?

4. Construct graphically the image of a train of converging waves

whose centre lies inside the refracting surface.

^
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Object. To measure the index of refraction of a solid

which is made in a plate with plane parallel faces. (See

"Physics/' Art. 324.)

General Theory. It was shown in the preceding experi-

ment that, if spherical waves are emitted by a source

at a distance li from a plane surface separating two trans-

parent media, the waves refracted into the second medium
will seem to come from a centre, 0' , where the line 00'

is perpendicular to the plane surface, and O is at such

a distance, li'
, from it that h' =:yJi, ^ being the index

of refraction of the second medium with reference to

*
- the first. Therefore, if

a point, 0, on one face of

a plate of glass is sending
out waves, those which

emerge into the air from

the other face will seem

to come from a point 0' ,

where 00' is a line per-

pendicular to this face,

and the distances from

and 0' to the surface,

called h and h! respec-

tively, are such that h' = ^^h, jj.^ being the index of refrac-

tion of the air with reference to the glass. But if fi
is

the index of refraction of the glass with reference to air,

fx
= 1/^1, hence,

a = 7ijh'=
h-00'
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The distance Ti can be measured by a vernier or microm-

eter caliper, and 00' can be easily measured in the follow-

ing manner : If a microscope whose axis is perpendicular
to the plane surface is focused so as to see the source 0, it

is in such adjustment that, if the plate were removed, it

would be in focus for a source at 0'
; therefore, if the plate

is removed, the microscope must be lowered a distance

00', in order to again see the source 0.

Sources of Error.

1. The axis of the microscope may not be exactly perpendicular

to the plane surface.

2. The surface may not be exactly plane.

3. The souice of light must be on the face of the glass, not near it.

Apparatus. A plate of glass with plane parallel faces
;

a low-power microscope which is movable in a sleeve, such

as a microscope of a comparator or dividing-engine ;
a

millimetre scale ruled on paper ;
vernier caliper.

Manipulation. In choosing a suitable microscope, select

one which does not require the objective to be placed closer

than 1 or 3 centimetres to the object. Place the ruled

paper on a platform under the microscope, and hold it

fixed by means of some " universal wax." Be sure that the

portion viewed is perfectly flat, and perpendicular to the

axis of the microscope ;
focus carefully on a line. Place

the glass plate over the scale and press it closely against

the scale, being sure that the plate is perpendicular to the

axis of the microscope, and that it touches the mark which

has just been focused in the microscope. Raise the micro-

scope in its sleeve until the same line as seen before is

again in focus. The distance it is raised should be meas-

ured with the greatest care, and for this purpose a scale

should, if possible, be engraved on the side of the micro-

scope. Another method is to gum to the microscope tube,

when it is focused directly on the scale, a piece of paper
with a straight edge placed along the edge of the sleeve,
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aud to measure by a short paper millimetre scale the dis-

tance from this mark to the edge of the sleeve after the

microscope has been raised so as to focus through the glass.

This adjustment should be repeated many times, removing
the glass, lowering the microscope so as to focus directly

on the scale, then introducing the glass, raising the mi-

croscope, etc., making measurements each time.

Having thus obtained the distance 00', measure by
means of the vernier caliper A, the thickness of the glass

at the point through which the scale was viewed. This

reading should be made twice or three times, but not more

accurately than 00' has been measured.

From a knowledge of 00' and h, calculate
/i.

h
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(THIS EXPERIMENT SHOULD BE MADE IN A DARKENED ROOM)

Object. To verify the laws of refraction through a spheri-

cal lens. (See
"
Physics," Arts. 328-339.)

General Theory. For any spherical lens—i. e., a lens whose

surfaces are portions of spherical surfaces—and for any train

of waves (of definite period), the same formula applies, if

the lens is thin, with a proper understanding as to the

signs. It is this,

Ci is the curvature of the incident waves;

C, is the curvature of the emerging waves
;

C'f
is a constant for any one lens and any definite train of

waves with constant period.

Cjr
is always to be considered positive ;

Ci is positive if the centre of the incident waves and the

centre of curvature of the first surface they meet are

on opposite sides of this surface
;

C, is positive if the centre of the emerging waves and

the centre of curvature of the second surface are on

opposite sides of this surface.

Expressed in terms of distances from the lens, this for-

mula becomes

u^v-f
where u is the distance from the lens to the centre of the

incident waves,

V is the distance from the lens to the centre of the

emerging waves,

/ has the obvious meaning of being the value of v

29

1
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when u is infinite, or the valne of u which will make v in-

finite. In other words, if plane waves fall upon a lens, the

centre of the emerging waves is at the distance / from the

lens, and is called the principal focus
; or, if the waves as

they emerge are plane, the centre of the incident waves is

at a distance / from the lens. (Proper regard must be had

for the meaning of the fact that /is always positive.)

The graphical construction of images which follows from

this formula is illustrated by two cases :

I.

Fig. 167

II.

Fig. 168

In case I., a double convex lens, OC—u, and is 4-;

0'(7=v, and is +; OF=f.
In case II., a double concave lens, OC=u, and is —

;

ITU= V, and is + ; CF=f.
With a double convex lens, it is evident that

H is always + if the waves come from a real object; hence,
V is + if w>/; *. e., the image is real, because the emerg-

ing waves converge,
f is — if u<f; i.e., the image is virtual, because the

emerging waves diverge.
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With a double concave lens, it is evident that u is al-

ways — , if the waves come from a real object ; hence,

V is always positive ;
i. e., the image is virtual, because the

waves diverge.

It is evident from geometry that the "^linear magnifiod-
tion'^ is the ratio of v to u.

To verify these laws of lenses, the same general plan as

in Experiment 81 (spherical mirror) is followed. If the

image is real, it can be located by means of a screen. If,

however, the image is virtual, a somewhat different plan
must be adopted. It is this, cut the lens in halves by
a plane passing through the axis of the lens; then the

image may be seen through the half -lens, and a pin may
be so placed as to coincide with it, the pin being seen

past the edge of the lens, not through it.*

It would be well to have the lenses and objects so mount-

ed as to be at the same height, and to be movable along a

fixed beam parallel to the axis of the lens.

Sources of Error.

1. The portions of a lens used must be those near its axis.

2. If possible, light of one wave-length should be used, as white

light does not give sharp foci.

3. One half a lens is rarely exactly like the other.

Apparatus. A concave lens
;
a convex lens

;
a half-con-

cave lens; a half-convex lens; pins or knitting-needles in

suitable stands; gas -flame; screen; wire -gauze; metre-

rod.

Manipulation. The lenses, as used, should always be

mounted so that their axes are horizontal
;
and the different

objects used should all be placed along a straight line.

1. Real Image.—Set up the convex lens, and place the

gas-flame in such a position that a real image is formed on

a screen suitably placed. Put the wire-gauze in front of

the flame, and move the screen until the image of the gauze

* This plan was suggested by Mr. Wilberforce, of the Cavendish Labora-

tory, Cambridge, England.
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is as sharp as possible. Measure the distances between the

lens and the gauze and the lens and the image. Move the

screen, redetermine the image, measure again. Do this

three times in all. Let the mean distances be w^ and y^.

]Vleasure also the size of the image by means of a caliper.

Place the gauze at a different distance and determine its

image. Call the corresponding mean distances U2 and v^.

Do this for a third distance.

Then the following relation should hold :

+i=i+i=i+i.2_

Wi Vi U2 V2 1(3 V3

Calculate / from the three measurements and take the

mean.

Measure the size of the gauze (one linear dimension will

do), and calculate the "linear magnification."

(In one experiment keep the gauze and screen in the po-

sitions which give a sharp image, and move the lens until u

and V are interchanged, and a second sharp image is formed.

Measure the magnification of this second image, and also

the distance through which the lens has been moved.)
2. Virtual Image.

—Mount the half-lens, either concave

or convex, with its edge vertical, and by means of the flame

find a position for which there is no real image. Place

near that position a pin or needle, held horizontally paral-

lel to the lens, perpendicular to its edge, so that the point
of the pin comes exactly opposite the middle of the lens;

that is, place the pin so that its point

lies on the axis and the pin itself is

perpendicular to the axis and the edge.

Illuminate the pin, and view it through
the lens

;
the virtual image is on the

same side of the lens as is the pin, and

its position may be determined by mov-

ing a second pin, suitably held, until

its point seems to coincide with the

point of the image. The eye must look directly along the

axis of the lens, and the second pin must be moved until

Fig. 109
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it seems to be continuous with the image of the first pin,

their points apparently touching. Measure the distances

from the lens to the pins, and make the setting of the sec-

ond pin twice more. Let the mean distances be x-^ and i/i;

then for a double convex lens

and for a double concave lens

u = —X^, V = y,.

In both cases, then,

= a constant.
^1 y^

Move through a short distance along the axis the first

pin which serves as an object, and make two more sets of

observations for two new positions. Let the distances be

x^ and
2/2> »3 and y^. Then verify the relation

^1 yi~ ^2 y2~ ^z Vz

Calculate/, the focal length of the lenses used.

Draw diagrams in each case showing the formation of

the image.

May 10. 1894

ILLUSTRATION

Convex Lens

1. Real Image
U V f

44.1 38.5 20.7

37.1 46.3 20.6

31.7 59.7 20.7

Mean, 20.67

2. Virtual Image

In similar manner.

Concave Lens

In similar manner.

Questions and Problems.

1. What is chromatic aberration ? How does it affect the foci of

lenses ? "Would colored glass be of advantage ?
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2. Explain the use of diaphragms in photographic lenses, micro-

scopes, etc.

3. Draw a "ray
"
at random on one side of a lens, and construct

its continuation on the other side.

4. Deduce the focal length of (1) two double-concave lenses, (2)

one double-concave and one double-convex lens, placed close

together. Do this graphically.

5. What advantage has a long-focus lens over one of short focus

in the magnification of a very distant object ? f
6. Describe a method by which the focal length of (1) a convex

lens, (3) a concave lens, may be measured by means of a tele-

scope and metre-rod.

7. If the distance between the object and its real image is kept

constant, but the lens moved through a distance d in order ^
to interchange u and ®, and thus produce a second image of

the object, ralonlate the connection between d and the focal

length of the lens.

jK

I

I
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Object. To construct an astronomical telescope. (See
^^

Physics/' Art. 341.)-

General Theory. An astronomical telescope consists es-

sentially of two double-convex lenses—one of long focus,

the other of short. The two are placed with their axes

continuous ; the lens of long focus is turned towards the

object to be viewed, and is therefore called the "
object-

glass
"

;
and the observer, looking through the other lens,

called the '^

eye-piece," sees an image of the image formed

by the first lens. The lenses are so placed that the prin-

cipal focus of the object-glass coincides with the principal

/ F

Fig. 170

focus of the eye-piece, or comes a short distance inside the

focus towards the eye-piece ;
and therefore the eye sees a

virtual inverted image of the object.

The ''magnifying power" is the ratio of the angle sub-

tended at the eye of the observer by the final image formed

by the eye -piece to that subtended by the object itself:
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and this ratio can be proved to be equal to the ratio of the

focal length of the object-glass to that of the eye-piece.

Sources of Error.

1. An object far distant should be viewed.

2. Spherical and chromatic aberration may cause difficulties.

Apparatus. Two double-convex lenses—one of focal length
15 or 20 centimetres, the other of less than 5 centimetres

;

suitable stands
;
a pin or a piece of gauze in a stand.

Manipulation. Place the lenses some distance apart, with

their axes horizontal and continuous
;
turn the combina-

tion so that the lens of longer focus is facing some distant

object (if the object is viewed through a window, open it).

Locate the position of the image formed by the object-

glass ;
this may be done by placing the pin or gauze so as

to coincide with it. Move up the second (short-focus) lens

until, looking through it, there is seen an inverted image of

the distant object (and at the same time a direct image of

the pin or gauze).

It should be noted that the angle subtended is much

magnified. If other lenses are available, another telescope

should be formed and its magnifying power compared with

that of the first, the focal lengths being compared at the

same time.

Draw accurate diagrams illustrating (1) the formation of

the images ; (2) the paths of the extreme rays which enter

the object-glass from any point of the object, so as to form

an idea as to how great a portion of the eye-piece is abso-

lutely essential.

Questions and Problems.

1. How can such a telescope as this be made by the introduction

of a lens or lenses to produce a direct instead of an inverted

image ?

2. Draw a diagram for a telescope made up of a concave mirror

and eye-piece.

3. Discuss relative advantages of a reflecting and a refracting

telescope.
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Object. To construct a compound microscope. (See
"
Physics/' Art. 340.)

General Theory. A compound microscope consists of two

short-focus double-convex lenses, placed with their axes co-

Fio. 171

inciding. The lens which is turned towards the object to

be viewed is called the "objective"; the other, the eye-

piece ;
and they are so placed with reference to each other

that, when an object is just outside the principal focus of

the objective, its image is formed immediately inside the

principal focus of the eye-piece. Therefore, a virtual in-

verted image of the object is seen by the observer.

The magnifying power is the ratio of the linear dimen-

sions of the final image to those of the object ;
and it may

be proved to vary inversely as the product of the focal

length of the eye-piece and that of the objective.

Sources of Error.

Chromatic and spherical aberration produce error.

Apparatus. Two short -focus double -convex lenses on

suitable stands; a millimetre scale ruled on white paper;
a pin or wire gauze on a suitable stand.
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Manipulation. Place the two lenses some distance apart,

with their axes horizontal and coincident
; place the paper

scale on a level with this axis, and just outside the focus of

one of the lenses. This can be done by first placing the

lens some distance—e.g., 20 centimetres—away, and not-

ing the image by the eye or by a screen
;
then bringing

the lens up nearer to the scale until the image is 30 or 40

centimetres from the lens. Determine by means of the pin
or gauze the position of the real image formed by the ob-

jective, and bring up the eye-piece until an inverted image
of the scale is seen through it.

Notice the magnification, and observe how this changes
as the scale itself is moved relatively to the objective, and

also when the distance apart of the two lenses is changed.
Draw diagrams illustrating:

1. The formation of the image.
2. The paths of the extreme rays entering the objective

from any point of the object.

3. The variation in the magnifying power as the distance

apart of the lenses is altered, and also as the object is

made to recede from the objective.

Questions and Problems.

1. What effect would be produced if the space between the object
and the objective were filled with water and were illumi-

nated by light coming from beyond the object ?

8. Is there any limit to the magnification of an object?
—

i. e., can

any two points of an object, no matter how near together,

be finally seen distinctly separated ?
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(THIS EXPERIMENT SHOULD BE MADE IN A DARKENED ROOM)

Object. To measure the angle between two plane faces

of a solid—e. g., a crystal or a prism. The adjustment of

a spectrometer.

General Theory of a Spectrometer. A spectrometer is an

instrument primarily designed to measure the angle be-

tween the directions of two beams of light. In order to

accomplish this end, it must be most carefully adjusted,
and the following method is recommended :

Fig. 172

As appears from the illustration, a spectrometer consists

primarily of a vertical axis around which are movable in

horizontal planes two circular platforms and two metal

tubes. One of these tubes is a telescope made up of two

converging lenses, the object-glass and eye-piece ;
the other

tube is called the "collimator," and contains at the outer

end a metal slit with straight parallel edges, and at the

inner end a converging lens so placed that the slit is at its

principal focus. All these various parts are movable in
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several ways : the level of at least one of the circular tables

can be altered by means of three levelling
- screws

;
the

axes of the telescope and collimator may be raised or low-

ered
;
the eye-piece tube of the telescope contains cross-

hairs which may be adjusted, as may, also, the eye-piece it-

self
;
the slit of the collimator can be revolved around the

axis of the collimator, and it can also be pushed in or out

of the tube. The position of the tables, the telescope, and

the collimator, at any instant, may be read off and recorded

from scales and indices attached to the various parts.

The spectrometer (or goniometer) may be used to meas-

ure accurately the angle between two surfaces, or between

lines perpendicular to two surfaces. To do this, the instru-

ment must be so adjusted that the axes of the telescope

and collimator and the lines which are perpendicular to

• the two surfaces are all four at right angles to the vertical

axis of the instrument. The focus of the collimator and

telescope must furthermore be adjusted so that the spherical

waves diverging from the slit of the collimator are transform-

ed into plane waves in passing out through its lens, and so

that plane waves falling on the object-glass of the telescope

are brought to a focus at the cross-hairs. These adjustments
should be carried out in the following order and manner :

1. To focus the telescope.
—Remove it from its clamps;

remove the eye-piece tube, and shift the position of the

cross-hairs until they are distinctly in focus for the eye of

the observer
; replace the eye-piece tube

;
direct the tele-

scope towards some extremely distant object— e.^., a star,

or a spire some miles away—and then push the eye-piece

tube in or out until the image of the object falls exactly

upon the cross-hairs—i. e., until there is no parallax be-

tween them. This focuses the telescope for plane waves.

3. To focus the collimator. — Eeplace the telescope in

its clamps ;
turn and elevate the telescope and collimator

until their axes are approximately in the same straight

line
;
turn the slit horizontal (or place a fine hair across

its middle point) ; adjust the slit by pushing it out or in.
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and raising or lowering the collimator until, when the slit

is illuminated by a flame or by being pointed towards the

daylight, it is sharply in focus on the cross-hairs. It may
be well to revolve the entire collimator (or the slit-tube)

around its own axis through 180° to see if the slit remains on

the cross-hairs, as it should if the instrument is well made.

This adjustment places the slit in the focus of the colli-

mator lens, so that, when the slit is illuminated, plane
waves emerge from the collimator. It also places the axes

of the telescope and collimator in the same straight line.

3. To adjust either the telescope or the collimator so that

'its axis is perpendicular to the axis of the instrument.—
To do this, some polished plane surface—e. g., the face of a

prism—must be placed vertically on the central table of the

instrument at such a height as to be at the level of the

telescope or collimator, and it must first be adjusted so that

its normal {i. e., a line perpendicular to its plane) is itself

perpendicular to the axis of the instrument. This first

step is performed in the following manner :

(fl) Turn either telescope or collimator around the axis

of the instrument, being careful not to change the levelling-

screws of the tubes until the normal of the plane surface near-

ly bisects the angle between the telescope and collimator.

{h) Alter the position of the plane surface by the levelling-

screws of the table on which it rests until, when the slit

(still horizontal) is illuminated, its reflection -from the plane

surface falls exactly upon the cross-hairs of the telescope.

The normal to the plane surface is now perpendicular to

the axis of the instrument.

Now, leaving the plane surface absolutely untouched, it

is possible to adjust the axis of either the telescojje or the

collimator perpendicular to it.

If the telescope has a Gaussian eye-piece
—that is, if the

side of the eye-piece is cut away so as to allow the inser-

tion of a thin piece of glass between the eye-piece and the

cross-hairs—it is best to adjust the telescope perpendicular

to the plane surface. The method is as follows :
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Insert the jDiece of glass at an angle of 45° with the axis

of the telescope, as is shown in the figure ; place a lamp or

gas -flame at the side

of the opening, so that

the light falls npon the

glass-plate ;
this illu-

minates the cross-hairs

brightly. Now turn

the telescope until it is approximately perpendicular to the

plane surface on the central table
;
and raise or lower the

telescope by the levelling-screw, until there is seen through

the eye-piece a reflected image of the bright cross-hairs.

This image must be made by means of the levelling-screw

of the telescope to coincide with the cross -hairs them-

selves
;
and it is obvious that the telescope is then perpen-

dicular to the plane surface, and therefore perpendicular

to the axis of the instrument.

If the telescope has no Gaussian eye-piece, it is best to

adjust the collimator perpendicular to the plane surface;

and the method is the same in principle as that used with

the Gaussian eye-piece. The collimator must be turned

until it is approximately perpendicular to the plane sur-

face
;
turn the slit vertical and open it rather wide by the

side-screw
;
illuminate it by means of a gas-flame, but cut

off half the slit by interposing a piece of tin or card-board;

then adjust the collimator by its levelling-screw until the

reflected image of the illuminated half of the slit appears

on the tin or card-board. By carefully adjusting the screw,

the central point of the slit may be made to coincide with

the image of itself
;
and then the axis of the collimator is

perpendicular to the plane surface, and therefore perpen-

dicular to the axis of the instrument.

If the telescope is perpendicular to the axis of the in-

strument, it can be turned so as to be pointed obliquely

towards the plane surface, and the collimator can be turned

so as to make approximately the same angle with the plane

surface on the opposite side of its normal. Illuminate the
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slit (still horizontal), and raise or lower the collimator by the

levelling-screw until the reflected image of the slit coincides

with the cross-hairs of the telescope. The axis of the colli-

mator is now perpendicular to the axis of the instrument.

If the collimator is adjusted perpendicularly to the plane

surface, it is the telescope which must be adjusted until the

reflected image of the slit coincides with the cross-hairs, and

then it is also perpendicular to the axis of the instrument.

The spectrometer itself is now in adjustment.
If the instrument is to be used to study the dispersion

of a grating or prism, or if it is to be used to measure the

angles of a prism, the surfaces of the prism or grating must

be themselves adjusted so that their normals are perpen-
dicular to the axis of the instrument. This can be done

according to the general plan described in 3a and 'Sb, by

placing the grating or prism on the central table and al-

tering its level by the three levelling-screws until the re-

flected image of the illuminated slit coincides with the

cross-hairs of the telescope. This makes the normal of

the reflecting surface perpendicular to the axis of the in-

strument. To make the normal to the second face of the

prism also perpendicular to the axis of the instrument, the

slit must be reflected in it and its image made to coincide

with the cross-hairs. But in the adjustment of this second

face by the levelling-screws of the platform, the first face is

thrown out of adjustment unless the prism is placed on the

platform as is shown in the figure
—

i. e., unless the three faces are per-

pendicular to the lines joining the

three screws. In this position, the

position of any one face may be al-

tered without changing the plane of

the face already adjusted. Thus, if

the face A has been adjusted, screw fig. 174

1 can be turned without affecting the plane of A. After

the second face has been adjusted, however, it may be nec-

cessary to readjust the first face.

I
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Cousiderable thought is required as to exactly the best

position on the central platform for the grating or prism,

according to the use to which it is to be put ;
but by careful

consideration the most suitable position can be determined.

In certain spectrometers the telescope and collimator are

fixed so that they cannot be turned around the axis of the

instrument; and, although in this case the adjustment of

the instrument is more difficult, the general principles are

those which have been made use of in the discussion of the

ordinary form of instrument.

To Measure the Angle of a Prism.

A solid which is bounded in part by two plane faces which

are not parallel forms a prism. The line of intersection of

these faces, considered produced if necessary, is called the

"edge" of the prism. The prism should be placed upon
the table of a spectrometer, with the edge parallel to the

axis of the instrument following the directions just given.

There are then three methods of proceeding :

1. If the telescope has a Gaussian eye-piece, the cross-

hairs may be illuminated, and the telescope turned until it

is in succession perpendicular to the two plane faces. The

angle through which the telescope has been turned equals
180°— ^, where A is the angle of the prism.

2. Place the colli-

mator so that when
the slit is illumi-

nated by a flame or

lamp the light as it

emerges from the

lens falls upon boih

the plane faces, be-

ing divided into

two sections, as it

were, by the edge.

Each of these sec-

^"^I'^s tions is reflected
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from the corresponding face; and the direction of each

may be determined by the telescope. The angle through
which the telescope must be turned, in order that the im-

age of the slit may fall on the cross-hairs, first when reflected

from one face and then from the other, may be proved
to be 2A, where A is the angle of the prism. For it is

apparent from Fig. 175 that -^j + ^g equals the angle be-

tween the normals to the two faces, and, therefore, equals
180°— J; but, as the telescope is turned from one re-

flected beam to the other, it moves through an angle

360°- 2 (^,-1-^2), or 2J.

8. If the platform on which the prism rests has a scale

on its edge, by means of which its position may be read, the

following method may be used:- Place the collimator so

that light is reflected from

one face only of the prism,
and focus the telescope up-
on the reflected beam; then,

keeping the collimator and

telescope fixed, turn the

table which holds the prism
until the second face of the

prism reflects light from the

collimator down the tele- fig. ik

scope. The angle through which the prism has been turned

is 180°± A, depending upon the direction in which it has

been turned, as is evident from the diagram.

Sources of Error.

1. The faces of the prism may not be plane.

2. The two halves of the collimator lens may not be alike, which
would introduce an error in Method 2.

3. The divided scale may not be uniform.

4. The centre of the circular scale may not coincide with the axis

of the instrument. This must be corrected for, by making

readings at both ends of the index wliich extends across the

scale. (See Experiment 64, Dip Circle.)

5. The clamping -screws may not hold, and so every reading
should be repeated.
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Fig 177

Apparatus. Spectrometer ; prism \
fish-tail gas-burner.

Manipulation. Place the prism on the spectrometer table,

as shown, and adjust the in-

strument carefully, using the

method described in the in-

troduction. In making any

final adjustment of the tele-

scope, it is best to clamp it

with the screw, and complete

the adjustment by means of a

small screw and spring attach-

ed to the clamping - screw.

This screw and spring are

called the ''tangent-screw.''

Method 1. Gaussian Eye -piece.
— Adjust the glass

mirror in the telescope tube, and place the telescope so

that its axis is approximately perpendicular to one face of

the prism. Holding a gas-flame near the opening into the

side of the telescope, turn the latter until the reflected

cross-hairs coincide with the actual cross-hairs. (Do not,

of course, alter the levelling-screws.) In making this flnal

adjustment, clam]^ the telescope arm and use the tangent-

screw. Bead the position of the telescope by means of its

index and scale. Some instruments have verniers and oth-

ers have microscopes and micrometer screws. In any case,

make three settings and readings, and take the mean. If

there are two verniers or microscopes, read both each time.

Keeping the prism table fixed, turn the telescope arm

until it is approximately perpendicular to the other face

of the prism. By means of the flame illuminate the cross-

hairs and adjust the telescope exactly perpendicular to this

face. Make, as before, three settings and readings, and

take the mean. Then make three more readings on the

first face, and average with those made before.

The difference between the mean readings is 180°—^,
where A is the angle of the prism.
Turn the table which holds the prism through about
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90°, and repeat the measuremeuts. Again turn the table

90°, and repeat. This is done because it is possible that

the scale may not be uniformly divided on all sides.

Take the mean of the measurements.

Method 2. Prism and Collimator Stationary.
— Turn

the collimator arm until its axis apparently bisects the

angle between the two faces. (If the collimator arm can-

not be turned, turn the prism table.) Turn the slit until

it is vertical, if it is not so already, and place a gas-flame
in front of it. Determine by means of the eye the approx-
imate directions of the beams reflected from the two faces.

Place the telescope so as to receive these reflected beams

in turn, and by means of the tangent-screw adjust until the

image of the slit falls exactly on the cross - hairs. Make
three settings and readings in each position, using both

verniers or microscopes, and take the means. After set-

ting on the image formed by reflection from the second

face, turn the telescope arm back, and make three more

readings on the image reflected from the first face. Aver-

age the mean of these readings with the first set. The
difference of the means equals %A.

Turn the prism table in succession through 90° and 180°,

and make similar readings. Take the mean of the three

sets of measurements.

Method 3. Telescope and Collimator Stationary.
—Turn

the collimator arm until it makes an angle of about 30°

with the normal to one face of the prism. (If the colli-

mator arm cannot be turned, turn the prism table.) Illumi-

nate the slit by a flame, and turn the telescope arm until

the reflected image of the slit falls upon the cross-hairs.

Make the final adjustment by means of the tangent-screw.

Clamp the telescope, and keep it and the collimator fixed

during the rest of the experiment. Read the position of

the prism table, using both verniers
; unclamp the table, re-

set, and make another reading ;
do this three times. Make

these final adjustments with the tangent-screw attached to

the table, not the one attached to the telescope. Turn the
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table until an image of the slit formed by reflection from

the other face is seen on the cross-hairs. Make a reading

for the position of the table
; unclamp, reset, and make an-

other reading. Do this three times, and take the mean.

Unclamp the table, turn it back into its previous position,

and make three more readings of the reflection from the

first face. Average the mean of these with the mean of

the first three readings. The difference between these

mean readings is 180° zt A. Be careful not to set at any
time on a refracted image.

Place the collimator arm at approximately an angle of

45°, with the normal to the surface
;
and repeat the read-

ings, as described above. Do this also for some other

angle.

Take the mean of the determinations for A, using as

many methods as possible.

ILLUSTRATION

Angle of a Prism May 3, 1897

1st Face 2cl Face Difference

Method 2. —Vernier A. .336° 2' 00" 95° 50' 00" 119° 48' 00
"

B. .156° 2' 00' 275° 50' 00" 119° 48' 00
'

Mean, 119° 48' 00
'

/. Angle of prism = i(119° 48) = 59° 54' 00".

1st Face 2d Face Difference

Method 3.—Vernier ^. . . .339° 53' 50" 219° 55' 00" 119° 58' 50"

5. ...159° 53' 50" 39° 55' 10' 119° 58' 40"

Mean, 119° 58' 45
"

.-. Angle of prism = 180° - 119° 58' 45" = 60° 1' 15 ".

2d trial, different part of scale, 59° 46' 20"

3d " " " " "
59° 55' 10"

Mean, 59° 54' 15"'

Hence, angle of prism is 59° 54'.

Questions and Problems.

1. Give reasons why one of the above methods is more accurate

than the others.

2. Give reasons why readings taken on different parts of the scale

should differ so vpidelj'. Describe possible errors which may
arise when a scale is ruled.
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(THIS EXPERIMENT SHOULD BE MADE IN A DARKENED ROOM)

Object. To study the deviation produced by a prism.

To measure the angle of minimum deviation. (See
"
Phys-

ics/' Arts. 322, 344.)

General Theory. The deviation is defined as being the

angle by which the direction of the emerging waves differs

from that of the incident ones, when plane waves fall upon

Fig. 178

a prism. It is evident from the figure that the deviation

})
— i^i'—A, and since i' varies with

;(,
the index of re-

fraction, I varies with the angle of incidence, the angle of

the prism, the material of the prism, and the wave-length

of the light. In this experiment the first and the last of

these two facts will be verified. It is also proved by the-

ory that for a definite prism and for a definite train of

waves there is a certain angle of incidence for which the

deviation is a minimum. This is called the ''angle of
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minimum deviation" for the given prism and light. Tliis

fact will also be proved in this experiment, and the angle
will be measured.

The method is to place the prism on the table of the

spectrometer, and so arrange the collimator that light from

it falls upon one face of the prism, and is refracted into it

and out of the other face
;
then the direction of the emerg-

ing light may be studied by the telescope. The angle of

incidence may be varied by turning the prism table
; and,

if light of several wave-lengths is to be studied, the slit

may be illuminated with white light ; while, if the angle
of minimum deviation is to be measured for any particular

wave-length, a sodium-flame may be used, for it gives light

which is approximately homogeneous.

Sources of Error.

1. The most common source of error is the co'nfusion arising

from reflected images, if the prism is small.

2. The minimum is always difficult to observe because the change
is so slow; for a considerable change in angle of incidence

will produce only a slight change in deviation.

Apparatus. Spectrometer ; prism ; gas
- flame or incan-

descent electric light; Bunsen -burner; a piece of fused

salt (NaCl) supported on a suitable stand.

Manipulation. Place the prism on the table of the spec-
trometer and adjust the instrument.

1. To Study Deviation of Waves of Different Wave-length.
—

Turn the prism table so that, when the slit of the collima-

tor is illuminated,

light will enter

and pass through
the prism. Make
the angle between

the axis of the

collimator and
the normal to the

Fig. 179 V^ \ face of the prism

f
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about 30°. (The collimator should, of course, be ou the

side of the normal towards the base of the prism, so that

the entering light is refracted towards the base.) Illumi-

nate the slit, placed vertically, by the gas-flame, the elec-

tric lamp, or by light coming from the sky, if this is

possible. By means of the unaided eye locate the re-

fracted light. This can best be done by turning the prism
table slightly and noticing the change, carefully guarding

against any possibility of observing a reflected image in-

stead, by covering different surfaces of the prism with a

small piece of paper. Note the order of colors in the re-

fracted light, and record them in the order of their devia-

tion. Now turn the telescope arm until the refracted light

enters the tube. Again note the order of the colors, and

account for it.

2. To Study the Effect of Changing the Angle of hid-

dence.—Darken the room and replace the source of light

before the slit by a sodium - flame. This consists of a

small piece of fused salt, -supported just in the edge of

the middle part of a Bunsen-flame by a support and wire.

Care should be taken to see that the yellowest portion of

the flame illuminates the slit. A yellow image of the slit

should now be seen in the telescope. Make the angle of

incidence as great as possible by turning the prism table,

and receive the refracted light in the telescope. Note,

roughly, the angles of deviation and incidence (to within

5°). Decrease the angle of incidence by steps of about

10° or less, and note the corresponding angles of deviation.

Continue as far as possible. Plat the results.

It will be noticed that there is a certain angle of

incidence such that any further decrease in the angle
will make the angle of deviation reverse the direction of

its change. This angle of incidence should be located quite

carefully, by making slight changes and noting their effect.

3. To Measure the Angle of Minimum Deviation.—Bring
the telescope to the angle which corresponds to minimum
deviation as determined approximately in Part 3 of the
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experiment. Then, by minute motions of the prism table

and corresponding ones of the telescope, make the angle

of incidence such that the refracted image is on the cross-

hairs of the telescope when the deviation is exactly a mini-

mum. This final adjustment should be made by clamping
the telescope and using the tangent screw. Kead the posi-

tion of the telescope, using both verniers or microscopes.

Displace the prism table and telescope slightly, and repeat

the measurement. Do this three times in all, and take the

mean of the readings.

There are now two ways of proceeding. One is to re-

move the prism ;
turn the telescope arm until the telescope

and collimator are in line, as is shown by the image of the

slit being on the cross - hairs
;

read the position of the

telescope, and take the difference between this reading and

the one made at minimum deviation, for this is obviously

the angle of deviation. The other, and the better, is to

turn the prism table around through approximately 180°, so

that the edge points in an opposite direction to that which

it did before
; then, to find, by means of the telescope, the

position of minimum deviation of the prism turned this way,

make the reading, as above, three times, and take the dif-

ference between this reading and that made when the devi-

ation was a minimum on the other side. This difference

is evidently twice the angle of minimum deviation, if the

readings mark the angle through which the telescojje has been

turned. In certain instruments the verniers are attached

to the prism table
;
so that, when the latter is turned, the

verniers measure the angle of rotation. The telescope is

rigidly fastened in such instruments to the circular scale,

over which the verniers move. The difference between the

vernier I'eadings in the two positions of minimum devia-

tion would then be 180°— D, where D is the angle of mini-

mum deviation.

If it is possible, repeat the entire experiment, using a

different portion of the scale. Call the mean of the two

results for the angle of minimum deviation D.
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In a similar manner observe the minimum deviation for a

lithium-flame, and compare it with the value just found for

a sodium-flame. Is it different ? If so, is it greater or less ?

N. B.—It should be noted that Parts 1 and 2 of this experiment do not

require a spectrometer, but simply a prism and a slit—the latter can be made

by cutting an opening in a blaciiened metal screen.

ILLUSTRATION „ ,„ ,„„„
May 10, 1897

Angle of Minimum Deviation of Soft-Glass Prism

Sodium Light

1st Position 2d Position Difference

Vernier A ... 186° 57' 00" 48° 26' 00
'

•'

...186° 55' 00" 48° 32' 00"
"

...186° 60' 00" 48° 24' 00"

Mean, 186° 57' 20" 48° 24' 00" 138° 33' 20"

Vernier B... 6° 57' 00" 228° 26' 00"

"... 6° 55' 00" 228° 22' 00"

"... 6° 60' 00" 228° 24' 00"

Mean, 6° 57' 20
"

228° 34' 00" 138° 33' 20"

Mean, 138° 33' 30"

Minimum deviation, i) = 180°- 138° 33' 20"= 41° 26' 40".

(In this instrument the verniers move with the prism table.)

Questions and Problems.

1. What is meant by chromatic aberration? How may it be cor-

rected approximatelj'?

2. What is meant bj-^ sajdug that the spectrum produced by a

prism is
' '

irrational "?

3. Describe an experiment to determine the absorption spectrum
of any liquid. Also describe an experiment to investigate

"anomalous dispersion."

4. What is the exact process by means of which a prism spectro-

scope identifies or records the spectrum of a gas ? Does it

give vvave-lenglhs?

0. Why is it almost essential to make two readings for the angle
of minimum deviation, one on each side of the collimator

axis, especially in the case of a small prism ?

6. What would be the application of Doppler's principle to light ?

How could it be tested by observations made on the light

reaching the earth from the sun?
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Object. To measure the index of refraction of a trans-

parent solid made in the form of a prism. (See
"
Phys-

ics/' Art. 323.)

General Theory. It is proved in treatises on Physics that,

if A is the angle of a prism, and D the angle of minimum
deviation for the same prism for waves of a certain wave-

length, then the index of refraction, yu,
for this light is,

. A+Dsm —
3

^= —
. A
sm -—

3

Therefore, if A and D are known, fx may be calculated.

Sources of Error.

Those of the preceding two experiments.

Apparatus. Same as for the last experiment.

Manipulation. Measure A and D, as described in the two

preceding experiments, taking particular precaution to use

the same angle of the prism in the two measurements. It

is well to mark it in some way—e. (/., by a pencil mark on

the top, not on the faces. Do this at least three times.

Take the means, and substitute in the above formula.

ILLUSTRATION
,^^^^^^3^,

Index of Refraction of Soft-Glass Prism for Sodium-Light

Angle of prism ^ = 59° 46' 30"
" " minimum deviation, D — iV 37' 00" for sodium-light.

. A+J)
sm—^—

.-. iu
= =—^1.553.

sing
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Questions and Problems.

1. Explain in detail why the following parts are used in a spec-

troscope : («) the slit
; (b) the collimating lens

; (c) the prism ;

(d) the object - glass of the telescope ; (e) the eye -
piece.

Which could be dispensed with ?

3. In studying the spectrum of a star, what apparatus is required?
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Object. To study color - sensation. (See
"
Physics/'

Art. 3G1.)

General Theory. There are several theories of color-sen-

sation—the Young-Helmholtz, the Bering, the Franklin—
but none can be regarded as entirely satisfactory. Apart
from all theory, however, it is possible to prove that by the

combination of certain color-sensations an entirely differ-

ent sensation may be produced. Three colors are, in gen-

eral, selected, which, when combined upon the retina of the

eye (not combined like a mixture of paints), will produce a

sensation of white or gray ;
and the effect of combining

these color - sensations in different proportions and with

different amounts of white and black is studied. The one

requirement is that all the sensations which are to be com-

bined should be produced simultaneously on the retina of

the eye. This may best be secured by placing colored disks

in the form of sectors of circles upon a top which has a flat

upper surface, and spinning the top rapidly. Then, if the

top is brightly illuminated by sunlight, and if the observer

looks intently at the colored sectors, his eye will receive

different color - sensations which are practically simul-

taneous. The one serious source of error is in not having
the colored disks illuminated strongly enough.
With each set of apparatus, as furnished by the instru-

ment maker, come explicit directions, which need not be

repeated here.
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(this experiment should be made in a darkened room)

(two observers are required)

Object. To measure the wave-length of light by means

of a grating. (See ''Physics," Art. 365.)

General Theory. The simplest form of grating is made

by ruling parallel straight lines by means of a diamond-

point at equal distances apart on a piece of plate -glass.

In order to get good results there should be several thou-

sand lines per inch, and the grating should be two or

three inches long at least. If plane waves of a single

wave-length fall normally upon such a grating, there will

be several streams of emerging light determined by the

condition that

a sin ^ = n\,

where a is the "grating -space"—i. e., the length of the

ruled surface of the grating divided by the entire number

of lines ruled in this length ;
\ is the wave-length of the

incident light ;
n is any whole number, 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.

;
and

S is the angle made with the normal to the grating by the

direction of one of the diffracted emerging beams of light.

Consequently, there will be light leaving the grating at

the angles ^q, ^i, ^g? ©tc, where

a sin ^0 = '>

a sin 5, = \

a sin ^2 = ^^> 6tc.

The quantity, n, is said to mark the " order of the spec-

trum."

To measure X for any train of waves, it is necessary to
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know a, n, and the corresponding value of ^. The most ac-

curate method to obtain ^ is obviously to place the grating

on the table of a spectrometer, perpendicular to the axis

of the collimator
;
to illuminate the slit with the light

whose wave-length is known, thus causing plane waves to

fall normally upon the grating ;
and to locate and measure

^ by means of the telescope and its verniers. Another

method, not so accurate, but much simpler, is this : Cause

plane waves to fall normally upon the grating by means

of a slit and convex lens; place a metre -bar parallel to

the grating, but some distance back of it; and determine

some line on this bar which, with a point at the centre of

the grating, fixes the direction in which the eye must look

in order to receive one of the diffracted emerging beams.

This evidently gives a means of measuring 5 for a definite

value of n. The grating-space, a, is, in general, known from

the pitch of the dividing-engine which ruled the grating.

If, however," it is not known, two methods to measure it

are possible : one is to measure it directly by comparison
with a standard centimetre rule (a most difficult task) ;

the other is to assume as definitely known the value of \

for some light
—e. g., any one of the Fraunhofer lines—and

to measure the value of ^ for it, thus giving a I — -,
—

).

V sm 5/

Sources of Error.

1. The slit must be exactly in the focus of the collimating lens.

2. The face of the grating must be perpendicular to the axis of

the lens.

3. The lines of the grating should be parallel to the slit.

4. In measuring &, great care must be taken to keep one point of

the grating constantly in the line of vision.

5. There is trouble generally from the spherical aberration of the

lens.

Apparatus. Slit; short-focus convex lens; grating; so-

dium-flame; 2 metre-bars; telescope; clamp-stands.

Manipulation. Make the slit quite narrow by means of

its screw, and cover it with strips of opaque paper except
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' I ' I I . I n

for about 1 centimetre at its centre. Then proceed as fol-

lows : To place the slit in the focus of the lens, the best

plan is to focus the telescope on a distant object ; then,

placing the lens in front of the illuminated slit, to view

the slit through the lens by means of the telescope, and

to move the lens until the slit is seen clearly on the tele-

scope cross-hairs. (This is the ordinary spectrometer ad-

justment.) Turn the slit vertical, if it is not already so.

Place the grating ^
at the same height

as the lens, a few

centimetres away
and as closely per-

pendicular to the

axis of the lens as

the eye can judge ;

turn it in its own

plane so that the

ruled lines are par-

allel to the slit.

Place back of the

slit a metre - bar,

and make it as

closely as possible

parallel to the grat-

ing and at nearly
the same level. Now illuminate the slit with the sodium-

flame; and, on looking through the grating towards the

lens, a yellow image of the slit will be seen for certain

positions of the eye. By first looking normally through
the grating, and then more and more obliquely, there will

be seen the various "orders" of the spectrum correspond-

ing to n = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc., which will be, of course, sym-
metrical on the two sides of the normal. To determine

the angles at which these images are observed, proceed as

follows : Make some faint mark at the middle point of the

top edge of the grating, such as a fine pointer of paper ;

Fig. 180
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and, keeping this in the line of vision, look through the

grating obliquely in such a direction as to see one of the

images. Let a second observer move a vertical edge of

paper along the front face of the metre-bar until the edge

comes exactly in the line of vision. Record the reading,

and make two more determinations, being careful to pay
attention only to the central portion of the image, not to

the extremes, because they may be distorted by spherical

aberration. Call the mean reading ^j.

Now look through the grating obliquely from the oppo-

site side of the normal, and determine the direction of the

diffracted image of the same order as before. Call the

mean reading d^. Take the diflEerence, f/g
—

^i-

Do this for as many orders as possible.

Remove the slit, flame, and lens, and measure as accu-

rately as possible the perpendicular distance from the ruled

surface of the grating to the metre-bar. Call it h. Then,

for any order, tan ^ = ^
^~ ^

;
and so sin & may be calcu-

lated.

In this way calculate sin 5 for as many orders as possible,

at least for n =1 and 7i = 2. An instructor will give the

value of the grating-space ;
and so \ may be deduced from

each set of measurements.

ILLUSTRATION „ ,„ ,^„,May 10, 1897

Measurement op Wate-Length of Sodium Light

Grating-space, a = 0,0001759 centimetres.

Order of spectrum, n = 2.

(?j
= 77.1; rfi

= 24.5; A = 29.5.

77.1-24.5
tan & = = 0.891 +.

2 X 29.5

.'. sin 5 = 0.665+.

a sin 5
.*. X.= = 0. 0000586 + centimetres.

n
o= 5860 Angstrom units.

The correct value is 5893.
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Questions and Problems.

1. What is the advautage of having a large number of lines on

tlie grating? What of having a large number per centi-

metre ?

2. What differences are there between spectra produced by grat-

ings and those produced by prisms ?

Z. Describe a method of using a reflecting grating
—that is, one

whose lines are ruled on a polished metallic surface.



*

i
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Theke are several useful pieces of apparatus and useful

arrangements with which every laboratory should be pro-

vided, and which should form, as it were, part of the per-

manent equipment of the laboratory. A few of these will

be mentioned.

Aspirator Pump. Such a pump, to be driven by water

from a tap under pressure, should be joined to various taps

in the laboratory. A sketch is given
of a most efficient one, which, with

water under a pressure of 30 pounds,
will give a vacuum of less than 2 cen-

timetres.

This pump may also be used as a com-

pression pump, if the end from which

the water is escaping is fitted into a

closed space from which the air cannot

escape ;
for the water may be allowed

to escape through a trap ;
and the

pressure of the confined air, which

thus increases constantly, may be used

for various purposes.

PJ ttform Air - pump, A hand air-

pump provided with a plane brass plat-

form and a glass bell-jar with ground

edge should be constantly ready for

use. One of its main purposes is to enable a student to

exhaust air from water, which is to be used for density

determinations.

Fig. 181
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Drying Tubes. In order to facilitate the drying of glass

tubes and bulbs, permanent drying tubes should be fast-

ened to a shelf near an aspirator pump. They need con-

• sist only of a sulphuric-acid bottle, into which the inlet

~p, 10 TO ASPIRATOR

VALVE

Fig. 182

tube dips, and from which a tube passes to a calcium-

chloride bottle, out of the top of which a tube leads

to a three-way cock. The other two branches of this cock

are joined to the aspirator pump and to the bulb to be

dried, as is shown. The three-way cock consists of a T-tube

with a ground -glass stopper at the junction, into which

are bored two holes at right angles to each other, as

shown. When the cock is turned so that the opening

2 faces the aspirator, and 3 the bulb, air will be exhausted

from the bulb
;

if now the valve is turned so that 2 faces

the drying tubes and 1 the bulb, dry air will enter the bulb.

This process maybe continued indefinitely. To stop dust,

it is prudent to place a loose plug of cotton-wool in the

tube by which the object to be dried is connected.

Distilled Water. Every laboratory should be provided

with an apparatus for distilling water. One may be easily

constructed, but it is as well perhaps to buy one from an

instrument maker. It should be fastened to a wall, and

kept running almost constantly. The apparatus, of course,

needs cleaning from time to time.

Clock Circuit. Every physical laboratory should be pro-

vided with a good clock and a number of electric clocks
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driven by this central one. The central clock should have

a compensating pendulum with a heavy bob, and it should

be of such a length as to beat seconds or half-seconds—t. e.,

its period should be two seconds or one second. The nut

by which the position of the bob is regulated should have

a fairly large, divided head, and to the bob should be fast-

ened a pointer resting on this head, so that the change in

the length of the pendulum can be measured. This clock

should be rigidly fastened to the wall of the building, and

should be regulated and rated by astronomical observations.

If, by a suitable arrangement, the pendulum closes an

electric circuit for a very short time once during each

complete vibration, or once during each half-vibration, an

electromagnet included in the circuit may be used for mov-

ing the hands of a clock. This is the principle of the elec-

tric clock. As many of these as desired can be run from

the one central clock, and, since they are all driven by the

same pendulum, they will all have the same accuracy
—

viz.,

that of the central clock. The main trouble is with the

arrangement for closing the circuit by means of the pendu-
lum. Various forms of contacts have been devised, but the

simplest and the one most generally used is the "
mercury

contact."

In this arrangement the circuit is completed through the

pendulum rod. To its lower extremity is fastened a nar-

row piece of platinum, whose plane is in the plane of vibra-

tion. Below this, when in its position of equilibrium, is

the open end of a glass horn containing mercury, which

is so mounted that it can be rotated about a pivot in the

centre of the arc of the pendulum. The end of this horn

is quite narrow in the direction of vibration, and is placed

as near the centre of the arc as possible, and in such a

position that the globule of mercury formed there, when

the other end of the horn is raised, shall at each half-

vibration of the pendulum be cut by the platinum edge.

If one terminal of an electric circuit, including an electric

clock, be connected with the bearings on which the pendu-
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lum swings, and the other extremity be connected with the

mercury in the horn, then the circuit will be closed at each

swing of the pendulum, and the electric clock will record

the half -vibrations of the central clock. The horn must

be placed so that the pendulum cannot touch the glass,

no matter at what angle it may be inclined. The circuit

should be open when it is not in use, and an arrangement
should be made for opening and closing the circuit without

opening the case of the clock. This may be done by means

of a key included in the circuit, or by means of a wheel

and ratchet which, by lowering the outer end of the horn,

allows the mercury to run back and thus break the circuit.

If intervals of time that are exactly equal are needed,

as in rating a tuning-fork, this contact is not satisfactory.

The mercury globule has a tendency to vibrate, and it is

very difficult to get it exactly in the centre of the pendu-
lum arc. Hence, on the whole, the contact now to be de-

scribed is to be preferred. It is very easily made and

adjusted, and one used for over a year for determining the

frequency of forks by Michelson's method has given per-

fect satisfaction. It is easily understood from the figure.

Fig. 183

H is a weak steel watch-spring, soldered to the collar C,

which can be clamped to the clock-case in any desired

position by means of a screw. To H is soldered a plati-

num point (P), perpendicular to the flat surface of the

spring ;
and perpendicular to both H and P is soldered

the point (N) of a fine steel sewing-needle. M is a mer-

cury-cup ;
D is a vane of mica that dips into oil in the

cup 0, and is intended to damp the vibrations of the
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spring. The oil-cnp 0, the mercnry-cnp M, and the col-

lar C are all fastened to a piece of brass that is screwed

to the back of the clock-case near the top of the pendu-

hini-rod, and in such a position that the spring is hori-

zontal, and the needle^ N, projects horizontally and comes

near the centre of the arc of the pendulum -rod. The

mercury -cup is insulated from this piece of brass. E is

a light brass collar that can be fastened to the pendu-
lum-rod by means of the brass screw S. To the back of

this collar is soldered a short piece of flat steel, T, that

projects towards the back of the clock. The plane of T
is perpendicular to the plane of vibration of the pendulum,
and is inclined to the horizon at an angle of about 20^ or

30°. The horizontal needle and T are well polished on

both sides, and are of such lengths that, when the collar is

in place on the rod and the pendulum is at rest, T laps

over the needle by an amount just sufficient to insure the

lifting or depressing (as the case may be) of the needle at

each swing of the pendulum. The collar is placed on the

rod at such a height that the upper edge of T is a little

higher than the needle when the pendulum is at rest.

One terminal of the electric-clock circuit is connected to

the mercury -cup M, and the other to the brass plate K,

which is in metallic connection with the point P. Then,

as the pendulum swings in one direction, it depresses P

into the mercury and closes the circuit
;
as soon as it passes,

the circuit is opened by the force of the spring ;
as the

pendulum swings in the opposite direction it raises P

slightly, which does not affect the circuit, as it is already

open. Hence, when this contact is used, the electric clocks

record the complete vibrations of the pendulum ; and,

therefore, N need not be centred accurately. If the vane

in the "
dash-pot," D, works properly, the vibrations of the

spring will be " dead beat." When this form of contact is

used, a key should be placed in the circuit so that it may
be opened when the electric connection is not desired.

In every case, the current through the clock should be
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small, as otherwise the mercury rapidly oxidizes. If a

large current is needed, its circuit should be closed by a

relay, worked by the feeble clock circuit.

Sets of Chemicals. Certain chemicals should be kept

on shelves ready for use at any moment; and there are

others which should be kept in a stock - room and dis-

pensed to the students in small quantities. Lists are

given of each :

Laboratory

Sulphuric acid.

Hydrochloric acid.

Chromic acid.

Bichromate of potassium, 1.2 liilos.

Sulphuric acid, 3.6
"

Water, 8

Nitric acid (la small quantities).

Alcohol.

Salt.

Copper Sulphate.

Supplies. Certain supplies should be kept constantly on

hand. It is impossible to give a complete list
;
but a few

of the most important should be mentioned :

Stock-room

Mercury.
Benzene.

Ether.

Copper sulphate, C. P.

Zinc sulphate, C. P.

Calcium chloride.

Caustic potash, C. P.

Caustic soda (com.)

Kerosene.

Fused salt.

Files—triangular and round.

Sand-paper.

Emery-paper.

Drying-paper.

Wire—copper, brass, and iron.

Cork borers.

Corks—wooden and rubber.

Clamp-stands.
Rubber tubing

—common and pure.

Wooden blocks, assorted sizes.

Glass tubing.

Iron weights,
" "

Thread—linen and silk.

Sealing-wax.

String
—good linen and also cotton.

Books of Reference. There are a few books of refer-

ence which should be at the disposal of students. These

may be conveniently kept on a shelf near an assistant's

table ;

Stewart and Gee, "Experimental Physics."
Glazebrook and Shaw, "Practical Physics."

Nichols, "Laboratory Manual of Physics."

Kohlrausch, "Physical Measurements."
" Smithsonian Tables of Constants."

7-place Logarithm Tables.
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Glass-blower's Table. A table with a metal top, fitted

with bellows and glass-blowing burner, is a great con-

venience; and all glass-blowing should be done upon it,

if possible.

Laboratory Tables. Suitable tables for physical labora-

tories may be made by any carpenter. All that is necessary
is a steady wooden table, about 6 feet by 3 feet, with a

frame of 2 inches by 4 inches carried over the table about

3 feet above it from end to end. This frame should be

supplied with nails, pegs, and holes. It is sometimes ad-

visable to have a shallow trough cut around the top of the

table near its edge, so that any mercury which is spilled

may be canght.

Balances. Platform - balances, sensitive to 0.1 gram,
should be available for use in every laboratory-room ;

and

sets of nickel-plated weights, 1 kilo to 1 gram, should be

placed beside them.

Other balances, more accurate than these, should also be

provided. If there are many students in the laboratory, it

is unwise to furnish fine weights with the balances. It is

a better plan to have each student, or pair of students if

they work in pairs, rent from the stock-room a good box of

weights, 100 grams to 0.01 gram with riders; for otherwise

the injury to the weights and the number of those lost are

of considerable importance.

Galvanometers. There should be mirror-galvanometers of

various types, according to the purposes for which they

are needed, provided and attached to the walls in suitable

places. The question of construction and selection of gal-

vanometers is so important that a separate chapter is de-

voted to it.

Storage-batteries. There is no part of the equipment of

a modern laboratory which is more useful than storage-

cells. These may be procured of the agents, and full di-

rections for their installation come with them. Every
room in the laboratory should have at least one line of

wires leading to and from the battery-room.
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In using storage
- cells, care must be taken not to

short-circuit them; and open iron or german - silver re-

sistance coils should be used when current is taken from

them. An ordinary plug resistance -box is likely to be

burned out if the storage-cell current is passed through it.

M
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LABORATORY RECEIPTS AND METHODS

Cleaning Glass. The best method to clean glass
—e. g., the

interior of a bulb—is to wash it in turn with chromic acid,

distilled water, alcohol. Sometimes a mixture of alcohol

and ether is used in place of the alcohol alone. Caustio

potash or soda will clean certain things ;
but they them-

selves adhere to glass, and must be removed by the most

thorough rinsing with water.

In some cases it is necessary to use hydrochloric acid, or

even nitric acid (or a mixture of the two), but this rarely

happens ; and, if nitric acid is used, the operation must be

carried on under a hood, so as to remove the noxious fumes.

Chromic acid consists of

8 parts water;

1.2 parts bichromate of potassium;
3.6 parts sulphuric acid.

It may be used again and again for cleansing purposes.

Cleaning Mercury. The methods necessary to clean mer-

cury depend upon the nature and amount of the impurities.

If the mercury is pure—i. e., has no amalgams on it, but

is dusty or wet—it may be cleaned by first drying it by

drying-paper and then filtering it through a cone formed

of glazed paper, pin-holes being made in the bottom. Care

must be taken not to allow the last portion of the mercury
to pass through.

If the mercury is impure, there are two methods of clean-

ing : 1, purely chemical
; 3, by distillation in a vacuum.
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The chemical process is as follows:

The mercury is first shaken violently with dilute sulphu-

ric acid, to which, from time to time, drops of a solution of

potassium bichromate are added. It is then thoroughly

rinsed in water under a tap, partly dried by drying-paper,

and allowed to pass in fine drops through a column of dilute

nitric acid (6 to 10 per cent.), about 80 centimetres high.

This is best done by making a trap at the lower end of a

wide, long glass tube, setting it vertical, pouring in some

clean mercury, filling the rest of the tube with the acid,

and pouring in the mercury at the top through a funnel

which has a stop-cock, or which is drawn out into a fine

tube. The mercury now falls in minute drops, which col-

lect at the bottom and gradually pass out through the trap

into a vessel placed to receive it.

To distill the mercury in a vacuum, a suitable still must

be placed in some permanent situation. One which has

proved useful is shown in Figure 184. (The design is due

to Professor Smith, of Oxford.) It consists of a large

mushroom -shaped glass bulb, in which there is a little

trough around the edge, a long glass tube being joined to

the trough at one point, and a larger glass tube being join-

ed to the bottom of the bulb. The first of these tubes is

about 100 centimetres long, and has a trap near its lower

end
;
while the larger tube is about 70 centimetres long,

and is joined at its lower end by a flexible stout rubber

tube to a large open reservoir, which may be raised or

lowered. Wire gauze is wrapped around the lower part of

the bulb, and it is heated by a ring gas-burner, with small

openings on its top side. The whole apparatus is firmly

fastened by clamps and supports to some solid wall.

The method of use is as follows ; The open reservoir is

filled with mercury, which is fairly clean ; and the ex-

tremity of the trap, in which the other tube ends, is at-

tached to a good air-pump— e-g-, an aspirator. As the

pump is worked, mercury rises up into the bulb, and more

should be poured into the reservoir. When the pressure
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in the bulb, as indicated by the mercnry column, is about

2 centimetres, light the ring burner, and let it heat the

mercury in the bulb gently. The mercury reservoir should

be so adjusted that the top surface in the bulb comes more

than 3 centimetres below the edge of the rim. As the air-

pump continues to work, minute drops of mercury may
soon be noticed condensing on the top of the bulb and

Fig 184

collecting in the shallow trough. Enough will soon col-

lect to flow over into the long tube connected with it.

This mercury will collect in the trap at the bottom, and

soon back up a short distance ; and at this moment the

connection with the pump must be broken, otherwise the

mercury might overflow into the pump. When the trap

is opened to the air the mercury in it will rush back up
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the tube, and stand at the barometric height above the

free surface in the trap. The mercury will now continue

to vaporize, condense, and flow out of the long tube. A
suitable clean bottle, into which no dust or dirt can enter,

should be prepared to receive it as it escapes.

The still is now in operation, and the mercury to be

cleaned can be poured into the open reservoir from time

to time, care being taken to dry the mercury before it is

put in and to keep the levels properly adjusted.

A mercury-still should be cleaned carefully at least once

a year ;
and it is best, if possible, to have two stills working

side by side, the second one being supplied with the mer-

cury distilled by the first.

A tray should, of course, be prepared below the still, so

as to catch the mercury in case the glass breaks or the re-

ceiving-bottle overflows.

To Fill a Barometer Tube with Mercury. In many experi-

ments it is necessary to have a glass tube which is closed

at one end completely filled with mercury, so that when

inverted and dipped, open end down, into a basin of mer-

cury there shall be no air in the tube. There are two

processes by which this may be done.

The tube should be carefully cleaned and supported,

closed end down. A long capillary tube may be drawn

having a small reservoir at one end, into which mercury

may be poured. This capillary tube should be placed in

the larger tube so as to reach to its bottom, and mercury
should be slowly admitted through it, care being taken to

exclude air bubbles. This process of exclusion may be

greatly helped by putting a small ring of glass around the

capillary tube, which will rise on top the mercury, and keep

the tube from touching the wall. In this way the mercury
will slowly rise in the tube and push out the air ahead

of it.

A better method is to place the tube, closed end down,

in a piece of cast-iron tubing of suitable length, which has

a screw-cap at its lower end. The glass tube is separated
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from the iron by a packing of dry sand, and two or three

Buuseu-buruers are directed at the bottom and sides of the

iron pipe. Mercury is poured in slowly and boiled gently ;

and in an hour or more the tube may be filled. When this

is done it may be removed and inverted, care being taken

to allow no air to enter during the process. The best plan

is to cover the forefinger with a piece of black rubber—
e. g., a piece of dental rubber—press this tightly against

the open tube, squeezing out a drop of mercury, and then

to invert.

Fumes of mercury are injurious to the health
;
and so,

when possible, a trap should be made at the open end of

the tube by bending it over and dipping it under the sur-

face of mercury in a shallow basin. This trap Avill stop

the mercury vapor, and yet will allow air to bubble through
it. By stopping the heating, mercury may be driven back

into the tube, and the process completed. When the tube

is filled the basin may be removed and the tube safely in-

verted.

Amalgamating Zinc. All zinc rods and plates used in

cells must be amalgamated with mercury, so as to prevent
local action. The process is as follows : Clean the zinc

carefully with dilute sulphuric acid by dipping the zinc

repeatedly in a battery -jar containing the acid, using a

piece of cloth tied to the end of a stick as a mop, if neces-

sary ;
then pour a few drops of mercury upon the zinc,

while holding it over a glass tray, and spread the mercury
as uniformly as possible over the zinc by means of a cloth

and stick, repeating this process until the zinc has a clear,

bright surface at all points. Keep the mercury which runs

off the zinc in the glass tray, and use it for amalgamating
other zincs.

Amalgamating Copper. Electric connections are often

made by dipping copper wires into cups of mercury ; and,

in order to insure good connection, the copper terminals

must be amalgamated with mercury. This is done as fol-

lows : Pour nitric acid into a bottle which has a glass
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stopper and add a few drops of mercury, thus forming
mercuric nitrate (there should be an excess of mercury
in the acid) ;

clean the copper wire and dip it for a mo-

ment into the liquid, or by means of a splinter of wood wet

the wire with the liquid ;
the wire becomes blackened, but

if wiped off by a cloth will appear brightly amalgamated.
A test of perfect amalgamation is that the extremity of

the wire be able to raise a small drop of mercury off the

table.

"Universal Wax." A most useful soft wax is made by

thoroughly mixing and loorking together- 1 part by weight
of Venetian turpentine and 4 of beeswax. The wax should

then be colored red by mixing best English red vermilion

with it. This wax can be used to hold almost any two sub-

stances together ;
but it is soft and yields to any consider-

able stress.

Cements, etc. Sealing-wax is often used to fasten various

things to glass
—e. g., an iron tube to a glass one—and the

only precaution necessary is to heat the glass thoroughly
so as to destroy some of its glaze and then to rub the rod

of sealing-wax over it, thus forming a thin layer of wax on

the glass before trying to make the glass stick to the iron

or other substance. After this preliminary layer is ob-

tained, others may be added, and they will make an air-

tight joint. (The metal must also be heated.)

Sealing-wax makes a water-tight joint, but dissolves in

contact with kerosene.

Damping Keys and Magnets. It is often inconvenient to

wait for the vibrations of a galvanometer needle to die

down, so that the instrument may be used again ;
and to

hasten this process several methods have been devised, two

of which will be described here.

One is to place close behind the coils of the galvanom-
eter a few turns of wire parallel to the coils, and to join
these turns through a "damping key" to a cell of some
kind. This key is a simple form of commutator, and con-

sists (as shown) of two inclined wire springs which may be
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Fig. 185

pressed down so as to move between two horizontal wires.

The connections are made as shown, the terminals of the

coil of wire being in the two springs, and the battery being

joined to the two

horizontal wires. If

now one spring is

pressed down so as

to make contact with

the lower wire, the

other spring being in

contact with the up-

per, a current is sent

through the coils of wire in a particular direction, which

is reversed if the relative position of the two springs is re-

versed. Therefore by tapping in turn, first on one spring,

then on the other, a series of impulses may be given the

galvanometer needle, and, if these are properly timed, the

needle may be brought to rest very quickly. The strength

of the damping may be varied by altering the distance of

the coil from the galvanometer needle.

The other method depends upon the fact that when a

coil of wire is moved along a magnet currents are induced

in it depending upon the direction and rate of motion. A
magnet is accordingly made in the shape of a long narrow

U, and it is clamped by one of its arms to a wooden frame

which may be faste^ied

I to the wall or to a table
;

over the other arm

slips a brass collar on

I which are wound fifty

or a hundred turns

of fine wire. The ex-

tremities of this wire

are joined directly to

the coil of wire placed parallel to the galvanometer coils. By
sliding the brass collar first in one direction and then in the

other the needle may be brought to rest almost instantly.

Fig. 186
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Sensitizing Mixture. A mixture prepared in the follow-

ing proportions.

Potassium ferricyanide . 82 grains, 4. 92 grams
Ammonic nitrate 3 ounces, 85.05 *'

" chloride 2 " 56.7

Distilled water 1 pint, 500 "

renders a piece of paper which has been soaked in it sensi-

tive to the passage of an electric current, so that wherever

a current passes through the paper a blue trace is left.

Thus, if a piece of paper moistened in this mixture is

placed on a metal plate which is joined to one pole of a

battery of cells, and if a metal point which is connected

with the other pole of the battery is drawn over the paper,

a blue line will instantly appear wherever the point has

moved.

The paper which is most suitable is unglazed strips like

those used in printing telegraph instruments, and it may
best be kept in an earthenware crock containing the

sensitizing mixture, being taken out immediately before

use.

Silvering Mirrors. The best process for silvering glass is

Brashear's, and a full description of it may be found in

The Astrophysical Journal, Vol. I., p. 252, 1895, in an ar-

ticle by F. L. 0. Wadsworth. A simpler method is given
in Nature, Sept. 23, 1897, p. 505.

Mercury Cups. One of the best modes of making electri-

cal connection between different resistances is by means of

mercury contacts. These consist of wooden boxes, or holes

in wooden blocks, the bottoms being made of a plate of well-

amalgamated copper. Mercury is then poured in these

cups ;
and if a thick copper wire, also well amalgamated

and with its end plane, is thrust in the cup and held tightly

pressed against the bottom plate, the resistance of the Joint

is practically zero.

Open Iron Resistance-Boxes. Few things are more gen-

erally useful in a laboratory than cheap resistance-coils

which will carry quite large currents. A most convenient
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form of apparatus is a vertical wooden frame, perhaps 3 feet

X 8 inches x 18 inches, in which are stretched some forty

or fifty vertical spiral coils of iron or German-silver wire.

These may be Joined at the top to binding-posts, or to

metal bars over which a handle travels, thus throwing re-

sistance in or out.

Sliding Resistances. It is essential in some experiments
that there should be means of varying the resistance in the

circuit by a continuous process, not by steps. There are

two convenient forms of "
sliding resistances," as they

are called. One is a long German -silver wire, stretched

backward and forward across a square wooden frame.

Contact can be made at any point by a sliding binding-

post. The other consists of a tall vertical glass cylinder,

containing a concentrated solution of zinc sulphate, and

having as electrodes at top and bottom two zinc plates, one

of which is movable up and down, and can be held in any
desired place by a suitable clamp.

Mercury Trays. As mercury is expensive and easily lost

if it once escapes on a table or floor, it is advisable to place
in a suitable tray every instrument which contains mercury.
Such a tray can be made of thin boards, about 3 feet x 18

inches x 5 inches; it should be lined with cotton cloth and

well painted.

Simple Glass-blowing. There are many simple operations
on glass tubes which every student should be prepared to do.

1. To Cut Glass Tubing.
— With a sharp triangular file

draw a fine line across the tube; then, holding the two

ends of the tube firmly in the hands, bend it, pulling the

two halves apart at the same time, and it will crack at the

scratch.

If the tubing is thick, it may be necessary, after making
the scratch, to start the crack by means of a red-hot bit of

^lass
—e. g., the end of a stirring-rod which has been heated

in a flame.

To cut a large glass tube or beaker the following method

is advised : Make a fine scratch by means of a file, wrap
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around the tube two pieces of damp paper with straight

edges facing each other, but a slight distance apart, so as

to include the scratch in the gap between
; then, by means

of a finely pointed flame, start a crack at the scratch and

carry it around the tube.

2. To Bend Glass Tuhing.
—Hold the tube horizontal in

a flame from a fish-tail burner—not a Bunsen-flame—and

turn continually and rapidly around its axis until it

begins to be soft
;
then let the tube bend slowly under

its own weight, by letting go one end
; or, at least, if

force is used, use very little, and take care to make a

smooth bend.

3. To Drato a Capillary Tube.—Take a piece of tubing
about 7 or 8 millimetres in diameter and 20 centimetres

long, and heat it in a Bunsen - flame, keeping it turning

continually. When the central portion has become red

and quite soft, withdraw it sidewise from the flame
; and,

after it is out of the flame, rapidly extend the ends, thus

drawing the tube into any capillary size desired.

4. 7'o Make a Small Opening in the Side of a Tube.—
Cork up all openings of the tube, and by means of a finely

pointed flame—e.g., from a blow-pipe
—

carefully heat one

point on the wall of the tube. It will soon become soft,

and the air inside expanding will blow the soft wall out,

thus making an opening whose size depends largely upon
the area which was heated by the flame.

5. To Join Too Tubes of the Same Size Together.
—It is

necessary that the two tubes should be of the same kind of

glass, otherwise, although they may stay joined for a few

hours, they will surely crack apart. Close the end of one

tube by means of a cork
;
heat the other end and the end

of the second tube in the hot blue flame of a blast-lamp,

turning one by each hand and holding the two ends almost

touching. When both are quite red, withdraw them from ,

the flame, place the two ends squarely against each other
;

blow slightly down the open end of the tube so as to force

the hot walls at the Junction slightly outward
; place the
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junction again in the flame, and by repeated heating,

blowing, and extension make a smooth Joint.

6. To Join One Tube to the Side of Another.—Cork both

ends of the tube to whose side the other tube is to be fast-

ened
;
make a hole in its side as described above, taking

care to make the opening nearly as large as, but no larger

than, the cross-section of the tube which is to be joined.

Break off the ragged edges of the opening, and join the

tube exactly as described in the last section.

Standard Cells. The best standard cells are those made

according to the specifications of the International Elec-

trical Congress, 1893. These are published in the Proceed-

ings of the National Academy of Sciences, 1895. The cells

are called Clark cells, and have an E. M. F. of 1.434 volts

at 15° C.

Another standard cell is the Daniell. It consists of a

glass jar which holds a porous cup ;
the porous cup con-

tains a solution of zinc sulphate into which dips a rod of

zinc, and is surrounded by a solution of copper sulphate
into which dips a copper rod. In setting up the cell the

following precautions are necessary :

The porous cup should be cleaned by being boiled in

water and then allowed to soak in cold water.

The zinc rod should be well amalgamated.
The copper rod should be cleaned and polished by sand-

paper and tap water.

The zinc -sulphate solution consists of 44.7 grams of

crystals of C. P. zinc sulphate (or 25.08 grams of the

anhydrous salt) dissolved in 100 cubic centimetres of dis-

tilled Avater.

The copper-sulphate solution consists of 39.4 grams of

C. P. copper sulphate dissolved in 100 cubic centimetres

of distilled water.

The zinc rod should be put in the porous cup ;
then the

zinc-sulphate solution poured around it to a depth of one

or two inches
;
the cup should now be placed in the glass

jar, the copper rod inserted, and the copper-sulphate solu-
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tion carefully poured in to a depth slightly less than that

of the ziuc sulphate in the porous cup. (N"o copper sul-

phate must splash into the porous cup.)
Short-circuit the cell for fifteen minutes, then let it

stand on open circuit for five minutes. It is now ready
for use and will give an E. M. F. of 1.105 volts within .2

of one per cent.

The cell should not remain set up for more than two or

three hours. In taking apart, remove the porous cup, rinse

the outside under a tap, and pour the zinc solution back
into the stock-bottle, unless the zinc rod is blackened, in

which case throw it away ;
then pour the copper-sulphate

solution back into the stock-bottle, and dry and clean the

zinc and copper rods.
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GALVANOMETERS

Galvanometeks are of two types : in one the coils of

wire are fixed and the magnet movable; in the other the

magnets are fixed and the coil of wire movable. The first

type is ordinarily called the " Thomson reflecting galva-

nometer "; the second, the " D^Arsonval galvanometer," al-

though its principle was also first made use of by Sir Will-

iam Thomson (now Lord Kelvin) in the siphon recorder.

Sections of each of these types are given in the figures.

Fig. 187 Fig. 188
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In this chapter a description will be given of galvanome-

ters designed for special use—e. g., tangent, ballistic, dif-

ferential instruments; details of the construction of the

various parts, coils, needle -
systems, fibres, etc.

;
and in-

struction as to testing and use.

Tangent G-alvanometers. This type of instrument con-

sists of one or more turns of wire wound in a circle whose

radius is large compared with the length of the magnetic

needle placed at the centre. If the plane of the coil is in

the magnetic meridian, we have for equilibrium, if there

are n coils of radius r, i = — tan •&, where tr = ;
it is

G r

called the galvanometer constant. If it is used as a mirror

ZT

galvanometer, i =— ^, very nearly, since the deflection is

small.

In the deduction of this formula it has been assumed

that the magnetic force of the current on the needle is the

same whatever be the angle S'. This cannot be assumed

unless the length of the needle be small compared with the

diameter of the coil.

One of the great advantages of a tangent galvanometer is

that it enables one to measure currents in absolute units,

and it should, therefore, be constructed in such a manner

that its constant can be accurately calculated. The rings

on which tangent galvanometers are wound are usually

made of brass, and turned up in a lathe with rectangular

grooves for the winding. (These brass forms frequently

contain suflacient iron to cause large disturbances on ac-

count of the induced magnetization.)

The Differential Galvanometer. This type of reflecting

galvanometer is composed of two coils which act in op-

posite directions upon a magnetic needle. The two coils

are usually made of equal resistance, and so placed with

respect to the magnetic needle that, if the same current

pass through each coil, the deflection will be zero. In

some forms of these galvanometers these conditions are
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realized by winding the coil with a strand of two equal
wires. A better method is that found in some forms of

Thomson galvanometers, in which a portion of one coil

is wound as a small auxiliary coil which can be displaced
towards or away from the needle, and the action of the

two coils thus made equal.

The Ballistic Galvanometer. This form of reflecting gal-

vanometer is used to measure quantities of electricity, and

hence is employed in the study of the distribution of mag-
netism, the flow of magnetic induction through any circuit,

the discharge of condensers, etc.

It can be shown that the total quantity of electricity that

passes through the galvanometer is proportional to the sine

of half the angle of deflection, provided that the moment
of inertia of the suspended system is so great that it has

not moved appreciably from its position of equilibrium
before the current has died down to zero.

In order to correct the throw of the ballistic galvanome-
ter for damping we must multiply sin ^5 by 1 -|- 1\, if the

damping is small, where X is a quantity depending on the

construction of the instrument. If the needle be set in

vibration and aj, «2 • • • ^n be the lengths of successive

swings, \ = -loge— , and hence is called the ''logarith-

mic decrement."

From the above consideration we see that the damping
in a ballistic galvanometer should be made small, especially

that due to the resistance of the air, the exact effect of

which is very uncertain.

D'Arsonval Galvanometers. The essential parts of this

type of galvanometer are a coil suspended in a magnetic
field by means of a very fine wire or strip, which serves at

the same time to convey the current to the coil and to fur-

nish the couple which opposes the rotation. The current

is usually led away from the bottom of the coil by means

of a loose spiral or loop of fine wire, and sometimes by an

accurately centred wire dipping into a mercury cup. In
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order to obtain great sensibility we must have (1) small

torsion in the suspension wires or strips, (2) a strong mag-
netic field, and (3) a coil giving the maximum turning
moment with the least moment of inertia.

Since the torsion varies as r*, it diminishes rapidl}^ with

decrease in the size of the wire
;
this must not be carried

too far, however, for ultimately the resistance of the sus-

pension becomes too large a part of the total resistance.

The bifilar suspension has been used in instruments of

this type with great success. Thin phosphor-bronze strips

have been used by many makers. Temperature changes,

however, produce a change in the zero, owing to the varia-

tion of the coefficient of torsion with temperature.
The small traces of iron found in the wire and insula-

tion of the suspended coil (even when special precautions

have been taken in drawing the wire and insulating it)

exert a "
magnetic control

" which has prevented the use

of strong magnetic fields, inasmuch as it increases as the

square of the field strength. Hence, high sensibilities

have been sought by diminishing the diameter of the sus-

pending wire and the use of comparatively weak fields. In

some instruments the moving coil is surrounded by a very

thin silver tube to increase the damping. It has been

shown that the best form of coil is one whose horizontal

cross-section is two circles tangent at the axis of suspen-

sion.

Proportionality of Deflection with Current. In all accurate

work, where a reflecting galvanometer is used to measure

currents, the law connecting the deflection and current

must be found experimentally, and the results expressed

in the form of a curve called the "calibration curve" of

that instrument. For practical work, however, it is desir-

able to have an instrument in which the deflections are

very nearly proportional to the current. Special precau-

tions must therefoi'e be taken in the design of the instru-

ment, or else a scale with divisions of different lengths

suited to the peculiarities of the instrument may be used.
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Choice of a Galvanometer. In localities subject to mag-
netic disturbances the D'Arsonval type of instrument, which

is now made of extremely high sensibility, possesses many

advantages. Where, however, the very greatest sensibility is

required, as in bolometer and platinum thermometer meas-

urements, the Thomson galvanometer must be used. The

proper choice of galvanometer resistance depends on the

work for which it is intended. If the galvanometer is

to be used for the measurement of resistance in a Wheat-

stone bridge circuit, the best resistance for the galvanome-
ter in order to attain the highest sensibility depends on the

resistance in the other circuits. Speaking generally, a low-

resistance galvanometer is best when low resistances are to

be compared, and a high-resistance galvanometer for the

comparison of potentials and high resistances. If the gal-

vanometer resistance is five times greater or less than the

best galvanometer resistance, the sensibility is only reduced

about 25 ^. It is well to remember that a galvanometer

may be too sensitive for the purpose at hand.

For use in measuring electromotive forces by the "high-
resistance

"
method, a galvanometer with a high resistance

should be chosen
;
while for most ballistic work a low-re-

sistance instrument is better.

For use in thermo-electric work and with bolometers

low-resistance galvanometers must be selected.

Controlling Magnet. The action of the directing magnet

may be best shown by means of a diagram. Let OH rep-

resent in direction and magnitude the horizontal intensity

Fig. 189
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of the earth's field, and OA the direction in which the sys-

tem should stand.

If, then, OC represents in direction and magnitude the

action of the directing magnet on the suspension system,
the resultant will be represented by 01. In order to

lengthen the period of vibration, the directing magnet
will have to be placed so that this resultant is small.

Since Hi is equal and parallel to OC, the action of the

directing magnet can be represented by HI. In order to

diminish the resultant controlling moment, 01, the action

of the directing magnet, HI, must be diminished— i. e.,

the magnet moved farther from the suspension system ;
but

to keep the resultant along the line OA, the magnet must

be turned from HI towards H2. In this way the resultant

becomes in succession 01, 02, 03, as the directing magnet
is moved farther away and takes the direction HI, H2, H3.

When the position HB is reached, the directing magnet
must be turned in the same direction as before, but now,
in order to make the resultant 04, its action on the system
must be slowly increased from HB to H4, etc. {i.e., the

magnet must now be brought nearer to the suspension sys-

tem). By moving the magnet very slowly when this po-

sition is reached, the control OB, 04, etc., may be made as

small as desired In passing through OH, the direction in

which the system stands will be reversed.

The Suspended System. Among the first questions that

have to be considered in the construction of the magnet

system is that of astaticism, whether it be necessary, and

what are its advantages and disadvantages.
Consider a suspended system made of two sets of magnets.

Let i/"„ = magnetic moment of upper set of magnets.

Ml = magnetic moment of lower set of magnets.

11^ = strength of controlling field at upper set of magnets.

Hi = strength of controlling field at lower set of magnets.

G^ = strength of field due to current in upper coil.

Gi = strength of field due to current in lower coil.

^ = resulting permanent deflection.
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We then have, if the two fields are perpendicular to each

other,

tan^^ ^"^^"+^'^'
.

HJI^ 4- H,M,
In order that the sensibility may be great, tan ^ must

be as great as possible for a given current through the gal-

vanometer— i. e., the numerator of the above expression

must be large and the denominator small. The sensibility

may therefore be increased almost indefinitely by weaken-

ing the controlling field.

In an astatic system the upper and lower magnets are

set in opposition
—i. e., H,^= —Hi = R, say-^and the coils

are so Joined up that they both tend to produce a deflec-

tion in the same direction—i. e., G^= G,"^ G. We there-

fore have for an astatic system,

S(M. -M,)
Hence, in this case, to secure great sensibility use strong

magnets— i. e., make M^ + M, great
—and make them as

nearly equal as possible
— /. e., make M^^M, small.

Non-astatic systems are more easily constructed, and by
means of a controlling magnet equally great sensibilities

may be attained, but they cannot be used where there are

local magnetic disturbances
; for, to attain the high sensi-

bility required, the strength of the controlling field must

be so far reduced that the zero becomes unsteady. If a

system were perfectly astatic, it would be in equilibrium in

any position in a uniform magnetic field, and would be un-

influenced by a uniformly varying field
;
hence in localities

subject to magnetic disturbances the only system that can

be satisfactorily employed is an astatic one.

Several types of astatic suspension systems are shown in

the following diagrams :

Fig. (1) shows a multiple magnet system built up of ten

short magnets made from small sewing-needles or tempered

watch-springs. These magnets are first fastened by means

of shellac to a thin piece of mica, which is afterwards at-
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hours
;

if this process of magnetizing and boiling be re-

peated several times, the magnetization approaches a max-

imum and is very permanent. On account of the difficul-

ties encountered in securing a higli degree of astaticism,

the time and trouble taken to prepare the magnets will be

well spent. Watch-springs, properly tempered, make ex-

cellent magnets. Sewing-needles will also be found satis-

factory, but the very best magnets are those made of tung-
sten steel. By the use of tungsten - steel magnets the

sensibility may be very nearly doubled.

Small magnets, like those required for galvanometer

systems, can be tempered by laying them in a groove in

a piece of charcoal and heating with a blow-pipe until a

cherry red is reached, when they should be quickly dropped
into water or mercury. The magnets for the Weiss and

Broca systems can be made of needles or tempered piano-

wire. In order to secure straight pieces the wire must be

heated uniformly and tempered under tension
;

this can

best be accomplished by means of an electric current. It

is best to prepare these magnets, also, by successively mag-

netizing and boiling.

The Staff. The staff upon which the magnets are mounted

can be prepared by heating a glass tube in a Bunsen-flame

and drawing it out very fine. Care must be taken to select

a straight piece. The hook should be made of very fine

wire and attached to the glass staff by means of shellac.

Mirrors. Good mirrors for galvanometer magnet systems

may be made by silvering thin microscope cover glass, from

which pieces of the desired size may be cut by means of a

diamond point. If these small mirrors are to be used with

a telescope and scale a number of them should be cut out

and tested before they are mounted on the staff, for, unless

they are perfectly plane, the definition will be bad. These

very thin mirrors should be mounted on the staff with

some soft wax, such as ''
universal," in order to prevent

distortion. If a spot of light on a ground-glass scale is to

be used, then a lens of the proper focal length must be
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placed in front of the mirror, or the lens may be dispensed

with and a concave mirror used.

Suspension Fibres. Good fibres can be obtained from

Japanese floss-silk, which should be well washed to remove

the gum. A single fibre of silk (one-half of an ordinary

cocoon fibre) will easily support several grams. The diam-

eter of these fibres varies from about 0.0008 centimetre

to 0.0015 centimetre. They will be found satisfactory in

all cases except for galvanometers in which the highest

attainable sensibility is sought, in which case the torsion

of the fibre becomes a serious factor. In this case it must

be unduly lengthened, or, what is better, one may resort

to quartz fibres. Quartz has a much higher coefficient of

rigidity than silk, but as the torsion varies as the fourth

power of the diameter, and quartz fibres can be obtained

so fine as to be beyond the power of the microscope, their

torsion may be made negligible. These fibres are made by

heating quartz and then shooting it out with a bow and

arrow. In all cases, on account of steadiness, compact-

ness, etc., it will be found more satisfactory to use short,

fine fibres than to diminish the torsion by lengthening out

the fibre.

Astaticism. The two essential requisites for astaticism

are that the magnets shall be of equal magnetic moment

and shall be parallel.

1. Horizontal Systems.
—After having completed the sys-

tem it should be suspended in a glass tube and astaticized

before being placed in the galvanometer. On first suspend-

ing the system it will be found that one of the sets of

magnets controls
;
this set should be slightly weakened by

successive approaches of a magnet, until the system stands

east and west. If the period is then not as great as de-

sired, one of the sets of magnets must be slightly twisted

around the staff in such a direction that the same set

as before again controls. This set is again slightly weak-

ened until the system once more stands east and west.

This process must be continued until the period of the
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system is sufficiently great. Each time the controlling

magnet is weakened the magnetic moments of the two sets

of magnets are made more nearly equal, and each time

they are twisted they are brought more nearly into the

same plane. The twisting of one set of magnets around

the glass staff upon which they are mounted can best be

accomplished by laying the system on a plane surface,

placing a small wedge under the end of one set of magnets
and heating it until the shellac becomes viscous.

The length of the period which must be obtained de-

pends upon the sensibility required and the location of the

instrument. When very great sensibilities are required,

the system must be astaticized to a long period, for by

doubling the period the sensibility is increased four times.

On the other hand, if the location of the galvanometer is

in the neighborhood of electric railways, transformers,

machine-shops, etc., where large masses of iron are moved,
it will often be necessary to astaticize to a long period, not

for the purpose of attaining high sensibility, but to re-

duce to a minimum the effect of outside magnetic dis-

turbances. The length of period also depends upon the

moment of inertia of the system. With systems weighing
from 20 milligrams to 50 milligrams, a period of 15 to 20

seconds is about as great as can be maintained for any

length of time.

2. Vertical Systems.
—Systems of type (4) were first suc-

cessfully used by Weiss, who attained great sensibilities.

They consist of two or more long magnets fastened to a

thin lamina of mica, and suspended so that the magnetic
axis of the magnets shall be vertical. Each magnet, if its

magnetic axis is vertical, will be in neutral equilibrium with

respect to a horizontal field. The astaticism of these sys-

tems does not depend, as in the horizontal magnet systems,

upon the equality of the magnetic moments of the two mag-
nets, and they therefore have the advantage that a slight

weakening of one of the magnets does not destroy the as-

taticism, provided the magnetic axes remain parallel. These
33
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systems, when constructed, should be suspended in an astat-

icizing tube, when it will be seen which set of poles controls.

The system should then be placed upon a plane surface, and

the controlling poles pressed nearer together ;
the period

is then again taken. By a series of steps of this kind,

which is often long and tedious, the system may be astati-

cized until it becomes aperiodic. These systems will be

found very satisfactory in places subject to local magnetic
disturbances.

On account of the difl&culty in getting the magnets of

the Weiss system perfectly parallel, Broca has proposed his

consequent pole vertical system, in which the parallelism is

not of so much importance. Before mounting these mag-
nets on the system, they are suspended from their centre

in a horizontal position, and the consequent pole displaced

towards the centre by stroking with the same magnet used

to magnetize it. Obviously, if this pole is exactly at the

centre, the magnet will be in neutral equilibrium in any

position in a uniform magnetic field. Two, or four, such

needles are then mounted on a thin lamina of mica, and

the astaticism completed as for the Weiss systems. Such

systems may be used with one, two, or three pairs of bob-

bins. If used with three pairs of bobbins, the diameter of

the central bobbin should be equal to -\/2 x diameter of the

outer bobbins. For galvanometers having equal resistance,

that with one pair of bobbins is 1.4 times as sensitive as

that with two
;
with three pairs of bobbins, it is about twice

as sensitive as with two pairs of bobbins. Hence, on ac-

count of its greater simplicity, that with one pair is to be

preferred.

Sensibility, There are several factors that enter into the sen-

sibility of a galvanometer, among which may be mentioned :

The magnetic constant of the coils, depending on the

form, winding, etc.
;
the magnet system ; the method of

observing the deflections.

The sensibility is defined as the current required to pro-

duce 1 millimetre deflection on a scale 1 metre distant,
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when the period is 10 seconds. If this current is observed

for any other period, T, it is reduced to a 10-seoonds period

by multiplying by
—-. (The magnetic moment of a mag-

net varies inversely as the square of its period.)

It is obviously unfair, however, to the heavy systems to

compare a light system and a heavy system at the same

period of 10 seconds, as a heavy system can generally be

used at a longer period.

The resistance of the galvanometer is another factor en-

tering into the sensibility. In order to compare galvanome-
ters with coils of the same form and volume, but wound with

wire of different sizes, the sensibility (as defined above) may
be reduced to that of a galvanometer of the same type, whose

resistance is 1 ohm, by multiplying by ^/R^, for, assuming
that the thickness of the insulation bears a fixed ratio to

the diameter of the wire,

the sensibility oc number of turns,

the resistance oc (number of turns)'' ;

i. e.. the sensibility oc -^R.

The sensibility may be obtained as follows :

E is a standard f. p

cell, or one whose

E.M.F. is approx-

imately known:

Ri and r, two re-

sistances in series

(Rj generally 10,-

000, and r the 1-

ohm coil of an or-

dinary resistance-box
;

if G is a high-resistance galvanome-

ter, then Ri may have to be 100,000 ohms).

R^ is a resistance connected in series with the galvanome-
ter.

Rg— resistance of galvanometer.

h = deflection observed on scale 1 metre distant.

C = current to produce 1 millimetre deflection.

/^

Fig. 191
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Er I RaC=

Er

r{R^+Ra) \R^-\. R
r+R^+Rg

1 1

I
Rg \1 1

\R^-\-RjR^"r

Ri -^2+ -^e ^
(approximately).

C=:

ILLUSTRATION

E = \A volts.

i?,= 10,000 olims
;
r = 1 ohm.

JRjj= 3000 ohms ; i?G = 3 ohms.

Deflection
\ ,"f

^'

^^
I left, 50.

Period = 10 seconds

Scale distance = 75 centimetres.

1.4 X 1 X 75 = 6.6 X 10-'" ampere.
10^ X 3 X 103 X 53 X 100

This system was a Weiss system, made of two No. 12 sewing-needles,

27 millimetres long, 1.5 millimetres apart. Mirror was about 4 milli-

metres X 2 millimetres, and weighed 3 milligrams.

Galvanometer contained 4 bobbins, each 18 millimetres external

diameter, and 4 millimetres internal diameter, containing 500 turns of

wire. Three sizes, 36, 33, 30, of copper wire were used in winding the

bobbins. Resistance of each bobbin was 12 ohms.



TABLES

I

Mensuration

Circle: radius, r; circumference, 27rr; area, irr: i

Ellipse: axes, 2a and 2b; area, nab.
;

Sphere: radius, r; surface, 4;rr'^; volume, - tt?-*.
{

4 '

Ellipsoid: axes, 2a, 2b, 2c; volume, -irdbc.
\

Splierical segment: radius, r; height, a; area, 2irra.
\

Cylinder: radius, r; height, a; surface, 2Trra + 27r;'*
; volume, irr^a. \

Circular cone : radius of base, r
; height, a; surface, w^r'^+a^+nr^', !

volume, -irr^a.
'

3
i

n
Mechanical Units

Length

1 inch =2.540 centimetres.

1 centimetre =0.3937 inch. i

1 mile =160931 centimetres = 1.61 kilometres. i

1 kilometre =0.6214 mile. i

i

Area
;

1 square inch = 6.451 square centimetres.

1 square centimetre = 0. 1550 square inch.
\

Volume

1 cubic inch = 16.386 cubic centimetres. -

1 gallon = 4543 cubic centimetres = 277.46 cubic inches \

1 cubic centimetre =0.0610 cubic inch.

1 litre =1.7608 pints. J

Mass

1 pound = 453. 59 grams.

1 ounce =28.35 grams. \

1 gram = 0.03527 ounce = 0.002205 pound.
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Force

1 poundal = 13825 dynes.
1 grain's weight = 980 ' '

•

1 pound's weight = 444518 "

Work and Energy

1 foot-pound = 1.383 x 10' ergs = 1.383 joules.

= 0. 1383 kilogram-metres.
1 kilogram-metre = 7.233 foot-pounds.

Power or Activity

1 horse-power = 746 watts.

= 33000 foot-pounds per minute.

Iwatt =0.0013406 horse-power.

III

Elastic Constants of Solids

Brass

Glass

Iron (wrought)

Steel ,

Bulk-modulus

10 X 10"

4 X 10"

14.6 X 10"

18.4 X 10"

Coefficient of Rigidity

8.7x10"

2.4x10"
7.7x10"

8.2 x 10"

Young's Modulus

10.4x10"
6 xlO"

19.6x10"

22 xlO"

IV

Densities

Solids

Aluminium 2.58

Brass (about) 8.5

Brick 2.1

Copper 8.92

Cork 0.24

Diamond 3.52

Glass, common 2.6
"

heavy flint 3.7

Gold 19.3

IceatO°C 0.91

Iron, cast 7.4

Iron, wrought 7.86

Lead 11.3

Nickel 8.9

Oak 0.8

Pine 0.5

Platinum 21.50

Quartz 2.65

Silver 10.53

Sugar 1.6

Tin 7.29

Zinc 7.15

Mean density of earth is 5.5270.
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Liquids
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Alcohol at 20° C 0.789

Carbon bisulpliide 1.39

Ethyl ether at 0° C 0.735

Glycerine 1.26

Mercury

Sulphuric acid,. .

Water at 4° C...
Sea water at 0° C

13.596

1.85

1

1.026

Water at other tenaperatures, see below.

Oases at 0° C. and 76 centimetres of Mercury Pressure

Air, dry 0.001293

Ammonia 0.000770

Carbon dioxide 0.001974

Chlorine 0.003133

Hydrogen 0.0000895

Nitrogen 0.001257

Oxygen 0.001430

Water at Different Temperatures

DegreesOC
1 ..

3 ..

3 ..

4 ..

5 ..

6 ..

7 ..

8 ..

9 ..

10 ..

11 ..

13 ..

13 ..

14 ..

15 ..

0.999878

0.999933

0.999972

0.999993

1.000000

999993

999969

0.999933

0.999882

0.999819

0.999739

0.999650

0.999544

0.999430

0.999297

0.999154

Degrees

16 C.

17 .

18 .

19 .

20 .

21 .

22 .

23' .

24 .

25 .

26 .

27 .

28 .

29 .

30 .

31 .

0.999004

0.998839

0.998663

0.998475

0.998272

0.998065

0.997849

0.997623

0.997386

0.997140

0.99686

0.99659

0.99632

0.99600

99577

0.99547
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Surface Tension

Liquids with Air il

Liquid
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VII

Correction for Large Arcs of Vibration

If observed period of vibration is T for arc of swing a, the period

for an arc infinitely small \%{T— KT), where K=- sin' - +
^sin*^;-

a
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IX

Barometric Corrections

1. Correction for Temperature

Mercury—Brass scale correct at 0° C.

Temperature



TABLES 52S

Frequencies of Middle Octave

Name
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XIII

Average Coefficients of Cubical Expansion of Liquids

Alcohol 0°-80° C. 0.00105 I Mercury . .

Ethyl ether . . 0°-33° 0.00210
| Turpentine

XIV

Average Specific Heats

OMOO°C.
9°-106°

0.0001818

0.00105

Alcohol
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XVII

Vaporization Constants

Alcohol (ethyl)

Carbon dioxide

Chloroform. . .

Cyanogen
Ether (ethyl)..

Hydrogen

Mercury

Oxygen

Sulphur
Water

Boiling-Point

Degrees

78.4 C.

-80
61.20

-20.7

34.9

-243
357

-184
444.53

100

Latent Heat

209

72 at - 25°

58.5

103 at 0°

90

62

535.9

XVIII

Vapor-Pkessurk of Water

Temperature
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XIX

Vapor-Pressure of Mercury

In Millimetres—Regnault and Hertz (a) ; Ramsay and Young (5)

Degrees
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XXI

Thermal Conductivities

Silver 1.3

Copper 96

Iron 20

Stone 006

Ice 003

Water 003

Glass 0005

Wool 00013

Paper 000094

Air 000049

XXII

Dielectric Constants (Electrostatic System)

Substance
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XXIV

Standard Resistances

= 0.9408 international ohms.

= 0.9863

= 0.9973

International ohm (1893) = 1

= 106.3 centimetres of mercury, cross-section

1 square millimetre, at 0*^ C.

Siemens unit

B. A. unit

Legal ohm (1884)

XXV

Specific Conductivitt, Referred to Mercury

Aluminium (soft) 33.35

Copper (pure) 59

Iron 9.75

Mercury 1

Nickel (soft) 3.14

Platinum 14.4

Silver (soft) 63.6

Tin 7

Resistance, in Ohms at 0° C.' of Wire 100 cm. Long, 1 mm. Diameter

Aluminium 0.03699

Copper 0.02063

German -silver 0. 3660

Iron 0.1334

Mercury 1.198

Platinum 0.1150

Silver 0.02019

Rate of Change in Resistance

per Degree Centigrade

0.00388

0.00388

0.00044

0.00055

0.00073

0.00377

XXVI

E. M. F. OF Common Cells
Name E. M. F.

Voltaic (zinc, acid, copper) 0.98 volts.

Daniell (zinc, acid, copper-sulphate, copper) 1.09
"

Grove (zinc, acid, nitric acid, platinum) 1.70
"

Bunsen (zinc, acid, nitric acid, carbon) 1.86

Chromate (zinc, acid, chromic acid, carbon) 3 "

Leclanche 1.46
"

Edison-Lalaude 0.70
"

Drycell 1.8

Chloride of Silver 1.03
"
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XXVII

Indices of Refraction

Substance

Air, pressure 76 cm.

Iltlium,

Hydrogen,

Nitrogen,

Oxygen,

Alcohol

Chloroform

Carbon bisulphide .

' < <<

Water

Rock salt.

tt It

Flint glass. .

it ( c

Crown glass

Wave-length

Centimetres

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000434

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000434

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000434

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000434

0.0000589

0.0000485

0.0000434

Index

1.0002922

1.0002943

1.0002962

1.000043

1.000140

1.000297

1.000272

1.363

1.449

1.624

1.648

1.334

1 338

1.341

1.5441

1.5331

1.5607

1.651

1.665

1.677

1.517

1.524

1.529

Temperature

Degrees

oc.

15

15

25

25

16

16

16

24

24

24

XXVIII

Wate-Lengths in Centimetres

K
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XXIX

Numerical Constants

It =3.14159; logio'n- =0.497149.

\/;r= 1.772; l/-/;r = 0.5642.

7r2 = 9.8696; l/7r2 = 0.10132.

The base of the natural system of logarithms,

E = 2.7183; log,oe= 0.434294;

logio*
loge* :

log

= 2.302585 logioa;.
10'

- = 0.368.

XXX

Numerical Tables

n
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Numerical Tables—{Continued)

n



582 LOGARITHMS 100 TO 1000



LOGARITHMS 100 TO lOOO 583

55

56
57
58



534 NATURAL SINES

0°

1
2
3

4
5
6



NATURAL SINES 635

45^

46~
47
48

49
50
51

52
53
54
55

56
57
58

59
60
61

62
63
64
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NATURAL COSINES 587

45^

46
47
48

49
50
51

52
53
54

55



638 NATURAL TANGENTS

0°

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
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INDEX

Aberration, Chromatic, 453, 47^
Aberration, Spherical, 441, 445

Absorption, Electric, 400
Acceleration, Angular, Measure-
ment of, 79

Acceleration, Linear, Measurement
of, 70

Advantage, Mechanical, 141

Air-pump, Platform, 483

Amalgamating Zinc and Copper,
495

Ampere, 318

Angle, Measurement of, 124, 149,464

Angstrom Unit, 427
Anode. 403
Archimedes' Principle, 189

Arcs, Corrections for Large, 521

Area, Measurement of, 25

Aspirator, 483

Astaticism, 512
Atwood's Machine, 98

"Back-lash," 50, 52

Balance, Theory and Use of, 17,

61,151 etseq., 489
Ballistic Galvanometer, 396
Barometer corrections, Tables, 522

Barometer, To Fill a, 494

Barometer, To Read a, 157

Boiling-point, 262, 300

Boiling-point, Tables of, 525
Books of Reference, 488

Boyle's Law, 209

Broca, System of Magnets, 514

Bunsenburner, 257

Caliper, Micrometer, 39

Caliper, Vernier, 34

Calorie, 253

Calorimeter, 284

Capacity, Electrical, 317, 334

Capillary Correction, 186, 521

Capillary Tubes, 204

Cathetometer, 58

Cathode, 403

Cells, E. M. F., Tables of, 528

Cells, Standard, 501

Cements, 496

Centigrade Scale, 255

Centimetre, 2

Centrifugal Motion, 105

Chemicals, Useful, 488
Clark Cell, 318, 501

Cleaning Glass, 23, 491
Clock-circuit and Contact, 484

Coincidences, Method of, 168

Collimator, 459

Color-sensation, 476

Combination, Heat of, 526

Commutator, Pohl's, 392

Comparator, 58

Condenser, 334, 396

Conductivity, Heat, Tables of, 527

Controlling Magnet, 507

Cooling Curve, 311

Coulomb, 318

Current-sheet, 340

Curvature, Measurement of, 44

Damping-key, 397, 399, 496
D'Arsonval Galvanometer, 503,505

Density of Gas, 206

Density of Liquid, 183 e^ seq.

Density of Solid, 189 et seq., 193,"

197, 201

Density, Tables of, 518

Deviation, 469

Deviation, Minimum, Angle of, 471
Dielectric Constant, 334, 336
Dielectric Constant, Tables of, 527

Dip-circle, 349

Dip, Magnetic, 349, 420

Discharge-key, 398

Dispersion, 470, 473
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Dividing-engiue, 49

Drying Tubes, 484

Dyne, 68

Earth Inductor, 420

Eccentricity of Needle, 349

EflBciency, 141

Elasticity of Air, 209

Elasticity of Rigidity, 168

Elasticity of Solids, Tables, 518

Elasticity of Wire, 163
Electric Absorption, 400
Electric Current, 402, 409

Electricity, Quantity of, 396
Electro-chemical Equivalent, 402,

527

Electrolysis Constants, Tables,
527

Electrolysis, Laws of, 402

Electrolyte, Resistance of, 385, 388

Electromagnetic System of Units,
818

Electrometer, 334 et seq.

Electrophorus, 333

Electroscope, 325
Electrostatic System of Units, 317
E. M. F., Measurement of— Con-

denser, 396
E. M. F., Measurement of — Gal-

vanometer, 392
E. M. F., Tables of, 528

Equilibrium of Parallel Forces, 129

Equilibrium of Three Forces at a

Point, 122

Equilibrium of Three Forces on an
Extended Body, 133

Equipotential Lines—Electric Cur-

rents, 340

Equipotential Lines—Electrostatic

Field, 324

Equipotential Lines— Magnetic
Fiel.l, 348

Equivalent, Mechanical, of Heat,
414

Erg, 68

Error, Probable, etc., 3-6
Estimation of Tenths, 10, 27

Evaporation, Latent Heat of, 302

Expansion, Coefficients of, Tables

of, 523, 524

Expansion of Air, 278

Expansion of Liquid, 271

Expansion of Liquid, Apparent,
271

Expansion of Solid, 265, 274

Eye-piece, 455, 457

Eye-piece, Gaussian or CoUimat-
ing, 462

Farad, 319

Faraday's Ice-pail Experiment, 328
Farad ay 's Laws o f E I ectrolysis, 402
Fill a Bulb, H6vv to, 23
Fixed Points of Thermometer, 259

Floating Body, Density of
, 201

Flow, Lines of, 340
Fluid Pressure, Laws of, 179

Focus, 437
Focus a Microscope, How to, 51

Force, Electrostatic Field of, 321

Force, Law of, F— Ma, 98

Force, Magnetic Field of, 344
Fraunhofer Lines, 478
Fraunhofer Lines, Tables of, 529

Frequency of Tuning-fork, 229

Friction, 81, 101, 142, 146 et seq.

Friction, Coefficient of, 146

Fusion-point, 260, 291

Fusion-point, Tables of, 524

"
g," Acceleration Due to Gravity,
98

".9," Tables of, 520

Galvanometer, 61, 503

Galvanometer, Ballistic, 396, 505

Galvanometer-Constant, 402, 409,
504

Galvanometer, D'Arsonval, 505

Galvanometer, Differential, 504
Galvanometer Magnets, 510
Galvanometer Miri-ors, 511
Galvanometer Resistance, 382

Galvanometer, Sensibility of, 514

Galvanometer, Suspended System
of, 508

Galvanometer, Tangent, 402, 504

Galvanometer, Thomson, 503, 507
Gaussian Eye- piece, 462
Gauss's Method of Double Weigh-

ing, 154

Glass, Hov\ to Clean, 23, 491

Glass, Manipulation of, 489, 499

Gram, 2

Graphical Method, 6

Grating Diffraction, 477

Gravity, Centre of, 136

Guard-ring Electrometer, 334

Harmonic Motion, 111 et seq.

Hooke's Law, 112, 163

Horizontal Intensity of Earth's

Magnetic Field, 359, 412
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